Essential for both the traveller and scholar alike, Nepalfills a long
dormant gap in the literature of this spectacular region and is a product
of many years of individual research by scholars of Nepal's history,
religion, art and sociology. It draws on a variety of authoritative studies of
Nepal's cultural history that have been published in European and
Nepalese languages.
The guide begins with an overview of the history of Nepal. This focuses
on the Kathmandu Valley, with its rich and sophisticated culture, but also
outlines developments of historical importance outside the Valley. This is
followed by a detailed inmoduction to religion as it is practised in Nepal:
here, the focus is on Hinduism and Buddhism, and on the major deities
of each tradition, their relationship to one another, and their
representation in art and sculpture.
There are also introductory chapters on the main forms of architecture
and the principal art forms: painting, stone sculpture, metalcasting and
woodcaning.
The second part of the book consists of indepth descriptions of specific
sites within the Kathmandu Valley, each written by a scholar who has a
long and intimate acquaintance with the temples, palaces, stupas and
other monuments he or she describes. The book is copiously illustrated
with photographs in monochrome and colour, and contains maps and
linedrawings. There is a chronology and a full glossary of Nepali, Newari
and Sanskrit terms.
Although written mainly by academics, the book is intended for a general
readership. Easily portable in format, Nepaldoes not tell the reader
where to stay, what to eat or what to wear. It will though help those who
wish to appreciate the cultural splendours of Nepal in their historical and
religious context and require more information than is imparted by the
average tourist guidebook.
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PREFACE
This book is the result of an initiative taken by Paul Strachan of Kiscadale Publications,
who first approached the editor in 1990. It aims to provide the curious traveller with
an introduction to the art and architecture of what has been termed the 'heart of
Nepal' - the Kathmandu Valley. It will not tell you where to stay, what to eat or what
to wear. Instead, it aims to explain and describe the extraordinary cultural efflorescence
that took place in Nepal over many centuries, and to direct the visitor to some of the
most important sites and monuments. Although it is not a large country, Nepal contains a number of different cultures and traditions. No one book could describe all of
this variegated heritage in any measure of detail. Therefore, this book focuses on specific aspects of the culture of the Kathmandu Valley, and on selected sites within it,
without pretending in any way to present a comprehensive treatment of the subject.
Nonetheless, these descriptions of palaces, temples and stupas in the Kathmandu Valley
are rather more detailed than those that appear in any tourist guide.
T h e main problems faced by the editor of this kind of book are the spelling of
Nepali, Newari and Sanskrit terms and the fact that many buildings and features have
several different names. For instance, a town quarter is called to1 in Nepali and mah in
Newari. In scholarly works, the convention is usually to adopt Sanskritic spellings,
thus, Mahadeva, Kumbhesvara, etc. However, local people will often pronounce these
names differently, primarily by dropping the final 'a'. The spellings adopted in this
book are, with some imporrant exceptions, midway between Sanskritic exactitude and
pronunciation. That is, Kumbhesvara is spelled Kumbheshvar, but not Kumbeswor.
T h e exceptions are for words or names that are already well-established in English:
Shim's name, for instance, is oken pronounced 'Shiv' in Nepal, and Avalokiteshvara
may become 'Avalokiteswor'. But the standard spellings of such names, which will be
immediately familiar to anyone who has read works on Hinduism and Buddhism, are
retained here. A few guiding ~ r i n c i ~ l will
e s assist the user of this book in the pronunciation of these names.
is pronounced like the 'U' in 'put' or like the '00' in 'boot', but never like the 'U'
in 'pun'.
2. 'e' is pronounced much like the 'ay' in 'day', not like the 'e' in 'get'.
3. 'v' can be pronounced as 'b' or as 'W', e.g. Bhairav can be pronounced 'Bhairab',
Vishnu 'Bishnu', and Maheshvar 'Maheshwar'.
4. Little distinction is made between 'S' and 'sh' - the two sounds are almost interchangeable. So Vishnu's name can be pronounced 'Visnu' or even 'Bisnu'.
5. The consonants b, d, g, j, k, p, t, when followed by the letter 'h', are aspirated or
breathy. None of the languages of Nepal or north India possesses a sound similar to
the 'th' in the English definite article ('the').
l.

'U'

The editor of this book is the author of all sections that are not otherwise attributed;
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(DG); Bruce Herrod (BH); Axel Michaels (AM); Julian Murray UM); Stephen Ryan
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deep gratitude to David Gellner, Axel Michaels, Greta Rana and Govinda Tandan for
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A Short History of Nepal
Th: discovery in 1981 of a tooth of Ramapithecus in the Shivalik hills near Lumbini
proves that the part of the earth's surface now called Nepal was frequented by hominoids 8 to 14 million years ago, but the history of the region up until the early centuries BCE remains wholly un-reconstructed. Under the Licchavi rulers (4th - c. 9th
century AD), the kingdom may have extended far beyond the confines of the
Kathmandu Valley, but as a political unit Nepal did not assume its present proportions
until the late 18th century.
Geographically, Nepal can be divided into three regions from north to south: into
Himal, Pahar and Tarai. Himal is the name given to the high, sparsely populated
mountain regions where small communities of pastoralists and traders maintain a
Mahayana Buddhist culture and way of life that closely resemble those of their neighbours in Tibet to the north. In fact, most of the people of the Himal region are of
Tibetan origin: the Sherpas of the Solu and Khumbu valleys migrated south some 500
years ago. Pahar is the name given to the middle hill region that is the home of Nepal's
dominant castes and ethnic groups. Ethnically and linguistically, its population becomes increasingly diverse as one moves through Nepal from west to east, but a process
of general cultural homogenization has been at work for many centuries and the differences between the various tribes have diminished. Broadly speaking, there are two main
groupings: the first is of caste Hindus called parbatiyac or Indo-Nepalese, mostly
Brahmans and Chhetris, who speak Nepali as their mother-tongue. The second grouping is of a large number of different peoples who speak Tibeto-Burman languages and
appear to have entered Nepal from the north in the distant past. The Newars are an
anomalous case. Their language is Tibeto-Burman, but they share many cultural rraits
with the Indo-Nepalese. Their origins and identity are still debated, but it is generally
agreed that the Newars comprise people of very different origins. Most of the people of
the Pahar region are farmers who eke out a fairly meagre living on small plots of land.
Other than the towns of the Kathmandu and Pokhara valleys there are few urban centres in the hills. T h e population of the three main Kathmandu Valley towns
(Kathmandu, Lalitpur and Bhaktapur) was approximately 350,000 in 1981, but it has
certainly increased greatly since then. T o the south of the hill region lies the Tarai, a
strip of lowland roughly 30 miles from south to north where people of recent north
Indian origin, speaking languages such as Maithili, Bhojpuri and Awadhi, live alongside indigenous forest tribes such as the Tharu, as well as settlers from the hills. Much
of Nepal's foodgrain comes from the Tarai, where cultivation takes place on land that
was only a century or two ago covered by dense malarial forest. The forests served to
isolate the hill region from north India, and account in part for Nepal's continued independence despite the domination of India by a variery of invaders from the medieval
period onwards.
The name 'Nepal' was traditionally applied only to the Kathmandu Valley. It is
clearly linked to the n m e of the Valley's most ancient inhabitants, the Newars: one
suggestion is that it is a combination of the Tibeto-Burman word nc (cattle) and the
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Sanskrit word p a h (keepers, guardians), or of Ne (the name of a mythical sage) with
the same Sanskrit word. Nepal is mentioned in the Althahmma, a text of great antiquity but uncertain date: the first securely dated mention of Nepal appears in a pillar inscription at Allahabad which dates from the reign of the emperor Samudragupta (33576), and describes Nepal as a 'frontier state'. The Chinese T a n g contemporaries of the
Licchavi kings of Nepal knew the kingdom as Ni-po-10. The use of the name was established probably during the early centuries of the Christian era, but was not applied to
the whole of the region stretching from the Mechi river to the Mahacali until the Rana
period, some considerable time after its
unification by the kings of Gorkha.
The cultural and political ascendancy of the Kathmandu Valley is affirmed by all
accounts of the history of Nepal. Historical developments within the Valley are described in great detail, while the history of the rest of the country is usually mentioned
only when it impinges on that of the Valley. This account will also begin by focusing
on the history of the Kathmandu Valley, which is, after all, the region to which most
visitors come and which contains most of Nepal's greatest artistic and architectural
splendours. But it will also endeavour to explain developments in greater Nepal which
produced the modern nation-state and formed the unique, living culture still evident
today.

The Kathmandu Valley
The ancient history of the Valley begins with a myth - or rather, with a number of
myths among which one particular account has pined the widest acceptance. This is
preserved in a Buddhist text, the Swayambhu Purana. The earliest known copy of this
text dates from 1558, but it may recycle a much older myth of lake-drainage that originates ultimately from Khotan in central Asia. Each myth describes the draining from
the Valley of a huge lake, often called the Naga-vma-bra& (lake of the Nagas' abode).
The geological record confirms the existence of this lake during the Pleistocene era:
subsequent erosion by rivers and streams has removed the top layers of sediment (tar)
to increase the area of fertile plains (do0 of lacustrine soils. Most of the Valley's settlements were built on the higher tar plateau.
According to the Swayambhu Purana, the lake was inhabited by a large number of
Nagas - serpentine creatures closely associated with water, rain and agricultural fertility
which are ubiquitous in the art of rhe Valley. Prompted by the miraculous appearance
of a lotus-borne flame upon the waters of the lake, the Bodhisattva Manjushri came
down from the north to cleave the southern rim of the Valley with his sword and release the waters, thus rendering the Valley habitable and suitable for the propagation of
religion. Nowadays the gorge at Chobhar, to the west of Lalit~ur,is identified as this
cleFc, though the Bagmati river actually leaves the Valley through the Kotwal ('swordcut') gorge a few miles downstream. The foundation of a shrine to protect the flame
(called Swayambhu: 'self-existent', 'self-manifest') on a hill called Singum (cowail) or
Goshringa (cowhorn) is dated to prehistoric times by the m y h . A Hindu (Vaishnav)
account of the draining of the Valley gives credit for the action to Pradyumna, the son
of Krishna, who thus released the river-goddess Vagvati (the Bagmati) from the demon
who had imprisoned her. This version of the m y h was given greater credence during
the late Malla period than it is today.
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A Old Xirthmandu
B Old Lalitpur
C Bhaktapur
D Kirtipur
E Chobhar
F Bu~rgamati
G Hamsiddhi
H Thimi
I Sankhu
J Bancpa
KPha~phin~
I . Swayambhu Jtupa
2. Bahju
3. Dhum Varahi
4. Pashupati temp&
5. Budbanihkantha
6 Chabahil/ Dharmndrva stupa
Z Bavddha stup
8. Dakrhin Kali
9.Va~raVamhi @ j r a b r a h i )
10. Chdngu Narayan
! I . VaJm Yogini (BaJrafogini)

MAP OF THE KATHMANDU VALLEY
The draining of the Valley robbed the Nagas of their ancient home. In fact, several
are said to have been 'swept down' to the plains below, from where they had to be 'rescued'. Each was subsequently installed in its own residence, where it remains today. O n
at least one celebrated occasion, a king of Nepal has entreated the Nagaraja, the king of
the Nagas, for rain during a time of drought.
Most conventional histories of Nepal begin by stating that the Valley was ruled
during ancient times by two dynasties of kings, the Gopalas (cowherds) and
Mahishapalas (buffalo-herds), and that control of the kingdom was wrested from the
latter dynasty by a tribe called the Kiratas. The Gopalas and Mahishapalas, whose
names appear in chronicles wrinen many centuries later, are almost impossibly obscure,
though the centre of their lungdorn may have been at Matatirtha, in the south-west
corner of the Valley. The identity of the Kiratas is problematic. One chronicle states
that there were 26 Kirata kings, whose reigns amounted to a total of 1,581 years! Their
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name first appears in ancient Sanskrit texts to mean 'people of the periphery': it seems
to have been used first to denote a specific tribe, and later to refer to Himalayan tribes
more generally. Nowadays, the terms kirati and kiranti are used to denote the Rais and
Limbus, Tibeto-Burman-speaking tribal peoples of the eastern hills of Nepal. It may
well be that an ethnic group called the Kirata was dominant in the Valley during the
early centuries BCE. The modern Newars are of heterogenous ethnic origin, and it is
possible that a section of Newar society is descended from the Kiratas. The little that is
known of their language has been drawn from an analysis of the Valley's oldest placenames, which are all Tibeto-Burman, and the language has been described as 'protoNewari'.
Before serting foot on slightly more solid ground, mention should be made of two
further historid traditions that seem to have little basis in fact. It is often asserted that
t h e Buddha. Shakyamuni, visited t h e Kathrnandu Valley to pay homage t o
Swayambhu. Though it is certain that the Buddha was born near Lumbini, within the
borders of modern Nepal, it is most unlikely that he visited the Valley. One or more of
his disciples may just have come this way. Similarly, no firm evidence exists to support
the celebrated legend of a visit by Ashoka (r. c. 268-239 BCE), the Mauryan emperor
who encouraged all religions but himself leaned towards Buddhism. The hills of Nepal
were not a part of the Mauryan empire, and although the so-called Ashokan stupas at
cardinal points around Lalitpur may even dare back to pre-Mautyan times, it is unlikely that they were founded by Ashoka himself. However, Ashoka did visit sites associated with the life of the Buddha in what is now the Tarai. The memorial pillars he
erected at Lumbini and nearby sites in the middle of the 3rd century BCE are the earliest examples of stone-carving in Nepal.
After the 4 t h century, the Kathmandu Valley enters documented history.
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Unfortunately, some periods yield more inscriptions, chronicles and remains than others, and it is not necessarily the case that the more remote past is less well-documented
than the more recent. Some 200 inscriptions survive from the period 464-879, but less
than a dozen from 879 to 1200. Other than inscriptions, coins, architectural and sculptural remains and the accounts of foreign travellers such as the Chinese, the most important sources of data for the reconstruction of Nepal's long history have been the
vamhavalis, or chronicles. The most basic of these are simple lists of lungs, but others
provide details such as regnal dates and the ruler's actions to honour his gods, such as
donations to temples or the founding of shrines. The earliest vamshavalis were compiled during the 14th century, and were based upon genealogies that had been transmitred orally for centuries. The most important is known as the Copafaraja Vamrhavali
and was compiled during the reign of Sthiti Malla (1382-95; also often called Jayasthiti
Malla). Although each vamshavali is notoriously unreliable with regard to chronological
order and regnal dates, and many events owe more to myth and fantasy than historical
fact, careful cross-referencing between chronicles, inscriptions and other evidence has
~ r o d u c e da fairly clear picture of portions of Nepali history. T h e Copalaraja
Vamshavali, the 'Chronicle of the Gopala Kings', was so named because it begins with
a list of the obscure Gopala rulers. But it is from the Licchavi period that Nepal's oldest
examples of solid documentation survive.
T h e Licchavis
N o evidence has been discovered so far that suggests
human habitation of the
.
Kathmandu Valley before the beginning of the common era. Nepal enters documented
history some rime after the establishment of a strong, Valley-based, centralized state by
a dynasty of kings called the Licchavis. The name 'Licchavi' appears regularly in the
history of north-east India from the time of the Buddha until the 4th century. The
original Licchavis' capital was at Vaishali, across the Ganges from the ancient ciry of
Pataliputra (modern Patna), and their state was large and powerful. It is claimed that a
branch of the Licchavi dynasry broke away, probably some time before AD250, and
possibly as early as the 5th century BCE, to establish a new, semi-autonomous kingdom in the Himalayas. At its zenith, this may have extended far beyond the confines of
the Kathmandu Valley. However, it is impossible to establish a firm link benveen the
Licchavis of Nepal and those of Vaishali. and it may be that local rulers in Nepal simply adopted the name 'Licchavi' to enhance their prestige.
The Licchavi period in Nepal corresponds with that of the imperial Guptas and
their successors, who presided over a huge efflorescence of art and sculpture in India.
This fact is reflected in Licchavi art: many of Nepal's finest stone sculptures date from
between the late 5th and early 7th centuries. While Gupta art declined in India, it was
developed further in Nepal, where the Licchavi kings founded many of Nepal's holiest
shrines on sites that were probably already regarded as sacred. These include the Shaiva
temple of Pashupati at D e o ~ a t a n the
, Vaishnav temple of Changu Narayan and the
great Buddhist stupa ofswayarnbhu. Other than c h a i v and a small number of primitive shelters housing Shiva lingar, no buildings survive from the Licchavi ~ e r i o d ,but
the Valley still contains many Licchavi sculptures of wonderful quality.
The earliest historical document found in the Valley is an inscription on a stone ~ i l -
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lar in the courtyard of Changu Narayan temple which dates from 464 and records the
achievements of King Manadeva (r. 464-506). I t begins the Licchavi roll of succession
with Vrishadeva, and Manadeva is recorded to be the third king in his line. Manadeva
persuaded his mother, Queen Rajyavati, not to join his father on the funeral pyre, and
then went forth to subjugate the tribes to the east and west of the Valley and bring
them under Licchavi rule. Manadeva's long, uninterrupted reign was a period of stability and considerable artistic achievement. Fourteen inscriptions from the period have
been found, spanning 4 1 years (464-505). I t was probably Manadeva who founded the
fabled palace of Managriha from which his successors ruled until the mid-7th century.
Some historians believe that this palace was located at Harigaon, now a suburb of
north-eastern Kathmandu. This has not been proved conclusively, but it does seem
likely that t h e Licchavis' capital was somewhere near what is now Kathmandu.
Manadeva himself was apparently a Vaishnav (a devotee of Vishnu), though he aid
homage to Shiva too.
Except for Manadeva and a handful of others, the Licchavi kings remain rather
shadowy characters. Knowledge of the period has been drawn from 200 surviving inscriptions and architectural and sculptural remnants: even so, much more is known
about the years between 464 and the late 9 t h century than about the three centuries
that follow. From c. 506 until 641, the Licchavis' hold on power weakened as a family
called Gupta contested it. For some time the Guptas, powerful officers at the Licchavi
court, controlled the affairs of state while the kings became mere figureheads. O n at
least three occasions, the Guptas themselves became kings, and there were also periods
during which they exercised joint rule. I t is possible that the Guptas were actually descendants of the ancient Gopala dynasty whose names, according to the chronicles, also
ended in 'Gupta'. T h e Licchavi kings traced their ancestry to the solar lineage and
owed their primary religious allegiance to Vishnu, while the Guptas were of the lunar
lineage and devotees of Shiva, though they paid homage to Vishnu as well. In the
highly pluralist culture of the Valley, sectarian conflict was minimal, but by no means
non-existent. There are several cases where Vaishnav, Shaiva and Buddhist myths compete for prominence as explanations for the same phenomenon.
T h e political marginalization of the Licchavi kings started with Bhaumagupta who
held high office at the court of Ganadeva (r. 560-5) and may have been sole ruler for
some years between 567 and 590. Under Shivadeva I (r. 590-604) Bhaumagupta's status again became that of a powerful functionary, not a king. Amshuvarman, whose relationship to the Guptas is unclear, wielded great power at Shivadeva's court from
about 594 and himself became a king of great stature and renown after Shivadeva's
death in 604. His memory endures to this day in Nepalese folklore. Arnshuvarman
built a separate palace, Kailashakuta (probably in what is now southern Kathmandu),
which was subsequently occupied by the Gupta rulers until 643. H e also introduced a
new calendrical era, the Amshuvarman or Manadeva Samvat. Legend has it that
Amshuvarman contributed to the introduction of Buddhism to Tibet by giving his
Tibetan king Songsten Gampo in rnardaughter, the princess Bhrikuti, to the
riage. Bhrikuti's dowry is said to have included Buddhist images, and she was later canonized as a manifestation of Tara. Ir is said that Songstcn Gampo also took a Chinese
wife at the same time - but since this latter marriage certainly took lace in 641, the
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back power and abandoned Managriha for the palace of Kailashakuta. T h e 6th and 7th
centuries seem t o have been a period o f considerable religious tolerance. Buddhist
schools a n d vehicles (Theravada, Mahayana, Vajrayana) were established b y
Amshuvarman's time, while Vaishnav and Shaiva Hinduism flourished alongside Vedic
cults and popular local traditions. T h e Buddhist monasteries (vihara) and Hindu
priests' houses (math) became extremely influential in the world of politics as well as in
the religious sphere. Though they have been destroyed, rebuilt and restored innumerable times since their foundation, most of Nepal's national shrines date from the
Licchavi ~ e r i o d ,and many of Nepal's greatest achievements in sculpture were made
possible by the munificence of the Guptas who usurped the Licchavis' power.

Post-Licchavi Period (c. 879-1200)
T h e kings of Nepal's 'Dark Age' are described by Mary Slusser as 'a succession of phantom rulers known to posterity almost by name alone'. T h e date 879 is arbitrarily chosen, since it begins a new era - the Nepal Samvat. From the period 879-1200 there are
less than a dozen stone inscriptions, no coins and no foreign accounts. Some rulers of
the period were descendants of the Licchavis, others were powerhl nobles - 'Th&urisl as Amshuvarman had been. T h e only king of any significance was Gunakamadwa (r. c.
980-98), who is said to have founded Kathmandu. However, as Rishikesh Shaha remarks, 'in the oral tradition, almost any-thing really old is ascribed to Gunakamadeva'.
Politically, the picture is one of decline and fragmentation; the capital may have been
moved to Bhaktapur, and was certainly established there by 1255, when a new palace,
Tripura, was built. A second semi-independent kingdom also grew up, with its capital
at Banepa. Most settlements remained much as they were, although Licchavi innovations such as the state irrigation system deteriorated.
T h e rulers of this ~ e r i o dhad strong links with the Pala dynasty of Bengal from the
mid-8th to the early 12th centuries, though the influence o f the Pala school of art
seems to have been limited. T h e ~ r i n c i ~ development
al
of the first 200 years or so was
the enormous growth of Vajrayana Buddhism, and with it the introduction of new
Tantric deities: images in bronze and gold were ~ r o d u c e din large quantities, but the
quality o f stone sculpture began to decline. Buddhist monks largely abandoned
celibacy, and Lalitpur became a centre of Tantric and Buddhist learning, attracting
pupils from both India and Tibet. The cult of the stupa grew, and Swayambhu was
greatly embellished.
Despite the growth of Vajrayana Buddhism, the great gods of Hinduism retained
important positions. According to local myths, the influence of the 8th-century Indian
theologian Shankar Acharya led to a decline in Buddhism in the latter decades of the
period, but these myths probably refer to later events. Important buildings such as the
Kasthamandapa were founded, and the art of wood carving became more important,
but perhaps the most significant developments took place in literature. Thousands of
manuscripts, most of them redactions of Sanskrit texts, sometimes with Newari commentaries or translations, poured from the viharar and maths of the Valley. T h e embellishment of these manuscripts became elaborate during the l l t h century: composed of
stacked strips of palm leaves or hamemade paper, they were sometimes dyed blue-black
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to receive writing in gold and silver, and often illustrated with miniature paintings. The
colophons of these manuscripts, which contain dates and references to rulers, are the
main source for the reconstruction of this period of history.

M y Mallas (1200-1382)
The name 'malla' is not normally an ethnic designation or a dynastic name. It means
'wrestler' or 'victor' and, unlike the title 'thakuri' which was applied centuries later by
the writers of chronicles to a miscellany of kings, the name was actually adopted by the
kings themselves. The first was h i Malla, who reigned from 1200 to 1216. O f Ari
Malla's actual origins, and of how he and his successors came to supplant the Licchavis
and their descendants, very lirtle is known. Later chronicles attempt to link the Mallar
with the Maithili-speaking rulers of Tirhut (also known as Videha or Mithila), a powerful kingdom on the present-day BiharlTarai border, but it seems that they came from
at least LWO different families. Their capitals were at Bhaktapur and Banepa, but the
first century of this period is much like the century which preceded it: there seem to
have been no outstanding kings, and the period is very poorly documented.
W e know rather more abour the 14th century, during which several remarkable
personalities dominated the scene. The first of these was Rudra Malla, also known as
Jayarudra Malla (1295-1326), a powerful figure behind the Malla throne. Rudra Malla
gave sanctuary to Devaladevi, the widowed queen of the last Maithil king, Harisingh
Deva, when she and her family and entourage arrived in the Valley as refugees in 1326.
Harisingh Deva had ruled the kingdom of Tirhut until he was ousted by the Tughlaq
ruler of Delhi, whereupon he fled to the hills but died on the journey. His family
brought their tutelary deity, the goddess Taleju, to Bhaktapur, and the Mallas subsequently became her devotees. It is possible that Queen Devaladwi was related ro rhe
wife of Rudra Malla, for she and his mother together raised Rudra Malla's only child
and heir, a girl named Nayakadevi, after her father died. Nayakadevi subsequently married Dwaladevi's son Jagatsingh, but died while giving birth to a daughter in 1347.
Since Jagatsingh was (inexplicably) imprisoned after this, Devaladevi herself raised her
granddaughter, until she married Sthiti Malla (who became king in 1382) at the age of
eight. This made the widowed Maithil queen exceedingly powerhl in the kingdom for
over fifty years, and had several significant effects. not least the increased prestige and
influence of the Maithili language and its highly developed literature in the cultural life
of the Valley.
Between 1200 and the mid-14th century, the Malla kings were weak. Powerful nobles ruled at courr and in their own fiefdoms, and the Valley was vulnerable to raiders
and attackers from outside. O f these, the Doy= of Tirhut were by fir the most destructive: in 1299 and 131 1, for instance, Lalitpur and Deopatan (the hamlet surrounding
Pashupati temple) were completely sacked, and in 1300 their attack on Bhaktapur
caused internal strife. Seven years later, Ananta Malla withdrew to Banepa, donating all
his treasures to Pashupati temple. The Khasa of the western hills (see below) launched
half a dozen raids between 1287 and 1334; but, although they plundered the Valley's
traders, they paid homage at its shrines. Sultan Shamsuddin Ilyas, who had taken
Tirhut in 1345-6, passed through the Valley with an army in 1349, looting Pashupati
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and smashing the linga, and severely damaging Swayambhu on his way. But this was
one of only two Muslim incursions into the Valley, and but a pale reflection of the fate
that befell Buddhist and Hindu shrines on the plains of northern India.

Later Mallas (1382-1769)
T h e weakness and vulnerability of the Malla kingdom came to an end with Sthiti
Malla, who was the most powerful figure at court From about 1370 onwards, and is a
major figure of Nepalese history. Sthiti Malla was 'summoned fiom the south1 - probably from a rich or noble Maithil family - at the instigation of Devaladevi. H e ruled
jointly with Arjunadeva from 1372, and ruthlessly took power 10 years later. Sthiti
Malla ushered in a century of unity, strength and stability: the power of the nobles was
curbed, and Nepal's defences strengthened. Sthiti Malla also gave Valley society a more
rigid structure by codifying H i n d u laws o f caste and conduct with the help of
Brahmans brought from north and south India. A measure of the doubtful years that
had gone before is that it was not until 1372 that Swayarnbhu was repaired, 23 years
after the Muslim incursion. It was also during Sthiti Malla's reign that Newari became
an important literary language in its own right, particularly in drama and poetry, and
that Degutale, a form of Taleju, was adopted as the Mallas' lineage deity, in addition to
Pashupati.
In 1395, the throne was inherited jointly by Sthiti Malla's three sons. By 1408, rwo
ofthem had died and Jyotir Malla ruled alone until 1428, when his son, Yaksha Malla,
succeeded him. Yaksha Malla ruled from Bhaktapur until 1482, and managed to liquidate the kingdom of Banepa during his reign. Contrary to popular belief, Yaksha Malla
did not divide the kingdom between his sons. After his death, six sons and a nephew
ruled jointly, but some began to carve out morsels of the kingdom for themselves.
Ratna Malla seized Kathmandu for himself sometime after 1482, while Raya Malla
and his descendants held o n to Bhakta~ur.Banepa broke away again under Rama
Malla, and was not re-annexed by Bhaktapur until the 1640s. Laitpur became the fiefdom of a group of powerful nobles, but was restored to the Mallas by Ratna Malla's descendant, Shiva Singh, in 1597. After the death of Shiva Singh, king of Kathmandu
and Lalitpur, in 1619, each city was given to a grandson. Thus, through a complex pattern of conquest, secession and succession between 1484 and 1619, the three separate
Malla city-states of Kathmandu, Lalit~ur(Patan) and Bhaktapur emerged. Because of
the complexity of the politics of the late Malla ~ e r i o d ,the borders of each state were
constantly being re-drawn.
There was a bewildering number of kings. T h e most important was Pratap Malla (r.
Kathmandu, 1641-74). who deserves the credit for most of Kathmandu's ~alacesand
temples, and for the preservation of many Licchavi sculptures which he moved to his
palace, t h e H a n u m a n D h o k a . In B h a k t a ~ u r ,t h e last three kings (Jitamitra,
Bhupatindra and Ranjit) were important donors and builders, while many of Lalitpurls
finest monuments were built by Siddhi Narasingh, Shri Nivas and Yog Narendra.
'Though all these kings were descendants of Sthiti Malla, relations between them were
often very bad indeed. Feuds and quarrels continued ceaselessly, and they often took up
arms
one another and against the kingdoms to the west. O n several occasions,
city-states forged alliances with rulers outside the Valley to skirmish with their neigh-
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bours. This contained the seeds of their downfal, but they nonetheless managed to settle their differences on imporrant ceremonial occasions, and a more positive aspect of
the intense rivalry was the way in which each ruler vied with the others to create the
most spectacular palace square. The histories of the M d a kingdoms of the Valley are
recounted in more detail in the sections of this book that deal with the palace squares
of each of the three cities.
Athough the art and culture of the Malla period retained their own distinctive
characteristics right up until after the Gorkhali invasion, links with India and Tibet
played a significant role in the course of their development. The influence of Brahman
scholars from Tirhut, who were invited by the Malla kings because of their reputation
for learnedness, undermined the importance of Buddhism and strengthened the cult of
Shim. The cult of the goddess Taleju received a new impetus during the reign of Sthiti
Malla, who also paid homage to the indigenous deiry called Matsyendranath or
Macchendranath by Hindus and Karunarnaya by Buddhists.
T h e later Malla kings were impressed by Mughal courtly culture, and their adoption of Mughal and Rajput costumes is shown in bronzes and paintings - particularly in
the figures of Malla kings o n top of pillars in front of the palaces of each of the three
cities. The Mughal dome was imitated in a few temples from the late 17th century onward, and the Arabic script appeared occasionally o n Malla coins.
Trade with southern Tibet was vigorous, and coins manufactured in Nepal circulated in Tibet as official currency, particularly during the reign of Mahendra Malla in
Kathmandu. The Tibetans had turned to India and Nepal for Buddhism, but by the
16th century, when Buddhism flourished in Tibet, it had declined somewhat in Nepal.
Thus Tibetans undertook the care and rehabilitation of major Buddhist shrines in the
Valley: Swayambhu was repaired at the instigation of Tibetan lamas in 1751, though
the work was funded by Jayaprakash M d a of Kathmandu. Interestingly, the replacement beam for the central mast was supplied by Prithvi Narayan Shah of Gorkha.
T h e art of metallurgy was at its apogee during the 14th and 15th centuries: Newar
metalcraft became much sought after during this period. The name of a 13th-century
Newar called A-ni-ko by the Chinese, and sometimes Balbahu by the Nepalese, still
lives on. Kubilai Khan, the Yuan emperor of China, had requested his preceptor, the
abbot of Sakya monastery in Tibet, to ~ r o v i d ean artist who would create images for
the imperial chapels. The abbot turned to the king of Nepal, who promptly sent a contingent of 8 0 artists led by Aniko (1244-1306) in 1265. By 1273, Aniko was in charge
of all the ergperor's craftsmen and was granted the hand of a descendant of the Sung
royal family in marriage. Many of the greatest Tibetan bronzes are the work of Newar
artists. A distinct Newar style of painting had emerged by 1300: by 1650, Rajasthani,
Pahari and Mughal influences had appeared, and such paintings were popular inside
late Malla and early Shah palaces.
In 1744, the army of Prithvi Narayan Shah began its campaign against the Valley
kingdoms, which failed to unite against a common enemy and were eventually vanquished in 1768-9. T o understand the developments which led to this, the so-called
unification of Nepal, it is necessary to go back in time once more, and to look beyond
the Valley to what is now the far west ofNepal.

NEPAL
Western Nepal to 1744
The early history of western Nepal is almost totally unknown, but the little that has
been reconstructed from the 12th century onward is of enormous importance for an
understanding of the kingdom's modern culture. Very broadly, the process of unification and expansion which came to an end after the Anglo-Nepalese wars of 1814-16
had its origins in a process of immigration and movement eastwards that started before
the I lth century.
T h e early immigrants into the fir west were the Khasa or Khas, a people from the
north-west whose name might be reflected in place-names such as Kashmir and
Kashgar. These people mingled and intermarried with immigrant groups from the
south - including many Rajputs - and with the indigenous populations. T h e Shah
kings, and the Ranas who usurped their power, trace their lineages back to Rajputs who
fled from the Muslim invaders of Chittorgarh in Rajasthan. However, these lineages are
not supported by historical evidence. The Khasa are the ancestors of the present-day
Chhetri caste, the largest caste in Nepal, and by the mid-13th century their kings had
begun to use a language in their inscriptions which closely resembled modern Nepali.
From about 1100 until the late 14th century, there existed a trans-Himalayan kingdom ruled by Khasa kings which at the zenith of its power encompassed Garhwal and
Kumaon (now hill-provinces in U.P. in India), most of Nepal west of Gorkha, and
Guge and Purang in south-western Tibet. During the 1750s an Italian researcher,
Giuseppe Tucci, and the Nepali scholar Yogi Naraharinath, revealed the existence of
this kingdom and made known the names of some of its kings. Tucci described the
kings as 'arid lists of names suspended in the void of chronological uncertainty' - and to
some extent this is still the case. What we do know is that these kings were Buddhists,
that they employed Sanskrit, Tibetan and early Nepali - called Sinjali - in their documents and inscriptions, and that they were powerful enough to attack the prosperous
Kathmandu Valley on some six occasions between 1287 and 1334, and sometimes to
occupy it for months or even years, as they did from c. 1270-c.1300. T h e kingdom was
founded by one Nagaraja (or Nagadeva) in c.1100, displacing a dynasty called the
Palas. His fifth and sixth successors, Krachalla (1204-23) and Ashokachalla (1255-78),
expanded the kingdom eastwards, and Jitarimalla (1288-77) took its borders close to
the Kathmandu Valley, which he invaded several times. The kingdom was feudatory
and highly decentralized: vassal states paid annual tributes, and local chieftains were
stronE. At its zenith under I'rithvimalla (1338-58), there was a modicum of scholarly
and artistic activity, encouraged by tax exemptions to Brahmans and artisans. Little
now remains, beside ruins, of the palace at its capital, Sinja, of the system of mountain
highways the kings constructed to boost a flourishing trans-Himalayan trade, or of the
stupas and temples they sponsored. The most interesting legacy of the old Khasa kingdom is the large number of wayside pillars from which the genealogy of the lungs has
been drawn. Most inscriptions on these pillars are headed with a stupa motif and begin
with the Buddhist invocation 'Om Mani Padme Hum'. The most important for historical purposes are the great steles preserved at Dullu, to the north of Surkhet.
The kingdom shrank during the mid-14th century: the Tibetan provinces were lost,
and the vassal state of Doti was sovereign by 1387. T h e kingdom w s taken over by the
Varma nobles. descended from Yashovarma, Prithvimalla's chief minister: by 1387,
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I. Nuwakot hrbar, N-S srrtion
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Malayavarma had establithed hls own perry state, and in 139112 he captured S~nja.The
whole of what is now Karnali zone was divided between the sons of Malayavarma and a
relative named Ballraja, the founder of the Kalyal dynasty, who was in control o f a
much-dim~nishedJumla lungdom by 1400.
This process o f political fragmentation continued until the 17th century, by which
rime the region west of the Kathmandu Valley was occupied by two loose confederations of petry kingdoms: the buisr rajyu (22 kingdoms) in the Karnal~basin, and the
rbaubrsr r a p (24 kingdoms) in the Gandaki region to the east. T h e kings of all these
riny states were Hinduized Khasa, and the most powerful to emerge was the kingdom
of Gorkha.

Shah Dynasty (pre-Rana), 1744-1 846
Gorkha, a riny hill principality about 6 0 miles west of Kathrnandu, was ruled by a line
of h n g s who called themselves Shah. T h e kingdom was founded in 1559 by Drabya
Shah, and its rulers maintained strong links with the Malla states of the Valley. Ram
Shah (r. c.1614 - c. 1636) concluded a friendship treaty with the rulers of Lalitpur, and
invited Newar traders and craftsmen to settle in Gorkha. T h e influence of Ncwar art
and architecture is clearly apparent in the style of both palaces at Gorkha. Tempted by
the lush fields of the Valley, and by its strategic position, Gorkha embarked on a campaign of conquest in 1685. A large army was recruitcd, and the morivation of irs soldiers was heightened by offers of tax-free land in exchange for victory. Gorkha also
took advantage of the Malla hngs' chronic disunity, and entered into innumcrable alliances with one or rwo of thc city-states against onc or two of thc others. Bctween
1744 and 1764, the Gorkhali forces gradually took picccs of the Valley perimeter, bcginning with Nuwakot, and cut lines of communication and trade. Eventually, in
September 1768, thcy marched into Kathrnandu during the festivities of Indra Jatra,
when the city's dcfendcrs had lowercd their p a r d , and Prithvi Narayan Shah reccivcd
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the Kumari's consecration, granted annually to Malla king, which affirmed his right to
rule. In early October, Lalitpur fell and in November 1769, Bhaktapur.
As a hillsman, Prithvi Narayan despised the Valley people 'who drink water from
wells' and he described the three towns as 'a cold stone'. But his palace remained the
Hanuman Dhoka, to which he added the Basantpur tower, until his death at Nuwakot
in 1775. Meanwhile, the Gorkhali campaign continued: the Khasa kingdoms to the
west were quickly swallowed up, and the tribes to the east were subdued. In 1792 the
Gorkhalis fought the Chinese and were defeated at Nuwakot, and in 1814-16 they
clashed with the army of the British East India Company in the southern foothills. By
this time, the Gorkha kingdom encompassed a large area of land spreading from
Sikkim in the east to the Kangra valley in the west. T h e battles against the British
ended with the imposition o n the Nepalis of a treaty which deprived them of the newly
conquered lands west of the Mahakali and east of the Mechi rivers (Nepal's present
borders) and of large chunks of the Tarai, some of which were subsequently restored to
Nepal. Though Prithvi Narayan had expelled C a ~ u c h i nmissionaries and was deeply
suspicious of foreign influences, his successors were forced to accept the establishment
of a British Residency in Kathmandu. The Gorkhali forces had acquitted themselves
well against the British, who were much better equipped, but the defeat was considered
a great humiliation and in 1816 the campaign ended.
The main concern of the Shah kings of newly united Nepal was to maintain and
expand the kingdom, not to beautify it. According to Slusser, they simply 'moved into
the Malla house, taking over their cities, palaces and temples and creating no new
forms'. Nevertheless, Prithvi Narayan preached a kind of cultural and economic selfsufficiency to his people: 'For your entertainment, attend the Newar dances of the
three cities of Nepal which are in accordance with the rhacmac. In giving [to the New=
dancers] the wealth of your country remains at home'. T h e dependence on Newar
styles of architecture displayed in the palaces at Gorkha is Further reflected in temples.
fountains and other buildings commissioned by the Shahs well into the 19th century,
though what Slusser calls the 'rather pathetic' domed temples of the same period, and
the Dharhara minaret, built to commemorate the Gorkhalis' military campaigns, show
a liking for Mughal forms. Newar arts and crafcs continued to receive the patronage of
kings - but by and large the creative genius was spent, and the innovative spirit of earlier centuries disappeared. Few of the metal images produced recalled the former mastery, and most stone sculpture from the 18th century onward is uninspired, though
high standards were maintained in woodcarving until the quite recent past.

T h e Ranas, 1846-1951
From 1777 onward, more and more political power was held by regents or the commanders-in-chief of the army, since successive monarchs were minors or incapacitated.
The Thapa and Pandey families engaged in a vicious struggle to secure for themselves
the post of Prime Minister. In 1837, the overthrow of Bhimsen Thapa, who had dominated Nepal for 30 years, led to a period of intense factional strife. This was brought to
an abrupt end in 1846, when Jang Bahadur Kunwar engineered a coup: most of his POlitical rivals were slain in a massacre at the Hanuman Dhoka, the rest were sent into
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exile. Jang Bahadur then retained control of Nepal until his death in 1877: the fact that
he was able to pay a state visit to Britain and France in 1850 without a rival seizing
power in his absence is a measure of his confidence and security. The Shah kings remained o n the throne with the title Shri Punch Maharajadhiraja. 'five-times-blessed
king of great kings' but, like the Licchavis of the mid-7th century, their status was that
of figureheads. T h e position of Prime Minister and Commander-in-Chief, and the title
Shri Tin Maharaja, 'thrice-blessed great king', became hereditary: until 1945, all subsequent rulers were nephews of Jang Bahadur. T h e family adopted the name Rana and
the years from 1846 to 1950-51 are called the Rana period.
Under the Ranas, art and architecture were profoundly influenced by the fashions
of 19th-century Europe. T h e Ranas aligned Nepal strongly with the British, assisting in
the suppression o f the Indian 'Mutiny' in 1857 and allowing the recruitment of
Gurkha soldiers to take place within Nepal from about 1887 onwards. (Recruitment
had been taking place outside Nepal since 1815.) Even so, the old isolationist policy
was maintained, and the kingdom was closed to all Europeans except British Residency
personnel and a few invited guests. Little of the tax revenue raised by the government
was spent o n the development of the nation as a whole, but a great deal went into the
building of vast stucco ~alaces,modelled ~ e r h a p so n Buckingham Palace or the Palace
of Versailles, and the development of an elaborate courtly and military culture. T h e
Ranas imported vast quantities of Victorian bric-A-brac, which had to be portered to
Kathmandu along mountain trails: scores of incongruous mansions were bedecked with
crystal chandeliers, marble tables, hunt trophies and bronze nymphs and archers. They
developed a liking for portraiture in European Fashion, and apart from a few paintings
in a somewhat decadent Pahari or Rajasthani style depicting the exploits of Krishna,
the Ranas did very little to support traditional art. T h e three Newar pagoda temples
opposite the visa ofice in Tridevi Marg date from the Rana period, but a visit to the
nearby Keshar Library in Keshar Mahal provides a more reliable education in Rana
tastes. There is a danger that the material remnants of the Rana period will be consigned to the dustbin of history: although many of Nepal's monuments are being restored and preserved, many of the massive Rana palaces have been demolished, and
many others are now hotels or house government departments. Apart from the palaces,
the Ranas' most obvious legacy is the large number of bronze statues of rulers, cast in
European foundries, that are dotted around Kathmandu. Many of these once stood in
the middle of main thoroughfares, b u t most have been moved to the Tundikhel
paradeground. T h e huge equestrian statue of Jang Bahadur there is one of the most
imposing.

Modern Nepal, 1951 - Present
T h e Rana regime was removed by a revolution mounted by thc Nepali Congress, a
party formed by exiled intellectuals in India, in collusion with a disaffected Rana faction and King Tribhuvan in 1950-1. T h e anachronisms of the regime and the backward condition of Nepal had become painfully apparent to a small but growing educated class, and to the large number of Gurkha veterans who returned from the two
World Wars with a wider perspective on the world. When the British left India in
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1947. the regime's days were numbered. Since 1951, the Shah kings have wielded most
of the power: after a brief flirtation with parliamentary democracy which produced a
Congress majority in 1959, King Mahendra dismissed the government and in 1962 introduced a new panyless system ~ f p a n c h a ~ a t d e m o c r a which
cy
remained in place until
1990. Between the end of the Rana regime in 1951 and the restoration of multi-party
democracy in 1990, Nepal experienced vast and irrevocable changes. The population
doubled, roads were built to link Kathmandu with the outside world, an education system was introduced which increased the national literacy rate from 2% to 40%. a
tourist industry developed which currently attracts more than 250.000 visitors a year in
addition to Indian tourists, and Nepal became the recipient of large sums of foreign aid
money and an active member of the world community.
The results of this sudden emergence into the modern world have been twofold for
Nepali art. O n the one hand, masterpieces of stone sculpture, metalwork and woodcarving disappeared from the Valley towns in large numbers, ending up in the auctionrooms of the West, while hideous concrete structures compromised the harmonious environments o f the old Newar towns in an enormous building-boom, and the
introduction of wheeled transport brought a traffic problem of growing proportions.
O n the other hand, the admiration shown by outsiders for Nepali a n has boosted national pride and, often with foreign assistance, many of the most important sites have
been restored. Most of the major cultural achievements of the Shah period have been in
literature: Newari was suppressed by the Ranas, but its literature has recovered, and lite r a t u r e in Nepali, t h e national language, possesses considerable vibrancy.
Contemporary artists are beginning to develop a school of
chat is both modern
and distinctly Nepali. Nevertheless, the great masterpieces of Nepali art belong firmly
to the past, and the most urgent need is for their conservation - preferably as a part of
the living environment that produced them.
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Religion in Nepal
by Michael Hutt and David Gellner
T h e buildings and artefacts described in this book are the products of religious fervour
or royal conceit - and frequently of a combination of both, since a great deal of Nepal's
artistic heritage was created by royal patronage. T h e rulers financed the building of
temples and the creation of images partly to demonstrate their power and munificence,
and partly to please the gods and goddesses thus honoured. Foreign visitors to Nepal,
and particularly those who spend time in the Kathmandu Valley, are often bewildered
by the sheer number of shrines and deities and fail to make sense of the nature of
Nepali religion. Its complexity cannot be denied: a detailed summary of all aspects of
religion in Nepal would fill several volumes. Nevertheless, a part of the visitor's bewilderment derives from the attitude with which s/he approaches the subject. This is influenced by the Western conception of religion as an aspect of human life that can be
separated, or w e n dispensed with, and also from the presupposition that all aspects of
religion must be covered by a single all-encompassing system. In traditional Nepal, this
is not the case. Notions of dhanna permeate every activity and religion shapes society.
There is also a tendency on the part of Western visitors to adopt a kind of classificatory
approach: which people and which gods are Hindu, and which Buddhist? A question
like this presupposes the existence of an easily defined demarcation between two traditions that are not only historically intertwined, but also share many gods, festivals,
shrines, concepts and aspirations. When applied to the people of Nepal, except in the
higher echelons o f religious functionaries, the distinction between 'Hindus' and
'Buddhists' may often be meaningless. This is especially true of the Newars of the
Kathmandu Valley. It is hoped that the following description of the forms, names and
inter-relationships of some of the more important gods and goddesses of Nepal will
help the visitor to appreciate the role each plays in Nepal's life, art and architecture.

The Hindu Pantheon
Ordinary Hindus are not greatly concerned about different schools of Hinduism. For
them, r e h i o n consists i n the wership of special brings (their gods) at particular times
(holy days of the week or month, or annual festivals) in particular holy places (temples,
shrines and altars). It makes little sense to label Nepali Hindus as Vaishnavs (followers
of Vishnu), Shaivas (followers of Shiva) or Shaktas (followers of Shakti, i.e. Devi, the
Goddess). They worship all of these, according to the occasion, and ignore none of
them.
The most sensible way to consider the Hindu pantheon is to divide it into a number of levels, differentiated according to the manner in which Hindu devotees interact
with them. Those gods who receive only vegetarian offerings are considered higher and
purer than those who have to be worshipped with animal sacrifice. T h e latter are called
'blood-drinking deities' because blood from the animal's slit throat has to be squirted
o n to the stone or icon that represents the divinity. Still lower down the pantheon are

spirits who receive positively impure substances.
T h e highest level (1) of the pantheon consists of a Godhead or Absolute, which receives no organized worship: it has no temples, priests or rituals, and no offerings can
be made to it. People may refer to the Godhead in comments such as 'only God knows
what is in people's hearts', but it is not part of most people's everyday experience of religion, and is never represented in m.
The highest level that is actually worshipped and represented in m (2) includes
Vishnu and Shiva and their wives, Lakshmi and Pawati. For Buddhists, who share the
same pantheon and evaluate it only slightly differently, the Buddhas and Bodhisatrvas
also belong at this level. These divinities may receive only pure offerings: water, milk,
fruits, flowers and sweets.
At the next level (3) are the sons of Shiva: Ganesh and Kumar or Skanda. In Nepal,
unlike in India, Ganesh receives animal sacrifice.
Below Ganesh and Kumar o n level (4) come the fierce forms of Shiva, called
Bhairav and Bhimsen, and of the Goddess, including the Eight Mother Goddesses,
Durga and Taleju. All of these are 'blood-drinking': they must be worshipped with
cooked meat, alcohol and beans, and where appropriate the sacrifice of an animal,
which must be male and 'whole', i.e. not defective in any way.
Below these (5) come various lesser spirits: lineage gods, Nagas (holy serpents) and
ancestors. Some are 'blood-drinking', others are not.
Finally (6) there are ghosts and demons who are offered entrails, leftover food and
so on so that they will not interfere with ceremonies devoted to higher gods.
When Hindus have some specific purpose in mind, they worship gods of levels 3, 4
or 5 because the high gods of level 2 are rather distant, though beneficent. There is a
famous godling called the Toothache God in Bangemudha (Thayrnadu), Kathmandu,
where people bang in a long nail to overcome toothache. O n the way to Lalitpur, a
Ganesh called the Ear God receives offerings from people who are suffering from earache. More generally, however, the goddesses of level 4 have the power to fulfil personal wishes, while the higher gods are invoked for more other-worldly purposes.

Shiva and his Family
The earliest evidence of religious activity in the Kathmandu Valley seems to have involved the Pashupata cult, and a local deity named Pashupati (Lord of Beasts), who
later became identified as Shiva. Some scholars believe that Shiva worship can be traced
back to the Indus Valley civilization (c.2500 - 1500 BCE): the linga has been discovered there, as well as figures on seals - notably the image of a horned ithyphallic figure
surrounded by animals, now often called Shiva-Pashupati. Many Newars describe
themselves either as shivamargi (followers of Shiva's path, i.e. Hindus) or buddhamatg'
(followers of Buddha's path, i.e. Buddhists) and Shiva is the dominant Hindu deiry of
the Kathmandu Valley. Although a few rulers, such as Manadeva, were clearly
Vaishnavs (devotees of Vishnu), most have been Shaivas (devotees of Shiva). When
Amshuvarman adopted Pashupati as his guardian deity, he set a precedent that was followed by all subsequent rulers.
Shiva evolved from the Vedic god Rudra, who was simultaneously a source of terror
and a remover of suffering, and was immanent in all things. Shiva shares many of
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Rudra's epithets: among other names, he is called Hara, Mahadev, Nataraj, Nasal
Revata and Shankar. Most of the hymns in the Rig Veda that ate addressed to Rudra
merely implore him to stay away. In contrast Shiva, though awesome, is also gracious.
The transition from Rudra to Shiva probably reflects the emergence of a higher, purer
god (Shiva) who retalns some of the characteristia of the lower one (Rudra). Shiva's
most ancient and common representation is the linga, which is the focal poinr of almost every Shaiva shrine or temple. I t symbolizes the mascul~neprinciple and the god's
generative power and reflects Shiva's associarion with fertility. The linga is usually a
solid round stone cylinder with a curved oval head. Occasionally, it is overtly phallic:
most Hindus do not perceive it in this way, but simply consider it to be the most common form of Shiva as Mahadev, the 'Great God'. The lirlga is ofien mounted on a disc
that represents the receptive femin~neprinciple, the yoni. T h e sexual symbolism of
Shaivism (and of Shaktism and the Tantric movements that came later) lays great emphasis on the complementarity of male and female forces. The linga is worshipped with
oblat~onsand offe'enngs. Liquid oblations such as milk and honey drain from a channel
to one side of the disc. Some lingas have rhe face of Shiva carved on to their surface, in
which case they are ckamukbalinga (one-faced linga). Occasionally, there will be one
face on each of the four sides, to form a chahcmukb~lmga(four-faced linga),
Anthropomorphic representations of Shiva alone are rare, but do appear at an carly
stage. An example at Bagh Bhaitav temple In Kirtipur, for insrance, dates from the 3rd
century. In such ancient images, Shiva usually stands alone w~chan erect penis. later
representations show him as a yogi seated at his home on Mount Kailash. Altogether
more common &er about the 9th century are the Uma-Maheshvar friezes which show
Shiva (Maheshvar) at home with his spouse (Uma), his sons Ganesh and Skanda, his
mount the bull Nandi, and ofien Ganga, the personificat~onof the Gangcs, whlch is
believed to have its source at Kailash, and to flow from Shiva's tanglcd lock. In most
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anthropomorphic representations, Shiva holds his attributes: the trident (rrirhul) and
the rosary (akshamakz). T h e combination of the trident and the bull Nandi identifies
most Shaiva temples and shrines: a stone or metal image of Nandi faces the shrine
door, and at least one trident is planted in the ground in the near vicinity.
In the West, Shiva is popularly known as the lord of the cosmic dance which dissolves and recreates the universe. In Nepal there are only a very few representations of
the god in this form, in which he is known as Nataraja, Naneshvar or Nasal Devata.
An important deity for the Newars, however, is Nasa Dyo, who is clearly related to the
dancing Shiva, but is represented only by an aperture at the focal point of a shrine. It is
believed that Nasa Dyo can travel only in straight lines, and the old Newar towns are
threaded with a network of holes to aid his progress. Painted scrolls with Nasa Dyo
represented as Dancing Shiva are often displayed during performances of music or
dance in the Newar towns.
The characters of the Hindu deities are manifold, and each aspect of a god's chancter usually derives frorn a particular myth, in which slhe is given a particular name or
epithet. Unlike Vishnu, Shiva does not have incarnations but has instead a variety of
epithets: Shankar, Mahadw and so on. In some cases (e.g. Kumbheshvar), a local name
for Shiva identifies a particular shrine. Shiva is also called Nilakantha (Bluethroat).
When the gods churned the primordial ocean to produce the elixir of eternal life (an
episode that also involved the tortoise incarnation of Vishnu: see below) they also produced a poison. In order to save the world frorn this poison, Shiva drank it down, scarring his throat blue in the process. T o cool his burning throat, Shiva is said to have fled
to the sacred lake of Gosainkund, high in [he mountains to the north of Kathmandu.
Bhairav is generally assumed to be another manifestation or emanation of Shiva,
but among the Newars Bhairav assumes so many different forms that he is really a deity
in his own right. Bhairav is a wrathful, angry deity: according to classical texts, there are
64 different manifestations, but the Bhairavs of Nepal bear little relation to them.
Many Nepali Bhairavs belong to a specific locality and may well have evolved from
folk-deities that owe little allegiance to the broader Hindu tradition. Bhairav protects as
long as he is placated with regular offerings of blood, meat and alcohol. If neglected, he
can cause calamity. Instead of Nandi, Bhairav's vehicle is a scavenging dog, and Bhairav
is worshipped both iconically, in which case his image is often simply a ferocious mask,
and aniconically, often in the form of a rounded boulder. Bhimsen, originally a fearsome warrior whose exploits are described in the Mahabharara, is strictly speaking a
Vaishnav deity, but is also considered to be a fierce form of Shiva.
As mentioned above, Shiva is believed to be the father of two sons. These are
Kumar or Karttikeya (also called Skanda in India), who is comparatively unimportant
for most present-day Nepali Hindus, and Ganesh, who is invoked daily by most.
Ganesh is also called Ganapati: both names mean 'Lord of the Ganas', the ganar being
Shiva's demigod attendants. Like the m ~ n k e ~ - ~Hanuman,
od
Ganesh probably represents a gentler, more civilized version of an ancient pre-Aryan animal deity. Many different myths explain his strange anatomy. The essence of them all is that Parvati once
created a young man to p a r d her during one of Shiva's absences. When Shiva returned, the zealous gatekeeper barred his way, whereupon Shiva, enraged, beheaded
him with a blast from his third eye. Parvati leaded that the guard be brought back to
life and Shiva ordained that he should be given the head of whichever creature he (or in
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NEPAL
other versions, the gods or the ganar) encountered. This happened to be an elephant.
Shim announced that the elephant-headed god would henceforth be his son, the chief
of the ganac. and the first of the gods to be worshipped.
Ganesh has one broken tusk, and his huge paunch attests to his fondness for sweetmeats. His vehicle is a rat or a shrew. Four of his temples, at Bhaktapur, Sankhu,
Kathmandu and Chobhar, guard the Kathmandu Valley, where he is often called
Vighna Vinayak, 'remover of obstacles', or more commonly, simply 'Vinayak'. As the
remover of obstacles, Ganesh is invoked before the worship of other gods, and is also
propitiated at the beginning of the day and before beginning a new enterprise or undertaking. Medieval manuscripts invariably begin with an invocation to Ganesh, as d o
modern accounts ledgers. Ganesh is enormously popular in the Kathmandu Valley, and
his image is everywhere. This is due partly to his practical helpfulness, and partly to his
bucolic reputation. Ganesh also plays an important role in Buddhist iconology: with
Mahakala, he stands guard over the entrances of many viharas.
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T h e Incarnations and Emanations of Vishnu
Vaishnavism, the worship of Vishnu, is the most important sect of modern Hinduism,
but in the hills of Nepal it is eclipsed by the predominance of Shaivism. Nevertheless,
Vishnu and his incarnations have been important to Nepal's rulers ever since the time
of Manadeva, whether or not those rulers were themselves Vaishnavs, and as a consequence they figure prominently in the artistic legacy of past centuries.
Though he is one of the original Vedic gods, Vishnu's identity is highly syncretic:
at an early stage in the development of Hinduism he began to acquire the names and
characteristics of other Aryan deities. T h e deiry Vasudeva, for instance, began to be
identified as Vishnu during the 2nd century BCE, as did the more obscure Narayan
soon afterwards. Over the centuries, Vishnu subsumed the characters of Krishna, one
of the heroes of the Mahabharata epic, of various theriomorphic deities (the boar, the
fish and the turtle), of a pastoral flute-playing deity who also came to be identified as
Krishna, and of heroes such as Rarna and Parashuram. Some of Vishnu's more common names are Keshav, Narayan, Madhav, Shridhar, Hari and Mohan. The multiple
aspects of Vishnu's identity are systematized by the Pancharatra cosmogony, which
identifies five categories of representations: para (highest); yuha (emanatory); vibhava
or avatar (incarnatory); antalyamin (immanent in all beings); and arccha (embodied).
In Nepal, Vishnu is represented either as one of the ten avatars (most commonly
Narasingh or Krishna) or in a pure or emanatory form, usually called Narayan, Hari or
Shridhar.
Vishnu is the source of all things. Unlike Shiva, who can act in an intemperate
manner and often needs to be placated, Vishnu is wholly benevolent. Before the universe existed, Vishnu slept on the surface of the primordial ocean, lying o n the cosmic
serpent, Ananta (the Endless). As he slept, a lotus grew from his navel, and from this
lotus was born Brahrna, who created the world. Then Vishnu awoke, and took up residence in heaven (vaikuntha). Since then, Vishnu has worked continually for the welfare
of the world, and has come to earth in the form of various avatarJ (literally, 'descents')
whenever humankind has needed him. The doctrine of Vishnu's incarnations may have
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evolved under the influence of early Buddhist thought, and there are various versions of
the number of avatars. The orthodox doctrine, widely accepted today, holds that there
have been nine: Matsya, Kurma, Varaha, Narasingh, Vamana, Parashuram, Rama,
Krishna (or Balaram), and the Buddha, and that one avarar, named Kalki, is still to
come. There comprise the standard ten incarnations ( ' a v a t a r ) . An avatar may be a
total or a partial reincarnation of Vishnu: every great or powerful man was once
thought of as a partial incarnation. The Malla kings of the Valley claimed descent from
Rama, and the Shah kings are still identified as partial reincarnations of Vishnu.
Five of the &avatar (Matsya, Kurma, Parashuram, the Buddha and Kalki) barely
figure in Nepal's Vaishnav iconology. As Matsya, the Fish, Vishnu rescued the earth
from a great flood. As Kurma, the Tortoise, he reflects an ancient Indian belief that the
earth is supported by a tortoise. A number of manuscript illuminations record a myth
in which the gods approached Vishnu for help after they had been defeated by the
asuras (demons). Vishnu advised them to make peace, and to collaborate with the
a u r a in churning the primordial ocean, using the Mandara mountain as their churning-stick, in order ro produce amnta, the elixir of immortality. The gods complied with
Vishnu's instructions, but as they churned the mountain began to sink and Vishnu, assuming the form of a tortoise, swam to the bottom of the sea to support it on his back
The churning produced not only the elixir, but also Vishnu's consort, Lakshmi, and
the poisonous by-product that Shiva drank. h Parashuram, an axe-wielding warrior.
Vishnu destroyed the Kshatriyas to avenge the death of a Brahman king. This incarnation is rarely depicted, and usually appears only in stereorypid pictures of the h a vatar. T h e inclusion of the Buddha as an incarnation of Vishnu reflects a weakening of
Buddhism in early medieval India, and an attempt by the Vaishnavs to incorporate the
Buddha into their own pantheon. Such strategies are nor uncommon in the major
schools of Indic religion: by recruiting the founders or deities of a rival sect or cult to
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its own pantheon, a sect asserts their subservience to its own gods. W,who will
come at the end of the present degenerate era, the Kali Yug, probably reflects a
Vaishnav response to the Buddhists' belief in Maitreya, the Future Buddha.
Matsya, Kurma, Parashuram and Kalki are rarely worshipped. The Buddha, of
course, is worshipped, but primarily by Buddhists. Nonetheless, a number of important
deities are 'shared' by the hthful of both persuasions in Nepal, who give them different names and regard them as their own, and Vaishnavs and Buddhists do share certain
shrines and icons. Of the other five avatars, Krishna and, to a lesser extent, Rarna, are
the most important for present-day Nepali Hindus. However, their popularity dates
back only to the devotional bhakti movement of medieval Hinduism: the impact of this
movement on highland Nepal (which was predominantly Shaiva by then) was less pronounced than its effects on the religious culture of India. Before this time, the avatars
depicted in Nepali art were usually Narasingh, Vamana and Varaha.
The Narasingh ('man-lion') incarnation was known in Nepal by the 6th century:
one of Amshuvarman's inscriptions mentions a temple dedicated to this avatar.
According to puranic literature, Hiranyakashipu, king of the auras. had been granted a
boon so that he could not be killed during the day or the night, or by a god, a man or a
beast. Thus protected, he persecuted both heaven and earth with impunity. However,
his son, Prahlad, was a devotee of Vishnu, and he challenged his father. When
Hiranyakashipu asked Prahlad where Vishnu might be, Prahlad replied that Vishnu
was immanent in all things. Just as the sun set, Hiranyakashipu struck a pillar of the
palace in which they stood, to demonstrate the falsity of his imperrinent son's assertlon,
whereupon Vishnu burst forth from the pillar in a form that was not wholly god, man
or beast, and promptly d~sembowelledthe demon. This moment is depicted in several
celebrated stone sculptures: the oldest appears ro be the ~~12th-century
stele at Changu
Narayan. Narasingh was popular with the Malla kings, and there are several str~king
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17th-century images of this avatar in and around their palaces.
The Varnana ('dwarf) incarnation is the initiator of a theme known as Vishnu
Vikranta or Vishnu Trivikrama, i.e. Vishnu Taking the Three Strides, a legend found
in an embryonic form in Vedic literature. Nepal possesses four notable sculptures that
depict this event: two date from 467 and are discussed in this book in the section on
sculpture, and a third is described in the chapter on Changu Narayan. The myth concerns an a u r a called Bali, who was threatening the gods. T o curtail Bali's ambitions,
Vishnu came to earth as Vamana, the dwarf, and learned that Bali was about to perform the horse sacrifice, which would forever subjugate the gods. Varnana went to attend the occasion and Bali rashly offered to grant him any boon he desired. In reply,
the dwarf merely asked for as much land as he could cover in three strides and, as soon
as the boon had been granted, he assumed the form of a giant Vishnu. With two steps
he covered heaven and earth, and with the third he sent Bali to the netherworld.
As Varaha, the boar, Vishnu killed the a u r a Hiran~aksha,who had caused the
earth (personified in art as the goddess Prithvi) to be thrown into the depths of the
ocean. Varaha plunged into the sea and raised the earth from the waters, supporting her
on his tusk. T h e image of Varaha at Dhum Varahi is the only one of significance in
Nepal, despite the importance of the Varaha avatar in India during the Gupta period.
T h e Rarna avatar is of minor importance in Nepal, in contrast to its status in
northern India. In the Kathmandu Valley there is only one temple - the Ramachandra
temple at Deopatan - that contains an image of Rama. Rama's faithful acolyte, the
monkey-god I-Ianuman, is much more important. The story of Rama is told in the
Ramayana, which is among the most popular works of world literature. Dozens of different versions exist in dozens of different languages, but the essential details of the
Sanskrit original are as follows. King Dasharath rules the kingdom of Kosala from
Ayodhya; he has four queens but no sons. In order to gain a son and successor, he performs the horse sacrifice. Meanwhile, the gods are mightily oppressed by the demon
Ravana of Lanka. Vishnu agrees to become incarnate as the four sons of Dasharath who
are about to be conceived: thus, Rama, the eldest, is born as an incarnation of half of
Vishnu. As a youth, Rama is taken to the court of King Janak, where he succeeds in
breaking a rnighry bow (Shiva's bow in later versions) that 30 one else could even bend,
and thus gains the hand of the princess Sita. The site of this event is usually identified
as Janakpur in Nepal's Tarai region. Back in Ayodhya, Queen Kaikeyi, the mother of
Rarna's younger brother, Bharat, conspires against Rama and has Bharat placed on the
throne. Rarna is exiled to the forest, along with his brother Lahhman and his bride,
Sita. Many adventures befall them in the demon-infested forest; eventually, Ravana
abducts Sita and carries her off to Lanka. Rama and Lakshman pursue him, and on
their way they pass through the realm of the monkeys. 'There they help to settle a dispute and gain the assistance of the mighry Hanuman, who assumes a colossal form and
leaps across the sea to Lanka. Soon a mighry battle takes place in Lanka: Rama at last
lulls Ravana, and Sita is freed. Finally, Rama returns to Ayodhya to take his rightful
place on the throne. In Nepal, this legend was popularized by Bhanubhakta Acharya
(1814-68), who cornposed a versified Nepdi adaptation.
The character of Rama may derive from that of a hero who lived during the 8th or
9th century BCE, but his cult did not emerge fully in India until after the Muslim invasions. It may be that Hanuman evolved from the animistic totem of a tribe who as- -
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sisted Rama. In Nepal, however, Hanuman is prominent in his own right, quite independent of Rama. H e protects temples and palaces, often regardless of whether the former are dedicated to Vishnu or not - this is a role he shares with Ganesh, Narasingh,
Bhairav and Mahakala. Although they claimed to share a common lunar ancestry with
Rama, the Malla kings of the Valley set up few images of the incarnation, if any, but
they often established likenesses ofhis monkey lieutenant outside their palace gates.
Although it is clear from the existence of Licchavi-period Vishvarupa sculptures
that the Mahabharata was known in Nepal from a t least as early as the 6th century,
Krishna does not appear to have been an important deity in the hills until around the
15th century. T h e only representation of Krishna that survives from the Licchavi period is the Kaliyadamana sculpture in the Hanuman Dhoka, described in the chapter
o n that palace. T h e Krishna myth is a fusion o f many heroic tales from many ages, and
derives from two main scriptural sources: the Mahabharata and the Bhagavata Purana.
T h e main elements o f the myth are as follows. Krishna was born at the ancient Indian
city of M a t h u a , and his mother was Devaki, the cousin of King- Kansa. Because it had
been ~ r o ~ h e s i ethat
d Kansa would be killed by Devaki's son, Kansa sought to kill her
children, b u t Krishna and his brother, Balaram, were saved and brought up by a
cowherd and his wife. As a child, Krishna performed many miracles and also played
numerous pranks, and as a youth he dallied and flirted with the cowherds' wives and
daughters (the gopis or gopinis) o n the banks of the Yamuna river at Vrindaban. This is
the aspect of Krishna's life and character that was developed and emphasized by the
bhakti movement o f medieval Hinduism. Soon King Kansa traced Krishna and eventually Krishna slew the evil king, and established a new kingdom at Dvaraka, taking
Rukmini as his senior queen. In the Mahabharata, which tells o f a war between the
Pandavas and the Kauravas which probably has an historical basis in the 10th century
BCE, Krishna appears as the friend and adviser of the Pandavas. In the Bhagavad Gtta,
a section of t h e epic that is now one of the most important texts of d e v o t ~ o n a l
Hinduism, Krishna appears as the char~oreerof the warrior Arjuna. T o Arjuna he
preaches a sermon o n dharma and reveals his true identity as Vishnu. W h e n the
Pandavas have triumphed over their enemies, Krishna returns to Dvaraka, but falls to
save his kingdom from its brawling chiefs. His son, Pradyumna, and his brother,
Balaram, are both killed in a feud and Krishna wanders the forests dejectedly. There, a
hunter mistakes him for a deer, and his arrow pierces Krishna's only vulnerable spot,
his heel. Krishna dies, and Dvaraka 1s swallowed by the sea.
T h e most common portrayal of Kr~shnain Nepal after about the 17th century is of
the god as venudhara, 'the holder of the flute', in which pose he is also called Vamsha
Gopal. Typically, Krishna stands with his right leg bent and placed across the left,
while his hands hold a flute to his lips. The posture is derived from the classical shaLzbanjika, but is ~nvar~ably
associated w ~ t hKrishna. When shown in this pose, Krishna is
commonly accompanied by o n e o r more o f the gopinir, a n d particularly by his
favounte, Radha, who dance to the music of the flute. Krishna the cowherd (Govinda,
Gopal) is adored as the divine lover and in many sculptures and paintings his Vaishnav
identity is not made explic~t.In others, he has four arms instead of two, and those
hands that d o not hold the flute hold Vaishnav attributes, usually the mace and the
wheel.
T h e event recounted in the Bhagauad Grta, when Krishna reveals h~mselfto Arjuna
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as Vishnu in all his forms simultaneously, is portrayed in images commonly known as
Vishvarupa, 'universal form'. The most important is the wonderful 7th-century stele at
Changu Narayan, but there are many others in all media. As Vishvarupa, Vishnu is not
portrayed as an avatar, but as a manifestation of his four principal emanatory (yuha)
aspects: as Vasudeva, Sankarshana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. These aspects are now
quite ancient and esoteric, and later Vaishnav doctrine elaborated the concept of emanations by describing 24 z y h a aspects. Quite which emanation is depicted in a particular icon can be determined by noting which of Vishnu's four attributes are held in
which hand. Most Nepali icons arrange the attributes as prescribed for Shridhar: the
upper right hand holds the wheel (chakra), and the upper left the mace (g&), while
the lower right holds the lotus (padma) and the lower left the conch (shankha). A peculiar feature of Nepali images is the horizontal position of the conch: outside Nepal, this
is seen only in images from western India.
Most independent images of Vishnu in Nepal are standing (srhanaka) figures.
Typically, the god is flanked on one side by his mount, Garuda (usually in human
form, except for his wings), and on the other by Lakshmi. This is the classic Nepali
combination. Images of VishnulNarayan seated on Garuda (ganrdatana) are also very
common, while a third category, the reclining (shayana) icon, is rare, the only instances
of sculptures being those of Budhanilakantha, Balaju and a third little-known image in
a closed section ofthe Hanuman Dhoka.
Very few images of Vishnu, and probably no temples, are found without an accompanying image of Garuda. Nepali artists seem to have taken particular pleasure in creating likenesses of the celestial man-bird, who is also important in folk-mythology as the
mortal foe of the Nagas. Early sculptures show Garuda as a winged human, and often
as a cherubic boy, his hands clasped in the namatkara mudra of adoration. This is a peculiariry of Nepali art: in India and elsewhere in Asia, Garuda is usually very definitely
a bird. T h e earliest example of a Nepali representation of Garuda with a bird's face
does not appear until the 15th century.
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Buddhism
Explaining Buddhism to the outside observer is always easier t h a n explaining
Hinduism, because it conforms more closely to Western preconceptions about what a
religion should be. It begins with a h i s t o r i d personage, Gautama of the Shakya clan,
who was born at Lumbini in the Gangetic plain just inside present-day Nepal. O f
noble or royal stock, he gave up his position as crown prince in order to search for enlightenment. After six years under teachers who saw severe asceticism as the road to
wisdom, he came to realize that in fact enlightenment could be attained only by what
he called the Middle Way. I n other words, desires could only be overcome, and the ultimate wisdom artained, by steering a middle path between indulgence of the senses, on
the one hand, and mortification of them, o n the other.
Gautama was born in 624 BCE according to the chronology used by the Buddhists
of Sri Lanka, which has become popular among Buddhists in many countries, including Nepal, in the modern period. Scholarly consensus until recently was that he was
born around 566 BCE. In the last few years it has been argued that in Fact he was probably born around 484 BCE. Whichever date is correct, scholars see no need to doubt
the unanimous tradition that he renounced the world at the age of 29, artained enlightenment under the Bodhi tree in Bodh Gaya at 35, and entered ultimate nirvana at 80.
Gautama is called the Buddha, meaning 'enlightened one', and common epithets
are Shakyamuni, 'sage of the Shakyas', and Shakyasingha, 'lion of the Shakyas'. H e is
the Buddha, meaning the Buddha of our historical age, but there have been countless
others, in other world ages and other cosmoses. This extension of space and time to infinity is the first point o n which Buddhist assumptions, in common with Hindu ones,
depart from those o f the Judaeo-Christo-Muslim tradition. T h e Buddha was not
unique: there have been many Buddhas, and will be many others. All Buddhists agree
on this.
T h e Buddha established a teaching, which is sometimes referred to in English as the
Dharma, with a capital 'd', to differentiate it from the Hindu concept of dharma, although it is of course the same word. T h e teaching is often summarized in terms of a
triad: the world is impermanent, there is no self, and the world is essentially conducive
to suffering (in Sanskrit: anitya, anatma, duhkha). T h e suffering of the world is caused
by our enslavement to desire; and desire is caused by our deluded belief that we ourselves and the things we think will satisfy us are permanent. Ultimately, therefore, a
change in the way we perceive the world will change our attitudes and values, which in
turn will lead to detachment and the 'blowing out' of desire. This means the cessation
of the stream of cause and effect we once deludedly took to be our 'self, and the attainment of that bliss and peace which is nirvana. Such changes cannot be brought about
by simple cognitive assent to the doctrinal formulations of Buddhism, but must be impressed on one's whole being, and really internalized, through meditation.

Thc A d h a Shakyamunr: stone,
parnted rn grlr fn thr nrchc of a
rubrrdroT chartya at Shrrgah
Aaha.

H o w Buddhism is Practised
Those of the Buddha's immediate followers who were serious about attempting to
reach enlightenment gave up living as householders. In other words, they left behind
the family life and became celibate renouncers, i.e. monks or nuns. H e and they believed that detachment could best be attained without the distractions, demands, and
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responsibilities of being a householder. Traditional Buddhism saw the practice of meditation and the householder state as antithetical.
At the same time the Buddha also always had a place for lay followers and supporters. In fact it is fair to say that Buddhism had to have a place for them, since monks
and nuns are debarred both from productive work and from reproductive sex.
Consequently the Monastic Community was dependent on the laity for food, clothing,
shelter, and recruits. For the laity the Buddha held out the hope of gaining improved
religious merit and a better rebirth, so that in a future life they might be capable of attaining enlightenment. This is a second point where Hindu and Buddhist assumptions
differ radically from those of the West: individuals have many chances. Complete enlightenment is actually a rather abstract and unattractive goal for most lay people: they
prefer to aim at a better human rebirth, by pious activity and moral behaviour.
The organization of the Buddha's monks and nuns was and is known as the Sangha
or Monastic Community. The rules by which it is run are basically democratic, or at
least non-authoritarian. It is the guardian of the Buddha's teaching. As such it is one of
the Three Jewels, the worship of which forms the basis of lay Buddhist practice. The
Three Jewels are the Buddha himself, his Teaching, and his Monastic Community. T o
take refuge in the Three Jewels is to declare oneself a Buddhist.
The Buddha rejected the claims to spiritual superiority of the Brahmans of his day.
It is by one's actions that one shows oneself to be a Brahman, he said, i.e. not by one's
birth. H e believed that anyone, from any background, could achieve enlightenment,
and he accepted anyone into his Sangha. However, scholarly analysis has shown that
the majority nonetheless came from Brahman or Kshatriya castes. The Buddha's teaching was an individualist and humanist doctrine, but it remained one with most appeal
to those from relatively educated backgrounds. Furthermore, the Buddha was not a social reformer, in spite of the Fact that modern Buddhists have attempted to portray him
in this light. H e denied that caste background had any relevance for spiritual capabilities, but he never sec out to abolish caste as such. H e simply accepted it as a Fact of life,
as indeed it was in the South Asia of his day.

Buddhist Worship
After the Buddha died and entered ultimate nirvana he became the object of a personality cult, as his inclusion in the Three Jewels shows. Buddhists never believe that they
can obtain worldly goods by worshipping him. But they do believe it is meritorious to
d o so, and meritorious people, the law of karma says, will eventually prosper, both in
this life and the next. By the same inexorable law, sin will be punished. The rebirth will
suit the crime. O n e who beats animals will be reborn as an animal.
The main form in which the Buddha was initially worshipped was in the stupa or
reliquary mound. Four stupas of very ancient form can be seen around the ciry of
Lalitpur, although the northern one has been covered over and remodelled in a later
sryle. In the first few centuries after the Buddha's death he was never shown icon*
graphically; hence the empty niches on early chaityas. At most he was represented by a
pair of footprints. After several centuries this changed, and representations of his figure
became very common.
The spread of Buddhism was greatly enhanced by the support it received from
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Emperor h h o k a , who, though he supported all the different types of religion within
his realm, clearly had a partiality for Buddhism. Buddhist tradition fervently remembers him as a Buddhist, and the Licchavi-period chaityas which dot the Kathmandu
Valley are believed to have been established by him. O f the 240 Licchavi chaityas that
survive, 104 are in Laitpur, evidence that the city was a significant focus of Buddhism
at that time.
Early Buddhism was doctrinally and artistically conservative. T h e Theravada
Buddhism of Sri Lanka,Thailand, Burma, Laos, and Cambodia has remained closest to
that early Buddhism, with lay devotion focusing o n the figure of the Buddha himself.
Insofir as subsidiary figures are required for worship, they are often adopted from the
Indian, that is to say Hindu, pantheon of the Buddha's own time: gods such as Indra,
Mahadev (Shiva), Agni (the fire god), and others appear as lesser divinities given power
over particular spheres by the mandate of the Buddha.

Mahayana Buddhism
Around the turn of the common era a new form of Buddhism arose, which called itself
the Mahayana: the 'Great Vehicle' or 'Great Way'. Mahayana Buddhism did not reject
the teachings or monastic practice of the earlier form of Buddhism, and for the following millennium in India its adherents lived side by side, sharing monasteries and rituals
with those who did not accept it. What Mahayana Buddhism proposed, o n the basis of
new scriptures, was that serious practising Buddhists should aim not just to achieve enlightenment following the path laid down by the Buddha. Rather, they should vow to
become a Buddha themselves and thereby save all living beings: this is called taking the
bodhirama vow. In proposing this the Mahayanists claimed to be going back to, and
rediscovering the spirit of, the Buddha's original message. Mahayanists d o not believe
that their form of Buddhism is really 'later'; it was, they believe, also taught by the
Buddha himself, but was intended for a more advanced and profound category of disciples. Thus the scriptures preserving its teachings were kept hidden until Buddhists were
ready for them.
In earlier Buddhism the term bodhisama referred to the Buddha in his previous
lives when he was gradually and painstakingly accumulating the necessary store of merit
to achieve Buddhahood. T h e Mahayana taught that everyone should aim to be a
Bodhisatrva, and it accused earlier Buddhism (somewhat unfairly) of being selfish, o n
the grounds that it encouraged the attainment of enlightenment for oneself alone. Thus
Mahayanists refer to the earlier form of Buddhism slightingly as the Hinayana or Lesser
Way.
At the same time the Mahayana postulated the existence of certain very meritorious
and powerful beings who had already become supreme Bodhisattvas. These are worshipped with great devotion by all Mahayana Buddhists, especially the laity. There are
very m a n y o f these celestial Bodhisattvas, b u t t h e three most i m p o r t a n t are
Avalokiteshvara, Manjushri, and Tara. O f the three, Avalokiteshvara is supreme; in
Tibet he is considered the protector of the country and the Dalai Lama is his incarnation. In Nepal he is known to Buddhists as Karunamaya ('embodiment of compassion')
a n d as Matsyendranath to Hindus, and has important chariot festivals in both
Kathmandu and Lalitpur. H e is recognizable by his crown, and the lotus he holds. H e
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has many different forms, usually called Such-and-such Lokeshvar: 108 of them are
shown in pictures hung around his temple in Kel Tol, Kathmandu. Manjushri, the
Bodhisatrva of wisdom who drained the Kathmandu Valley, is immediately recognizable because he holds a book in one hand and a sword in the other. Tara's very name
means 'saviouress'. There are not many temples devoted exclusively to her (there is one
in Itum Baha in Kathmandu). Nonetheless Newar Buddhists often worship her and
will call o n her in times of great trouble. She is identified with the goddess Prajfia
Paramita (The Perfection of Wisdom), who is herself a personification of perhaps the
single most important of the many Mahayana holy scriptures.
In very many of the toranas in Newar Buddhist monasteries (55% of them according to Locke's authoritative survey) there is the following triad: the Buddha in the middle, TardPrajiia Paramita to his right, and Shadakshari Lokeshvar to his left. Tara
stands for the Dharma, and Shadakshari Lokeshvar for the Sangha o r Monastic
Communiry. Shadakshari Lokeshvar is a seated form of Avalokiteshvara, with four
arms, two in the namaskara mudra, the other two holding lotus and rosary. His name
means Lokeshvar of the six syllables, a reference to the sacred six-syllabled mantra, O m
M a n i P d m c H u m , each syllable of which saves from one of the six possible rebirths. In
Threechai9a at Bhinrrcn-than in
these toranas, therefore, there are represented, in divine form, the Three Jewels of
kth-du.
The one on the &fi fi
in t h t s h i k h a r a k v t a s ~ p o p u ~ r
Buddhism. Part of the message is that the Sangha, in the Nepalese context the
benuern 1650ad1750;
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f Mahayana form of Buddhism that was most successful in expanding
from South Asia to the north: to China, Japan, Korea, and Tibet. It is also the form
the 19th ctntury.(DC)
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now found in the Kathmandu Valley. Whereas the earlier form of Buddhism had a very
simple pantheon and very basic rituals, Mahayana Buddhism developed a highly complex array of Bodhisatrva 'saint' figures for the laity to worship, and many elaborate
ways for them to d o so.

T a n u i c Buddhiim
Some hundreds of years later a new form of Buddhism arose in India, called the
Vajrayana. Manrrayana. or, in English, Tantric Buddhism. Vajrayana means the
Diamond Vehicle or Way, and Mannayana means the Way of Mantras. It is known as
Tantric Buddhism because it is based o n yet another new type of scripture called
Tanna, whereas the scriptures of the Mahayana, like those of earlier Buddhism, are
called Sunar.
The Tantras taught a secret path which, by breaking taboos, claimed to be able to
cut through the many hundreds of lives necessary to attain salvation in the Mahayana.
It offered salvation and Buddhahood in this very life, but only to an elite of serious
practitioners under the secret instruction of a guru. Tantric Buddhism also built on the
doctrine of earlier forms of Buddhism, that teachings should be adapted to the level of
the listener. It led to the development of elaborate forms of ritual and mysticism, and
to the emergence of a class of initiated priests who preserved the rituals for the laity.
Tantrism was a form of religion that was equally important in Hinduism, and some of
the Tantric saints are shared equally: for example, Matsyendra. who was eventually
conflated with AvalokiteshvadKarunamaya in Nepal, and is seen by Hindus as a form
of Shiva.
Tantric Buddhism did not spread everywhere that Mahayana was established.
Earlier forms of it reached Japan, where it is followed only by some schools. T h e most
developed and latest forms came to dominate only in Tibet and Nepal. In this type of
Tantric Buddhism the fierce, central divinities are shown in full coitus with their female partners. However, since the shrines where they are housed are open only to those
who have taken a special Tantric Initiation, many Nepalese, and all foreigners, are excluded, and such gods will not be seen, except o n sale in tourist shops.
In the Buddhism of the Kathmandu Valley all the different layers of the history of
Buddhism can be seen together: not juxtaposed unthinkingly, but worked into a new
framework, since Buddhists never rejected what went before, but continually added
new ways of expressing old aspirations. The ultimate social development, which occurred in the Valley between the 12th and 15th centuries, was the emergence of a
hereditary Sangha. That is to say, no longer was the Monastic Community open to any
aspiring novice; rather, it initiated as a 'monk' only the sons of previous 'monks' by
mothers of the same caste. Thus the priests of Newar Buddhism come from a caste
with two sub-sections, the Vajracharyas and the Shakyas. The Vajracharyas, the superior section who make up about one third of the total caste, are those who alone may
be domestic priests for all Newar Buddhists. T h e Shakyas, together with the
Vajracharyas, are the members of Newar Buddhist monasteries. All the members are
listed as they are initiated. Turns for taking the responsibility of worshipping the main
deity and ensuring the good running of the monastery pass down the list, sometimes a
m o n t h at a time, sometimes two weeks at a time. Only during his turn does a
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Vajracharya or Shakya maintain his status as a monk; the rest of the time he lives at
home as a householder. In addition, once a year o n the festival of Panchadan in
August, Shakyas and Vajracharyas circulate from house to house and monastery to
monastery in order to receive alms as monks.
T h e basic form of the Newar Buddhist monastery illustrates the historical development of Buddhism as follows. T h e main deity, Shakyamuni, opposite the main door,
represents the earliest form of Buddhism. In elaborately maintained monasteries, such
as Uku Baha and Kwa Baha, both in Lalitpur, there is o n the upper floor a Mahayanist
shrine to Avalokiteshvara (in both these cases it has been done up in the Tibetan style).
These two shrines are open to all corners. There is also, however, a Tantric shrine,
sometimes above the main Shak~amuni,sometimes o n another side of the courtyard,
but always o n an upper floor. Access to this is restricted to members of the monastery,
and other Newar Buddhists who have taken Tantric Initiation, by invitation only. The
historical development can also be seen in the different forms of the chaitya to be observed in the Kathmandu Valley.

The Five Buddhas
In early practice, the Buddha was represented in four different postures at the four cardinal directions of stupas and chairyas. With the rise of Mahayana Buddhism these
began to be thought of as different Buddhas, a process that was completed and systematized by Tantric Buddhist scriptures. T h e associations were as follows:
Buddha

Mudra

Akshobhya ('Imperturbable')
Racnasambhava ('Jewel-Born')
Amitabha ('Unbounded Light')
Amoghasiddhi ('Unfailing Success')

earth-touching (bhumisparsha)
boon-granting (varadu)
meditation (dhyana)
no fear (abhaya)

Cardinal Direction

E
S
W
N

Amoghasiddhi can also be recognized by the fact that the holy serpent Muchalinda
forms a canopy over his head. A fifth Buddha was and is considered to be inside the
chaitya itself, but is sometimes represented on its outside in the south-east:
Vairochana ('Brilliant')

teaching (dharmachakra)

central

These Buddhas are sometimes incorrectly known as the Dhyani Buddhas. Properly
they are known as the Five Buddhas or as the Five Tathagatas. In Tantric Buddhism
these five Buddhas came to be seen as cosmic principles, so that everything in the universe could be divided up into five types, each list headed by one of the Buddhas. This
applied to the pantheon as well, so that different Bodhisattvas were supposed to belong
to the 'family' of one or other Buddha. Avalokiteshvara, for example, is of the family of
h i t a b h a , and is sometimes said to be his son. Thus Avalokiteshvara is frequently represented with a small Amitabha on the front of his crown. Mahayana Buddhists hope
to be reborn in the heaven of Amitabha, called Sukhavati, the 'Abode of Bliss', and
Avalokiteshvara is believed to show the way there.
Sometimes, in addition to the four or five Buddhas, their consorts, five female god-
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desses, are also shown on choicyar. There is one such chaitya about half-way down Freak
Street Uhochen Tol) in Kathmandu. A further development was the emergence of
Vajrasattva as a sixth Buddha subsuming and incorporating the orher five. H e is usually
represented alone, in separate chapels, as in Kwa Baha, Laitpur. H e can be r e c o g n i d
by his two implements, the bell and vajra (the 'thunderbolt' or ritual implement of
Vajracharya priests). H e is indeed a kind of symbol of the power and authoricy of the
Vajracharyas.

T h e Eight Mothers
The cities of the Valley are encircled by a protective ring of goddesses, a set known as
the 'eight mothers' (mhta matrko). Four of these goddesses take their names From a
corresponding male divinity (Brahmayani from Brahma, Indrayani from Indra,
Vaishnavi from Vishnu, and Maheshvari from Maheshvar (i.e. Shiva). Unlike the male
deities, they are fierce and must receive offerings of meat, alcohol and, on occasion, sacrificial animals. Each goddess has her own mount or vehicle (the quickest way to recognize her) and her own iconographic attributes, each has a different form of Bhairav as
her consort, and each is associated with one of the cardinal directions. The roof struts
of temples often bear carved images of these goddesses, who form a protective mandab
around the main sanctum.
Goddess
Brahmayani (Brahmani)
Maheshvari (Rudrani, Rudrayani)
Kumari (Kaumari)
Vaishnavi
Varahi
Indrayani (Indrani)
Chamunda (Kali)
Mahalakshmi

Vehich
swan
bull
peacock
garuda
horse
elephant
corpse
lion

Colour
yellow
white
red
green
red
orange
red
red

Bhairav
Asitanga
Kalanka
Krodha
Unmatta
Prachanda
Ruruk
Kapala
Samhara

These associations are more or less stable, but which direction the goddess is found in is
not: there is only agreement that each is found in one of the eight directions. Ideally,
each city is divided into eight segments, each owing allegiance to one of the eight goddesses. When households have a joyous occasion to celebrate, such as a wedding or a
birth in the family, they must visit the temple of 'their' goddess.
There are numerous dance troupes throughout the Valley whose members impersonate the goddesses by wearing their mash, and are possessed by them. O n e of the
most famous is that of the Nine (mva) Durgas of Bhakta~ur,who dance in different
localities of Rhaktapur and the surrounding villages for several months of each year. In
spite of the name, this troupe is made up of the following 12 dancers: seven of the
Eight Mother Goddesses, Ganesh, Bhairav, Seto ('White') Bhairav, and two guardian
deities, Sima and Duma. In addition, a mask of Shiva and an image of Mahalakshmi
are carried along with the dancers.
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T h e specific shrines of these goddesses are often popularly known by other, more
colloquial names. For instance, the Kali temple at the south end of the Tundikhel in
Kathmandu is usually known as Bhadrakali, or, even more colloquially, as Lumari
Ajirna ('Golden Bread Grandmother'). T h e latter name is explained by the origin story
of the shrine: a farmer out in his fields one day found a little girl crying, so he gave her
his morning meal. She then disappeared, but left the food behind which turned into
gold, and the farmer realised that she was a goddess.

Durga,Bhagavati and Taleju
T h e single most important form of the goddess is Durga Killing the Buffalo Demon
Mahisha (Durga-Mahishasura-Mardini). She can easily be recognized by her numerous
arms, one of which plunges a lance into the demon beneath her feet. Ofcen, Durga is
known by the honorific epithet 'Bhagavati'. It is in Durga's honour that the most important festival of the year, Dasain (in Newari, Mohani), is held, in which numerous
buffaloes are sacrificed. T h e Parbatiya way of doing this is by a single blow to the top of
the animal's neck: the hundreds of buffaloes sacrificed by the army in Kathmandu are
killed in this manner. T h e Newar way of sacrifice requires that the icon or stone representation of the divinity be sprayed with blood and for this the throat must be slit, creating a continuous and controllable stream.
However the sacrifice is done, there is an intimate connection between the worship
of Durga and male power. During Dasain, Nepalis return home to be with their families and during the rituals of Dasain the senior men of the family give out blessings to
their subordinates. At the same time, Dasain is also pre-eminently a festival of royal
power, and the king gives a tika blessing to all who come for it. Taleju is a form of
Durga who belongs specifically to the king. Her mantra was believed to ensure the king
his power, and during the Malla period he was careful to pass it on to his son on his
deathbed. This explains why temples to Taleju were constructed as an integral part of
all the royal palaces.

Kumari
T h e cult of the so-called Living Goddess, Kumari, is closely connected to the royal cult
of Taleju. Since she does not receive animal sacrifice, this Kumari is different from the
Kumari who is a member of the eight Mother Goddesses, but the two are often conflared by ordinary Nepalis. There are Royal Kumaris in Lalitpur and Bhaktapur, as well
as in Kathmandu, and a dozen or so other private Kumaris are worshipped by particular local castes. T h e Kumari must be a young, unblemished girl who has not yet menstruated, and the Royal Kumaris must come from specified segments of the Buddhist
priestly caste, the Vajracharyas and Shakyas. Buddhists worship them as the supreme
manifestation of their secret Tantric goddess, Vajra Varahi, while high-caste Hindus
worship them as Hindu Tantric !goddesses. In the context of Dasain and other rituals
connected with the palace, the Royal Living Goddesses are worshipped t.j ;;ldi8111ans
and other royal functionaries as Taleju. It is commonly believed by Westerners that it is
dangerous for a man to marry a woman who was a Kumari when she was a girl, but this
is not in fact so. T h e only danger is that ritual mistakes may have been made, but in
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this case it is the girl's family, not her husband, who may suffer mild misfortune.
The Royal Kumaris come out to be worshipped publicly on several occasions during the year. In Kathmandu the Royal Kumari has a special chariot festival of her own
as a part of Indra Jatra, in which she circumambulates the town along with young boys
representing Ganesh and Bhairav. In Lalitpur the Royal Kumari sits outside in Ha
Baha during the Panchadan festival in August, and during the Matsyendra festival she
visits Lagankhel.

High
- Hindu Goddesses
The high Hindu gods have consorts who, like them, receive only pure, vegetarian offerings. Saraswati, the goddess of learning, is the wife of Brahma. In Nepal she is conflated
with Manjushri, the Bodhisattva of wisdom, and they are worshipped together, especially during the spring festival of Shri Panchami. Lakshmi, the Hindu goddess of
wealth, is the wife of Vishnu. She is worshipped especially during the festival of
Lakshmi Puja in the autumn: in the evening every household puts out wick lights in
her honour. Shiva's wife is known as Uma (light), Shakti (the personification of the
feminine principle), Pawati and Girija (daughter of Parvat or Giri, both of which mean
'mountain'), Bhavani or Sati. As Sati she is the daughter of Daksha, who once failed to
invite Shiva to a great feast he had prepared, considering Shiva to be a dirty cannabissmoking ascetic and a most unworthy son-in-law. Grieved by the quarrel that ensued
between Shiva and her father, Sati immolated herself on a sacrificial fire to restore her
husband's honour. Griefstricken, Shiva danced seven times around the world bearing
her corpse. As he danced, pieces of the corpse fell to earth: it is said that her 'secret
fguhya) part' fell at the site of the temple of Guhyeshvari, near Deopatan. Guhyeshvari
is in fact a Tantric form of the goddess and as such she receives blood sacrifice.
Swasthani is another form of Parvati who is particularly important for Nepali
women. She is worshipped for a month each spring by fasting and listening to recitations of her story, in order to attain purity and either gain a good husband or help the
husband one has.

Buddhist Goddesses
The goddess Tara is mentioned above in the section on Buddhism. There are also several Tantric Buddhist goddesses of special importance, notably Vajra Yogini (Bajra
Jogini) whose temple stands on a hill outside the town of Sankhu, and Bijeshvari, between Kathmandu and Swayambhu. Their cult is entirely in the hands of Buddhist
priests, but they are worshipped as much by Hindus as by Buddhists. The Vajra Yogini
temple is o n the site of a very ancient monastery, called G u m Vihara during the
Licchavi period, and still called Gumbaha by locals. Another g o d d w of great importance to the people of the Valley is Hariti. She is said to have been an ogress who was
converted to Buddhism by the Buddha: instead of harming children she protected
them. She is also considered to be the -goddess of smallpox. Her most important temple
is at the north-west corner of Swayambhu stupa, but there are others at Shrigah (Kathe
Simbu) stupa in Kathmandu, and at Kumbheshvar in U i t p u r .

Architectural Forms
T h e Newar Pagoda Temple
T h e majority of traditional buildings in and around the Kathmandu Valley follow a
common architectural style: houses, monasteries, palaces and temples are all constructed in much the same way, using the same materials: wood with bricks, tiles, clay
mortar and stone. Although most of the art and architecture of Nepal has been derived
from Indian forms, the architectural canon of the Newars is highly distinctive. Multidirectional shrines under sloping roofs d o have Indian precedents, but in N e p d this
form springs up fully developed, and its history and origins are obscure. N o satisfactory
name for the Newar 'style' has been established. T h e popular term 'pagoda' is used in
this book, but it does not distinguish the 'storeyed', 'multi-staged' or 'tiered' Newar
temple (and all of these terms have been used) from loosely similar counterparts in
China, Bali or Japan, nor does it take into account the numerous single-tiered temples
that exist in the Newar style. Locally used Sanskrit-derived names for a temple mandir, drval, drga - apply to domed and shikhara temples, as well as to pagodas.
Ronald Bernier's term 'Nepalese style' seems too broad, since there are many temples
and buildings in the kingdom of Nepal that are quite different from the classic Valley
examples, although it could be argued that the Newar Malla period produced the only
Nepalese architecture that does not follow closely the traditions of neighbouring India
or Tibet. Let us not be squeamish about using the well-established term 'pagoda', qualified by the term 'Newar', to refer to multi-tiered Nepali temples: despite its slight inaccuracy, 'Newar pagoda' at least conjures up a more definite image than awkward,
vague terms such as 'Newar-style temple'.
T h e multi-roofed temples that are such a typical feature of the skylines of most
Kathmandu Valley settlements appear to the casual observer to possess a broad uniformity of structure, style and form. Within this basic style, however, there exists almost
infinite variery. T h e Newar pagoda may have any number of roofs between one and
five; it may be of Buddhist or Hindu dedication (or, in the case of temples dedicated to
mother-goddesses and other ancient deities, arguably neither or both); it may be freestanding, enclosed within a courtyard, or attached to another building, such as a
~ a l a c eT
. h e locations of temples are far from random: a temple must be founded at a
t i d a , a place that symbolizes a 'ford' where men may cross from the mundane world
into that of the gods, and it must be built without disturbing the Nagas of the soil, but
nevertheless temples seem ubiquitous: they are encountered in the middle of cities and
villages, o n hilltops and islands, beside rivers and in forest glades.
T h e Newar pagoda's most distinctive feature is its frequent use of tiered roofs.
Although many Newar temples have only one roof, the majority have two or three.
T h e r e a r e t w o w i t h f o u r roofs (at Nala a n d H a d i g a o n ) , a n d t w o w i t h five
(Kumbheshvar at L a l i t ~ u rand Nyatapola at Bhaktapur). T h e ~ l a nis most commonly
square, representing a mandala, or rectangular. T h e roofs generally follow this pattern
too, although there are examples of round or octagonal roofs and, less commonly.
round or octagonal
Certain shapes are more commonly assigned to articular

The B h i m n tmplc in L a I i ~ u r j
Mangal Palace Square, during its
restoration in 1770.

deities: individual Mother Goddesses always inhabit a square temple, while groups of
Mother Goddesses prefer a rectangular one. Krishna is the only deity who can inhabit
an octagonal temple - although he can occupy temples of other shapes too - while
Vishnu, Shiva and Ganesh are always worshipped in square temples. Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas can occupy square and rectangular temples.
Almost every temple is named aher the deity for whom it was built. But the naming of temples generally is complicated by the simultaneous use of Newari, Sanskrit
and Nepali, and by the fact that most deities have a multitude of names and manifestations. A temple may sometimes be identified additionally by its location (Changu
Narayan - 'Narayan (Vishnu) at Changu', is an example), or a town or village may
come to be called afrer the temple at its heart (Harasiddhi, to the south of Lalitpur, is
one such.) Temples are rarely named for their physical appearance: Nyatapola ('fiveroofed') temple in Bhaktapur is one of only a few examples.
Another variable is the kind of sanctum required by each deity. Most images whether iconic or aniconic - are housed in a small space (a cella or sanctum &led the
garbha-grihn, the 'womb room') on the ground floor of the structure. In the case of
Mother Goddesses, and Ganesh, these sanctums are typically exposed - hypaethral - although a complex superstructure may rise above them. Elsewhere, the sanctum is en-
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tered by a single door which faces the main image set against the rear wall, or by four
doors, one at each side of the ground floor storey, in temples dedicated to deities whose
images must be seen from four sides - the Shiva linga, or a four-faced (cahrnnukha)
image, for example. New= temples are typidly built for individual worship, not for
assemblies - thus, the worshipper stands outside the door or doors and performs his or
her devotions outside: entrance is not generally made by anyone other than the pujari
Some deities - notably Bhimsen, and certain Mother Goddesses and Bhairavs - must be
housed on the first floor, usually in a partitioned section in the centre of a small hall.
This is particularly common in village locations.

II. M a ~ uDcga. Kathmandu:
E- Wrcction (Wolhang Kom)
Most Newar pagodas are supported by at least a low plinth; some are built upon
stepped plinths in which the number of steps corresponds with the number of roofs on
the building itself, while in a few cases the number of steps far exceeds the number of
roofs. O f the total elevation of 23.5 metres of the Maju Dega in Kathmandu's Darbar
Square, 7.5 metres is a plinth of nine steps, while the plinth of Nyatapola temple in
Bhaktapur is even taller. Foundations are rarely deeply rooted: the buildings ride the
g o u n d , and this has made them particularly vulnerable to earthquakes in the pact.
The basic structure of the Newar pagoda temple is simple. There is a brick core,
surrounded near the top of each tier by a broad wooden cornice. This cornice buttresses wooden struts which lean outward at angles of anphing up to 4 5 O to support
the heavy roof. Multiple stages are built one upon the other, with each stage having a
hollow brick core narrower than the one beneath it. The walls therefore often have a
kind of telescopic structure: the inner wall of the lowest core, which is often doublewalled, forms the outer wall of the stage above it. The weight of the superstructure is
usually supported on the double walls of the inner core. Most Newar pagodas do not
have storeys as such: the only functional room-space is the ground-floor sanctum,
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above which there is an empty space. In some instances, the outer wall of the groundfloor core has been abandoned in favour of a colonnaded circumambulatory passagemy.
T h e sloping roofs of the typical Newar pagoda may have evolved from those of ancient thatched-roofed temples, and are repeated upwards in diminishing proportions.
The jhingati tiles which cover them are made from fire-baked clay. They vary in size
from 3cm by 2cm to 4cm by 7cm and the notched ends which give them their name in
Newari interlock to provide a waterproof roof. Although the roofs are heavy and require massive buttressing, there is an important play of stress and counterstress and the
materials involved, such as the wood of the sal tree, are hardy and well prepared.
Nepal's holiest temples are the most opulent shrines, since they attract the most donations: many have at least one roof that is sheathed in gilded copper.
T h e oucline of the Newar pagoda is intrinsically attractive from a distance: at close
quarters, much of these buildings' interest derives from the detail of their decoration
and embellishment. T h e visual impact of the heavy downward-sloping roofs is lightened by the addition of specid upward-curving tiles or metal curves to their corners;
these elements, called =pm, may be further enhanced by the addition of metal sparrow-sized birds or the faces of protective deities. Under the eaves of many temples
hangs a border of small metal bells, or a hanging- metal border fashioned to resemble a
cloth banner, which is called the kinkinimal. Several other metal decorative elements
are clearly elaborations of elements that were previously made of cloth. These include
the banners that hang from roof corners, metal flags, and patakus, the long sueamerlike banners that descend from a temple's pinnacle to below its lowest roof.
O n many temples, the feature that attracts the greatest interest is the elaborate carving of the struts that support the roofs. Typically, the largest portion of each strut is occupied by the figure of a deity that is related iconologically to the god of the central
shrine. Such deities are depicted in a variety of poses, and may be supported by lotus
pedestals or by their vehicles (vabuna). Above and below them there are usually subsidiary friezes: these may show auspicious symbols, other minor deities, devotees, meditating sages, or simply floral or vegetal designs. Quite often, however, the base of the
strut is occupied by an explicit depiction of sexual intercourse. This may involve more
than two persons, and in some instances animals are also involved. These scenes have
been widely commented on, and explained in a variety of ways. It has been suggested
that they exist to deter the goddess of lightning, a virgin, from strilung the temple; to
encourage the people of Nepal to procreate and multiply; to test the worshipper's
piety; or to heighten the contrast between the grossness of worldly life outside the temple and the sanctity within.
-

Other Styles of Temple
Although the 'Newar pagoda' is generally considered to be the most authentically
'Nepali' temple form, it exists alongside three other styles of temple architecture in the
Kathmandu Valley: the shikhara, the ratna k v a l and the domed temple. These other
styles tend to be predominant in non-Newar settlements outside the Valley itself. The
most comnlon of the three is the shikhara temple, so called because its shape imitates
more closely than the Newar pagoda's the form of a mountain peak (shikhara in
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Sanskrit). There is a popular assumption that the Newar pagoda is 'Nepalil and [he
shikhara temple 'Indian', but it does seem that the two styles have existed side-by-side
in Nepal, possibly since as early as the late Licchavi period, although the shikhara probably developed in India during the Gth century. Some of Nepal's oldest shikhara temples stand crumbling in the Jumla region of far-western Nepal, and date from the period of the Khasa kingdom.
T h e principal feature of a shikhara is its tapering tower, which is usually made of
stone or, less frequently, of brick. This tower symbolizes a mountain and rises over a
small square shrineroom. T h e whole structure is usually supported by a stepped plinth
and a number of moulded courses. At the apex of the tower there is often a knobbly
flattened disc called the amalaka, which may support a finial similar to those that surmount Newar pagodas. T h e tower is often composed of a number of vertical planes,
and porches are often added to its base: sometimes there is a single-columned porch
sheltering the entrance to the shrine, sometimes there are four, one o n each side. More
complex versions of the shikhara are composed of a number of towers or turrets: usually five, with four subsidiary turrets clustered around a central, taller tower. Probably
the most elaborate is the Krishna temple in Lalitpur's palace square, which resembles
an amalgam of the shikhara and Newar pagoda styles. T h e rahla dcvalor 'jewel temple'
is a variant of the shikhara that became ~ o p u l a in
r Nepal during the 18th century and
is typified by its cluster of turrets and the truncated or even domed shape of the central
tower.
T h e domed temple first appeared during the late Malla period, but most examples
in Nepal date from the Rana ~ e r i o d .Typically, these are squat square buildings surmounted by an onion-shaped dome, almost certainly in imitation of Mughal architecture. There arc several large examples at Deopatan, but the biggest is the Kalamochan
temple, a Vishnu temple built by Jang Bahadur in 1874 a little way downstream from
.
was during the
the bridge over the Bagmati that links Kathmandu and L a l i t ~ u r There
19th and early 20th centuries a tendency to replace Newar pagodas or shikharas with
domed structures when the earlier buildings fell into disrepair or were destroyed by
earthquakes or fire.

Stupas and Chaitps
T h e stupa was originally a burial mound of earth that was derived from ancient preBuddhist Indian tradition. Largely through the efforts of the emperor Ashoka, who established stupas all over the subcontinent, i t became t h e main cult-object of
Buddhism. T h e stupa is exclusively Buddhist: although Hindu deities may be enshrined in the sanctuary area that surrounds a stupa, the stupa itself is always of
Buddhist dedication. India's earliest Buddhist stupas, such as those built at Bharhut,
Sanchi and h a r a v a t i between 200 BCE and AD200 were large hemispherical domes
at the core of which were enshrined relics of the Buddha. (It is believed that the
Buddha's mortal remains were divided amonp eight stupas.) Later stupas probably contain images, the relics of saints, or texts of especial sanctity. The whitewashed domes of
the early stupas were usually crowned by a small pavilion and an umbrella made of
wood or stone, and surrounded by a fence that enclosed a circumambulatory path.
Pradakshina, the circling of a stupa in a clockwise direction (or, more specifically, with
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111. Licchavi chaiya at Chabahil
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one's right side turned towards it), was and is the main form of reverence.
T h e terms srupa and chaitya are now used almost interchangeably. Originally, a
stupa was a mound-like monument of Buddhist dedication, while a chaitya was any sacred place or object. Thus, a stupa was undoubtedly a chaitya, but many chaicyas were
not stupas. Nowadays, the choice of which term to use seems oken to depend on size:
a smaller stupa (such as one of the street monuments described below) tends to be described as a chaitya, a larger one as a stupa, but this is by no means a hard and Fast rule.
Perhaps it would be fair to say that all such structures may be called chairyas or stupas,
except the smallest, which are generally known only as chaityas.
As Buddhism spread, the basic form of the stupa was elaborated in different ways in
different places: the stupas of South-East Asia, Sri Lanka and the Himalayan region all
have their own peculiar features, though the basic structure remains largely unchanged.
For Buddhists everywhere, the srupa became far more than a mere reliquary, and developed a complex symbolism that made it a representation of the Buddha and his teachings, of the cosmic mountain of Meru and, ultimately, of the universe as understood
by Buddhist cosmology.
The low flat dome of the earliest Indian stupas is replicated to some extent in the
four stupas that mark the corners of the old city of Lalitpur. Each has shrines at the
four points of the compass, occupied by the four directional Buddhas, but these are
later additions. The tower is circular in some examples, and four-sided in others. It is
likely that the four-sided pinnacle is the older of the WO styles: the northern stupa of
Lalitpur is surmounted by a four-sided pinnacle that narrows upwards in 13 stages, and
the same pattern is repeated in the Dharmadeva scupa at Chabahil and the great stupa
at Bauddha.
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It is very difficult to chart the evolution of the stupa in Nepal: the moul~dsof the
oldest stupas all consist of many layers (Slusser compares them to onions), and there
have been constant enlargements, additions and renovations. It is almost certain that
the stupas of Swayambhu, Bauddha and Dharmadeva were founded by Licchavi lungs,
but their present appearance differs greatly from their original forms. The essential elements of the Nepali stupa or chaitya are the pedestal or plinth (medhi) upon which it
stands, the dome or mound (called an&, 'egg', garbha, 'womb', or kumbha, 'pot'), and
a multi-stage spire or finial. Each section is identified with one of the three elements:
the base with earth, the dome with water and the spire with fire. These elements are
discernible in all examples, no matter what stylistic elaborations are incorporated. In i u
simplest form, the plinth is a low square platform with an ancillary chapel added to
each corner. But it may also be made up of a number of terraces, as is the case at
Bauddha, which elevate the stupa considerably. T h e shape of the dome also varies: the
oldest examples are simple, rather flattened mounds, while later ones tend towards a
bell-like shape. T h e domes of the main stupas are whitewashed each year; at Bauddha,
the dome is also sometimes painted with garland-like rings of saffron water. T o the
bases of the domes of most Nepali stupas are added the chapels of the Tathagatas,
which face outwards to the four points of the compass. In more modest examples,
these are simple niches containing stone images, but at Swayambhu and elsewhere they
represent small temples in their own right, lavishly decorated with gilt. The pinnacle of
every stupa is supported by a timber mast called the yasti, which is planted in a mortice
at the base of the dome's interior. T h e pinnacles consist of three elements: a cube-like
base (the hamika) which probably evolved from the wooden pavilion that surmounted
ancient Indian stupas, but may also symbolize the reliquary casket that is incarcerated
within; a tapering midsection of 13 stages, which represent the 13 levels of perfection;
and a crowning ~ a r a s o la, symbol of royalty. The pinnacle may be made of masonry or,
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in the case of Swayambhu and other stupas, of gilt metal rings. O n to the hamika of
most Nepali stupas is painted a pair of eyes: this is usually considered a purely Nepali
innovation, but it may have ancient Indian antecedents. Evidence suggesn that it is
also a comparatively late innovation, dating only from the 15th century. Opinions differ as to what the eyes represent: the most popular explanation is that they symbolize
the all-seeing nature of the 'primordial Buddha', but an alternative explanation is that
they are the eyes of the Lokapalas, the guardians of the four cardinal directions.
In addition to the large monuments that truly merit the title of rrrrpa, of which
there are 11 in the Kathmandu Valley, the Valley towns are also littered with small votive stupas that are usually called chaityar. The numerous Licchavi chaityas are generally less than a metre tall and most of them have empty niches. Many fragments of
them exist, consisting just of a small dome on a circular base and a broken finial. Very
ofien these fragments have been incorporated into a later rhaitya and have had pieces
and icons added. A much rarer type is the rhammukha or rhamryuha chaitya. In this
t h e base has been t u r n e d i n t o a ~ i l l a with
r
four Bodhisattvas (Akshobhya,
Ratnasambhava, Amitabha and Amoghasiddhi) Facing out from each of the four directions (in early versions Shakyamuni himself takes one of the positions). O n e such
chaitya, at Swayambhu, dates back to the 5th century, while others have been made as
recently as this century. A fine example from the 17th century stands outside Jyaba
Bahi in Lalitpur. Vairochana, the fifrh of the Five Buddhas, is considered to be within
the chaitya, but is sometimes represented outside, in the south-east, as is the case at
Swayambhu.
During the 16th and 17th centuries Newar Buddhists built many large chairyas
which imitated the shape of the Swayambhu stupa, with chapels added on for the four
Buddhas. In some cases the consorts are added higher up, Facing out at the intermediate directions. During the later Malla period a smaller style of chairya became popular.
This is known as the shikbarakuta, meaning that it is shaped like a shikhara, a mountain peak. Above the base there is a square drum with small Bodhisatwa figures in the
four directions. Above that the roof tapers away, with the four Buddhas in niches
above the Bodhisatwas. There are about 350 such chaityas in the Valley. 124 of them
in Lalitpur. Most date from the period 1650 to 1750, although a few were still being
put up in this century. Many are in small residential courtyards away from the main
squares.
T h e most popular style of chaitya since the 18th century is known as the
sumeruchaitya, and these are a common sight throughout the Valley. This type is larger
than the shikbarakuta. Above the square plinth is a small square base with lions at the
corners. Above chat is a circular lotus out of which the four Buddhas rise up; they are
so large that they take up most of the next stage, a small pillar remaining benveen their
four backs. Above the Buddhas is another much smaller circular lotus, and above that a
finial in the shape of a miniature Swayambhu.
There are perhaps 400 such chaityas in the Valley, all dating from 1852 up to the
present day, apart from one which was probably the original model put up in 1667 in
Naradevi, Kathmandu. In Kathmandu there are 71 versions of this type of chaitya
which incorporates a jaLdroni or water-course, shaped like the lower part or yoni of a
sbivalinga. All of these chaityas were put up during the first 54 years of Rana rule, and
it is reasonable to suppose that they were a response to the increased Hinduization of
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Buddhist Monasteries: vihara, baha and bahi
T h e Sanskrit term vihara denotes any kind of Buddhist monastery, and the basic layout of the vihara dates back to a short time after the death of the Buddha, i.e. more
than 2,000 years. It consists of a square central hall or courtyard enclosed by small
rooms or cells, with a shrine opposite the main entrance. The viharas housed communities of celibate monks: in Nepal, the oldest is popularly believed to be Chabahil, supposedly founded by Charumati, the daughter of emperor Ashoka. It is known that
Buddhist monasteries existed in Nepal during the Licchavi period, for there are references in inscriptions to 15 such institutions, but no existing vihara building predates
the late Malla period. Mahayana Buddhism had begun to wane in the Kathmandu
Valley by about the 13th century, but was revitalized for some time by the arrival of
monks fleeing the destruction of monasteries in India after the Muslim invasions.
Soon, however, Vajrayana became firmly entrenched, and Newar Buddhism began to
develop its own unique character.
There are two types of Newar Buddhist monastery, the baha and the bnhi (bahal
and bahil in Nepali). As an institution, and architecturally, the bahi represented a continuation of the classic vihara: it was always built outside settlements (while the term
baha is derived from the Sanskrit vihara, bahi comes from bahira, meaning 'outside')
and founded by a single patron, typically a king or a celebrated monk or religious
teacher. Under the influence of Vajrayana, monks began to marry, which meant that
they could no longer remain in the community of the bahi, which demanded that its
members remain celibate. By the end of the Malla period, there were no celibate
Newar monks, and new communities had been established in viharas called bahas.
Eventually, the community of each monastery became in essence a patrilineal descent
group: a boy joined the monastery of his father, and no one from outside the family
was admitted to the monastery.
T h e baha is now the more numerous form, but there are also quite a few bahis, especially in Laitpur. T h e two terms distinguish between two kinds of institutions, not
two distinct architectural forms, but architectural differences exist nonetheless. The
bahi is characterized by its extreme simplicity and its faithfulness to ancient Buddhist
monastic architecture. Whereas there is a torana over the entrance to most bahas, no
bahi has such a feature. Bahis have open halls around the ground floor and semi-open
verandahs on the upper storey, and a stone staircase leads to a hall and the agam chen
on the upper floor. In bahas, four narrow staircases lead to four separate sets of rooms,
reflecting the different nature of the community h e y are designed to accommodate.
The courtyards of both bahas and bahis always contain at least one chairya; the baha
tends to have more of such shrines. The shrine-house of the ~ r i n c i ~deity
a l of a bahi,
always Shakyamuni Buddha, has a passage around the back so that it can be circumambulated. These features are found in some of the oldest monastic sites in India, whereas
the shrine of a baha is simply a room set into the enclosing building, which may house
any of the Five Buddhas. In addition, the main door of a bahi is approached, in many
cares, by a flight of stone steps, and the Tantric deity is enclosed in a simple square
windowless shrine o n the upper floor. The baha is more likely to have stone lions
guarding its entrance. Both the bahi and the baha have a finial or a small tower on the
roof above the main shrine. The bahis have many fewer members than the bahas and
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until recently they preserved an active and vigorous self-image as the descendants of the
last celibate monks of the Valley. They therefore considered themselves to be the representatives of a 'purer', less Tantric form of Buddhism than that of the majoritarian
bahas.
John Locke, in his book Buddhist Monatteries of Nepal, identified a total of 185
bahas and bahis in Lalitpur, 123 in Kathmandu, 2 3 in Bhaktapur and 25 elsewhere in
the Valley: a total of 356 viharas.

T h e Hindu Priest House
T h e so-called 'Hindu priest houses' are known in Nepal as math, and are of later origin
than the Buddhist viharas. Those that survive date probably from no earlier than the
lGth century. During the Malla period, especially &er Sthiti Malla had strengthened
the institutions of orthodox Hinduism in the kingdom, the larger maths exercised considerable power and influence. Each math was the seat of a mahant, a teacher or religious leader, who gathered students and ascetics about him in a semi-monastic community. T h e maths became centres of learning, particularly in fields such as traditional
medicine, and increasingly rich because of the donations and privileges they received
from royal patrons, businessmen and the like.
There are about 30 maths and branch-maths in the Kathmandu Valley, of which
nearly a half are in Bhaktapur. T h e biggest concentration is around the Dattatreya
temple there. None of them functions any longer, and none is occupied by a mahant or
a religious communiry. From the outside, little distinguishes a math from the traditional Newar domestic residences that surround it, except for the superior quality of its
carved windows and doors. Rather than being composed of choks or courtyards, a math
is typically composed of a number of 'houses' (ghar). T h e largest, Pujari Math in
Bhaktapur, consists of four. A math is usually three-storeyed and has no Fuced orientation.

Resthouses: pati, manda,pa and sattul

A central tradition of religious practice in South Asia is the shelter and accommodation
of pilgrims and wayfarers. For thousands of years, people wishing to acquire religious
merit and, no doubt, local esteem, have financed the construction of buildings known
generically as dharmashalas. In the Kathmandu Valley, these free public resthouses in
their various forms far outnumber the temples themselves. They are found in association with all major shrines, at all main intersections and alongside every trail. They are
invariably situated close to a source of water. Several have become temples in their own
right.
The most rudimentary form of the dharmarhakz in Nepal is called pat1 in Nepali
and phak or phakzcha in Newari. This is usually a small rectangular building comprising a raised brick platform sheltered by a pitched roof and floored with planks, with a
solid brick rear wall, and an open front of post and lintel construction. Some patis are
freestanding others are mere lean-tos, supported by a larger building. In villages and
beside trails, patis serve as simple overnight shelters for travellers and pilgrims.
In towns, the functions of the pati are more commonly fulfilled by mandapat,
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A ppicul pan, at ffirt~pur.

called madu in Newart, which are open square or rectangular platforms sheltered by a
roof. T h ~ roof
s
is almost always supported by 16 columns four at the centre, and I 2
around the perimeter of the platform. The four central columns arc often srouter than
those at the edges. As well as shelrering travellers and pilgrims, mandapas also served as
town meeting-halls, market exchanges and, In at leasr one case (the Mani Mandapa at
Lalitpur), as a royal coronation hall.
A multi-storeyed version of the pat1 or mandapa i s called a ram/, a word that IS derived from the Sansknt for 'almshouw'. The ground floor of a rurtal usually has rhe
bas~cfeatures of a mandapa, but has been enclosed to provide for more permanenr occupation and wrll have onc or two other sroreys rising in dirn~nishingproportions
above it. Unlike the pati or the mandapa, the sartal also contains a shrine and some
measure o f ornamentation. In several notable examples (such as the Kasrhamandapa In
Karhmandu and the Dartarreya temple in Bhakrapur), buildings that were originally
sattals have come to he regarded as remples.

Palaces
The Kathmandu Valley contains WO h n d s of palace. T h e first are chose that were occupied by the Malla kings up until the Gorkhali invasion of the lace 18th century, the
second those that werc built by rhe Rana rulers during rhe late I9ch and early 20th
centuries. It would be hard to imagine WO sryles of palace archtrecrure that differ more
rad~wlly,l'he Malla palaces derivc thcir stylc from thc distinctive canon of Newar archltecrure, whtk the Rana palaces arc drnost whoIly tmicative of European srructures.
'Today, thc Mdla palaces arc preserved as natlonal monuments while the Rana palaces
clther fall 111toderel~cr~on
or are converted inro hotels, offices or edurat~onalinstirutions.
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There are Malla palace complexes at the heart o f Kathmandu, Lalitpur and
Bhaktapur. In other Valley towns too there are buildings that local people identify as
palaces (hyku in Newari, darbar in Nepali), and these were probably once the homes of
nobles or wealthy merchants. In medieval Nepal, the distinction between 'house' and
'palace' was perhaps less clear than in Europe at the same time. Originally, palace
buildings were simply grander versions of the traditional Newar house. Over time, the
palaces developed into extensive complexes, incorporating facilities and features absent
from their more humble counterparts.
The basic form of the traditional Newar house is a narrow brick-walled rectangle,
usually of three storeys. A heavy roof with a wide overhang is supported by wooden
struts. T h e masonry work is often crude, and windows, doors and structural elements
are all constructed of wood. Walls may be up to 50 cm thick. T h e ground floor of the
building may be used as a barn, a stable, a workshop or a storeroom, according to the
occupation of its owners. T h e middle floor is invariably the place where the family
sleeps, while the top floor is an all-purpose area used for both work and recreation.
Above this, an attic contains the kitchen, a chapel or shrine-room, and a place where
precious items are stored. Openable windows are usually found only o n the uppermost
storey: lower down, windows are designed to admit light but maintain privacy.
A basic dwelling such as this is often extended simply by adding additional rectangular units, until four such buildings make a quadrangle around a courtyard, which is
then known as a chok. Unless they have been built simultaneously as an integrated
quadrangle, the four buildings remain unintegrated: it remains necessary to enter each
one separately by its own door.
The individual buildings of the Malla palaces are essentially houses, integrated architecturally around quadrangles, and they therefore resemble in their basic layout and
structure the homes of wealthy commoners. T h e function of each floor was similar to
that of a domestic house, although the uppermost floors generally lacked kitchens and
chapels, since cooking and eating was done elsewhere, and each palace contained its
own agam chen, a private temple. T h e rulers' wealth was customarily stored in a treasury garden, the Bhandarkhal. T h e single quadrangle is probably the original form of
each palace, and may date back to long before the Malla period. Over time, however.
Whole
the palaces grew into complexes comprising temples and many
quadrangles were added one at a time by various kings: according to tradition, the
palace at Bhaktapur once had 99 choks, the Hanuman Dhoka 55 and the Lalitpur
palace at least 12. A peculiar feature of some of the choks is that each corner is marked
by a tower of a different shape. Palace buildings were decorated more like temples than
domestic dwellings. Wooden elements such as the roofstruts, which are plain and unadorned in most domestic dwellings, were elaborately painted and carved, and many
windows were more decorative than functional, allowing for considerable elaboration
in their forms.
Although a temple-filled square stands adjacent to each of the three main palace
complexes, each of them lacks a 'grand approach' such as the garden or driveway that is
rypical of palaces in a European context. Indeed, the main entrance is often in an obscure corner, as is the case at the Hanuman Dhoka, or there may be more than one entrance, with several doors from the outside leading to different quadrangles, as is the
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case at Lalitpur. There may have been some fortifications around the palaces, as is suggested by the existence of gateways or remnants of gateways to the palace squares, particularly at Bhaktapur, but in general this appears to have been minimal. The M&
palaces, which grew from humble origins into huge rambling complexes, were an integral part of life in the old Newar towns.
Unlike the Malla palaces, the homes of the leading Ranas, called mahalor &rbar,
were built in a neo-classical style to convey an image of grandeur and sophistication
right from the start. Several of them are said to have been built in imitation of the
Palace of Versailles, Buckingham Palace and the National Gallery, London, though
such resemblances seem to be little more than notional. Very litrle has been written or
published on the subject of Rana palaces. The political climate in Nepal changed radically in 1951, and the prevalent attitude to the legacy of the Rana rbgime since then
has been denigratory. Many of the palaces have been demolished, others have been
adapted for other uses. The few that remain in something like their original form provide a fascinating glimpse of an important period of Nepal's history and, although it
might be argued that much that they contain is in questionable taste, this nonetheless
represents part of the kingdom's artistic and cultural legacy. One such
Keshar
Mahal, is described in more detail later in this book
Most of the Rana palaces were built after the third quarter of the 19th century.
Two of the earliest were built by Jang Bahadur: one at Thapathali and the other on the
site of the present royal palace at Narayan Hiti. The most splendid was the Singha
Darbar at the southeast corner of Kathmandu, built by Chandra Shamsher in 1901.
Set among exquisitely-manicured lawns and gardens, the complex was composed of
buildings ranged around 17 courtyards and is reputed to have contained 1,700 rooms.
The state rooms, particularly one known as the Belaiti Baithak, the 'English throneroom', are said to have been of especial
containing chandeliers of Belgian
crystal, French rococco hrniture, Italian marble flooring and paintings and tapestries
in European sryles. Although devoted to European art, the Ranas also patronized artists
who created mural ~aintingsin Pahari or Rajasthani styles. Singha Darbar became the
government secretariat after the 1950-51 revolution, but much of it was destroyed by
fire in 1974. Access can still be gained on occasion to the few halls that survive. A similarly gigantic structure was the Lal Darbar, which sprawled across north Kathmandu
for over one kilometre. Two sections of this building survive, on either side of the
Darbar Marg that leads up to Narayan Hiti. O n e houses a part of the Yak and Yeti
Hotel.

* The section on votive stupas and most of the section on bahas and bahis was written
by David Gellner.

Art Forms
Paintings
By their very nature, paintings cannot survive the passage of time as well as buildings or
sculptures, and there are few examples of painting in Nepal that date from earlier than
the 14th century. It is clear that pictorial art in Nepal at first developed side-by-side
with sculpture: the earliest examples are quite simply two-dimensional representations
of three-dimensional images. Later, however, painters did not limit themselves to the
depiction of icons, but produced pictorial representations of narratives and myths, and
incorporated a wide variety of srylistic influences.
T h e earliest example of Nepali painting is a set of small illustrations of Buddhist
icons o n manuscript covers and leaves that dates from 1028. T h e earliest manuscripts
are o n palm-leaves, since paper was not generally used until the 12th century. T h e art
of manuscript illumination was clearly imported from India and in Nepal it was heavily
influenced by the Bengali Pala school, with echoes o f the Buddhist cave-murals at
Ajanta. Although such illuminations depict gods and goddesses in a strictly hieratic
manner, the Nepali style quickly became livelier and more expressive than its Pala prototype, employing bright masses of primary colours. T h e sophistication of Nepali
Buddhist paintings was reinforced by the arrival o f refugee irtists from the great
Buddhist centres of north India after Muslim invasions in the 12th and 13th centuries.
T h e style of these earlier miniatures is replicated in mural paintings, of which very few
now survive and even fewer may be seen by foreign visitors. Nepali artists became heavily involved in the ornamentation of temples and monasteries in Tibet, and Tibetan
paintings from the 9th to 17th centuries are almost wholly Nepali in their style. After
the 17th century, however, the flow of influence reversed with the spread of Tantrism.
Arrists in Nepal began to adopt themes and motifs from the school they had originally
established in Tibet which had subsequently become self-sufficient and capable of introducing its own innovations.
T h e best-known genre of pictorial art in Nepal is the painting o n cotton cloth
called pata in Sanskrit, paubha in Newari and thanka in Tibetan. A large number of
temple banners of this kind appear abruptly in the 14th century and the fact that their
style and format is comparatively sophisticated and uniform suggests that they represent the continuation of an earlier tradition that is not represented by any surviving examples. There are descriptions of portable
cloth scrolls from as early as the
M a u y d n period in India.
The Newar paubha tended to use rather coarser cloth than the Tibetan thanka, but
in both cases the cloth was prepared to receive the paint with a mixture of chalk and
glue. Colours, mostly derived from mineral sources, were also mixed with glue, and the
finished painting was varnished with a mixture of egg-white and water. The work o f
Nepali artists is dominated by a deep rich red, supplemented and enlivened by bright
blues, greens and gol&. Only ~ r i m a r ycolours were used. The earliest dated example, in
Los Angeles County Museum, is from 1367, but Buddhist monasteries throughout the
kingdom invariably possess a stock of such paintings of varying antiquity but remarkable stylistic conformity. For a few days each summer, usually berween mid-July and
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mid-August, several viharas in Lalltpur and Kathmandu display their paubhas for cornmunlty worship.
T h e 14th-century paubhas are stylistically close to the earlier nlanuscript illuminations. Rules of symmetry and fronrality - figures always face out of the painting - were
inviolable, and the basic scheme of iconic paubhas remained entirely valid thereafter, at
leasr for the representation of benign deities: a central large figure occupies an ornate
frame, surrounded by much smaller subsidiary figures. Mandalas and depictions of
wrathful deities required some amendment t o rhese rules, though symmetry and
frontallty were always maintained. The composition o f a paubha that depicts a mandala
is inevitably dictated by the geometric pattern of the mandala itself, and the principal,
central figure of a mandala is usually much the same size as the acolytes and subsidiary
figures. In paintings of wrathful deities, the background is often dominated by a flaming red aureole (prabha). Most paubhas contain a register of ancillary deities at the top,
and many include portraits of the artist's patrons at the bottom, though painters always
remained anonymous. When natural objects appear in these paintings, they are used as
symbols and are not depicted naturalistically. For example. the shapes and colours of
the lotus flower vary enormously, though artists must have been familiar with its natural appearance.
The scenes depicted in the paubhas are almost always symmetrical hieratic representations of groups of deities within a ~ a i n t e dframe, with no narrative theme as such.
However, there were also narrative scrolls which depicted historical or mythological
rhemes, and In which the story was divided up into segments in the manner of a comicstrlp. Trees or buildings separated the scenes and although representations were invariably Rat and two-dimensional there was a grearer attention to the details of landscapes
and architecture. The language of symbols changed very little, but a certain amount of
naturalism crept in. Mughal and Rajput influence appeared during the 17th century.
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particularly in portraiture which had a strong emphasis on profiles. With the adoption
of secular themes, there also came a different format. more like a Western b o ~ k - ~ a ~ e .
Mountains and curly Chinese clouds entered the repertoire of decorative motifi after
the 18th century. New spatial perspectives were borrowed from Persian schools via
Rajasthan, especially In narrative scrolls.

Stone Sculpture
The traditions of stone sculpture date hack approximately 2,000 years in Nepal, but
the greatest masterpieces date from the 5th, 6th and 7th centuries and the genre declined sharply during the 12th century, after which the greatest achievements ofNepali
art were in architecture and the casting of bronze.
A handful of terracorta heads and carved stone fragments dating from the 3rd to 1st
centuries BCE have been unearthed at sites in the Tarai such as Lumbini, Tilaurakot
and Benjarahi but the earliest major stone sculpture yet discovered is the headless torso,
Urn Mahrshvar, 8th or 9th
usually described as a Yaksha, found at Harigaon and now preserved in the National
ccntuty, Nationo/ Mureurn Art
Museum.
This dates from the 1st or 2nd century AD. Of similar antiquity are a numGallcry Mahrshvar (Shiva) s:rr
ber
of
representations
of deities in stone: these are mostly female deities such as Durga,
with W m . hrr comort, m a cave
Lakshmi and various mother-goddesses, Naga deities, or Shiva (with his consort Uma
at Mount Khilath. Ganga, thc
goddess who person:+s the rrver
in Uma-Maheshvar friezes, as a l~nga,or anthropomorphic). Most are still preserved in
Gangcs, rmcrgesfiom the roof of
rim at various temples and shrines in the Kathmandu Valley. Two further 4th- 5th
the cave Bcneath Shiva >)et,
century
sculptures of particular interest are a 40 cm standing figure of a prince (or posGancsh ic rcen with the ganar.
sibly
a
god
such as Surya) now in the National Museum, and a standing figure of
I O O x 80 m.
Virupaksa, described by some authors as a 'nobleman', beside the Bagmati rlver on
Arya Ghat at Pashupati. Quite apart from the enigma of their identification, these two
sculptures are interesting because of the~rpronounced Mongoloid facial features. They
demonstrate the extent to which Nepali sculptors adapted the Indian ideal of the
human form to their own cultUrd context at an early stage. Stella Krarnrisch compares
rhern with early statues of Khmer kings. This capacity and desire for adaptation did not
extend to the representation of Nature, however: untll the 18th century Nepali sculptors were quite content to employ conventional Indian motifs even when depicting the
mountains that surrounded rhern. Bangdel argues that the creator of the Harigaon
Yaksha must have been well acquainted with the tradition of the Mathura school of art
thar flourished during the Kushana period (AD 0-300) but many aspects of later figures' posture and apparel1 (such as the plain circular nimbus and the folds of the garments) also owe much to the Gandhara school of Buddhist art. The Buddha himself
was not represented anthropomorphically in India until some 200 years after hls passing into nrruana, which may account in part for the fact that no Buddhist sculpture exists in Nepal thar dates back to this early period. All Nepali sculptures pre-AD 500 are
Vtshnu Shrrdhar an 8th-century
Hindu, or quasi-Hindu,
smlptur~finmNaxal, now at the
Two of the most important early Nepal1 sculptures both bear inscriptions dated AD
Natronal Museum Art Gallery. To
467,
~ ~ kto ~ h ~and~both
, depict the same moment from the myth of Vrshnu's dwarf (varnana) invIrhnu>
carnation, showing the god as Vishnu Vikranta t&ng the steps which will encompass
hrr yi stands Garuda. thn IS thc
thcsrc Nepal: ~omtrrnatron.
the three realms. One of these steles comes from Lazimpat in Kathmandu, and 1s now
preserved In the National Museum; the other remains rn sihc beside the confluence of
the Tilganga and Bagmatr rivers at Mr~~asthali
near Pashupat~temple. Although the
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composition of the two steles is identical, their styles show a marked difference. The
Mrigasthali sculpture has squat, cubic figures while those of the example from
Lazimpat are elegant, rounded and contoured. No explanation has been made for these
stylistic differences: Madanjeet Singh suggests that more sophisticated craftsmen might
have arrived from India after the reign of Skandagupta, and that the Lazimpat stele is a
result of their influence. Another theory is that the Lazimpat stele was the work of a
master, the Mrigasthali stele a copy by an apprentice. The two inscribed 5th-century
steles were followed by two other well-known depictions of the same scene, one of
which is at Changu Narayan, the other at Pharphing. These and other sculptures of the
5th and 6th centuries - such as the exquisite standing Buddha of Rajarajeshvari Ghat,
Pashupati; the nearby Ekarnukhi Shivalinga; and the older Vishnu steles at Changu
Narayan - demonstrate very clearly that the major influence on the Nepali sculpture of
the period came from Mathura and central India. During the 7th century this was augmented by the influence of the Deccan and western Indian schools - particularly the
cave sculptures of Ele~hanta,Aurangabad and Ellora. Quite how such influences were
transmitted remains a mystery, but their impact may clearly be seen in the monumental
images at Balaju and Budhanilakantha, and a 10th-century sculpture often called 'The
Nativity of the Buddha' now housed in the National Museum. In the latter sculpture,
the Buddha's mother Maya Devi resembles a Yakshini as she reaches into a tree, where
fruits and flowers are born from her hand. The young Buddha stands beside her and is
bathed by heavenly streams into which angels tip lotus blossoms.
From the mid-7th century onward both 13uddhist and Hindu images often comprised a central deity flanked by two minor images. Thus, Lokeshvar was represented
with a kneeling female worshipper to either side, and Vishnu was accompanied by
Lakshmi o n one side and Garuda on the other. The figures of Bodhisatrvas became increasingly attenuated, until a marked change in the style of representation occurred in
the 9th century. The images of Padmapani at Shrigah Baha (Kathe Simbhu) stupa in
Kathmandu and Avalokiteshvara beside Dharmadeva scupa at Chabahil are late examples of this attenuation.
Representations of Shiva at ease with his family in a cave under Mount Kailasha called Uma-Maheshvar - became very common from the 10th or 11th century onward,
reflecting a s t r e n g t h e n i n g in Shaivism, as d i d representations o f Durga
Mahishasuramardini - Durga killing the buffalo (muhisha) demon (aura). The most
ancient, and still the most common representation of Shiva in stone is the simple linga
- a round-topped circular column which represents the god's generative power. The
face of Shiva, or of other deities, is often added to the linga to form an ekamukha ('onefaced') linga or a chahtnnukha ('four-faced') linga. In the Uma-Maheshvar sculptures,
produced in large numbers between the l l th and 15th centuries, S h i n gently embraces
his consort Uma with his left hand (sometimes cupping her left breast) as she leans on
his thigh. Very rarely does Uma sir on his knee, as she more frequently does in Indian
sculpture. Around the couple are members of the family, such as Shiva's son Ganesh,
other minor deities, and Shiva's mount, the bull Nandi. In the upper portion of the
scene, the goddess Ganga is often shown emerging from a crevice in the roof of the
cave within which Shiva sits, and on either side of her are deities representing the sun
and moon. Beneath Shiva's feet, his attendants the Ganas support the holy mountain among them is their commander, Shiva's son Ganesh. A fine early example of such a
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stele may be seen in the National Museum. Such sculptures owe little if anything to the
eastern lndian Pala school of art which began to penetrate into Nepal from about 1000
when the Sen empire was at its zenith, though this school's influence is clearly apparent
in the massive black stone sculptures From Simraon Garh. But Nepali stone sculpture
stagnated soon afterwards, and it was in the media of wood and metal that new innovations were made, perhaps because these materials were more suited to multi-armed images and scenes of frenzied Tantric grandeur.
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Bronzes and Metalcasting
T h e artists of the later Malla period were renowned for their skill in the working of
metal. These skills are apparent in two different media: bronze-casting and repoussk.
T h e casting of 'bronze' (most commonly copper) images is done by the cirr perdue or
'lost wax' process. T o create smaller images, a form is modelled in a mixture of
beeswax, resin and mustard oil and then baked inside a clay mould. Next, the wax is
melted out and replaced by molten metal and, once the metal has cooled, the clay outer
mould is removed. T o create large images without using a large quantity of expensive
metal, a technique was developed in which a core form was suspended in the centre of
the mould and a hollow cast was obtained. These are the techniques still used today by
the metalworkers of the Kathmandu Valley, but most of the images they produce are
intended for tourists, not temples. Most very large images, such as the statues of Malla
kings in the Darbar Squares, are assembled from a number of separate hollow parts.
T h e second skill was in repoussC work: the beating out of forms and images from the
reverse side of sheet metal. The gilded roofs and finials of Valley temples and palaces
were created by this method, which was also employed to make gilt copper overlay for
carved wood in shrines such as Kwa Baha in Lalitpur, and at Changu Narayan.
By the 7th century at the latest, the artists of the Kathmandu Valley had mastered
the arts of repoussk work and of inlay with semi-precious stones: this is proved by the
testimony of the T a n g dynasty's envoy Wang Hsiian-t'se, who provided detailed descriptions of the extensive use of metal for the beautification of temples and palaces.
Nothing of this remains, but it seems certain that many motifs and techniques date
back at least this far: the Chinese account mentions water pouring from the mouth of a
golden makara. for instance; a sight that may still be seen today, and the influence of
Newar metalwork has been formative in Tibet and China.
Before the 9th century, Nepali bronzes were probably created in accord with the
norms of classical Gupta art, as were stone sculptures. Yet hardly any of these survive,
and, as Pal has noted, it has become axiomatic to assert that post-9th century aK was
strongly influenced by the Pala school of eastern India. Yet Pala influence may have
been exaggerated: not a single imported Indian Pala bronze has been found in the
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Kathmandu Valley, and there are distinct differences between archetypal Pala-period
bronzes frorn the great centres of North India and those from Nepal. Pala bronzes show
a greater concern with musculature and represent a conscious attempt to deviate from
the Gupta norm: Nepali bronzes, on the other hand, retain the round, soft-featured
faces of Gupta sculpture. As Pal has said, 'what is common to both is rather the result
of their common heritage, for both the Pala and Nepali styles are ultimately derived
from the Kushana-Gupta tradition.' Nevertheless, it does remain true that the art of
bronze-casting received much of its impetus from the artists who travelled to Nepal
from the great north Indian centres of artistic and religious scholasticism from the 8th
century onward, and in especially large numbers atier the destruction of those centres
by Muslim invaders during the 1 l t h and 12th centuries.
T h e establishment of a chronology for the development of bronze-casting is ham~ e r e dby the fact that few bronze images are inscribed or dated, and a vast number of
the finest and oldest examples are now held in private collections or museums in
Europe and the USA. The earliest dated bronzes currently available are from the l l t h
century, but most are of more recent origin. Perhaps because of Nepal's comparative
remoteness frorn centres of innovation, and also certainly because the manner in which
a deity might be represented was subject to certain prescriptions and therefore less readily changed, early Nepali bronzes present a pattern of conservation, of clinging to
Gupta norms. After the 12th century, however, great attention was paid to the ornamentation of images and by the 16th century this became the arrists' primary concern.
Later images are otien beautihlly decorated with gilt or chased silver overlays and inset
with semi-precious stones, but this is often achieved to the detriment of the basic form
itself. The bronzes of the 14th-17th centuries are the most distinctively Nepali in appearance: although there is a decline in the quality of essential forms, the Mongoloid
features and Tantric poses and attributes set these apart from earlier creations. The relationship between sculpture and dance is readily apparent in the postures and frozen
movements of the finest Nepali images and, although the tradition of bronze-casting
declined in Norch India after the 12th century, it remained vital in Nepal until the late
18th century. As in stone sculpture, so in metalwork: Nepali artists borrowed from the
great efflorescences of Indian art, and retained and fostered them in their own special
way long &er they had stagnated in the plains below.

Woodcarving
The profusion of carved wood in the old Newar towns of the Kathmandu Valley is so
great that it almost defies description. Every traditional townhouse, every temple and
monastery, and every palace, carries examples of an enormous variety of carved doors,
windows, struts, pillars, toranac and so on, and many of these are unique in themselves.
Wood was the medium in which the Newar craftsman expressed his artistic exuberance
to the fullest extent.
Until the comparatively recent past, much of Nepal remained richly forested and
timber was readily available. It was therefore used extensively in the local architecture,
much as it was in the architecture of Kashmir, of Hirnalayan districts of India and, further east, of Bhutan. Wood was used both structurally and for the decoration of buildings in the Kathmandu Valley and, as time went on, its decorative function seems to
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have outstripped its structural role. Thus, although doors and windows are obviously
necessary for access to a building and to provide both light and air, they increasingly
became more like vehicles for the artistic endeavours of the woodcarver, to the extent
that many of Nepal's richly carved temple doors were never designed to be opened, and
windows illuminate upper storeys where n o human being has ever ventured, or ever
will.
Newari has a rich vocabulary of its own to describe the tools, components, decorative motifs and patterns of woodcarving, and many of the Newars' techniques and
compositions follow the stipulations o f medieval Vastushastra texts such as the
Manisara. Typically, the components of a wooden artefact such as a windowframe or a
door are assembled without the use of metal nails or glue, although wooden pins are
used o n occasion.
Doors and windows, both functional and purely decorative, are often the most lavishly decorated elements of a traditional Newar building. N o t only the frames were
decorated: because glass was not used in Nepal until quite recently, it was necessary for
the builder to find a way to block out the elements and the prying eyes of passers-by
while admitting light, and the solution was a wooden latticed screen. This form probably developed from essentially utilitarian considerations sometime before the 12th
century, but by the middle of the Malla period it had become immensely diverse.
T h e general term for a latticed Newar window is tik;ihYa or tikajhya,jhya being the
Newari word for 'window' that has entered Nepali as jltyal. Within this general category there are specific terms for particular varieties of tikijhya. For instance, gahjhyar,
yakujhyar, bakujltyus and chakujhyus are all different kinds of blind windows, a gvajhya
is a round window, a chapajhya is a heavy-framed multiple window, a lunjhya is a
gilded window, a gumbaj~ltyais an arched window, a sanjhya is a projecting bay window, and so on. In general, however, windows may be flush with the wall or projecting
and have single or several openings. Windows at ground and first-storey level are unlikely to be openable: if a building has a openable window, it is almost always on the
uppermost storey. Multiple bay windows, designed for the occupants of a building
(whether mortals or immortals) to look out and take the air, are always on the top
floor.
T h e window-screen of a tikijhya is not carved from a single piece of wood. Instead,
three different kinds of slender batten are sawn from a plank, carved into decorative designs, and then fitted into one another, either at right angles or at 45'. T h e design
carved on to the battens may be a line of circles, squares, diamonds, vajrus, flowers,
chains, stars, or almost anything else. T h e assembled lattice is then dovetailed tightly
into a windowframe, and there it remains, often for centuries, since it is almost impossible to remove it without dismantling the frame. O n to the screen there is sometimes
imposed another carved wooden figure or design: this is more common in the windows
of palaces and temples than those o f residential dwellings, but is by no means exclusive
to the homes of gods or kings. Some of the best-known examples of this are the
'Peacock Windows' at Pujari Math in B h a k t a ~ u r ,Kumari Baha in Kathmandu, and
elsewhere besides. However, many other figures may also appear at the centre of the lattice: a sun emblem (with five or nine horses, which draw the sun's chariot, represented
beneath the screen); a deity such as Durga, Bhairav or Ganesh, floral designs, or auspicious symbols.
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Ronald Bernier has described the beauty of a Newar window elegantly: 'the windowframe with its mirage-like complexity is like a proscenium, and its "cunain" is a
screen of carved wood'. The woodwork that surrounds both windows and doors is also
enormously elaborate. Lintels, frames and bases are often composed of parallel miniature wooden borders decorated with linear patterns of foliage, flowers, beads, animals.
birds, skulls, uajrm and so on, often with the figures of deities or my-thological scenes in
niches at the base or top or on the broader sections. The doorjambs that curve upward
and outward from each side of many temple doors are particularly suited to the sinuous
figures of nymphs or deities, shown emerging from the mouth of a makara. Above the
door or window of a temple or monastery there is invariably a semi circular torana,
sometimes called a 'tympanum' in English, which is a stylized representation of a ceremonial Indian arch. This is usually made of wood, though there are metal examples. At
the centre of each torana is a representation of the main deity of the shrine, or of a
deity who is linked iconologically to that deity, often surrounded by attendant figures.
The outer border of the torana is almost always formed by the trailing serpentine bodies of Nagas, whose bodies are clasped at the apex in the beak or claws of their mortal
foe, Garuda, or by a 'face of glory'(kinimukha). A torana is usually composed of several
shaped planks, individually carved and then fitted together: the original design is traced
on to a single large board which is then sawn up, carved and reassembled.
Pillars are almost always made of wood, and very rarely indeed of stone. They have
square or cylindrical shafts, and a third variety is the so-called 'cypress' ~ i l l a rwhich
,
has
a slender tapering cylindrical section. More often than not, a pillar will be cornposed of
lengths of both square and cylindrical shape, and much of its length will be carved into
a huge variety of decorative shapes, each of which has its own name in Newari. Stylized
floral designs, particularly lotus ~ e t a l sand the overflowing vase of ~ l e n t y(puma
kalmha), are especially common. A section of the ~ i l l a rmay bear a medallion with a
deity, and gargoyles may peer down from its capital. Again, there is almost infinite
variety.
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PART "TWO

Monuments o f Kuthmundu
Nepal's modern capital has experienced huge and irrevocable changes since modernization and development began during the 1950s. T h e densely-built old heart of the ciry
now lies at the cenrre of a rapidly-expanding urban area that has already incorporated
many former villages, and has all but merged with neighbouring Lalitpur. During the
early M d l a period, the centre of power was invariably located at Bhaktapur, but it does
appear that Kathmandu was a town of considerable importance for many years prior to
the emergence o f t h e Malla kingdom. It probably owes its existence to the ready availability of drinking water from the Bishnumati and Bagmati rivers, and to a trade artery
that can still be discerned running from the south-west of the old city, past the
Kastharnandapa and northwards through h a n Tol.
T h e Bhasa Varnshavali gives credit for the founding o f Kathmandu to King
Gunakamadeva, who, it says, was ordered by the goddess Lakshmi to create a city in
the shape of Vishnu's discus. However, Kathmandu certainly existed at a much earlier
date than the chronicle suggests. During the Licchavi period, there were a number of
settlements in what is now Kathmandu. T h e area around the present site of the
Hanuman Dhoka was called Koligrama, the 'village of the Koliyas' while to the south
there grew up other small settlements which came to be known as Dakshina Koligrama,
'southern Koligrama'. By the time of Manadeva, the town was already expanding
northwards, and some historians believe that the early Licchavi rulers had their capital
there.
During the early medieval ~ e r i o d Kathmandu
,
was known as Kantipur, 'city of
light' or 'beautiful city', or as Yangal or Yambu. At its centre was a ~ a l a c eand
, the town
was divided into upper and lower halves. T h e settlement was ~ r o b a b surrounded
l~
by
walls with gated entrances.
A detailed inventory and description of all of Kathmandu's monuments could fill a
book in itself. In fact, much the same could be said of each of the Valley towns. Here,
attention is focused mainly upon the old centre of the city - the Hanuman Dhoka area
- but we also visit Chusya Baha, one of the most interesting Newar Buddhist monaster. visit to the stupa at Shrigah, in ~ a n ~ e m u d h a
ies, and Keshar Mahal, a Rana ~ a l a c e A
in the north-west corner of the old town, is also recommended. This is a 'substitute
shrine' for Swayambhu, and is mentioned in this book in other contexts.

The Hanurnan Dhoka and Darbar Square Area
T h e Hanuman Dhoka palace and the temple-filled square beside it together occupy an
area of almost 10 acres at the centre of old Kathmandu. The oldest buildings are the
late 1 lth-century Tana Hal~aljust off Makhan Tol to the north-east, and the l l [h- or
12th-century Kasthamandapa in Maru To1 to the south-west. N o other building pre-

dates the reign of Ratna Malla, the first king of independent Karhmuldu, although
palaces were erected here one after the other from the Licchavi period onward. The
Chinese envoy Wang Hsiian-t'sd, who visited the court of King Narendradcva in the
mid-7th century, claimed to have seen a three-storey palace with an upper floor that
could accommodate 10,000 men. A recently discovered inscription suggests that
Amshuvarman rhuilt a palace o n this site that had fallen into disrepair under the
Licchavis. It may be that the fabulous Kailashakuta palace once stood at Jaisi Dwd, to
the south of the Kasthamandapa, as many historians argue. It may even be, as
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Vajracharya suggests, that both Kailashakuta and Managriha were separate buildings
occupied by different lineages within one huge palace complex, and chat both once
stood in Kathmandu.
Such matters are still being researched, but it is certain that palaces were built here
in a past more distant than the surviving buildings suggest. When foundations were
being laid for a police station opposite the Kal Bhairav image, Licchavi-period images
and inscriptions were unearthed which were probably the remains of an earlier palace.
It is also certain that the present Hanuman Dhoka palace, which consists of nine quadrangles (chok), was once a much larger complex. Only 150 years ago it extended as far
as the site of the Nepal Bank building behind Bhugol Park, and incorporated at least
35 choks. The names of many of these choks are mentioned in old chronicles, but only a
few can be identified. Hati Chok, the 'elephant quadrangle', for instance, is now the
Basantpur Square. A large portion of the palace was damaged or destroyed by the earthquake of 1934, and the rubble was cleared for the construction of New Road. Until
1967, a section still stood at the junction of Basantpur and Jhochen: this contained
Rajasthani-style mural paintings from the 17th or 18th century, but, tragically, it was
demolished.
The Hanuman Dhoka ~ a l a c eis named after the image of Hanuman installed by
Pratap Malla outside the main entryway (dhoka means 'door') in 1672. It is not clear
by what name it was known before 1672: the ~alacesof the Malla kings were called
hyku in Newari, and the Persian word darbarwas borrowed from the Mughals and applied at a much later date. T h e palace was occupied by all the Malla rulers of
Kathmandu, together with their familia, ministers, priests and courtiers, from Ratna
Malla onwards, and by the Shah rulers of unified Nepal until 1896, when Prithvi Bir
Bikram Shah abandoned it for a new palace at Narayan Hiti. Nevertheless, the
Hanuman Dhoka still occupies a central position in the religious rituals and state ceremonies of Nepal, and it is here in the Nasal Chok chat the Shah kings are crowned.

Historical Background
Nowadays the Hanurnan Dhoka area contains buildings that were commissioned between the mid-16th and early 20th centuries. Every lung from Ratna Malla to Prithvi
Bir Bikram Shah added to the palace, or at least repaired or renovated some part of it,
but the most important contributions were those of Mahendra Malla, Pratap Malla and
Prithvi Narayan Shah.
Ratna Mdla seized Kathrnandu from its nobles in 1482 or shortly afterward, during
the breakup of the old unitary Malla kingdom. H e is said to have ruled from 'Hiri
Chok', a section of the palace that has since disappeared, and he obviously took over an
established palace. It is not known whether he extended this palace, beyond establishing a temple to Taleju, the Mallas' lineage deity. This was replaced by Mahendra
Malla's imposing Taleju temple, which still stands today.
Few changes were made to the palace until the reign of Mahendra Malla, who
greatly increased the wealth of his kingdom through trans-Himalayan trade and by
minting coins for Tibet. Much of this wealth was spent on the establishment of temples
in the palace precincts. These included the temples of Kotilingeshvar, Jagannath and
Taleju, all built within a three-year period beween 1562 and 1564. The three kings
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who followed Mahendra Malla made few changes to the palace and its environs, and it
was Pratap Malla who initiated the frenetic artistic and building activity which gave the
Hanuman Dhoka and the Darbar Square much of their present character.
Pratap Malla's conceits are legendary. O n the pedestal of the Hanuman image outside the main entrance, he is identified as 'King of Kings, Chief of Nepal, extremely
clever, Chief of all Kings, Twice Illustrious Great King, Poet Laureate, Enthroned Lord
Jaya Pratap Malla'. In 1654, claiming to have mastered 15 languages, he had some
polyglot verses inscribed o n the outer wall of Mohan Chok, proclaiming that those
who could not understand them were fools, or worse. Exotic words such as f'biver, /'automne and winter are still clearly discernible. Yet his devotion to the arts is indisputable,
and his accomplishments were enormous.
Pratap Malla's first donations were to Taleju: on a pillar installed in 1645 there sits
an image of the king at the age of 21, while other pillars support likenesses of himself in
later years with his mother, queens and sons. Pratap Malla also enlarged the palace considerably. Mul Chok and the western wing o f Kanhehol Chok probably predate his
reign, but Pratap Malla created the quadrangles of Mohan Chok in 1649, Sundari
Chok in c.1650, probably built the treasury garden called the Bhandarkhal, and may
have built the Nasal Chok too, since he installed the shrine of the dancing Shiva after
which it is named. H e refurbished the main entrance, adding a low-portalled gilt-covered door, and inside Mohan Chok he installed a sunken bath with waterspouts, in imitation of the one installed by his rival in Laitpur. At the northeast corner of Nasal
C h o k he erected a n unusual five-tiered temple t o the five-faced (pancharnukhi)
Hanuman, and added a private chapel (agam chen) dedicated to Taleju to the rooftop
at the south-western corner of Mohan Chok. In 1670 he restored the temple of
Degutale. Outside the palace walls, Pratap Malla built the octagonal Vamsha Gopal
temple in 1649, as well as the shrines of Indrapur and Kavindrapur, and in 1673 he installed the superb image of Narasingh which still stands inside the main entrance to
Nasal Chok. H e also rescued many important sculptures from Licchavi ruins, few of
which may now be viewed by the public. In the Sundari Chok there is a monumental
sculpture of the child Krisna subduing the demon Kaliya, and the reclining Vishnu in
the Bhandarkhal may be one of a triad of images that includes those of Balaju and
B u d h a n i l h t h a . A Garuda brought to the ~ a l a c eby Pratap Malla was later banished
to the temple of Narayan Hiti on the advice of his preceptors. The monumental stone
image of Kal Bhairav in the public square was brought in from the city's outskirts during Pratap Malla's reign.
A period of political instability followed his death in 1674. Pratap Malla had laced
his youngest son, Mahipatindra, third in line for the throne. After the deaths of
Mahipacindrals two elder brothers, Nripendra and Parthivendra, the succession was disputed and control of Kathmandu passed into the hands of the chief minister, Lakshmi
Narayan Joshi. Joshi had found his way into the favour of Parthivendra's mother,
Queen Riddhi Lakshmi, though he himself was probably responsible for Parthivendra's
d e a t h in 1687. Joshi p u t the boy-king B h u ~ a l e n d r ao n t h e t h r o n e a n d had
Mahipatindra murdered. I n 1679, Parthivendra had established the temple of
Trailokya Mohan, to which Lakshmi Narayan Joshi and Queen Riddhi Lakshmi added
a huge Garuda in 1689. Soon afier this, Joshi himself was assassinated in the square,
and the Queen reigned alone as regent. In 1690 she established the imposing Maju
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Dega, but when Bhupalendra reached his majoriry he sent her into exile, only to die
himself at the age of 21 and pass the kingdom on to his four-year-old son, Bhaskara
Malla. Bhaskara Malla died before he was 30. The only building erected in the area
during the reigns of Bhupalendra and Bhaskara was the temple of Kageshvar, commissioned in memory of Bhupalendra by his widow. Bhaskara Mdla had no sons, and he
nominated Jagajjaya Malla as his successor. Jagajjaya Malla built the temple of
Mahavishnu in memory of his eldest son, and built the temple of Bhagavati, which was
originally dedicated to Vishnu, in order to underline his claim to descent from Pramp
Malla.
Jagajjaya Malla's successor, Jayaprakash Malla (r.1735-68), was the last Malla king
to rule Kathmandu. Much of his reign was taken up with repelling attackers and
quelling rebellious nobles. In order to pay his troops to defend Kathmandu from the
advancing Gorkhali army. Jayaprakash Malla had to resort to stripping golden finials
from a number of temples and, during the last desperate hours, to opening up the underground vaults in the Bhandarkhal. Nevertheless, he found the time and resources to
establish the exquisite Kumari Baha, and to embellish and restore a number of other
temples and shrines. Though the cult of the Kumari must date from long before his
reign, Jayaprakash seems to have been the first ruler to invest it with the ceremonial status it now enjoys.
T h e Gorkhalis marched into Kathmandu during the festival of Indra Jatra in
September 1768, led by Prithvi Narayan Shah. Until his final illness in 1774 and his
death at Nuwakot early the following year, Prithvi Narayan made the Hanuman
Dhoka his palace. Because it remained the seat of the Shah kings of Nepal from 1768
until 1896, the Hanuman Dhoka has been altered more than the other Mdla palaces.
Yet it is clear from the buildings of the Basantpur Chok, built by Prithvi Narayan and
his son, Pratap Singh, that the old Newar arts and crafts were still alive in the Valley
towns, and that the new rulers were happy to maintain them, although the rooftop
pavilions of the Basantpur Chok hint at a measure of Mughal or Rajput influence. The
early Shah rulers' willingness to encourage local craftsmen is evident in later buildings
too: the Navadurga or Shiva-Parvati temple, built during the reign of Ran Bahadur
Shah (1777-99), is the prime example.
The initid policy of patronizing local Newar culture was set out plainly by Prithvi
Narayan Shah, but it fell into abeyance during the 19th century. In September 1846
Jang Bahadur Kunwar engineered a coup in which most of his political rivds were slain
(the massacre took place in an arsenal-cum-assembly hall called the Kot which stood
near the site of the present ~ o l i c estation), and thus inaugurated over a century of Rana
rule. In 1850, Jang Bahadur visited London and Paris and was impressed by the palaces
and government buildings he saw in those cities. As a consequence, he and his successors refashioned many of the Hanuman Dhoka's buildings in a European style and
much of the palace's original character was lost. Despite this, the Hanuman Dhoka and
its environs remain a fascinating lace, reflecting the history of Nepali art and architecture from the sculptural masterpieces of the Licchavi ~ e r i o dright up to the neo-classical fantasies of the early 20th century. The following description of most of the buildings in the area will, it is hoped, add to the visitor's appreciation and understanding of
this, the old heart of modern Nepal.
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Darbar Square: Southern Section
T h e Singha Sattal (Lion Pavilion) is a three-storeyed building that takes its name from
the 19th-century metal lions that guard each corner of the balconied top floor.
Nowadays the ground floor is occupied by small shops, and appears to have been extended. T h e top storey houses a large painted and gilded image of Vishnu on Garuda,
in which Vishnu is identified as Krishna, which is about 200 years old and is said to
have been unearthed during excavations in 1863. The attendant claims that the image
emerged from the foundations of a neighbouring house after a fire. There is also a
newer, smaller shrine containing an image of Shiva, to whom the resident ascetics owe
their primary allegiance. According to popular legends, the pavilion was built from the
wood that was left over from the great tree after the completion of the Kasthamandapa
(see below). Thus, it is also called the Sikhamu (wood-knot) or Silya (excess wood) sattal.
The Shiva temple in Maru To1 is a neat example of a small shikhara temple built in
red sandstone. I t is undated, but appears
to be of considerable age. It has carved black
..
stone columns, and an ornate dark wooden doorframe and torana. At its base on the
north side is a waterspout in the form of a makara.
Kavindnpur Sattal is a four-storeyed building with three roofs which was founded
by Pratap Malla, who had assumed the title Kavindra, 'Lord of Poets'. Between 1650
and 1674, Pratap Malla made various donations in an attempt to pacify Narasiqh, the
man-lion incarnation of Vishnu, having angered the god by impersonating him in a
dance. Images of Narasingh, Nasa Dyo, Nandi, Mahakala and other deities were installed in the shrine. T h e Nasa Dyo image, now headless, remains on the ground floor,
and is occasionally propitiated by dancers. The building cannot be circumambulated,
and only the front fagade bears ornamented doors and windows. T h e open groundfloor porch has been closed off by a latticed screen, but one can glimpse some of the
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KATHMANDU
desecrated images through the lattices. This is one of only a very few shrincs to the
dancing Shiva in Nepal.
The Kasthamandapa or Maru Sattal is the largest and oldest building extant in the
traditional Newar style, and has given its name to the modern capital of Nepal (kath or
kastha means 'wood', madu or mandapa means 'pavilion'.) The building stands on a
raised brick platform and is over 21 metres wide and 19 metres tall. The main door
faces east, guarded by stone lions, and short flights of stone steps lead up to the huge
ground floor at each cardinal point. There are raised sections of the ground floor at
each corner. This is basically a columned pavilion, a dharmluhala designed for the shelter and accommodation of pilgrims, to which porches have been added. O n the ground
floor, four central columns, each 6 metres tall and 40 cm square, suppon [he heavy
rootbeams. The central columns are surrounded by 32 smaller .peripheral
ones, and this
.
pattern is repeated in diminishing proportions on each of the nvo upper storeys. An interior stairway leads up from the ground floor to the first floor, where there is a narrow
balcony. Access to the top storey is gained by way of a ladder through a trapdoor. The
upper storeys are usually closed to visitors. The Kastharnandapa is nor ornately decorated, but the central columns on the groundfloor have capitals carved into foliate designs and lions' heads, while the balustrades around the ground floor bear friezes and
relief panels depicting Hindu and Buddhist deities. At the centre of the ground floor
there is an image of Gorakhnath, and there are small shrines at each corner of the central sanctum, each of which houses an image of Ganesh. These are known as Surya
Vinayak, Ashoka Vinayak, Jal Vinayak and Karya Vinayak: the four protectors of the
Kathmandu Valley.
The first reference to the Kasthamandapa is in a manuscript from 1143, but irs origins and exact age are shrouded in legends. Ir stands beside the principal trade-artery,
and on the ancient border between the northern and southern halves of the town, and
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so it has been a significant landmark for at least 850 years. The Kasthamandapa probably used to fulfil all the Functions of a village pati: it provided shelter for travellers and
pilgrims and held a market exchange, but it also functioned as a royal council hall, and
may have been the scene of coronations. There have been many restorations (most recently in 1966). but the great platform and the four central columns of the ground
floor were probably pan of the original structure.
According to a well-known tradition, the Kasthamandapa was built from the wood
of a single tree, which was so huge that the timber left over after its construction was
enough to build the Singha S a d and a vihara too. A second version of the same legend has it that the dbannachala was founded by one Lopipada, a s U a (saint) of the
Nath sect of Shaiva ascetics, who brought the wood from Kailash, the sacred mountain
on the Tibetan plateau. However, Kathmandu's association with the Nath sect dates
from the 14th century: in 1379. Sthiti Malla donated the Kasthamandapa to the sect,
as a shrine to its patron saint, Gorakhnath, and a lodging-place for his followers on
their way to the sacred places of the Himalaya. Gorakhnath is usually represented by a
pair of symbolic footprints and images are very rare indeed. The image in the
Kasthamandapa, which was probably installed during the late 14th century, has long
hair, disc earrings and a charmbox, and the saint sits with his right hand on his breast.
The image is barely recognizable from these features now, and is covered with cloth
from the neck down. The Nath sect, and the Kanphata (split-ear) yogis allied to it, still
consider the Kasthamandapa their own.
The Ashoka Ganesh shrine is a small single-storeyed shrine housing a stone image
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of Ganesh, which is closely associated with the neighbouring Kasthamandapa. This corner of Darbar Square is commonly known as Ganeshthan, the 'place of Ganesh', because this particular image has become immensely popular. Few Nepalis pass this way
without paying their respects to Ganesh, the Remover of Obstacles, particularly at the
beginning of the working day. The religious importance of the shrine, which is of no
great artistic interest, is emphasized by a gilded roof, added to it by King Surendra Bir
Bikram Shah in 1847. A gilt metal rat (the 'vehicle' of Ganesh) faces the shrine From
across the alleyway. Beside the Ashoka Ganesh shrine is a small two-tier temple dedicated to Bhagavati. The ground floor is open and the image ofthe goddess is set against
the wall of a newer building behind it.
The Lakshmi-Narayan S a d was originally a rectangular three-storeyed two-roofed
building which may date from before the 17th century. T h e beautifully carved
columns, shrine doors, roofstruts and images which survive from the original structure
suggest an earlier Buddhist dedication. Some time after its initial construction, a shrine
of Nara~an(Vishnu) with Lakshmi was added to the north (rear) wall, its roof s u p
ported by Vaishnav deities. Balcony reliefs depicting Vaishnav deities were also added
to the front (south) f a ~ d e O
. n the south side, the ground floor consists of three large
:
now houses a small shop. The shrine
shrines surrounded by a colonnaded ~ o r c h each
on the north side is boarded up, and shops have moved in there too. The upper floor,
now a domestic residence, was previously a colonnaded pavilion, but has been crudely
filled in. There are two rather undistinguished stone images of Hanuman and
Mahakala on the western side.
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Despite the regrettable changes that have been made to it, it is still possible to imagine this building as a pavilion of unusual elegance, particularly on summer evenings
when a band of local musicians assembles to sing bbajan (hymns).
The Bhirnaleshvar temple, dedicated to Shim, is a small stone edifice with a colonnaded lower level, topped by an onion dome in the Mughal style. Founded in 1693,
the building is not aesthetically pleasing, but it does establish the presence of domes in
the architectural canon of the Valley during the Mdla period. The small stone images
at the base of the dome, depicting Shiva as a yogi, are notable.
The Trailokya Mohan or Dasavatar temple is a handsome three-tier pagoda on a

The northfipde of the LakshmiNarayan Sattal, with the
Khrcbamandapa in the
background to the right.
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high five-stage brick plinth at the entrance to the Square from Basantpur. Its first name
translates as 'Vishnu of the Three Worlds', its second as 'Ten Incarnations1. It was
founded by Parthivendra Malla in 1679, in memory of his elder brother, Nripendra
Malla. An earlier building was demolished to clear the site, and construction began
only weeks after Nripendra's death. O n the ground floor there is a colonnaded circumambulatory passage around the shrine, and one door in each of the four walls. The
main entrance faces west. The outer walls of the brick core are covered in white plaster,
which contrasts well with the woodwork of the lowest tier, painted red, and that of the
WO upper tiers, painted black. The struts on each level bear wooden images of the incarnations of Vishnu, and other Vaishnav deities. The long rooftiles are a peculiarity of
the temple and were probably later additions. The huge stone Garuda which kneels facing the main door in an attitude of adoration was installed in 1689 by Parthivendra
Malla's widow Riddhi Lakshmi and her chief minister. The image was carved from a
single piece of stone and, like earlier Garuda images such as the one installed briefly in
the Bhandarkhal and now at Narayan Hiti, its facial features are peculiarly human.
During the festival of lndra Jatra, the temple is the venue for dances illustrating the 10 Bhimalcshvar trmpL ( 1 0 3 )
incarnations of Vishnu: hence its alternative name, Daauatar Dekhaune Mandir, the
'temple that shows the ten incarnations'.
The Kumari Baha or Kumari Chok is an exquisite example of late Malla architecture, founded by Jayaprakash Malla in 1756 on the plan of a Buddhist uihara, but incorporating many of the features of a domestic residence. Although its main shrine is of
Buddhist dedication, this is a monastery only in a strictly architectural sense. There is
no monastic communiry, and much of the elaborately carved wooden decoration is
dominated by the iconology of the Shaktas, a cult which gives pre-eminence to the
worship ofshakti, the dynamic feminine principle.
The Kumari is a girl of pre-pubescent age who is selected from a Newar Buddhist
Shakya family, and is worshipped thereafter by both Hindus and Buddhists, each according to their own rites, and especially by the king and his representatives. The
Rajguru performs a puja to the Kumari every day, worshipping her as the ~ u d d h i s t
goddess Vajradevi, while a Hindu Tantric priest attached to the Taleju temple perforn~s
more important rituals that recognize her as Taleju. The tradition of worshipping
young girls as incarnations in the Valley is exclusively Buddhist, and there are several
marsivr stone
Kumaris in Nepal. However, none is as important as the Kumari of Kathmandu. Each
inrralfed rn 1689,&ring the
westcmfafadc of Trailokya
year during Indra Jatra, she bestowed her blessings on the Malla king of Kathmandu,
thus re-alXrming his right to rule, and the Shah kings maintained this tradition. Inside
the Kumari Baha there lives a young girl whose feet may not touch the ground, and
who may not be photographed except during her annual festive outing. She shows her
face from a window in the inner courryard whenever a crowd gathers to see her. Few
coach parties of foreign tourists ever pass her by.
The Kumari Baha is an education in itself in the Newar art of elaborate wooden
window frames. The hgade which faces the street bears three rows of ornamental windows and doors. l l e windows and doors are arranged symmetrically, except for an additional window added to the far left-hand side of each row.
'Top row (I-r): 1. A star of David window with an image of the Buddha at the centre of the torana above it. 2. Three windows in a single frame: Nagas on the struts
above. 3. A windowframe with a circular aperture; there is a row of 1 1 peacocks be-
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Thr main door to Kumari Baha.

neath rhe aperture; the larger cenrral peacock leans straight our, the 10 smaller ones
lean to left or r~ghron either side. 4. A large frame wirh three wlndows, lcanlng outward In the manner of a balcony. 'Ihe central window is flanked by two gllded Images
of Taleju, and rhe central frame is also gilded. 5 and G are ~ d e n t ~ cto
a l 3 and 2, except
that 5 has a row of horses instead of peacocks.
Middle row (I-r): 7. A plain latrtce wlndow withour a rorana 8. A round larr~ced
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window, with a goddess at the centre above broken peacocks. A four-faced Shakta goddess forms the centre of the tOrUM. 9. A peacock window similar to that on the exterior
of Pujari Math in Bhaktapur, but smaller. There is a Shakta goddess in the torana
above. 10. A small lattice window, with the lattice made of floral medallions, and
Ganesh at the centre of the t 0 m M above. 1 1. A larger flower-medallion lattice, with a
Shakta goddess forming the centrepiece of the torana above. 12. As window no. 10, but
with Mahakala as the central deity of the torana above. 13. As window no. 9. 14. As
window no. 8, but with horses instead of peacocks.
Bottom row (I-r): 15. As window no. 7. 16. A low door with a torana above depicting Durga Mahisasuramardini. 17. A plain lattice window with a Shakta goddess in the
toram above. 18. A very small lattice window. 19. The main door. 20. As window no.
18. 21. As window no. 16. 22. A plain lattice window, with a Shakta goddess in the
torana above.
A pair of large intricately carved triple-aperture windowframes is mounted one
above the other o n three of the quadrangle's four inner walls, with columned vestibules
beneath each. Each of the courtyard windows has a wooden torana depicting Durga
Mahisasuramardini. It is in the single triple window directly opposite the low entrancedoor that the Kumari shows herself to visitors. Set into the rim of the pavement surrounding the courtyard are extremely interesting terracotta friezes depicting ele~hancs,

The door to the main shrine of
Kumari Baha, which is of
Buddhict &dication. Mahakala
p r d r the barr of the door, which
is surrounded by a line of vajrar.

Tmofottrrpvmakakcbu a d

pepcodcc, mythological and courtly scenes and so on. The main shrine, directly oppoOrE@JOlo@alP~m* site the entrance, contains images of the five transcendent Buddhas. Over the shrine
innP afiiczc banranb the inam
entrance a wooden toranti depicts the Five Buddhas, with Vairochana in the centre.
ptsmmamt vim ofKumari &h.
There are also images of the Buddha in the courtyard
pavement
.
.
Maju Dqa3a large three-stage temple dedicated to Shim, dominates the centre of
the Square. It was built in 1690 by Riddhi Lakshmi, the gmndmother of Bhupdendm
Mda: i ~ bname mew 'mother-in-iawss temple'. The temple is not elaborately ornam&,
but is mnsvucted on an unusudy large scale. The nin-toge brick plinth is
mm 6 m m tall, and the temple itself is 17 mews db
Thus the finial (modelled, unw d p 9 an the shape of a Buddhist stupa) rowers about 23 metres abwe the S q m ~
~ M6kps
~ levd
Q up to the l n l i t l entrance, which fites east.There is a door on a& side
md the tend shrine, surrounded 'by a e o l o d d lower level, houses a large Shiva
+r*
The i q t d space above the shrine-mm is empty and unused. At the base af
the plinth, in 6ont of the steps, stands a white shiAhara which is now empty. Behind it
b e is a stone image of Shiva,holding trident and rosary. In a niche above the shrine
door. k i n g away from Maju Dcgiit, is a small image of Shim as Kamadev.
The ShbParvati or Navuducga tcmple is a rectangular, single-roofed WO-storey
building that blends harmoniously with the Mda-period architccnrre that surrounds
it, but w actually built during the reign of Ran Bahadw Shah (1777-99),probably at
the instigation of Prithvi Nuayan's youngest son, Bahadur Shah. Slusser describes this
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superb example of the early Shah kings' eagerness to maintain local traditions as an 'architectural gem'. T h e rectangular plan reflects the building's dedication to the Nava
Durga, a group of nine goddesses whose images are housed o n the ground floor. It was
actually built o n to a much older dabali platform, a stage for dances and dramatic performances, to which a new low plinth was added. O n the eastern side of this older platform there was once a n inscription commissioned by Lakshmi Narasingh in 1641
which is the earliest inscription yet found in the Valley in the Nepali language. This appears to have been removed. T h e temple faces south, and there are five doors on the
southern side, of which only the central door is functional. T w o stone lions stand
p a r d over the entrance. O n the roof there are three gilded gajurac, each shaded by a
~ a r a s o l .T h e temple is almost always referred to as 'Shiva-Parvati' because wooden
manikins of the god and his consort look out of an open central window of the upper
storey, like a royal couple gazing down o n their subjects.

Darbar Square: Northern Section
T h e colossal bronze Taleju Bell hangs from a stone beam supported by two stone pillars just behind the Shiva-Parvati temple. Though these pillars are now embedded in a
high brick platform, they probably extend down to below ground level. An inscription
around the bell's rim records that it was donated by Ran Bahadur Shah in 1797, probably as a more imposing rival to those that were established in the palace squares of
Bhaktapur in 1736 and Lalitpur at about the same time. T h e nearby drums were donated by Girvan Yuddha Shah in 1807. Both drums and bell were used in the daily
worship of Taleju, and also as an alarm signal. T h e bell was Ran Bahadur's last donation: in 1799 he abdicated to lead the life of a religious mendicant, but in 1806, having
returned from Banaras, he was assassinated.
Part of the unusual stone Vishnu temple now stands in a private courtyard. It is a
rather unsuccessful reconstruction of a shikhara-style temple surrounded by sub-shrines
which was destroyed by the 1934 earthquake. T h e nearby Saraswati temple is a small,
unspectacular single-roofed building which possesses some attractively carved columns.
T h e Vamsha G o p d or Krishna temple is a three-tiered octagonal temple on a fivestage plinth, built by Pratap Malla in 1649. Steps lead up to the main door, which faces
east. T h e walls and roofs are octagonal on every level, and the lowest roof is supported
by wooden columns. At the foot of the stairs stand two stone pillars, one of which supports a defaced image of Hanuman. T o the left of the main door there is an inscription
containing the genealogies of Rupamati and Rajamati, the two queens in whose memory the temple was built, along with an account of Pratap Malla's military exploits.
Pratap Malla became jealous of Siddhi Narasingh of Lalitpur for his reputation as a
devout Hindu. In 1693 he attacked Lalitpur during the consecration of the Krishna
temple in Siddhi Narasinghls palace square. His expedition met with little success, and
Pratap Malla gained a certain infamy for having disrupted the ceremony. H e built the
Vamsha Gopal temple partly to atone for this - not that Pratap Malla ever admitted to
errors of judgement. T h e central image of Krishna actually represents the king himself,
and the attendant images to his lefc and right represent his two queens. This is one of
only three examples in Nepal where a king has established a central imagc of a temple
in his own likeness.
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The call stone Column of Pratap Mdla supports gilded metal images of Pratap
Malla, rwo of his favourite queens, and a number of his sons, and stands benveen the
Vamsha Gopal and Jagannath temples. It faces the temple of Degutale and the northern wing of Kanhehol Chok, and was installed by Pratap Malla in 1670 after this remple had been improved. In 1663 Pratap Malla had raised another such column in front
of the main Taleju temple, and it seems that the Malla kings' custom of installing images of themselves before Taleju temples was initiated by Pratap Malla himself. Such
donations were lntended to demonstrate the devotion of the kings and their families to
their lineage deity.

rrenfiom
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The column measures approximately a metre and a half in diameter and roughly 20
metres in height: a fair length must also be concealed underground. The quarrying,
transport and fashioning of such a stone in the absence of any modern tools was a formidable achievement. The capital is circular, and the stone faces of various animals
peer down from beneath it. It supports a gilded square throne supported by lions and
elephants. All of the figures on the throne are in the n a m d a r a mudra: there are five
princes (Bhupalendra, Chakravartindra, Mahipalendra, Nripendra and Parthivendra),
two queens (Anantapriya and Prabhavati Devi), and Pratap Malla himself, whose image
is slightly larger than life-sized, and double the size of those of the queens and princes.
The king holds a rosary in his left hand and a book in his right. He and the princes
kneel, while the queens sit in kzlitacana posture. The ensemble is the finest example of
metalwork to be seen in the whole Darbar Square.
The Shweta Bhairav mask, located behind a latticed window at the base of the
Degutale temple, is a huge metal face of Bhairav which is revealed each year during
Indra Jatra. It was installed by Ran Bahadur Shah in 1795, and cost the king 4,000 rupees. During Indra Jatra, images of Bhairav are established at various points throughout
the old ciry, and these images dispense beer as p r d ( c o n s e c r a t e d food) to the faithful.
The Shweta Bhairav is the biggest and fiercest of them all, and is also an impressive example of Newar rnetalcrak. Painted in a sharply rendered colour-scheme, the golden
mask stands 3.5 metres tall against a background of whirling flames. During Indra Jatra
a pipe protrudes from its mouth and young men climb up on one another's shoulders
to partake of the holy liquor.
The two-tiered Jagannath temple is one of the older buildings in the complex and
is famed for its erotic strut-carvings. The central image is of Chaturmukhi Vishnu, a
composite image representing Vasudeva, Sankarshana, Pradyumna and Anirudra,
which may be a copy of the Gthl7th-century version in the temple at Narayan Hiti. An
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inscription ar the b a e af the image records its lnsrallarlon by Mahendra Malla in 1563.
But the temple's name derives from the images of Kr~shna(Jagannarh], Subhadra and
Balaram which are located on the Inner wall near the eastern door. These were installed
by Pratap Malla, possibly to converz the temple into a substitute shrine for the great
remple of Jagannarh ar Puri in Orissa which gave the world the word 'juggernauti. At
Puri, the wooden images are bur~edand replaced every 12 years, but no such custom
exists here. Since the images are covered in a chick layer of paint, it is not known
whether they arccarved from wood or stone.
Ar rhr lower level, each wall of the remple has three doors. O n to the central doors
are painted the three eyes and trident of Shiva as Mahadev, while other doors bear auspicious symbols such as the puma kalarha These regularly fade, disappear and are renewed. T h e double wall structure suggests char anly priests may encer the inner
sanccum.
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The principal figures on the roof-srruts are deities with four heads and elght arms,
each of whom stands on a lotus pedestal in the rbakzbanjikd posture. Beneath the
pedestals there are small friaes depicting couples or groups of people performing acts
that can only be described as sexual depravity. Most of the figures appear to be ordinary
mortals, though one frieze on the eastern side shows Krishna cavorting with the gopinis.
According to the Bhara VamshavaZi, the imposing nine-foot image of Kal B h a i ~ v
was discovered beneath the soil by excavators who were building a conduit to bring
water from Budhanilakantha to Prarap Malla's new pond in the Bhandarkhal. Since
there is no reference to it in any other source, it remains undated. Ir obviously predates
the reign of Prarap Malla, but lacks the elegant tefinement of the Licchavi sculptures he
salvaged.
The brightly painted sculpture shows a six-armed Bhairav wearing a crown decorated with skulls, a garland of skulls that reaches dawn to rhe knees, and serpents round
rhe ears, wrists and ankles, in the act of trampling the body of the d m o n Berala. The
uppermost
pair of han& holds a sword and a shield, of the lowcsc pair one hand holds
-.
a severed head and the orhrr is held in the brndu-mudra, and rhe middle pair holds a
trident and three human heads. The lmage is carved from a single block of stane,
though a fragment has been added ro repair the top left corner. The sun, moan and
lion face above Bhairav's head are later additions.
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Bhairav was once also known as Adalat Bhairav, 'Bhairav of the Lawcourt', and,
since it was believed that anyone who told a lie in his presence would immediately die,
vomiting blood, many oaths were taken before the statue.
Ind-ur
is a lain two-storey temple dedicated to Shiva, which is unusual for its
open ~avilion-likeupper storey. It was founded by Pratap Malla sometime during the
third quarter of the 17th century. The single door on the colonnaded ground floor
faces south; it and the roohtcuts above it are plain and uncarved, and are
of more ornate originals. T h e original roofstruts survive on the western side. The uppermost level of the plinth contains some mouldings which appear to be ancient.
This may be a substitute shrine for the famous temple of Indrcshvar Mahadev at
Panauti beyond the far eastern corner of the Valley. During Indra Jatra, an image of
Indra used to be installed in the upper storey: the gallery-like construction of that
storey may be designed to make Indra's image visible. Beneath the southern edge of the
two-stage plinth is an image of Garuda, buried in the pavement up to just below the
shoulders and lacking its head since 1990. This dates from the Licchavi period and suggests the presence at some earlier date of a Vaishnav shrine on this site.
T h e nearby Vishnu temple is a three-tiered temple on a four-stage plinth. The lowest storey is colonnaded and the main door faces east. The roofstruts bear wooden images of Vaishnav deities and the central image is a gilded statue of a seated Vishnu, frequently identified as Krishna because two of its four hands once held a flute (now lost)
to i u lips. An unusual feature is that almost all of the figures at the bases of the struts
are women, not goddesses. They may represent the gopinis. This may be the Vishnu
temple founded by Pratap Malla in 1667 which is mentioned in a document from the
late Malla period.
Kageshvar temple was built by Queen Bhuvanalakshmi in 1711, probably as a substitute shrine for another temple of the same name six miles north-east of the ciry, but
was severely damaged by the 1934 earthquake. T h e upper storey is a replacement.
Slusser describes the combination of a lower tier in pure Newar style with a new upper
storey in the form of a shikhara as 'a very unfortunate architectural marriage'.
Kotilingeshvar temple was founded by Mahendra Malla and is one of the earliest
surviving examples of a shikhara-style temple in the Valley. The central image is a
chacunnukha linga - a four faced symbol of Shiva - which is sheltered by a metal
canopy. Two shikhara towers rise over it to end in metal finials, the lower of the two
shikharar being supported by columns on either side of the south-facing main door.
There are carvings of protective deities on the bases of the columns, and conventional
Naga and Garuda toranar over each of the four doors. A large stone image of Shim
stands in front of the plinth, and another of Nandi faces the main shrine door. Stone
carvings of bulls o n the temple ~ e d i m e n t beneath
,
the bases of the two ~illarson each
of the four sides, are of particular interest. The creatures have two bodies but only one
head: this is an ancient motif with antecedents in the Licchavi ~ e r i o d .
The Mahavishnu temple is a two-tiered temple on a four-stage pediment, roba ably
founded by Jagajjaya Malla (r.1722-35) in memory of his son, Rajendra ~ a l l a The
.
building underwent a major restoration aher the 1934 earthquake, but the new struts
and doors are plain and unadorned. The temple's most notable feature is its finial,
which comprises a gilded parasol over a gilded vase. The central image was a golden figure of Vishnu with Lakshrni, but this was removed to Nasal Chok after the earthqu&e
for fear of rhefr, and rhere it remains. In a corner just to the north of the temple is a
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small two-tier shrine housing a cbamrmukha linga which possesses exceptionally beautiful windows and doorframes.
Mahendreshvar temple was built by Mahendra Malla in 1562 as a substitute shrine
for Pashupati temple, following the example set by Yaksha Mdla in Bhaktapur. The
present appearance of the temple dates back to a restoration in 1963, and it is still regularly attended by devotees. T h e temple stands o n a broad two-stage pediment with the
main door facing south. A long pataka descends from the gajura to just above the
shrine-door. T h e original appearance of this building has been concealed by the addition of garish tiles and steel mirrors. A stone rnandafu sheathed in copper
stands before
..
the entrance o n the first stage of the pediment. T w o pairs of lions, one pair of stone,
the other of metal, guard the entrance to the shrine which houses a four-faced Shiva
linga. Each of the roofstruts bears the image of a Shaiva deity, but there are no erotic
scenes.
O n a low brick pavement o n the north side of Makhan Tol, opposite a line of
shops selling thanka paintings and souvenirs, there kneels a 6th-century stone Garuda
image. Its posture and human face are strongly reminiscent of the much larger sculpture at Changu Narayan, and it may represent a Licchavi king.
Tana Deval or T a n a Bahal is one of the oldest temples in the complex, but the date
of its foundation is unknown. It was probably built by nobles before Ratna Malla's
seizure of Kathmandu in ca. 1482, and was restored by Mahendra Mdla in 1567. This
cannot have been the last restoration.
Tana Bahal is located in a small sunken enclosure just off the southeast corner of
Makhan T o l . I t is a long low single-storeyed rectangular building dedicated to
Bhagavati. A fine stone sculpture of Uma-Maheshvar faces the entrance to the counyard: this was installed by Pratap Malla in 1674. T h e sides and rear of the temple are
plain, but the front (north) side is richly decorated. T h e roof is supported by thirteen
ornately-carved and brightly-painted struts: three are in the form of leogryphs supporting the corners, one is Bhairav, and the others are the nine forms of Durga, of which
eight hold their hands in the vitarka mudra. T h e base of each strut contains the figure
of a meditating sage. A row of human heads and skulls is a part of the complicated
woodwork that runs the length of the building. There are three doors: a metal torana
with Bhagavati at its centre is over the central door, the toranas over the side doors are
of wood.
The present Taleju temple, a 25-metre high three-tiered structure on a towering
12-stage pediment, was built by Mahendra Malla in 1564 and is a more imposing edifice than its prototype in Bhaktapur. This is the tallest building in the whole complex
and until recently none would havc risked incurring the wrath of the rulers, or of their
goddess, by erecting anything taller. It was last renovated in 1939.
T h e temple and its precincts are not open to Foreign visitors, who must gaze up at
the building from outside the high wall that surrounds it. Hindus and Buddhists are
admitted only once a year, during Indra Jacra, approaching the temple by means of the
Singha Dhoka (Lion Gate) opposite Kageshvar temple. The entrance takes its name
from two 2-mctre high stone guardian lions taken from B h a k t a ~ u rby Pratap Malla in
1663. A stone stairway ascends the plinth on its western side and twelve small twotiered subsidiary temples surround the main structure on one lrvel of the ~ l i n r h with
,
four others on a higher stage. These each havc a gilded finial and represent a weapon
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such as a spear or a sword: these are Taleju's attributes, wielded by her image in the
torana over the main door of the central temple. Thus the plan of the site as a whole resembles a yanna or rnandala. and each of the subsidiary shrines contains an image of a
deiry such as Indra or Varuna.
Many additions were made to the temple by the Mdla hngs: the stone columns
and flags on the uppermost stage of the plinth were donated by Chakravartindra Malla.
The four corner columns support images of Hanuman, Ganesh, a fish and a lion. Two
large bells were added by Pratap Malla in 1654 and Bhaskara Malla in 1714, and the
ornate main shrine-door was added by Pratap Malla in 1672.
The windows, doors and struts are all constructed on the same large scale as the
temple itself. All doors and toranar are gilded, while on the west elevation (the side
overlooking the Darbar Square), even the struts are gilded. The main shrine-door faces
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south and is especially ornate: beside it there is a copperplate inscription bearing a
hymn to Taleju composed by Pratap Malla. T h e torana over this door shows an image
o f Taleju, while those over the doors of the other elevations show Durga, Bhavani and
Durga Mahishasuramardini. T h e same Shakta goddesses appear o n the roofstruts. All
three roofs are covered with gilded copper and bells hang from the eaves of each. A special feature of each Taleju temple are the kalashashaped pendants that hang from the
corners of the top roof. Dhvaja banners embossed with images of Shiva, Ganesh and
other deities descend from the corners of the first and second roofs and the finial comprises a central tall golden pinnacle surrounded by four smaller ones, under a golden
parasol.
T h e goddess Taleju leaves her magnificent temple three times a year, taking up residence in the private chapel (agam rhcn) in the Hanuman Dhoka during Indra Jatra and
in Mul Chok during the rwo Dasain festivals.

The Hanuman Dhoka Palace
At the time of writing, foreign visitors were not allowed to enter any of the quadrangles
except Nasal C h o k and Basantpur Chok, or to enter any of the buildings except the
Basantpur tower and the west wing of Nasal Chok which now houses a museum. It is
not inconceivable that some parts of the palace will be opened to the public at some
point in the future, and so for the purposes of this book a brief summary is also given,
based mainly o n Vajracharya's book in Nepali, of the other chokr as well.
T h e large image of Hanuman on top of a 2-metre-high pillar a few yards to the left
of the main entrance to the palace complex was installed by Pratap Malla in 1672, as
was a smaller image of Hanuman in front of the Taleju bell. Each year, during the festival of Vamanadvadashi, the image is smeared with oil and vermillion powder and has
now become so heavily coated that its stone surhce and original features may no longer
be discerned. Hanuman is clothed in red garments and sheltered by a red parasol, and
metal flags stand o n either side of the image. All the Malla kings claimed descent from
Rama, and images of Hanuman, Rama's greatest devotee, were set up in front of every
Malla palace to protect from enemies, demons and natural disasters. But it is only in
Kathrnandu that the m ~ n k e ~ - ~has
o dgiven his name first to the palace entrance and
then to the palace as a whole.
T h e main entrance itself is guarded by stone statues of Shiva mounted on a lion (to
the left) and his consort Shakti mounted on a lioness. These lions are said to have been
brought from Bhaktapur after Pratap Malla's raid in 1663. Behind each is a column
supporting an image of Hanuman (behind Shiva) and the auspicious symbol of a fish
(behind Shakti.) Above the door, in a kind of recessed shelf, are charming, though g=ishly painted wooden figures arranged to create three scenes. T o the left, Krishna
dances with his three favourite gopinis. In the centre is a multi-armed multi-headed
image of Vishnu Vishvaru~awhich dates from the mid-17th century and betrays sub-

stvltial Tantric influence. A strange feature of this image is the human figure that
emerges from a mouth in its stomach. On the right, a Malla king plays a lute b r his
queen: the king probably represents Pntap Malla, and both figures are quite delightlid
The gilded copper door to the p h dates from 18 10 and replad an earlier more
modest door, probably made o f w d . An inscription above it records tbat its manul8~
ture was t b a n d by selling aff hunC#Is of coppc?,lPrc inscriptions that had accwn-
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lated in the palace during the reigns of earlier kings. Most of these probably recorded
royal grants of land, which were usually valid only during the lifetime of the ruler who
made them. By selling off these outdated documents to the local metalworkers, the
Shah kings achieved two objectives: money was raised for extravagant projects such as
the new palace door, and, when the title grants were melted down, many claims to land
were effectively terminated. Historians still mourn their loss.
Behind the gilded door is a small vestibule where the Malla kings' subjects once
waited before being granted an audience in Nasal Chok. O n the left of the vestibule is a
small exquisitely carved wooden door with the images of Mahakala, V a ~ n aand two
other deities on its panels. This was probably once the door to the private royal quarters in Mohan Chok.
The main entrance of the palace leads directly into the north-west corner of Nasal
Chok As one enters the courtyard, one is confronted by an imposing stone image of
Narasingh o n one's left. Narasingh is shown in the act of disembowelling the demon
Hiranyakashipu: the two upper hands hold Vishnu's mace and discus while the two
lower hands rip o u t t h e demon's entrails with their claws. Narasingh clasps
Hiranyakashipu's limbs firmly, and the demon lies helplessly across the god's lap. His
sword is bent and useless under Narasingh's right foot. At the base there are small statues of Pratap Malla and Hiranyakashipu. An inscription on the pedestal records that
the image was installed in 1673 in order to placate Narasingh, who had been offended
by Pratap Malla's impersonation of him in a dance-drama. Narasingh's
eyes,
teeth,
.
crown and claws are covered in silver leaf and the image is one of the most strilung
frorn a period that is generally noted more for works in wood and metal.
The north wing of the Nasal Chok is called the Sisa Baith& (mirror hall) and was
the audience chamber of the Malla kings. This dates frorn the reign of Pratap Malla,
but has undergone extensive alteration. The ground floor of the four-storeyed building
is a long verandah, open to the courtyard, containing a large plain throne covered by a
white cotton sheet. Offerings of betel nut are still made to this throne by boys from a
priestly Newar caste as part of their initiation rites. Portraits of the Shah kings hang
along the length of the wall, and behind the throne.
Nasal Chok's eastern wing, which separates it from Mul Chok, is a Newar-style
building with a roof ofjhingati tiles. Midway along this, there stands a domed whitewashed shrine to Nasal Devata (the dancing Shiva), who still receives the supplications
of novice musicians. In an open verandah a little further south is a gilt metal image of
Vishnu as Vaikuntha, commonly known as 'Mahavishnu'. This image was originally
housed in the Mahavishnu temple. Iconologically, the image is anomalous because no
known text describes a 12-armed manifestation of Vaikuntha. The image has three
human faces, two placid, the other fierce, and also the faces of a boar and a lion. It is
presently housed in a glass case.
In the centre of Nasal Chok there is a ahbu or dabali, a low brick platform which
dates in its present form from the paving and renovation of Nasal Chok in 1826.
During the Malla period, an earlier version of the ahbali was used as a stage for performances of dance and drama, but since the Gorkhali conquest it has been used for the
coronations of the Shah kings.
All the buildings of Nasal Chok's southern wing date from the early Shah period,
and the western wing is of later dare. Prithvi Narayan Shah and his son Pratap Singh

The image ofNararingh in N u 1
Chok, installed by Pratap MaUa
in 1673.
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were anxious to maintain local traditions in art and architecture, but their successors,
particularly the Ranas, were strongly influenced by Western architecture. Compare the
whitewashed building of the west wing with the magnificent extravaganza of the
Basantpur Tower, and this fact will be clearly apparent.

Basantpur Chok and the buildings that surround it were created by the first two
kings of the Shah dynasty, Prichvi Narayan Shah and Pratap Singh, replacing an earlier
Mdla structure, but they represent perhaps the most magnificent example of Newar
palace architecture. T h e Shah rulers chose to live in Basantpur Chok, unlike the Mallas
who had their private quarters in Mohan Chok. T h e plan of this assembly of buildings
refers back to an old Newar tradition: palace quadrangles were built in the cbaukatb
sryle, with a different tower at each corner, from at least as early as the 12th century.
T h e cbok is surrounded by four-storey buildings surmounted by a tower at each
corner. These are the WO-storeyed Lalitpur Tower (SE), the two-storeyed Bhaktapur
Tower (NE), the single-storeyed Kirtipur Tower (NW) and the Basantpur Tower (SW)
which is actually a nine-storeyed building in its own right. T h e first three of these are
also known as Vilas Mandir, Lakshmi Vilas and Bangla Tower respectively, but the former names, which refer to the other conquered Newar towns, arc more commonly
used.
T h e architectural history of this cbok is complicated, because not all parts of the
building are of the same age. T h e Basantpur Tower, or at least its lower storeys, must
surely predate the building which forms the western wing of Hasantpur Chok, because
several of its r o o h t r u t s and windows arc buricd where the two structures join.
Inscriptions affixed to the walls of thc building record that Prithvi Narayan Shah built
the cbok, but d o not mention the two northern towers. It is likely that these, and perhaps also the top storeys of at least some wings, were addcd by Pratap Singh.
The nine-storey R;isal~tpurTower rises five storeys ahovr the adjoining buildings. I t
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IS worth cIimb~ngto the top of rhe tower, which has recently bcen restored under the
auspices of Unesco, in order to view la construction at close quarters, and for a bud'seye view of the city below. T h e tower was completed In the spring of 1770, Like
P r ~ t h v iNarayan's Sattalle (seven-storeyed) Darbar a t Nuwakot, it IS modelled on
Newar temple architecture and conceived on a huge and extravagant scale. But this is a
pleasure pavil~on,not a temple. Its four roofs are supporred by struts which bear
wooden images of Hindu delties and the walls are studded wtch o r n a m e n d windows,
but the balconies, columned halls and intricate wooden screens suggest rhat the
Mughal palaces of Agra and Fatehpur Sikr~also Influenced the overall design. T h ~ sinfluence is clearly seen In the Kirtipur or Bangla Tower. The roof of thls building is
made of copper and resembles the hull of an upturned boat or the carapace of a turtle,
strongly reminiscent of the roofcop galleries of palaces at Jaipur and elsewhere.
T h c courtyard of Basant~urChok contains woodcatvlngs of exceptional quality,
and rhe entrance to it from Nasai Chok is by way of a passage under a masslve wooden
doorframe. T h e small empty courtyard is surrounded by four-storey build~ngs,rhough
there IS a gap in the top storey of the west wing where it joins Nasal Chok. There is a
roof over the third storey, which suggests rhat the fourth storey, w h ~ c hin the north
wing i b a long screened
may have bcen a ldtcr a d d ~ r ~ oThe
n . struts supporting
the lower roof are all carved to represent Hindu deities (except one on the east wlng,
whlch contains a small seated Buddha at its base), those of the upper roof are nor. T h e
north and south wlngs both conraln a smdl hall behind six pairs of beaut~firll~
carved
wooden pillars ar ground level. The windows s~nglc-framedtlkYhym and sanjhyas with
mult~plcapenures - are simply exqu~sire.There are pars of sanjhyar o n the norrh and
wcsr side$, and single oncs to east and south. Wooden Nagas run rhe length of each
wall ~r hix different Icvcls.

-

Bawnrpur Chok. wooden colurnnr.
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Sections Closed to the Foreign Visitor
Sundari Chok, the 'beautiful courtyard', was probably added to the complex by Pratap
Malla shortly after the completion of Mohan Chok. It is enclosed by three- and WOstorey buildings which are said to contain superb examples of traditional woodcarving.
T h e quadrangle contains a golden waterspout installed in 165 1 and sheltered by a smdl
~hikharatemple. T h e spout is surrounded by the images of various deities, and embossed with the outlines of hbulous animals.
In front of the well stands the Kaliyadamana, a stone sculpture acknowledged as
one of the great masterpieces of Nepali art. It depicts a scene from the Harivamrha
Puram in which the child Krishna subdues the demon Kaliya, who had poisoned the
waters of the sacred Yamuna Uumna) river. Several photographs of the sculpture have
been published and there is a large blockprint o n public view at the National Museum
at Chauni. T h e lower half of the massive sculpture is taken up entirely by the huge
convoluted coils of a Naga which is rising up to spread its hoods over the head of the
demon Kaliya, who is represented in human form. Kaliya looks up in obvious fear and
surprise at Krishna, only half the demon's size, who stands with one foot o n the
demon's shoulder and the other o n his crown. Krishna is haloed and wears a crown as
he raises what is either a whip or a scarf to lash the demon. Below the demon there are
two figures, one of whom is the demon's wife begging for mercy. Pratapadirya Pal har
written that 'there is nothing known from India with which this sculpture is comparable'. H e suggests that some sculpture from the Mathura school must have inspired its
creator, but points out that early Indian treatments of the same theme depict Krishna
as a giant boy. According to the Bhasa Vamshavali, the Kali~adamanawas salvaged
from a Licchavi site by Pratap Malla during the 17th century. Stylistically, it is close to
the Varaha sculpture at Dhum Varahi (described later in this book) and is usually dated
to the 6th century.

Thc 6th-ccntuly Kaltjadarnana
~rulpturcin S u n h r i Chok, fiorn
phorograph in thr Nationaf
Mureurn.
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Mohan Chok was built by Pratap Malla in 1649, probably to replace an earlier
structure, and is surrounded by buildings which served as the Malla king1 family quarters. The Mallas also granted audiences to the rulers of friendly neighbouring kingdoms
in Mohan Chok, but no other persons were allowed access.
Mohan Chok is a square quadrangle with a tower at each corner except the northeast, and it contains much of interest. Vajracharya describes wooden images of Krishna
subduing demons, images of the eight Mother-Goddesses, and 17th-century wallpaintings on the western side. O n the northern side of the courtyard there are some stone
images of uncertain meaning and great historical interest. Unlike almost all the art of
the period, these are secular and depict a young woman in various poses. In one she
wears European clothes and cradles a dog in her lap; in another she smokes a cigarette;
and in another she holds a young boy who looks through a telescope. There are also a
number of winged cherubs, wholly alien to Nepali art. The woman is accompanied by
a man resembling Pratap Malla, and so these images probably date from his reign.
History records only one encounter between Pratap Malla and Europeans, which occurred when two Jesuit priests passed through Nepal. It is known that the priests presented the king with a telescope, with which he was greatly pleased. But the woman
and the cherubs suggest influences other than these and their significance remains a
mystery.
In the centre of Mohan Chok there is a sunken enclosure, 2 metres deep, which was
the Malla kings' bathing-place. Beneath the gilded waterspout there kneels a small
image of the sage Bhagiratha, whose devotions brought the holy river Ganga (Ganges)
down from heaven. Beside the bath is a flat, circular metal late which was forged for
Pratap Malla in 1657 and represents the world, including the celestial sphere and the
netherworld, as it was imagined by this extraordinary Himdayan ruler three and a half
centuries ago.
T h e unusual five-tiered Panchamukhi Hanuman temple dates frorn about 1650
and rises from the building that encloses Mohan Chok at its south-east corner. It is one
of only two temples in the Valley built to a circular plan, the other being a modest
shrine beside the southern gate to Pashupati temple. The image of the Five-Faced (panchamukhi) Hanuman inside may not be seen or worshipped by anyone other than the
priests who perform the daily rituals in its honour.
The huge plinth of the Taleju temple occupies much of Trishul Chok. The main
items of interest in the courryard are three votive pillars to the south of the plinth
which bear images of Pratap Malla and two of his sons (1664); a winged lion (1642);
and Parthivendra Malla flanked by rwo queens and a prince (1682). The courryard
takes its name from a large stone trident (mishul) in front of the Taleju temple.
All accounts of Mu1 Chok arrest to its great beauty. Founded by Mahendra Malla
in 1564 and rebuilt by Bhaskara Malla in 1709, the quadrangle was given over to weddings, coronations and investitures during the Malla period. It strongly resembles a
Buddhist vihara, surrounded by rwo-storeyed buildings with open ground-floor verandahs. Mul Chok is dominated by the goddess Taleju: she is shown destroying demons
on each roofstrut and the south wing is an ornate shrine to which her image is brought
during the two annual festivals of Dasain. Five-foot copper alloy images of the rivergoddesses Ganga and Yamuna stand o n either side of the gilded shrine door.
Vajracharya mentions the presence in the west wing of life-sized metal images of Prithvi
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Narayan Shah and his two queens kneeling in an attitude of adoration. In contrast to
Malla royal groups, where the king is always larger than the queens, each figure is of
roughly equal proportions.
Naga Pokhari is a small pond, from the centre of which there rises a wooden column supporting a hooded Naga head cast in gilt metal. The Naga image was originally made in Bhaktapur in 1630 and was plundered from a pool named Tava
Pokhari by Pratap Mdla in 1663.
The Bhandarkhal or 'treasury garden' once extended as far as the modern ofices
of the Nepal Bank, but its size was reduced after the 1934 earthquake. Its name derives hom the Mdla kings' custom of burying a large portion of their wealth in a
vault to keep it safe from attackers and invaders. According to the Capuchin priest
Giuseppe who visited Kathmandu in 1768, Jayaprakash Malla was busy emptying

18th-century wooden images of the
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the vault In order to pay his troops wen as the forces of Gorkha were entering the c~ty. The m r t o r of finhchol Chok.
"amha G o ~ a [ j e m ~ k
A large pool in the Bhandarkhal contains a 6-metre Image of Vishnu reclining on fiDm
Shesha Naga whlch closely resembles char at Budhan~la!antha. The uarnshavahs stare
that this was brought to the Hanuman Dhoka by Pratap Malla at the same time as the
Kallyadamana sculpture, and it might be the Image w h ~ c h1s ment~onedIn an inscription In Amshuvarman's name from 610, located originally at a shrine called
Bhumbhukkika. Before i t there stands a Garuda image of about the same age. The
Bhandarkhal also contains two small 17th-century shrines of Mahadev (Shwa) and
Krishna.
The unusual beauty of the Bhagavati temple often goes unnoticed, because it rises
from the roofs of the buildings which form the west wlng of Kanhehol Chok, high
above the heads of passers-by. A fine view of rhe temple may be had from the pllnrh of
the Navadurga temple opposite. Bullc by Jagajjaya Malla (r. 1722-36), the temple or~gindlly housed an lmage of Narayan (V~shnu).Jagajjaya Malla founded the temple in an
attempt to underscore h ~ descent
s
from the murdered Mahipatindta Mdla, who had
becn I'ratap Malla's chosen heir. T h u s h e named t h e Narayan image
M a h ~ ~ a t ~ n d r e s h v(Lord
a r of Mah~patlndra).The image was stolen in 1767, and the
~ h r l n rrcmained empty until afcer the Gorkhali conquest, when Prithvi Narayan Shah
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installed an image of Bhagavati (Durga) which he had brought from Nuwakot. Each
April, the image is taken back to visit Nuwakot for a few days.
Access to the temple was originally through a low wooden door, above which there
is a small image o f Vishnu o n Garuda: this may still be seen a t street-level, in the lower
section of the building adjoining the Gaddi Baithak. Jayaprakash M d l a added gilded
roofs in c.1756, and the temple underwent several renovations during the 19&
century.
T h e three-tiered Degutale temple is 29 metres high and is thus the second tallest
building in t h e palace complex. S o m e sources suggest that it was founded by
Shivasingh (r.1578-1619), but Pratap Malla seems to have rebuilt it, adding a gilt roof
and finial, in 1670. T h e Degurale is designed for the private worship of Taleju by
priests, and access to the shrine is gained through the lower part of the building which
contains residential quarters. During a special period in April and May, Newar families
must pay homage to their lineage deities, a practice called drgupuja: Degutale is a manifestation of T d e j u who was worshipped by the Mdla kings during this period. The
temple also houses an extremely beautiful metal image of Indra, seated in lotus posture
with outstretched arms, which is brought out and laced o n the dabali in Nasal Chok
each year during Indra Jatra.
T h e temple is similar to the D e p t a l e temple in Lalit~ur,though it is older and the
ornamental features of the building from which it rises have been obscured by white
plaster. T h e tiered structure is especially magnificent, nonetheless: o n every storey there
are some remarkable gajbyal and yakujhyal and each roofstrut bears an image of Shiva
and Parvati standing o n a lotus above a small frieze depicting various Hindu and
Buddhist deities, some with bird or animal heads. Small metal bells hang from the
edges of the roofs, embossed metal banners descend from the corners of the two lower
roofs and long kularha pendants hang from the corners of the highest roof. T h e north
door of the temple which overlooks the Square was covered in silver in 1815.
Kanhehol or Masan C h o k is named after the oleander (kanhehol) flower which
once bloomed in the courtyard, but is also known as the hneral (musun) chok due to an
unfounded but popular belief that the Malla kings were cremated here. The quadrangle
is said to contain little of interest except a dilapidated shrine to Nasal Devata. The
buildings which form its west wing are older than much of the rest of the palace, and
their modesty suggests the original appearance of the medieval structure. The Nagashaded gilt window of the outer wall, which overlooks the Vishnu temple, is especially
impressive.
Nhulachen Chok, the 'courtyard of new buildings', was built sometime before
1742 but has undergone substantial changes since then. A few struts and windows remain which may have been parts of the original structure - particularly a five-framed
sanjhyul o n the north wing. Prithvi Narayan is reputed to have first entered the
Hanuman Dhoka through the old wooden door to this chok in 1768. A room in the
north wing contains a bed on which the king is said to have slept during the first weeh
after his victory. O n the walls of this room are 18th-century murals of the rnother-goddesses which have never been photographed or analysed.
T h e neo-classical style of the Gaddi Baithak hall of audience is incongruous and reflects very clearly the radical change which rook place in the rulers' tastes afcer the rnid-
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19th century. The southern wing of Nhulachen Chok had already been demolished
and replaced in 1847, but in 1908, during the reign of the Rana prime minister
Chandra Shamsher, it was again replaced by a large hall lined with the portraits of Shah
kings. Here the Shah kings of the early 20th century gave audiences and accepted the
credentials of foreign ambassadors.

Chusya Baha
Chusya Baha (pronounced 'choosya baahaa'), situated in Jyatha Tol, about a kilometre
from the Hanuman Dhoka, is one of the best examples of a Newar Buddhist uibara to
have survived in something very close to its original form. Though very dilapidated,
and under threat from developers because of soaring land-values in central Kathmandu,
Chusya Baha richly deserves preservation.
Chusya Baha's Sanskrit name is Gunakara Mahavihara: Chusya Baha means
'monastery of sun-dried grain'. According to an inscription at the monastery, it was
completed in 1648, at which time an image of Harihar Lokeshvar was placed in the
main shrine. T h e same inscription states that the donors were the Vajracharya
Gunajyoti and his two wives, from the neighbouring monastery of Dhwaka Baha.
Chusya Baha may have been, or have become, a branch of Dhwaka Baha. Little remains of the original buildings of Dhwaka Baha, which may have been founded during
the 13th century, but is not mentioned in documents until the 16th century. Its courtyard contains two exquisite 7th-century chairyas. Pratap M d a attended an inauguration of Chusya Baha in 1667. However, the torana over the main entrance dates from
1673, and the torana over the shrine entrance from 1676. Nor is there an image of
Lokeshvar in the main shrine. John Locke suggests that 1648 marked the date o f a renovation, rather than the foundation of the monastery. This view is supported by the
h a that much of the woodcarving in Chusya Baha seems to be much older than the
present building itself - some scholars believe that the carved roofstruts date from the
14th century.
The main entrance is a low doorway on the north side of the building, leading off
the oken muddy street that leads hom Kanti Path to Thahiti square. There are also
side entrances if this is locked. The monastic community of this baha, as Locke observed in 1975, seems to be completely inactive. One Family occupies the building, and
the daily rituals were in 1975 performed by an officiant from Dhwaka Baha. T o either
side of the main doorway stand stone guardian lions, above it there is an exquisite
wooden torana, and 12 struts, each bearing a carved wooden image, support the roof.
T h e roofstruts on all other sides of the building's exterior are bare, modern replacements.
Chusya Baha's great glory is its woodcarving: this is devoid of the paint that once
covered it, and unfortunately partially obscured (on recent visits) by cobwebs and pigeon droppings. Nonetheless, it is well preserved. Visitors who wish to identify the
deities represented on each roofstrut are assisted (provided they can read the drvanagari
script) by the fact that their names are inscribed very clearly at the bases of the 12 exterior and 22 interior struts. These names may have been added as an act of invocation
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by the sculptor, or to enable devotees to invoke each deity by name.
In a lengthy article published in 1977, van Kooij demonstrated that the iconology
of Chusya Baha follows strictly the prescriptions of Sanskrit Buddhist texts. The deities
o n the exterior struts are the 10 angry (krodha) gods, flanked by Ganesh and Mahakala,
who protect the sacred space within. A special feature at Chusya Baha is that all the images are depicted in the shalabanjika posture: they stand under a tree, one leg bent to
cross the other just above the ankle, and most reach up with one arm to grasp an overhanging branch. In this they resemble the Yaksha and Yakshini figures of medieval
Indian sculpture, and their pose underlines the supportive function of the struts that
bear them. A second peculiarity at Chusya Baha is that every deity, except the four
Buddhas, is represented with the 'normal' complement of rwo arms and one head.
Exterior roofstruts: With the exception of Ganapati (Ganesh), the figures on the exterior struts are all very similar facially. From left to right they are:
Extcrior roof;trut no. 12: Mahakakz.

VIII. Chusya Baha: sccrion and
front eharion. (Wolfang Kom)

Ganapati
2. Ushnichakravartin (holding jewel and hsc)
3. Yamantaka (jewel and thunderbolt-tipped hammer)
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The monactrry courgwrd, wrth the
marn rnh4nce FO the r~ght.

4. Prajiiataka (jewel and staff)
5. Padmantaka (jewel and lotus)
6. Vighantaka (jewel and thunderbolt)

7. Takiraja (jewel and elephant goad)
8. Niladanda (jewel and staff)
9. Mahabala (jewel and trident)
10. Kekara (jewel and sword)
11. Sumbharaja (jewel and thunderbolt)
12. Mahakala (thunderbolt and ?)

The Entrance: Wrongly identified by several authors as Tara, the central figure of the
torana over the outer entrance is the goddess Prajha Paramita (Perfection of Wisdom)
who represents Dharrna in the Buddhist formula of Buddha, Dharma, Sangha (the
Buddha, the law, the monastic comrnuniry) and is the personification of the important
Buddhist text after which she is named. She sits in the lotus (vajrapayanka) posture
and her hair is tied up to form a kind of crown. Her lower pair of arms is held in the
gesture of preaching (dhannachakra mudra) while the upper right hand holds a rosary
and the upper lefi a lotus which supports the sacred book of her name.
Prajha Paramita is surrounded by five attendant goddesses: those to the left and
right at the base of the frieze adopt the casual Ialitarana pose, while the three others are
seated in the lotus posture. With Prajiia Paramita, these five (Ratna Paramita, Dana
Paramita, Shila Paramita, Kshanti I'aramita and Virya Pararnita) form the group of six
Paramita goddesses. I'rajha Paramita is the consort of Vajrasattva, who is the central
deity of WO toranas inside the monastery. The border of the torana is formed by two
Nagas. These are held at the apex by a face of glory (kirtimukha or chepa) and they
squirm down the edges to the makara figures that serve as cornerpieces. The torana is a
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masterpiece of Newar woodcarving.
Inside the main entrance there is a small hall with stone images of the protectors
Ganesh and Mahacala to left and right. Above the entrance on the interior wall there
is a very fine large casement window. The paved inner courtyard contains a stone
image of Tara, a miniature shikhara style temple, a chaitya, a tree and a stone image
of Vajrasattva which faces the main shrine, flanked by two kneeling women, who
probably represent donors. T h e ground floor has two other open halls facing the
courtyard along the eastern and western wings: for some years, these have been used
by a small primary school.
Interior: The shrine is directly opposite the main entrance and contains an image of
Shakyamuni Buddha in the earth-touching (bhumisparh) pose. O n the roof directly
above the shrine there is a single finial. The Buddha at the centre of the torana over
the shrine door is Akshobhya: he has three heads and six arms and is seated in the
lotus posture on an elephant throne, dressed in royal garments and wearing a crown.
The two main hands hold a thunderbolt and a bell, the other right hands a disc and a
lotus, and the other left hands a jewel and a sword. The image shows traces of blue
paint. Around Akshobhya are arranged the four other transcendent Buddhas who are
(working clockwise from bortom lefc) Vairochana on a lion-throne; Ratnasambhava
on a throne with horses; Amoghasiddhi on a throne with Garudas; and Amitabha on
a peacock. This is another fine torana, though its composition is a little less sublime
than that of its counterpart on the exterior wall. Vajrasarrva appears as the central figure of two smaller less ornate toranac one is directly above the large torana over the
main shrine, the other over a side-entrance.
Interior roohtruts: All the principal deities on the roofstruts around the interior of
the monastery courtyard are shown standing on a lotus beneath a tree in the shahbanjika pose. Working clockwise from the left-hand corner, these comprise four
main groups, as indicated on the plan of the ground floor.
Struts 1-6 depict six cult-goddesses who provide music and dancing as a part of
the worship at the shrine. Apart from Nritya (the dancer), each holds a musical instrument.
Struts 7-10, on either side of the shrine, depict four of the five transcendent
Buddhas, each with eight
- arms and three heads. Each holds at least one attribute that
is normally identified with Manjushri: this may mean that the struts were taken from
an earlier shrine dedicated to Manjushri. The four 'Great Kings' are depicted at the
bases of these struts.
Struts 11-15 depict goddesses who protect against natural calamities, dieases, etc.
Struts 16-22 depict six goddesses including a Mother of Planets (g~ahamam'ka),
plus Ganapati.
Eighteen of the 28 Lunar Mansions may also be seen on these struts: they are
shown in human form with the right hand in the boon-giving gesture (varada
mudra) and the left in the gesture of disputation (vitarka mudra).
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CHUSYA BAHA: G R O U N D F L O O R PLAN
Aduptedfrom

n druu,rng by

WocfR~zngKonr

artributcs

Six cult-goddesses
1. Gita
2. Muruja
3. Nritya
4. Vamsha
5. Mridanga
6. Vina

cymbals
panchtala drum

artion
singing
dancing

flute
drum
long-necked lute

Four transcendent Buddhas
7. Ratnasambhava
?, sword, arrow, goad, noose, bow, bell,
8. Akshobya

jewelled banner
sword, thunderbolt, arrow, goad, noose, bow, bell, ?

9. Amoghasiddhi
10. Amitabha

sword, thunderbolt, arrow, goad, noose, bow, bell, ?
thunderbolt, arrow, sword, goad, bell, ? , bow. ?

One ofthe four 'Great K ~ n g r ' a t

the bare of interior roofflrut
Five protective goddesses
1 1. Pratisara
12. S a h a ~ r a ~ r a m a r d i n i
13. Mantranusarani
14. Mahamayuri
15. Sitavati

M.
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noose and wheel
noose and thunderbolt
teactung
jar of peacock feathers
noose

protection

Six goddesses a n d Ganapati
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Vasudhara (fertility)
Vajravidarani
Ganapati
Ushnishavijaya (longeviy)
Parnashabari
Marichi
Grahamatrika

fruit and jar
thunderbolt and noose
dancing
jar of nectar
protection
bow and arrow
worship
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Keshar Mahal by Greta Ranax
The auchor ot' rh~ssketch owes thanks

Keshar Mahal, o r Keshar Library, is situated o n the Lainchaur road, opposire the western entrance to the Royal Palace, Narayan Hiti. O n e may approach it along Kanri
I'ath, or westwards from the main gate of the palace. From Thamel, crave1 easnvard
through the main T h a m e l crossroads and along Tridevi Marg past the Central
I n ~ m i ~ r a t i oOffice
n
to the corner that harbours the main entrance.
?'he Mahal is surrounded by tall trees from which there hang literally hundreds of
bats. ?'he site is supposedly described by Han Suyin in her novel, Tht Mountain ir
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Young, but the description is incomplete and the author imposes the persondities of
others o n t o its owner. Keshar Mahal's original owner was Maharaja Chandra
Shamsher's third son, Keshar, whose first wife was o n e of the Shahajadis (royal
princesses) and a sister of King Tribhuvan. A General by birth, Keshar Shamsher was
also Field Marshal of the Nepalese Army. H e was an erudite man and his strange nature was legendary: he was, by all accounts, a difficult man to live with. Keshar
Shamsher married twice and had two families: one set of sons and daughters are in
their seventies today (three sons and one daughter, the dowager Rani of Sallyan, survive); and a younger family whose members are now in their early forties. The eldest
son from this younger family is already dead, and his son is a university student in the
USA. Beside his legal wives, Keshar Shamsher is also known to have had a number of
mistresses, but it is difficult to distinguish Fact from fiction in most accounts of his life.
T h e palace was built by Chandra Shamsher in about 1926 to accommodate a
princess and in its time it also accommodated the largest private library in the whole of
Asia. H o w much of this remains today is difficult to assess. The premises are in a lamentable state of disrepair, the books need cleaning and Fumigation, and the garden is
unkempt. However, there is no doubt that care from those who treasure the library and
its collection of interesting curios could d o wonders for the site, which was handed over
to the State by Keshar Shamsher's widow, Her Highness Krishna Chandra Devi Rana,
after his death in 1968. There is also no doubt that much of the careless disregard
for
the place springs not from one source, but from three: the poverty of the nation to
which it was bequeathed, the Rana witch-hunting mentality that has been nurtured
carefully by politicians in Nepal since 1951, and sheer ignorance concerning the value
of the contents and the site's potential as a draw for the thousands of tourists who visit
Kathmandu each year.
T h e Mahal houses both the Keshar Library and the Ministry of Education. It is in its
entirety quite vast, but has now been partirioned into several sections, of which the
Library is one. It is set in the middle of what were originally imaginatively laid-out
lawns and flowerbeds containing Greek and Indian statuary, all of which betrayed a
large measure of European influence. T h e p r d e n also contained five summer-houses
relating to the five Nepali seasons. Each house had a marble plaque on which was inscribed an appropriate verse by a poet such as Shelley, Byron or O m a r Khayyhm.
Entrance to those gazebos that remain is either impossible because they are boarded up,
or fruitless because of their state of disrepair. T h e lawn in front of the main fagade contains WO statues: one is a pedestalled figure of Krishna playing a flute, another is one of
the Muses. Part of the outer fringe of the spacious gardens was gifted by the previous
owner, Kayur Shamsher, to the Godavari Alumni Association. Other parts of the original compound are occupied by modern houses, one of which is the residence of Keshar
Ranisaheb, the widow of the original owner, and another is the Unicef regional ofice.
Between these two houses stands the headquarters of the Social Services National Coordination Council of Nepal.
The south entrance of the main fagade is the entrance to the Keshar Library. O n e
enters a dusty vestibule where there is a reception desk: bags must be lek here, and the
visitor's name must be entered in a register. T o one's right, a doorway gives on to a
reading room. T h e left-hand wall is lined with r a c h containing rolled maps of Nepal,
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India and most of Europe. TOone's left as one enters there is a hand-tinted photograph
o f C h a n d r a Shamsher, t o one's right is a monochrome photograph of Juddha
Shamsher. At the fir end of the reading room are portraits of Bhim Shamsher (to the
left) and Jang Bahadur (to the right). O n the wall to the right is a row of portraits depicting 11 Shah kings, and a group photograph which includes King Tribhuvan and
Jawaharld Nehru. (Correct as of January 1991: it is always possible, of course, that portraits and curios will be moved around.)
At the far end o f the reading room, an archway gives on to a much larger room,
which is the Library. T h e left-hand wall is lined with bookshelves and a huge stuffed
tiger stands adjacent to the entrance. As is evident from the number ofsizeable stag and
bison heads hung on the walls of both floors of the Library, the owner was a hunter of
other things besides books. T h e southern wall of the Library bears portraits of King
Tribhuvan and King Mahendra, and beside the entrance there stands a globe (manufactured by Philip 8r Sons, 32 Fleet Street, London), a bronze archer and another
bronze entitled L h p i r a t i o n par la Somme. O n a circular table there is a catalogue of
the books contained o n that floor, and a photograph of Keshar Shamsher. The catalogue lists the following topics and series: the French Revolution; Napoleon Bonaparte;
Germany (Bismarck); Frederick the Great; Kaiser Wilhelm; the Third Reich; T h e
Egyptian Book of the Dead; Austria (the Habsburgs, Metternich); Ethiopia; Babylon
and Persia; Parliamentary England; the Ancient Kings of England; the Black Prince;
British Empirical History; the Duke o f Wellington; Winston Churchill; Roman
History; T h e Tibetan Book of the Dead; Garibaldi; Punch; Illustrated War News;
Burkei Landcd Gentry and so on.
T h e room also contains two suits of armour, a silver-plated peacock, busts of
Wagner and Napoleon and the following portraits: Mrs Smith (identity unknown);
Captain Knox; Hari Prasad Shastri (Prime Minister of India); Babar Shamsher (brother
of Keshar Shamsher); Sylvain Levi (renowned French orientalist); Jang Bahadur; and
the Nepali writers Motirarn Bhatra and Bhanubhakta Acharya. Sad to say, many collectors' items that should have been polished have been painted, and so their red value
and origins cannot be ascertained. T h e two sets of armour might be copies, or they
might be parts of originals which were reassembled at a later date but, since they have
been coated with silver paint, the obvious assumption is that they are copies. The same
might be said of the (mostly French) bronzes. A knowledgeable eye needs to appraise
these. At one rime the ground floor had a number of stained glass windows, but only
one remains.
A chandelier presides over the ornamental staircase at the end of the ground-floor
room: according to a member of Keshar Shamsher's family, this seems much diminished, but this may well be because the family member last saw it as a small child. At
the head of the staircase hang shields and battle axes. Here there is an entrance to the
next section of the Library, and to the left are sliding doors which are not usually
opened for visitors. Inside these sliding doors is a drawing room containing old furniture upholstered with brocade, a table of solid onyx, bronzes of an elephant and a tiger
and Keshar Shamsher's military uniform, which is kept in a glass case. The walls are
covered with silk wallpaper, which is in need of restoration and repair. There are also
porrraits of Bhimsen Thapa (the Commander-in-Chief who dominated Nepal in the
years leading up to 1837), King Surendra, the Rana Maharajas Bhim hamsh her, Bir
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Shamsher, Chandra Shamsher and Juddha Shamsher, and an oil painting of Kcshar
Shamsher by the renowned Nepalese artist Lain Singh Bangdel. Across the stairway
from these sliding doors, there is a smaller anteroom which is almost empry n c e p t for a
cupboard full of books, and portraits of Keshar Shamsher, his wife and his younger
family as children.
The long narrow gallery that houses the first floor of the Library was once simply a
stone-flagged corridor connecting sections of the palace. It is lined with steel cabinets
containing books, including some rare volumes and some accounts of the earliest travels of Europeans in Nepal. There is a catalogue on the first window ledge which records
10,445serial numbers. Presently, there are 42,000books, of which 28,000were in the
Library when it was handed over to the State in 1968. The collection includes many illustrated manuscripts, children's books, biographies and works of fiction. Tolstoy and
Shakespeare seem to have been especially popular, and among the biographies are
works on Roosevelt, Gandhi and Nehru. O n the gallery walls are paintings and photographs of King Tribhuvan and his elder queen, Nil Kanrha Mahadevi, Michael
Redgrave, Field Marshal Alexander, the Delhi Durbar, George Washington, the son of
Shah Jehan, the coronation of King George V, and so on.
The condition of the Keshar Mahal and its grounds is lamentable, but what remains stands as an interesting monument to this rather remarkable man, who quoted
freely from Shelle~,knew much of Shakespeare by heart, and changed his name to
Kaiser in honour of the last Emperor of Prussia.

Monuments o f Bhaktapur
Bhaktapur, the city (pur) of devotees (bhakta), has been called Bhatgaon or Bhadgaon
(rice-village) in the past, and is called Khoprin, Khvapa or Khopah in Newari. The
town is the least-changed repository of traditional Newar culture. T h e population is almost entirely Newar, and more than 60% are of the agricultural Jyapu caste. Bhaktapur
is the smallest of the three main Kathmandu Valley towns and there is little evidence
there of the ugly urban sprawl that has overtaken much of Kathmandu and Lalitpur.
Like Kathmandu, Bhaktapur has two sectors: the upper town, centred on Tachapal
Tol, and the lower town, beyond the square of Taumadhi, which divides the two. The
Darbar Square was tacked o n to the city sometime after the 12th century. According to
the vamshavalis, Bhaktapur was destroyed by Shams ud-din llyas in 1347, and its
buildings burned for seven days.
Bhaktapur is also more purely Hindu than the other Valley towns: there are only
about half a dozen intact viharas (compared to Locke's figure of 185 in Lalit~ur),but
there are more than a dozen maths (compared to five in Lalitpur) and over 100 temples
a n d shrines. T h e town is often described as having been planned to resemble the
dumaru drum of Shiva. Nevertheless, the few Licchavi remains suggest the early dominance of Buddhism, and some Ruddhist traditions are maintained, such as annual processions of Dipankara Buddha images towards the end of the holy Buddhist month of
Gunla in the summer and during the festival of Maghe Sankranti. Bhaktapur's physical
structure and layout still reflect an ordering of public and private space to accornmodate both gods and mortals, and to Facilitate interaction between them.
Several of Bhaktapur's finest buildings have been restored by an ongoing project
supported by the government of Germany, and the town has recently been the subject
of a massive study by an American anthropologist, Robert Levy. Once the capital of the
unitary Malla kingdom, B h a k t a ~ u rbecame peripheral to the history of Nepal after the
Gorkhali conquests, and the unique fabric of its life decayed. Now, however, it has a
new pride as its culture is documented and its monuments restored. In Bhaktapur it is
easy to forget that the traffic congestion and Westernised culture of the capital are a
mere 13 kilometres away.

The Bhaktapur Darbar
Unlike the Malla palaces at Lalitpur and Kathmandu, which stand alongside the principal trade-arteries of each town, the Tripura Layku (as Bhaktapur's palace was first
known) stands apart from the everyday bustle of the rest of the town. This is the palace
from which important kings such as Sthiti Malla and Yaksha Malla ruled the Valley
kingdom, but it is less grandiose than its two counterparts, partly because its political
significance declined after the breakup of the Malla kingdom, and partly because
Bhaktapur was damaged especially badly by the earthquake of 1934. The Bhaktapur
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palace lacks the imposing temple towers which dominate the Hanuman Dhoka and the
palace at Mangal Bazaar in Lalitpur, but it is clearly the oldest of the three.
The Tripura palace was probably founded in the mid-1 2th century by Anandadeva
I. The history of the buildings it now contains is very difficult to reconstruct, but it has
certainly been reduced in size and altered substantially over the past two or three centuries. Traditionally, the palace is supposed to have once consisted of 99 choh and it is
known that 12 choks still existed in 1742. Certainly, two sections have disappeared
from the west side o f the palace, because the positions of their entrances are still
marked by stone lions and guardian deities. O n the east side of the palace there is an
area where other wings once stood. O f the old fortifications, only the western gate remains, though the previous existence of an eastern gate is hinted at by the name of a
quarter of the town, Sukul Dhoka, 'Strawmar Gate'. The palace now consisc of five
courtyards, ofwhich only the Mul Chok contains anything ofsignificance.
The palace at Bhaktapur is even less accessible to foreign visitors than the Hanuman
Dhoka: one may venture beyond the Golden Gate, and p u t the entrance to Mul Chok,
(which may be neither entered not photographed), as far as the Naga Pokhari.
Entrance ro the museum in the south wing of Malati Chok, which extends into a muralled gallery of the Palace of Fifty-Five Windows, is open to all. Much of the information offered here on the interior of the ~ a l a c eis therefore based on accounts ~ublished
by scholars such as Madanjeet Singh.
The central courtyard of Mul Chok is probably the oldest surviving section of the
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~alace:Wolfgang Korn gives a date of 1342, but most palace buildings probably date
back n o further than the 17th century. The courtyard is given over entirely to the
Mallas' tutelary deity, Taleju, whose main shrine is in the south wing, and whose subsidiary shrine, to which the image is removed during the Dasain festival, is in the west
wing. The present image may be that which was brought by the family and entourage
of Harisingh Deva when they fled from Simraon Garh in 1326, thus establishing the
cult of the goddess they called Tulaja among the Malla kings. The image is said to be in
the form of a powerful mystical diagram, a yantra, which represents the goddess. By all
accounts, the Mu1 Chok is the most exquisite palace courtyard in the whole of the
Valley: a breathtaking photograph of the southern fagade has been published by
Madanjeet Singh, who suggests that its ornamentation dates from the early 17th
century. Brass, gilt and copper have been utilised in copious quantities, even extending
to the delicately
figures of female deities 011 the roof struts, and the torana
above the main shrine appears to be quite dazzling. The splendour of a part of Mu1
Chok may be glimpsed (but not photographed) from outside the entrance. Also in the
Mu1 Chok are some of the earliest wallpaintings known in the Valley: these are a series
of miniatures measuring between 12cm and 25cm in height, which depict a variety of
Hindu deities and mythological creatures. They occupy a 25-metre-long gallery in the
nonh wall and, although their colours have faded, they remain rich. The figures were
originally traced in black with soot from oil lamps on to a polished surface consisting of
a mixture of slaked lime, water and animal glue. The colours used to fill in the outlines
were mainly from mineral sources. These are the earliest and best paintings in the
palace, but many others are said to exist in Kumari Chok and Sadashiva Chok. Some of
the latter may be viewed in a section of the museum. Later examples tend to be larger
than the Mul Chok miniatures: in a section of Sadashiva Chok that is not open to the
p b l i c , a lifesized portrait of Bhupatindra Malla in an attitude of prayer illustrates this
trend.
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The Sadashiva or Bhairav Chok probably dates fiom the 16th century, and the brmer name r&rs to King Sadashiva of Kathrnandu (r. 1575-8l), who either took rehge
or was imprisoned in Bhaktapur &er a rebellion. Sadashiva Chok leads fiom the entrance behind the Golden Gate to the entrance to Mu1 Chok. Other than a pair of
gUVdiylfigures just inside the low doorway behind the Golden Gate, the courtyard itd f contains little of interest. The now ruined Vasantapur Darbar also dates from the
reigp of either Jagajjptir (c.1614-37) or Jagatprakash (1643-72), but the present appewamcc of the palace as a whole owes fiu: mon to JiramimMalh and his s u ~ o t b .
J ' i i t c a lived in the palace from 1673 to 1696 and was assisted by an a a p t i o d y
able Chief Minister; thus, he toak licrlc interart in the mundane afFairs of his kingdom.
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He assumed the title Sumati (the Wise) and devoted himself to intellectd and artistic
pursuits, and to the worship of Taleju. In 1677 he renovated the Eta (Kumari) Chok,
which may be as old as the Mul Chok itself, installing new woodcarvings and mural
paintings, and the following year he added a new wing called the Thanthu Darbar to
the north-east corner of the palace. This has now disappeared. Jitamitra also repaired
the Naga Pokhari (Naga Pukhu in Newari) which Jagajjyotir had founded, erecting a
wooden post in the centre of the pool which supported a gilt head of Vasuki. The
dhara (waterspout) of the Naga Pukhu is a celebrated and remarkable example of metalwork: a host of thirsty animals fills a gilt copper repoussk frieze behind the makara
from which the water flows.
Jitamitra's son and successor, Bhupatindra Malla, continued to renovate and construct. H e restored the Malati Chok, which was rebuilt again in the 19th century. Its
Lion Gateway is now the main entrance to the National Art Gallery. The stone lions
and images of Narasingh (the latter dated 1698) which guard it are 17th-century remnants, as is the fountain inside the courtyard. The Gallery contains a variety ofpaubhar,
illuminated book covers and manuscripts and stone sculptures. The latter are mostly
unremarkable, apan from 15th-century images of Surya and Chandrama (the sun and
moon). A long narrow room at the furthest reaches of the Gallery complex is actually a
section of Sadashiva Chok, and contains a splendid example of medieval wallpainting.
This depicts kings, priests, warriors and couniers engaged in various activities. The centrepiece is a depiction of a multi-headed figure (possibly an unidentified Malla king) in
a Tantric embrace with his consort.
In c.1697 Bhupatindra built the east wing now known as the 'Palace of FiFcy-Five
Windows', proudly !glazing one of its windows with glass imported From India. The
uppermost main floor is almost entirely encased in an extraordinary series of interlocking wooden windowframes, while the middle floor is in red brick, into which are set
tall windows which are alternately half and fully the height of the storey. The upper
pan of this handsome three-storeyed edifice collapsed during the 1934 earthquake, but
was subsequently
. rebuilt. However, the lowest floor survived the quake and still contains some important mural paintings in Rajasthani style which depict the exploits of
Krishna and have gilt captions in Newari. Bhupatindra built the Malati Chok (of
which the south wing has been rebuilt to house the art gallery) in 1707, and also restored the Vasancpur Darbar, of which nothing now remains beside guardian lions and
images of Durga and Bhairav, directly opposite the temple of Bansi Narayan. A popular
legend has it that Bhupatindra was delighted with this image of Durga, and had the
sculptor's right hand cut off to prevent him producing work of a similar quality for any
rival king. Undeterred, the sculptor proceeded to carve the image of Bhairav with his
left hand, only to lose that too. The legend stretches credibiliry to breaking point by
going on to relate that the sculptor then proceeded to create a third image with his feet,
but unfortunately this third image has not been identified. Whatever the veracity of the
tale, it does hint at the level of rivalry that existed berween the three Valley kings - a rivalry which intensified &er Bhupatindra's death, causing a period of politid instability during which little was constructed in the palace or the square.
One exception was the Golden Gate (Lundhvaka in Newari, Sun Dhoka in Nepali)
which was established by Ranjir Malla in 175314 and leads into Sadashiva Chok and
thence to the Taleju temple courtyard of Mul Chok. The Golden Gate was described
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by an early British v~sitor,Percy Brown, as 'the most lovely piece of art in the whole
kingdom'. This is perhaps a matter o f taste: certainly, gilt metal has been used to construct this unique edlfice with spectacular, even excessive, abandon, and it contains
mouldings and sculptures ofexceptional quality. But the sett~ngof the Gate in a plain
brick wall detracts from its beauty, and somehow the overall effect of the structure
amounts to little more than the sum of its p-.
The centre of the metal toram is occupied by an eight-headed three-armed anthropomorphic representation of Taleju, here
Identified as Bhagavati, accompanied by two standing acolytes. Above these three figures is a heavy Frame composed of Garuda, Nagas and floral motifs, and the small figures of Garuda and a warrior figure kneel at the goddess's feet. Ranged down either
s ~ d eof the door are four large deities, i n c l u d ~ n ga skeletal Kali, and a large puma
kalarha motif. A charming detail is the presence of two highly lifelike gilt metal lizards
in the top corners of the inner frame. T o either side of the Golden Gate are large copperplate lnscriptlons: the inscription o n the right records Yaksha Malla's completion of
the town's fortifications in 1453.
T h e kneeling statue of Bhuparindra Malla o n top of a tall pillar in front of the
Golden Gate bears no date. Legend has it that i t was installed by Bhuparlndra's son,
Ranjit, after h ~ sfather's death, but it was probably raised by Bhupatindra hlmself. It
certainly postdates similar pillar-top statues of Malla kings in Kathmandu and Lalitpur,
but is nevertheless a work of considerable artistry. T h e statue is about a metre tall:
Bhupatindra kneels in the namatkara mudra, dressed in Rajput costume with his shield
and sword at his slde. H e is shaded by a large metal parasol, and his square throne is
supported by a lion at each corner. T h e throne rests o n a bulbous lotus capital wlth a
serpent w i n e d around it. T h e snake's head protrudes from the capital beneath the
front of the throne: 11has a leaf-pendant In its mouth and a tiny metal bird on its head.
This is a perfect example of the combination of grandiosity and charming detall which
is so typical of the metalcraft of the late Malla period.
Darbar Square Temples
Before the devastat~onof the 1934 earthquake, Bhaktapur's Darbar Square contalned
many more temples than it does today. Several pllnchs remain, often complete with
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stone pardian figures, to mark their former positions, but the buildings themselves
have vanished. There were once at least three main groups of temples: the group at the
western end of the square is still dominated by a two-tiered Krishna temple, that in the
centre of the square by che rwo-tiered Yaksheshvar temple, and the group in the eastern
quarter was once dominated by a three-tiered temple that has completely disappeared,
apart from a pair of stone guardian lions.
Entrance to the square from the west is through an unusual gateway built of bricks
and plaster which dates from the reign of Bhupatindra Malla and displays a measure of
Mughal influence. Just inside the gateway is a group of temples known collectively as
the Char Dham, the Four Abodes. These represent four of the great centres of Hindu
pilgrimage in India, including the temple of Jagannath at Puri in Orissa and the
Himalayan shrines of Kedarnath and Badrinath. The fourth temple, known as Bansi
Narayan, is dedicated to Krishna and has been in existence since at least 1667. It is a
two-tier square plan Newar pagoda. A stone pillar in front of its main entrance supports an image of Garuda, offered in 1756. The other temples of the group are of
plainer design, although the Badrinath shrine, which houses an image of Harihara (a
synthesis of Hari (Vishnu) and Hara (Shiva)), possesses finely carved stone columns.
The Kedarnath shrine is reminiscent of ancient Licchavi sites, with a linga sheltered by
a domed roof supported by four massive stone pillars. Just to the south-east there
stands a Shiva temple built in shikhara style with a columned porch added to each of its
four sides.
The two main temples of the central group, Vatsala Devi and Yaksheshvar, represent two radically different styles of temple architecture. Vatsala (Bacchala) Devi, built
by Jitamitra Malla in 1696, is one of three shikhara temples in the square. It may have
been modelled on the Famous Krishna temple in the Mangal Palace square at Lalitpur,
which was built in 1637. The pairs of guardians, both human and animal, which flank
the stairs to the entrance of the shrine, are a characteristic of Bhaktapur temples which
Slusser suggests may reflect a measure of Chinese influence. Vatsala Devi shares this
feature with two o t h e r temples in the square: Siddhilakshmi and t h e Shiva
(Silumahadeva) temple. which collapsed in 1934, leaving only a huge stepped plinth on
top of which a domed square shrine was subsequently built. If the influence of Chinese
a n were ever to be felt in the Valley during the 17th century (and whether or not it was
is debatable), it does seem natural that it would have been felt first in Bhaktapur, the
last Newar town of consequence on the main trade-route to Peking. Yaksheshvar, on
the other hand, is a rather sombre example of a traditional Newar pagoda temple. It is
probably the oldest surviving temple in Bhaktapur, founded by Yaksha Malla in c.1480
as a substitute shrine for Pashu~atitemple. Although it has the same number ofstoreys
as Pashupati (two), and the same triple doors on each side, it is devoid of bells, pendants and banners - reflecting, the fact, perhaps, that these are usually later additions
where they appear on older temples. Nonetheless, it is curious that a temple of such significance should have been denied such adornments. The temple houses a large charurmukha Iinga and receives regular visits from local devotees, unlike the temples at the
western gate to the square. There are erotic scenes at the bases of the roofstruts.
O n e of the destroyed pavilions of this central group, an octagonal structure called
Chyasilin Mandapa in front of thc Palace of Fifty-Five Windows, has recently been rebuilt by <;erman architects. The mandapa was founded during the late 17th century,
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l ~ J i m i t r a Malla, and served as a lodging-place and meeting-hall. Members
of the royal court may also have observed processions from its upper floor. This building rob ably inspired the octagonal shape of the Bhaktapur tower of the Hanuman
Dhoka in Kathmandu. It is supported by a low platform and consists of an open
columned hall at the lower level and a gallery with open windowframes on the upper
floor. Access to the upper floor is provided by an internal staircase. The original building contained a relief h i m with ivory inlay, but this is only dimly remembered and has
not been re-created. T h e original srructure collapsed some nine hours after the great
earthquake of 1934 and the Rana rulers made no attempt to restore it but simply had
the rubble cleared away - an action deeply resented by local ~ e o p l eThirty-nvo
.
roofstruts bearing depictions of Krishna were taken away and reused in the arch at the
eastern end of New Road in the capital. All that remained was a low brick platform
bearing a stone inscription which included poems o n the six seasons attributed to
Jitamitra Malla. In 1987 the German architects who had supervised the restoration of
Pujari Math at the other end of Bhaktapur were asked to designate a second similar
project, and they chose to restore Chyasilin Mandapa, whose external appearance is
recorded in the engravings and photographs of early European visitors. The work was
completed in October 1990 and the new Chyasilin Mandapa is a successful blend of
modern and traditional materials and techniques. With the help of local people, it was
~ossibleto recover and incorporate several parts of the original structure, and steel was
used for the first time in Newar-style architecture. The new roofstruts are square uncarved timbers, since it is hoped that the originals will some day be returned. T h e
guardian lions at the entrance were r a t , using the &reperdue technique. Two of the
architects involved, Niels Gutschow and G o a Hagmuller, have recently described their
work in the journal AnriPnt N q a l .
All of the Darbar Square temples were built by and for Bhaktapur's Malla kings
and, except for a small number of Brahman Rajopadhyaya priests, the citizens of the
town pay little attention to most of them. Set apart from the bustle of Taumadhi Tol
and the upper town beyond it, they stand in the square, as Robem Levy puts it, as 'a
wistful sign of past Royal conceits'.

A stone column of the Badrinath
shrine.

Taumadhi Tol
Taumadhi is linked by a short alleyway to the eastern end of Darbar Square, and repre- A carving rhowing musicians on a
r o o j m t on the northfiFadr of
sents the junction of the ancient halves of Bhaktapur. Robert Levy has described it as a
Bami Narayun tcmph.
'neutral ritual centre' that 'affirms the unity of the town', and this function becomes
most plainly apparent during the festival of Bisket or Biska, when the people of the
upper town compete with those of the lower to drag a towering ritual chariot containing an image of Bhairav out of the square into the streets of their own sector of
Bhaktapur.
'Taumadhi is dominated by two temples of unusual grandeur. The three-storeyed
rectangular building on the east side is a Bhairav temple, and was originally built by
Jagajjyotir Malla (r. c.1614-37) as a single-storeyed structure. In 1717 Bhu~atindra
Malla restored the temple, adding WO further tiers. The whole building collapsed in
the 1934 earthquake and was rebuilt by the local people. An unusual feature of this
ternplc is the assembly of three small gajuru pinnacles flanked by metal flags which protrude from the centre of the lowest roof: these may be the original pinnacles of the sin-
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gle-storeyed temple. The central image inside the temple is of Bhairav, and is a body
without a head. The shrine is on the first floor, and is entered via a sidedoor. A popular
tradition has it that Vishvanath, the name given to Shiva in the holy city of Benares
(Kashi), came once to Bhaktapur to observe the Bisket festival and, having been rewgnized, SW beheaded - hence the temple is also known as Kashi Vishvanath. This is
Fhe image that is placed in a chariot for the annual fistid of Biskct. At ground level, a

~in~fiontwlllwntPinsasmaUimn$cofBh~v,Plso~dederNosnqrO,
ddcb twcives the constant aapncions of pepset8-b~end Is &R
by guardian lions,
b m m bells and o h pamphcda, This imqa of B h v is s m h and replaced at
E@
intends. A third rqmenmthn of B b v rim Aka& B
h (the sky Bbalw)
0anbempoiDtgxi~ntoastnw ~ h q h r h c f i r s storey,
t
PbWGandtocharigbt
of rhc recessed ground-floor.

BHAKTAPUR
This temple is notable for the quantity of its gilt metal adornments: the kinkinimala
(hanging metal border) of the uppermost roof is of unusual elegance, and the seven gilt
pinnacles are especially grand. The central pinnacle is shaded by a four-stage metal
parasol supported by rods. Metal kalarhar and pendants hang from most roofcorners,
and the birds on the corners of the uppermost roof serve to lighten the visual impact of
this imposing edifice. The three roofs of the temple are supported by a total of 56
struts, each of which bears a wooden image of a dangerous goddess. The spaces between the struts are filled by lattice screens, of which several on the lowest tier are made
of gilt copper.
T h e Nyatapola temple which towers over the to1 to the west is Bhaktapur's tallest
building, one of only two five-tiered temples in the Valley, and cenainly one of Nepal's
most stupendous monuments. Yet there is something enigmatic about this temple, and
the deity within plays a much less important role in the religious life of Bhaktapur than
the Bhairav across the square. This is one of three temples in Bhaktapur dedicated to
Bhagavati, a goddess closely identified with Taleju, but the name and form of the goddess are secret and she is worshipped only by Taleju's ~riests.Some sources call her
Siddhi Lakshmi. Thus, the temple is named for its physical structure (Natapvali: 'fiveroofed') rather than for its central deity.
Nyatapola was founded by Bhupatindra Malla in 1702, some years before his enlargement of the adjacent Bhairav temple. In 1877, the British historian Daniel Wright
recorded that, 'In building it, the Raja set an example to his subjects by himself carrying three bricks, and the people brought together the whole of the materials in five
days1.The Bhairav is said to have become 'troublesome' to the ruler in some typically
ill-defined manner, and he was advised that the Bhairav's presence in the square needed
to be balanced by a complementary female deity. Local tradition has it rhat the goddess
of the Nyatapola has a calming effect on the Bhairav.
T h e five-tiered temple stands on a lofty five-stage ~ l i n t hand together they rise over
30 metres above the square. The staircase rhat ascends the ~ l i n t his flanked at each level
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by a pair o f guardian figures, and it is said that each pair is 10 times more powerful
than the pair below it. At the base of the stairs sit 2-metre-high stone statues of the legendary Rajput wrestlers, Jaimal and Patta; above them are a pair of elephants, a pair of
lions, a pair of griffons and a pair of Tantric goddesses usually identified as Singhini
and Byahagrini. T h e lowest storey of the temple is unusual: it has the form of a cirumambulatory passage behind 20 finely carved dark wooden columns, each of which
suppoms a scalloped capital. These form wooden archways beneath a wooden band
painted with floral and leaf motifs. Above the apex of each archway were once mounted
small wooden images of various Tantric deities: in 1991, most of these had vanished.
Above this floral band the cornice is studded with beam ends carved into the heads of
ferocious animals or auspicious symbols. T h e five roofs are supported by a total of 108
struts, this being a sacred number, and each strut bears the wooden image of a manyarmed Tantric deity.

Tachapal T o l
T h e upper town of Bhaktapur centres on a quarter called Tachapal. The to1 is named
after the T a o Chapal, the 'grand resthouse', which is now more commonly known as
the temple of Dattatreya. T h e temple dominates a large square surrounded by domestic
buildings, a temple dedicated to Bhimsen, and seven maths, of which the most important is the huge Pujari (or Pujahari) Math, located behind and to the south-east of
Dattatreya temple. T h e histories of the Dattatreya temple and this math are intertwined. According to legend, the site of the square was once a small lake with an island
a t its c e n t r e . T o t h i s i s l a n d t h e r e c a m e a f a m o u s I n d i a n jogi, t h e G o s a i n
Gurubhakshagiri, who had just returned from a pilgrimage to Tibet, bringing with him
a quantity o f gold with which he intended to sponsor pious works. But the guru died
o n the island and a shrine was established there in his memory, from which the present
temple developed. Traditionally, it is believed that the Dattatreya temple and Pujari
Math were both established by Yaksha Malla during the 15th century, but is rob able
that the math actually ~ o s t d a t e sthe temple. Inscriptions on the site strongly suggest
that the temple was built by Yaksha Malla and his son Raya Malla sometime between
1428 and 1467, but was originally a dharmashah for Shaiva ascetics, as its original
name and mandapa-like construction suggest. It was converted to a temple later, either
by Vishva Malla or by Jitamitra Malla, and it may be that the Pujari Math was offered
to the Shaiva ascetia as substitute quarters at thar point. So it is not impossible thar
both buildings were built at the same time, but it is clear that their relationship and
functions have changed.
T h e Dattatreya temple was originally a three-storeyed s a m l and was basically a
smaller (approx.13 metres square) version of the older, more famous Kasthamandapa in
Kathmandu. As a shelter and l ~ d ~ i n ~ - ~for
l a Shaiva
ce
yogis and pilgrims, who still return in large numbers during Shivaratri festival, its function was also identical, and a
similar legend exists concerning its construction from the wood of a single tree. Quite
soon after its construction, however, the rattalwas extensively altered and its function
became that of a temple. Origindly, it probably had an open ground floor surrounded
by a colonnaded porch, which subsequently became a covered ambulatory passage
when the central portion of the pavilion was walled up to create a sanctum. This pas-
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TACHAPAL TOL. BHAKTAPUR
sage was then enclosed further by the addition of wooden lattices between the columns.
The most dramatic alteration was the addition of the large two-storey porch across the
full width of the sartal a feature unique to this temple. The upper storey of this porch
resembles a rooftop pavilion: a wooden figure of Dartatreya looks down from an open
central window, and the porch is crowned by a gilt gajura which is only slightly smaller
than that which crowns the main building. Other than the pinnacles and a gilt shrinedoor added in 1849, the temple is devoid ofgilt metalwork. The addition of the porch
created an antechamber which is about three metres wide and runs transverse to the
central shrine.
Dattatreya, to whom the temple is dedicated, was a legendary sage who is considered by his devotees to be an avatar both of Vishnu and of the Hindu trinity of
Vishnu, Brahma and Shiva. Here he is clearly represented as a Vaishnav deity: Vishnu's
attributes (conch and discus) are mounted on 3-metre-high pillars to either side of the
entrance and on a tall stone column further out in the square there is a 1.5 metre gilt
metal Garuda in namaskara mudra. The entrance is p a r d e d by 3-metre-high stone
statues of Jairnala and Patta, the wrestlers who also p a r d the Nyacapola temple. The
presence nearby of a metal trident suggests some lingering memory of the building's
older association with Shiva. The temple is a focal point of religious activity for the
Hindu people of the surrounding villages, as well as for local Newars. Two groups of
musicians assemble there to play devotional music with drums and cymbals every single
night of the year.
Pujari Math was the largest and richest religious institution in Bhaktapur during
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BHAKTAPUR
the 16th and 17th centuries. T h e proceeds from the agricultural land that had been donated to its chief priest (mahant) enabled it to maintain several other branch mathr and
&annushah and dozens of small shrines throughout the Valley, including the temple
of Dattatreya. As a consequence, it achieved a certain renown as a centre of Hindu
learning, and particularly for the study and production of traditional herbal medicines.
It even received an annual donation of gold, silver, money, dried fruit and a horse from
a lama in Tibet. During the Malla period, the math was all but exempted from taxes,
and even under the Shah kings the institution retained many privileges until new laws
were introduced in 1967 which severely reduced its income. Nowadays, the mahant resides in Kathrnandu and the math n o longer has any but ritual Functions. It was reconstructed during the reign of Vishva Malla in the mid-16th century, and inscriptions in
the central courtyard record a major restoration in 1763. T h e building was badly damaged by the 1934 eathquake and went t o rack and ruin until a major restoration took
place between August 1971 and May 1972 with German financial and technical assistance and the involvement of four architects from Darmstadr. This work was undertaken as a gift to the then Crown Prince Birendra on the occasion of his wedding in
1969. T h e uppermost storey of Pujari Mach now houses a small but exquisite woodcarving m u s e u m which was o p e n e d i n J u l v 1987 in the presence o f the G e r m a n
Chancellor, tlclrnut Kohl. T h i s contains some rcrnarkable piecec, part~cularlya set o f
14 t e m p l e r o o f s t r u t , o n e o f which depict, Vdcundliara .11id d . ~ r e \ from rhe 1 5 t h
cenrury, a cuprcrnely h e ~ u t ~ f irnagc
ul
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Vishvarupa with 30 a r m \ a n d 17 h c c s a n d
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courtyards, the largest of which is approximately B metres square and the smallest only
2.5 metres by 4.5. Only two of these courtyards may be viewed by visitors. The smaller
of the two accessible courtyards is plain and surrounded by domestic dwellings, but the
central courtyard contains exquisitely carved mid-18th-century wooden windowframes
and columns. The woodcarving of the building generally is some of the best to be seen
anywhere in Nepal. A particularly famous piece is the 'peacock window' mounted in
the outer wall of the east wing. A large proportion of the interior once served as a warehouse for rice, cereal grains and straw, and as stables. The religious functions of the
math took place in the side of the building which overlooks the square. Despite the
large number of ornate wooden windows that stud its walls, this resembles nothing so
much as the domestic residence of a prosperous townsman. The ground floor contained storage rooms and a room which serves as a shrine to Shiva: the sections of the
upper storeys that are directly above the shrine-room were traditionally kept locked, so
that no person could walk above the god. The first floor contains the seat (baithak) of
the mahant and traces of paint on the walls and ceilings suggest that these rooms were
once decorated with mural paintings. Unfortunately, visitors may not enter this room.
The second floor contained a living room, and the third (now housing the museum) a
kitchen, a shrine to Kali open only to priests, and accommodation for pilgrims. The
central walls of the ground and first floors are replaced by ~illarsin some second and
third-storey rooms, to form broad low-ceilinged halls.

R.Pujari Matb:fiont r&vation
(Wolhang Korn).

Monuments o f Lalitpur (Patan)
by David N.Gellner
Lalitpur, also commonly known as Patan, is across the Bagmati river from Kathmandu.
Nowadays the WO cities comprise a single sprawling conurbation enclosed by the
Chinese-built ring road. Nonetheless, Kathmandu and Lalitpur still have separate municipal councils and the WO historic centres retain their separate characters and identities.
T h e western and southern outskirts of Lalitpur were the first to begin to be built
up, first with Rana palaces, then with modern suburbs. O n the northern and eastern
sides for many years the old city continued to end abruptly at its old boundary with
rice fields beginning right next to it. Today these too are being rapidly built on, as will
be seen o n the still pleasant walk from Baneshwar, near the Sheraton Hotel, across the
fields and the Bagmati river to Shankhamul, and south into Lalitpur city. This part of
Lalitpur is described below in the account of Kumbheshvar.
The route by road, for those arriving by bus, bicycle or taxi, enters Lalitpur further
to the west, either at the gate known as Patan Dhoka, or by the large grassy stupa in
Pulchok, near the UN offices.
The local people of Laitpur call their ciry Yala in their own language, Newari. This
is the name by which Tibetans know the city, and which they use in their pilgrimage
guides. In the past, when the people of Lalitpur wished to be honorific, for example in
inscriptions or other documents, they used to name their city Lalitapura, Lalitapattana,
Lalitakrama, or some other variant, all of which mean 'beautiful city'. T h e myth which
explains this epithet is given below. Today the formal name of the city, and the name
its inhabitants prefer, is Lalitpur. However, outsiders, and in particular, the Nepalispeaking Parbatiya people, call the city Patan (with a long initial 'a'), an abbreviation of
'Lalitapattanal. Thus in English the city is also often known as Patan. However, this
name is disliked by most of the inhabitants.

Myths Concerning Lalitpur
T h e main foundation myth of the ciry, in brief, is as follows. A leprous farmer called
Lalita used to come over the Bagmati river to cut grass. O n e day he was cured of his
leprosy by a magical spring. T h e king of the time, Bir Deva, decided to build his capita
city around the spring, which still exists in the compound of what is now Kumbheshvar
temple. H e established it with 24 localities and various wells, fountains, gods and goddesses, and he made Lalita his prime minister.
In the minds of the people of Lalitpur, the farmer Lalita is conflated with another
farmer, known as Rathanchakra or Ratnachakra, who helped to bring to Nepal the
city's most important divinity, Karunamaya, who is enshrined in Lalitpur at Ta Baha.
In this story, the king of Bhaktapur, Narendradeva, was told thar the only way to end a
12-year drought afflicting the Kathmandu Valley was to fetch the god Karunamaya
from Assam, in north-east India. So, accompanied by his Vajracharya priest from
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THE OLD CITY OF LALITPUR
Kathmandu, Bandhudatta, and the farmer Rathanchakra as a servant and bearer from
Lalitpur, he set off to fetch Karunamaya. After several adventures along the way, they
succeeded in doing so. O n their return to the Kathrnandu Valley they arrived first at
Lalitpur. By rights the deity should have been established in the king's dry, Bhaktapur,
since he had sponsored the journey. By trickery Rathanchakra succeeded in getting the
god based in Lalitpur, for which the inhabitants of Lalitpur are of course eternally
grateful.
This myth evidently belongs to the later Malla period of the Valley's history, since
it takes for granted the division of the Valley into three kingdoms. In actual fact the
cult of Karunamaya is based in Bunga (Bungamati), a village at the southern end of the
Valley and not in Lalitpur as the myth implies. It was only in the first half of the 17th
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century that either King Siddhi Narasingh, or his son, Shri Nivas, built a second temple for the deiry and decreed that he shouId spend six months of the year in Lalitpur,
and six in Bunga, with the annual chariot festival in Lalitpur beginning in Apnl o r early
May.
There are also local myths and stories which associate Laitpur with pre-Licchavi,
supposedly anti-Buddhist Kirata lungs. T h e Kiratas' palace is said to have been at the
mound with a pipal tree growing out of ir one block west from the northern end of the
present palace square. O n e l o d chronicle relates that Shakyamuni Buddha visited the
city (although it is not supposed to have existed a t the time, according to the same
chronicle!). Chronicles and oral tradition concur in recording that the Emperor Ashoka
founded the four great srupas in the four cardinal directions around the ciry, as well as
many smaller chaityas and water fountains. It is said that Ashoka lefi in a hurry, which
explains why these chairyas (in facr from the Licchavi period) so often have empry
niches. It is unlikely that- Ashoka came to rhe Valley, though h e certainly visited
Lumbini, rhe Buddha's birthplace, down in the Tarai.

T h e History of Lalitpur
During the Licchavi period several villages existed in what is now Lalitpur. There are
many remains (chaityas and Hindu shiva lingas, for example) near old water fountains
which indicate this. We know the names of there villages from inscriptions. The largest
of them was Yupa-grama (grama means 'village'). By AD 724 Yupa-grama had expanded sufficiently to be recognized as a town divided into four localities. The name of
one of these, Tangal, has survived into present times, being a neighbourhood at the
very south of the ciry. As today, Lalitpur in the Licchavi period seems to have been a
centre of Buddhist activiry with several large monasteries.
The Thakuri or Transitional Period, from 879 to 1200, is the most obscure period

of the Valley's history. There were many changes of ruling dynasty, but the most important Fact about the period is that power was very decentralized. Several monvteries
which are important in Lalitpur today were founded in this or the immediately following, early Malla period (1200-1382). It was during this latter period that the last Fully
celibate Buddhist monks in the Kathmandu Valley seem to have gradually dwindled
and died out. Contact was never lost with Tibetan Buddhism, and local Buddhists who
wished to become monks could always do so in the Tibetan tradition. The local form
of Buddhism, however, was one in which the roles of monk and priest became hereditary. There was, and still is, a priestly caste, made up of two sections. The higher section, the Vajracharyas, were alone entitled to be domestic priests for all Newar
Buddhists, carrying out for them their life-cycle rites and orher rituals. The other section of the caste, the Shakyas, were, along with the Vajrachqas, the controlling members of the numerous monasteries or Buddhist monastic temple complexes which dot
the Valley and are particularly numerous in Lalitpur. Both V a j r a c h q a and Shakya
males pass through a Monastic Initiation (called chrulokam) as a boy by which they
become a member of the rnonastery where it is held. Thereafter they observe monastic
rules and prohibitions only when they are performing rituals in the monastery, and in
particular when it is their turn to be responsible for the ritual to the main rnonastery
deity, who is usually Shakyarnuni Buddha. A similar system is found in some Tibetan
Buddhist sects and in contemporary Japanese Buddhism.
In 1382 Sthiti Malla, who had long been the power behind the throne, made himself king of the whole Valley. His grandson, Yaksha Malla, reigned from 1428 to 1482,
a long, peacehi and unified period of the Valley's history. All three main cities of the
Valley had palaces, with temples of Taleju, as indeed did some of the smaller towns,
such as K i r t i ~ u rand Panauti, but Bhaktapur was the king's main seat. From l516 to
1597 L a l i t ~ u was
r effectively independent of the Malla kings and was ruled by local noblemen, especially Vishnu Singh (1 546-56) and his son, Purandar Singh (1560-97). In
1597 King Shiva Singh of Kathmandu conquered Lalitpur, but in 1619, when he died,
his kingdom was divided. Lalitpur went to one grandson, Siddhi Narasingh, and
Kathmandu to another, Lakshmi Narasingh, father of the famous Pratap Malla.
It was under Siddhi Narasingh, his son Shri Nivas, and h& son Yog Narendra, that
Lalitpur reached the height of its wealth and power. The various monuments they left
in the palace square, and their reconstructions of the palace itself, are described below.
During their time the kingdom contained the villages to the south of the city and the
town of Kirtipur to the west. Ritual and cultural links with these areas remain intact
today. For example, during the Dasain festival, a troupe of dancers impersonating the
Eight Mother Goddesses, along with Ganesh, Kumar, and Bhairav, comes to the ~ a l a c e
in Laitpur from the village of Thecho. Once there they perform their dances and receive blood sacrifice and worship.
From 1705 to 1768 there was a succession of weak and short-lived kings. In 1768
Lalitpur was conquered by Prithvi Narayan Shah and incorporated into the new kingdom of Nepal. Some of Lalitpur's noblemen were captured and killed. Others emigrated to the hills of Nepal. T h e last king of L a l i t ~ u r ,Tej ~ a r a s i n g h fled
,
to
Bhaktapur, and when finally captured by Prithvi Narayan Shah, died in chains. By
contrast, Ranjit Mdla, the last king of Bhaktapur, who had been allied with Prithvi
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Narayan up until the fall of the Valley's other two cities, was allowed to go into exile
and spend the rest of his days in Benares.
In the first-two thirds of the 17th century Lalitpur seems to have suffered the worst
of the three cities, with its lands and revenues confiscated by the new rulers. Many observers described it as dilapidated and overgrown. Thereafter, however, its fortunes
began to revive, as traders from Lalitpur flourished in Tibet, and Shrestha families increasingly gained government employment.
Today the main threat to the fabric of the city is not poverry, but relative prosperity
and expansion. Old houses are torn down and replaced by modern cement towers out
of proportion to their neighbours. The old methods of building, reliant on the use of
wood, are now too expensive, and space is at such a premium that it is essential to build
higher than ever was the case before. Meanwhile many temples and monasteries have
been allowed to decay or collapse. All too often they have been rebuilt cheaply and
poorly. However there are signs of increasing care, and several foreign co-operative effons are under way to preserve the architectural and cultural heritage of the city.
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The Mangal Palace and Darbar Square
At the centre of Laitpur is its palace square, known as Mangal B-.
It is made up of
an exquisite combination of monuments carefully laid out in proportion with each
other. For a better view it is possible to ascend to the roof of a betel-leaf shop (Np.
p a n paral NW. gwaah pacah) at the southern end of the square. Looking no&, one
sees a whole series of pagodas to left and right, with the Himalayas in the distance on a
clear day. In spite of the encroachment of unsuitably high private housing, the square
still retains great charm and beauty. In the old-fashioned words of Landon, who observed it in the 1920s, 'As an ensemble the Darbar Square in Pacan probably remains
the most picturesque collection of buildings that has ever been set up in so small a
space by the piety and the pride of Oriental man.' O f the three main cities of the
Kathmandu Valley, it is Laitpur that preserves best the feel of the Malla-period palace
square (Bhaktapur's has shrunk to a fraction of its former size and Kathmandu's
Hanuman Dhoka has been overlaid by Rana-period neo-classical additions).
Scholars no longer believe, as an earlier generation of historians did, that Lalitpur
was the site of the royal palace and capital of the Kathmandu Valley in the Licchavi period. None the less, there are many remains and inscriptions indicating that p a m of the
city were important centres of population at that time. The name mangal probably
comes from the Old Newari mani-gwala, meaning 'central lace'. In the Malla period
'Manigwalal was the name for the central part of Lalit~ur,and even, by extension, for
the city itself. T h e name 'Manigwalal was given several different Sanskritic interpretations: one of these took 'Mani', meaning jewel, as a ref fix (see below for the Jewel
Fountain etc.); another took the whole name as equivalent to Sanskrit mangal, 'auspicious' or 'lucky occasion', hence the modern Nepali name for the centre of Laitpur,
Mangal Bazaar. In Newari it is known simply as 'Mangah'.
Most of this central palace square was created in its present form in the 16th and
17th centuries, the period of Lalitpur's greatest prosperiry. Two famous kings were especially responsible for the development of the palace and its surroundings, Siddhi
Narasingh (r. 1619-61) and his son Shri Nivas (r. 1661-84). Siddhi Narasingh built the
Vishveshvar and Krishna temples, and enlarged the palace; his son rebuilt Visheshvar
and the Mani Mandapa, and established the Bhimsen temple. It was Yog Narendra
(r.1684-1705), the son of Shri Nivas, who built the pillar with statues of himself and
his two wives on top; but popularly it is believed that the statue is of his grandfather.
Siddhi Narasingh was extremely pious, and indeed abdicated in favour of his son towards the end of his life in order to devote himself to religion. It is believed that he is
'still alive' and watches from the palace what goes on in the city.
The kings of Lalitpur, like those of the other royal cities of the Valley, demonstrated their piety and their closeness to the high gods of Hinduism by establishing impressive temples to them in front of the palace. Kings were and still are believed to be
descended from Rama and to be themselves a ~ a r t i a incarnation
l
of Vishnu. The large
number of temples to forms of Vishnu in the ~ a l a c esquare is therefore no coincidence.
There is an interesting contrast between these temples, ~rimarilyto pure, high, male
gods of the Hindu pantheon, and the temples to Taleju, the kings' tutelary goddess,
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which are built into the palace itself. Whereas these male gods (with the exception of
Bhimsen) are different representations of the Absolute, of moral values, and of sdvation, free-standing Mother Goddesses are worshipped primarily for power within this
world. Taleju is the specifically royal form o f the Goddess whose worship ensures the
power of the king. T h e high, pure, male gods are worshipped only with vegerarian offerings. By contrast, the worship ofTaleju necessarily involves the sacrifice of numerous
buffaloes and other animals, especially during the festival of Dasain (called Mohani in
Newari), as well as offerings of alcohol and other substances forbidden in the worship
of Shiva and Vishnu.

Monuments o f the Mangal Palace Square
At the northern end of the palace is the Mani Dhara (Jewel Fountain), a sunken water
fountain with three stone spouts each carved as a makara. Each spout has an elaborate
stone-carved torana over it, and under the central one are stone images of Shiva and
Parvati as the ideal heavenly couple, the form usually known as Uma-Maheshvar.
Behind the fountain is an old chaitya. O n the left hand side at the top of the steps leading down to the fountain, there is an elaborate pavilion with 16 carved wooden pillars:
this is the Mani Mandapa (Jewel Pavilion). There is a second, less famous, pavilion on
the other side of the steps. According to local mythology, the city of Lalitpur was
founded by King Bir Deva (as related above). O n e chronicle relates that Bir Deva built
'a chaitya and a dhara [water fountain], and ereaed a Siva-linga, a Ganesh, a Mahakala,
and a Mandapa, and built a Durbar [palace] for the Raja, all of which he consecrated.
Being a devotee of [the goddess] Mani Jogini, he named all of these after the goddess as
follows: Mani-talava [i.e. Taleju, see below], Mani-chaitya, Mani-dhara, Mani-linga,
Mani-Ganesha, Mani-Kumara. Mani-Mahacala, Mani-Mandapa, and Mani-gal-bhatta
[the palace].' T h e recently restored Mani-Ganesh temple can be seen in a line of shops
north of the fountain. The metal representation of Ganesh on the torana over the door
of the temple has been stolen. T h e Mani Mandapa was ofren used in the Malla period
for the coronation of the king; it is still used during the Matsyendra festival by astrologers determining auspicious times for important ritual events. The shelter was consecrated in 1694 and renovated in 1701. The stone throne bears an inscription recording these events.
Opposite the Jewel Fountain is the large and impressive Bhimsen temple, built in
l681 by Shri Nivas on the advice of his famous minister, Bhagirath Bhaiya. According
to the inscription recording the event, all three cities of the Valley were at peace at thc
time, a coincidence sufficiently remarkable to be worth noting. T h e temple replaced an
earlier one on the same site. In front of the temple is a large pit for performing fire sacrifices, established at the same time as the temple, and a pillar supporting a lion,
Bhimsen's mount, donated by an association of devotees in 1707. The main image is
upstairs on the first floor, out of bounds to foreigners, but can be glimpsed through the
open first-floor verandah if one stands back far enough. The temple priests of Bhimsen
are the low-status Kapali-Jogi, a Newar caste of married Shaiva renouncers who specidize in providing religious music and carrying out death rituals for other Newars. Every
Saturday the priests come round with flowers as a blessing to all the shops of the city.
T h e money they receive in return is used to buy oil for the lamps in the temple.

According to the local myth the god Bhimsen is a relatively recent arrival, originally
coming from Dolakha on the old trade route to Tibet. He arrived in the Valley disguised as the manservant sent as pan of the dowry of a Dolakha bride being married co
a Kathmandu husband. Bhimsen is indeed the principal god of the town of Dolakha,
and the worship of Bhimsen, who has always been a god of trade for the Newars, is
probably connected to the growth of trade with Tibet in the Malla period. In origin
this cult of Bhimsen focused on a fierce form of S h i n (his name means 'fearsome', he
receives blood sacrifices, and the old name of the Bhimsen in Lalitpur is said to be
Mahabhairav). Today, however, Bhimsen is identified as one of the five Pandava brothers, the heroes of the Hindu sacred epic, the Mababbarata. Thus his icon always shows
him wearing a long skirt, with his legs apart, and holding a large club. O f the five
Pandavas, Bhimsen was renowned for his great strength and warlike nature. Here he is
shown life-size, and in the first-floor shrine there are similar images of Bhairav,
Draupadi, and Kunu. Wooden panels on the south side of the temple show events in
Bhimsen's life. Struts, sprayed golden, suppon the first-floor balcony and show Bhairav
(twice), Shiva, and Ganesh. These are many-armed Tantric forms with their female
consorts, and date from 1682. Similar icons can be seen all round the temple on the
struts supporting the roofs. The two lower roofs are tiled, and a long metal banner
hangs from the roof. The large gilt bell was given in 1687. In 1726 Ganga Shankar
Babu, a minister of King Yog Prakash, donated the gilded roof sheeting.
O f all the temples in the main palace square, this is almost certainly the most popular among local people. They have established many associations (guthi) which perform
worship at the temple o n specified occasions throughout the year. Bhimsen's festival, a
boisterous and noisy afFair in which a substitute image is taken around rhe city at night,
is held on the ninth day of the dark half of Shravan, and this usually MS
in the second
half of August.
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Next to the Bhimsen temple on the north side is the small stone Kopeshvar shrine.
There is also an image of Saubhagya-Sundari Bhapvati who is worshipped by women
for fertility, for a happy marital life, and for protection against illness.
Siddhi Narasingh built the Vishveshvar or Vishvanath temple in 1627. O n its
completion it was consecrated with a fire sacrifice lasting 24 days. 'Vishveshvar' (Lord
of All) is an epithet of Shiva. The roofs of the temple collapsed during the rains of
1989, only 16 years after a previous renovation, damaging the large stone elephants in
front. It has since been rebuilt. The old wooden pillars supporting the temple are particularly finely carved. Many of the struts had to be recarved or have arms replaced after
1989.
Local legend has it that Siddhi Narasingh will remain with his people in Lalitpur,
and not enter heaven, until the elephants walk down to the water fountain to drink. An
alternative saying has it that when the elephants walk down to the Mani Dhara water
fountain and the stone sparrow carved on the head of Yog Narendra's statue flies away,
then the Kathmandu Valley will again fill up with water.
For Hindu pilgrims From outside the city. who come from all over Nepal and India,
the Krishna temple is the most important and famous temple of Lalitpur. It was built
by Siddhi Narasingh over six and a half years, being completed in 1637. According to
local chronicles, the king had a dream in which Krishna and Radha appeared in front
of his palace, and he built the temple on that spot. The pillar with a gilt Garuda,
Vishnu's mounr, war established 10 years later.

A square rhikhara temple, its sryle follows that of the north Indian
especially
Bengal. T h e main image is on the first floor at the top of the steps flanked by rwo pairs
of stone lions. As with the Bhimsen temple, entrance is forbidden to non-Hindus.
Interestingly there is a Shiva linga on the floor above this. Some Buddhists say that on
the top floor above this there was once an image of the Bodhisatrva Lokeshvar; others
say it has always been empty. The priests of the temple are local Brahmans, as befits a
high deity to whom only pure offerings may be made.
O n the full moon of Jeth (beginning of June) religious paintings are displayed, and
also a tgolden throne donated to King Shri Nivas by a Shakya from Uku Baha in 1667.
The main festival (Krishna Janmashtami, the celebration of Krishna's birth) is in the
second half of August and devotees come from miles around and from India. Local
men say jokingly that any female devotee who makes love on that night with one of
them will in fact be making love to Lord Krishna himself.
The term shikhara also means mountain peak, and this is perhaps suggested by the
eight subsidiary pavilions surrounding the main tower and the eight Further pavilions
on the next floor down, each with a gold finial. Four lions and four gilt statues of
Vishnu astride Garuda can be seen near the top of the shikhara, and four large stone
lions leap out from the corners at its base. O n the lintels surrounding the temple are
carved scenes from the Ramayana and Mahabharata epics. O n each side of the first
floor are four false doors and one real door. The 10 avatars of Vishnu can be glimpsed
on the first-floor verandah facing outwards around the sanctum. By climbing on to the
Char Narayan temple, Narasingh (the man-lion avatar) and Varaha (the boar auatai)
can be seen facing south.
Just south of the Krishna temple is the Char Narayaa temple, the temple of the
four principal forms of Narayan (Vishnu). The central icon has Vasudeva holding
wheel a n d club facing south, Pradyumna holding bow and arrow facing west,
Aniruddha holding sword and shield facing north, and Sankarshana holding pestle and
plough facing north; since the doors are usually closed this is not visible, however. The
two middle struts supporting the first roof on the east side show the boar and man-lion
incarnations of Vishnu. O n the base of all the struts are erotic carvings of various sorts.
The temple was built in 1566 in memory of his father by Purandar Singh, a local nobleman who controlled the city for much of the late 16th century. Some call this the
Jagat Narayan temple. The raised platform in front of the temple is used for masked
dances during the month of Karttik (October-November)
The small, two-storeyed Narayan temple was erected by Shri Nivas in memory of
his dead brother in 1652. At the base of all the struts is Vishnu Narayan's mount,
Garuda.
The whitewashed shikhara style Narasingh temple was also erected (but in 1589) as
a memorial to a dead brother: in this case the brother was named Narasingh, and the
builder was Purandar Singh (see above). In front of the Narasingh temple is the pillar
of Yog Narendra and his two wives, mentioned above, erected in 1693. O f the two
wives only the one to his left has a holy serpent over her, as Yog Narendra himself does.
T h e small Krishna Udyan (Krishna Garden) can be entered from either side of the
Narasingh temple. There is a shrine to Radha and Krishna on the right, and to the left
a Buddha statue established in 1973 on Buddha Jayanti (the Buddha's birth and enlightenment anniversary) by the Buddhists of the town, in order to introduce a
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Buddhist presence into the palace square. A second more recent Buddhist statue to its
side Faces north. Both Buddhist Theravada monks and Brahman priests recount religious stories here, in front of their respective divinities.
. T h e three-storeyed Harishankar or Shankar-Narayan temple was built by Yog
Narendra's sister, Rudramati, in 1706. It is dedicated to the syncretic combination of
Shiva (Shankar) and Vishnu (Hari, Narayan). T h e back of the main plinth was being
used as an open-air latrine in 1992.
T h e large Taleju bell was offered to the goddess Tdeju by King Vishnu Malla and
his wife in 1737. According to one of the chronicles he did this 'in order to terrify his
enemies'. As with many of the shops in the square, those beneath the bell pay rent to
the Guthi Samsthan, the government office which runs religious endowments and supports festivals and rituals from the income.
At the southern end of the square the Chyasing (Eight-sided) Deval is an octagonal
shikhara style temple to Krishna, built in 1723 by Yog Narendra's daughter, Yogamati.
She built it in memory of her son, Lok Prakash, who succeeded his grandfither Yog
Narendra but was king for less than a year, dying of smdlpox at the tender age of eight.
Berween this and the Bhai Deval there is an ornamental pond with a plinth which used
to support a statue of Chandra Shamsher's queen. An English inscription dated 1905
thanks her for establishing the city's water supply. T h e bust was stolen during the revolution of 1990 by the people of Lalitpur, under the impression that it was the present
King's mother.
T h e Bhai Deval in the south-west corner of the square, and facing west, is another
Vishvanath temple. Its popular name comes from the Fact that it was built in 1678 by
the minister Bhagirath Bhaiya as a replica of the famous Vishvanath temple in Benares.
H e was dismayed that the latter had been destroyed by the Moghul emperor Aurangzeb
in 1669. After the 1934 earthquake it was restored with a cheap box-like structure and
onion dome with gilt finial, instead of the original three-storey pagoda. Behind it is the
Nepal Bank building, the first t o destroy the architectural integrity of the square.
Fortunately the entire
area is now ~ r o t e c t e dby much more stringent planning
regulations than before.

Palace Buildings
T h e entrance to the courtyard of Sundari Chok is guarded by large stone images of
Hanuman, the monkey god, and Narasingh to the right, and a five-headed Ganesh to
the left. T h e courtyard was created by Siddhi Narasingh in 1647 during extensive renovations of the palace. It had formerly been the site of a Buddhist monastery, H a Baha,
which was moved to a new site 300 metres to the west (Ha Baha retains connections to
the palace because the Royal Kumari, or living goddess, of Lalitpur, must be chosen
from the daughters of its members).
T h e windows and carved struts of the courtyard are very attractive, but the principal feature is the famous sunken bath called Tusa Hiti. The whole bath, including the
miniature shikhara temple at its head, is surrounded by a giant stone holy serpent or
Naga, a symbol ofwater and rain. T h e golden spout has repoussC images of Vishnu and
Lakshmi o n Garuda, and the walls of the bath are covered with beautiful stone carvings
of many-armed Tantric divinities. In this way the lung's daily bath could be used all the

more effectively as part of his daily ritual devor~ons,which involved v ~ s u a l ~ z rhe
in~
forms of these gods and goddesses. At the entrance to the bath is a stone bed that
S ~ d d hNaraslngh
~
1s s a ~ dto have used while performing yoglc austerit~es.Berween bed
and bath is a statue of Hanuman. T h e back of one of Taleju's temples can be seen on
the north s~de;so-called erotlc struts can be seen supporting rhe penultimate roof.
At the same rlme as the Sundari Chok was bullt, a large tank, now dry, was made In
the Bhandarkhal, the garden behind the palace. Unfortunately thls is not usually open
to the public, though it can sometimes be entered by a door in the north-east corner of
Mul Chok.
The Mu1 Chok (Main Courtyard) was renovated, enlarged, and bullt in its present
form by S h r ~Nivas, who also introduced the custom of celebrating the Dasain festival
here. In the north-east corner of the courtyard is the secret temple of Taleju. the Malla
lungs' tutelary goddess. It was built as part of the palace In 1671 with octagonal pagoda
roofs and a gilt finial in the ~bikbarast~le.
In the middle of the south side of the courryard i g a smaller four-sided replica: the starue of Taleju is brought down from her
shtlne In the main temple ro the ground floor of this replica temple for the duration of
the I>ata~rifestivities. Either srde of the door are large repoussk lmages of the river goddesses, i;anga, on a mnkara, and Yamuna, on a tortoise. Unfortunately the torarra
ahove the door has been vandalized. In the centre of the courtyard IS a small shrine
w ~ r hgilt roof ro Yantaju, a companion goddess of Talqu.
The goddess Talelu was extremely important for the Malla kings of the Kathmandu
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Valley. Originally from south India, she is believed to have been brought to the Valley
by Harisingh Deva at the beginning of the 14th century. She took over from, and became amalgamated with, the earlier royal tutelary goddess, Maneshvari. T h e secret
mantra of Taleju was supposed to provide the king with the power which ensured his
rule, and the king passed it o n to his son o n his death bed. O n one occasion scheming
courtiers in Kathmandu prevented the dying king Lakshmi Narasingh from doing this,
and Siddhi Narasingh of Laitpur observed the mantra ascending into the sky as a b l a
of fire. T h e Royal Kumaris (living goddesses) of the three cities of the Valley are from
the Hindu point of view incarnations of Taleju. They come to the palace to be worshipped as Taleju o n several occasions during the year, but particularly during Dasain,
o n the eighth day of which they receive the sacrifice of numerous buMoes. During
Dasain, also, masked dancers come as the Eight Mother Goddesses, along with Ganesh
and Kumar. T h e struts supporting the roofs around the Mul Chok courtyard represent
many-armed forms of these same divinities.
T h e largest and tallest temple visible from the Mul Chok is that of Degutale, another form of Taleju, who acted as the Malla kings' lineage deiry. This is built into the
~ a l a c eo n the north side of the courtyard. It is a three-storey square pagoda, rebuilt by
Shri Nivas in 1661, in one of the first acts of his reign. It replaced an earlier five-roofed
version, which had been renovated in 1641 by Siddhi Narasingh, but was destroyed by
fire. Shri Nivas's temple was renovated in 1934 and 1969.
Immediately to the left of the Degutale temple as one faces the palace is the entrance to the small courtyard of Nasal Chok, now closed to the public. O n e may, however, enter a shop where clothes and arteFacts made by homeless women are sold.
Manikeshav C h o k is the site of the earliest Malla palace in Lalitpur, called
Chaukot, or Four-Cornered Fort. Its present name derives from the small temple to
Keshav Vishnu, standing four-armed in his 'royal' form with discus and club, in the
centre. T h e courtyard was rebuilt in 1680, 1693, and 1734, and renovated extensively
during the 19th century. T h e second-floor corner pavilions and golden door date from
this time. Inside is a small but interesting museum, closed to the public while renovations continue.
From outside the palace the famous golden window (Lunjhyah) can be seen. This
shows the Buddhist Bodhisattva Avaloluteshvara emitting all the Hindu gods in the
centre (an icon usually found only in strongly Buddhist contexts, such as inside Kwa
Baha). Over the top, however, are forms of Vishnu, and below the window is Vishnu's
mount, Garuda. T h e central figure is thus an expression of Buddhist superiority to
Hinduism; but this is encapsulated in a frame which suggests that Buddhism is a form
of Hinduism. This complex iconography is to be related to the Mdla kings' policy (and
Buddhist cults of their
especially Shri Nivas's policy) of supporting the
subjects in Lalitpur, while simultaneously encouraging a Hindu interpretation of those
cults and requiring their subjects to conform to Hindu social norms. A hrthcr fascinating twist to this is that apparently the unpublished inscription on the window shows
that it was given to &ng Shri Nivas by a Buddhist, like the throne that was donated to
the Krishna temple.

LALITPUR

Kwa Baha, the 'Golden Temple'
The Newar Buddhist monastery or temple complex of Kwa Baha is known to foreigners as the 'Golden Temple' for two reasons: its honorific Sanskrit-derived title,
Hiranya-varna-mahavihara, means 'the golden-coloured great monastery'; and, as will
be immediately evident to the visitor, its roofs (and much else besides) are covered with
gold-plated copper. I t has the largest initiated membership of any Newar Buddhist
monastery, many of whom live in other parts of Nepal, such as Tansen in the western
hills, and Chainpur in the east. It has 12 branches within Lalitpur, and numerous
monasteries within the Kathmandu Valley (in Bhaktapur and Kirtipur, for instance)
were founded by emigrants from Kwa Baha. It is an important holy shrine for the people of L a l i t ~ u as
r a whole, and it is also an essential part of Tibetan Buddhists' pilgrimage routes through the Valley.
Since there is no charge for visiting Kwa Baha it is suggested that foreign visitors
should either 'do as in Rome' by making an offering to the main deity, in which case it
becomes part of the current god-guardian's recompense for the trouble of organizing
the daily ritual and safeguarding the site, or they should make an offering in the box at
reception, which is then kept in a fund for the renovation of the complex.
Kwa Baha is just off the winding narrow asphalt road leading from Patan Dhoka.
the north-west entrance to the old ciry, to Mangal Bazaar, the centre of the c i y , coming From Kathmandu, it is about half-way along, on the left or north side. The courtyards behind it, to the west and north, are inhabited mostly by Vajracharya and Shakya
members of the monastery, while immediately on its south side there are high-caste
Hindu Rajbhandaris.

I . Main gate
2. Water tank
3. Innrr dbor
4. Reception ofice
5. CmtraI shrine to SwaYambhu
6.Main shrinc image of
Shabamuni Buddha
7. Chapel of Vajrruattua
8. Stonc representing varrrki
9. Shrine of Tara
10. Chapd of Nammanph
I I . Dhanndatu
12. Stone-carved lonu
13, 14, 15. Images of Padmapani
Lokeshvar
16. Image of Manjuthri

KWA BAHA, LALITPUR - G R O U N D FLOOR PLAN

Drawing: Gyanedra foshi.
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Mythology

The full honorific name of Kwa B& is p d c d by

the phrase 'Bhaskamdeva-san-

shim-', meaning 'founded by [King] Bhaskara Dad. Thcte was only one king of this
name, so the temple was probably founded in his reign, i.e. b e e n 1045 and 1048.
According to local myths, partially mordd in written sources, the main divinity of
K m Babe. Kwabaju (a gold-washod imqs crESIykyamuni Buddha), was odgindp one
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~ h a r u m a t i ) .T h e monastery was destroyed either by the Hindu reformer Shankara
Acharya or (in other versions) in the general destruction of 'Vishalnagarl, a semi-mphical city in that area. The monks (one version even claims they had control of the
Pashupati complex itself) had to leave and came to Lalitpur. At first the statue was kept
in Nyakhachuk but the god was not content with this. They made a new monasrery,
known as Nhu Baha, but the god was not content with this either. Then the god requested to be placed where cats were chased by rats. They found such a place just
round the corner in the present site of Kwa Baha and established the god there.
Apparently the rats still chase away cats here, and food is put out for them every night.
The chairya now enshrined in the middle of the courryard was already there when the
monastery was built, according to local belief, but all the other gods were established
subsequently.
Kwa Baha is famous partly because of its main god and its numerous, richly endowed subsidiary shrines. But there is also another reason, and that is the presence of a
special copy of the holy M a h a ~ a n aBuddhist text, The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight
Thousand Lines. This text, first copied in ornate letters of gold in 1225 and periodically touched up, is special because the goddess Prajiia Paramita, the Perfection of
Wisdom, who is an embodiment of the Buddhist nirvana, is believed to be present in
the text, and to grant the wishes of those who sponsor a reading. Visitors to Kwa Baha
are quite likely to observe such a text-reading raking place. There are many reasons why
local people have the text read: sometimes they do it from simple piety; but the most
common reason is the hope of recovering from illness. The text is divided up between
10 Vajracharya priests and they read it simultaneously, since the very act of reading it
generates great religious merit. There is a local guthi which is responsible for the safekeeping of the text. It is because of the presence of the text, locals say, that the rules of
ritual and liturgy must be kept more strictly here than in any other Newar Buddhist
monastic temple complex.
There are numerous inscriptions in the monastery, on the walls and on donated objects, from the 15th century onwards. It is evident that Kwa Baha was already a large
and important monastery with wealthy and influential members from that time. In the
early 20th century two big families of Kwa Baha who had become rich through trading
in Tibet competed to cover the roofs of the complex in gold. One family covered the
lowest roof, the other the next, the first family the third roof. Finally the Rana Prime
Minister had to come and declare that Kwa Baha had enough roofs. Pious donations
had to take other forms.

Entering the Complex
Guarding the gate of the complex are two large stone lions, one female, one very obviously male. O n holy days there are often flower sellers seated outside. Over the enrrance is a multilingual inscription, signed off in English: KIUSHNA BIR O N E O F
T H E MASTER O F STONECUTTER.
The main gate is known as Bhairav's door, and has Bhairav's eyes painted on to it.
It is believed that a local Vajracharya priest was competing Tantrically with a Brahman
ourside rhe northern city gate at the goddess shrine called Sikabahidyo or Chamunda.
The Vajracharya was about to lose so he ran away. The Brahman ~ u r s u e dhim as fir as
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che gate of Kwa Baha, where the Vajracharya's wife ran out and threw her sari over the
Brahman. This enabled the Vajracharya to bind the Brahman mag~callyto the spot;
and he then sacrificed him to the Bhairav of the door. It is said that his body is buried
under the long oblong flagstone inside the door, and that his head is In the Tantrlc
shrine of the monastery.
In the open vestibule inside the main door there is a disused water tank, of the son
thar used to be found throughout the city. Over the next door are carved Tantric
many-armed forms of the Five Buddhas. O n e should note the struts o n the upper
srorey over the door: here the great gods of Hinduism, Narayan (Vishnu) and Mahadev
(Shiva), are reduced to the level of door guardians for Buddhist deities.
Inside the door o n the right is the reception office. Opposite, on the left-hand side,
are images of Mahakala and Ganesh. There is also a n enshrined holy Flask (kahha)
emerging from a lotus: this is a subsidiary shrine to Guhyeshvari, an imitation of, and
substitute for, her main temple (inaccessible to foreigners) behind Pashupati.
From here one emerges o n to the verandah around the main courtyard of the complex. The doorway is covered in metal sheering with auspicious syn~bolsengraved on it.
It is possible to descend o n to the floor of the courtyard and circumambulate (clockwise) the central shrine to Swayambhu. When doing this you should remove leather
shoes and other learher items. Alternatively, one can stay o n the verandah, without removing leather irems, and move around the courtyard to lefr and right.

The Main Shrine

A detarl of the marn for&
showrng MaYa&vr purng brrth to
the Buddhajom her amprr

fMFI.

T h e main deity, who is Shakyamuni Buddha, is in the shrine opposite the entrance
door. H e has a beautifully serene expression. Photographs of him are not allowed.
'There are numerous other images inside rhe main shrine. In particular, in front of the
main deity there is a small image, here identified as Balabhadra, Krishna's brorher,
though some knowledgeable insiders say thar the image is really of Vajradhara, a form
of the Tantric Buddhist god, Vajrasarrva. W h y should a Hindu figure, Krishna's
brother, be in a Buddhist shrine? Locals explain it as follows. T h e local Thakuri king
('Thaku Juju in Newari) of N h u Baha, whose descendanrs still have significant ritual
connections with Kwa Baha, favoured Buddhism, but his wife preferred Hinduism. T o
decide which religion to favour they planted WO plants, the sinhay (bhimsenpati), sacred to Buddhism, and the mlri plant, sacred to Vishnu. T h e sinhay grew faster, so the
husband won and he made the major endowmenr in favour of Kwa Baha; but in order
to satisfy her own religious inclinations, his wife placed this Hindu statue ill front of
the Buddha.
Over the doorway inro the main deity's shrine is a solid silver torana, a copy of the
original gilt copper one which is now over the door on the opposire side of the courtyard through which one has enrered. T h c central figure is rhe Lord Buddha calling the
earth to witness his atrainmenr of enlightenment. O n eirhcr side arc, his monk followers, Sharipurra and Maudgalyayana. Ir is evidenr from thc layout of [he torana that
KwabajulShakyamuni is here meant to be idcnrificd wirh Akshobhya, thc one of the
Five Buddhas wirh the same gcsture. This can be dec!uced from thc fact thar the other
four of the Five Buddhas appear around him, [hough in simple monastic
and

without their crowns. The fifth and highest position on the rorana is taken by a slightly
smaller figure ofvajrasatrva. Yet another almost i d e n t i d toram is above the silver one.
O n the facade above these t o r a m are small figures of the Five Buddhas, the outer
two appearing twice, making seven in all. Above them are larger figures of the Five
Buddhas flanked by two Tara figures and, standing, Shariputra and Maudgalyayana
again. At either end of the fagade are small seated figures of Maitreya (known here as
Maitri Bodhisatrva) and outside them much larger figures of the Buddha's mother,
Mayadevi. Above the first roof are three small figures representing the Three Jewels:
Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha.
No one except the current god-guardian, his family and helpers, may set foot on
the verandah in front of the main shrine, but through the railing it is possible to see,
running along the back wall at about head height for the entire length of the verandah.
a repoussk series of scenes representing the life of the Buddha according to the
Lalitavirtara (in this, the Mahayana tradition, his personal name is usually recorded as
Sarvarthasiddha rather than Siddhartha). The scenes depicted include the Buddha's
birth from his mother's armpit; his seeing the three signs - a dead man, an ill man, and
an old man - which lead him to renounce his life as a prince; his shooting an arrow
through seven trees as a young man; his leaving the palace on horseback; cutting his
own hair; and attaining enlightenment. All these are on the left side. O n the right all
the gods salute his achievement as he processes triumphantly on a holy serpent.
O n the right side of the main door in the wall is the Hindu sage Vashishta requesting teachings from the Buddha, and opposite him the courtesan Arnrapali, who donated a garden to the Buddha, and here offers worship to him. Higher up are mantrrzr
flanked by images of the sun and moon.
The first and second roofs of the main temple are supported by struts with impressive standing and many-armed forms of the Five Buddhas. The small faces at the end of
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the ndges o n the roofs are supposed to be srddharor 'T'antr~csalnts. T h e large bell to the
left of the main shrlne was donated In 1608
T h e dally r ~ t u a lIn the maln Buddha shrlne 1s c a r r ~ e do u t by two prlcsts, one boy
ted
of the monastery. T h e boy, who
and one young man, w h o musr be ~ n ~ t r ~ members
musr not be over 12 years old. 1s reckoned to bc the pr~nclpalpnest; h e 1s usually the
son o r nephew of rhe god-guardlan. T h e WO prlests dress as monkc and musr m a ~ n t a i n
a monastlc purlcy for t h e entlre month.

O t h e r Shrines o n t h e G r o u n d Floor
T h e main deicy is thought of as east-facing, though in facr the direction is closer to
south-east. In the north-west corner, to rhe right of the main deity as one faces him, is
an old chapel to Vajrasattva, with in addition other old imagcs of Vairochana (to the
right), V a s u n d h a r a (back right), Karunamaya (Avalokiteshvara) (hack left), a n d
Manjushri. T h e entire male membership of Kwa Baha, both Vajracharya and Shakya,
takes turns, a m o n t h at a time, to be god-guardian of the main image (there are s o
many of them that this oncrous privilege comes but once a lifctin~e).I n the chapel of
Vajrasattva, by contrast, only Vajracharyac may be god-guardian and rhc turn is for
only two weeks. Since thcrc arc about 3 0 0 Vajracharya ~ n c m h e r sof Kwa Raha, turns
comc round a p p r o x i ~ n a t e loncc
~ in every 12 year>.
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The temple in the middle of the courtyard encloses an enshrined chairya, identified
with Swa~ambhuand, as noted above, supposed to have been there 'from the beginning'. It contains the lineage deity of all the members of Kwa Baha. There are four
doors to this temple, each with its own torana, but the main door of the shrine, which
is usually open only in the mornings, is the one facing the main deity. Once a year,
during the annual festival of the monastery, this enshrined rhaitya is bathed in milk
which runs off from the spout on the north side, and ends up on the stone below, identified as Vasuki, king of the Nagas. Either side of the main door are kneeling couples,
devotees of the main deity; the stone couple to the south was donated in 1675, the
metal couple to the north in 1804. In between the Swayambhu temple and the steps to
the main deity is a fire pit, where fire sacrifices are performed. h o u n d the edge of the
verandah of the central chaitya are small figures: a set of 12 forms of Lokeshvar (one for
each month of the year) and four Buddhas. At the four corners of the temple are four
leaping leogryphs of different forms, who are supposed to protect it from lightning.
The roof of the temple is surmounted by a layered ~arasol,a symbol of Buddhahood,
and a mirror of the sort used in Newar Buddhist ritual: the mirror symbolizes the ultimate emptiness of all phenomena. Four metal banners descend each side of the roof,
each supported by a holy serpent.
There are two other chapels on the ground floor of Kwa Baha. O n the south side is
a shrine to Tm, rather in rhe Tibetan style. This was founded in 1958 and is tended
by the members o f the local hymn-singing group, known as the Taremam Bhajan
Khala. Next to the reception room is a still more recent chapel to Namaungiti, the deified form of the most important text chanted as part of the daily liturgy at around 4 or
4.30 a.m. every day. This was established in 1985 and is tended by members of the
liturgy-chanting group. T o Nama~an~iti's
left is Maitreya, to his right Tara.
In between the steps down from the entrance door and the temple of Swayambhu
in the centre of the courtyard is a d h a 4 a t u surmounted by a vajra There is another vajra o n the other side of the Swayambhu temple, between it and the main
shrine. The vajra is a symbol of the absolute in Tantric Buddhism; palm-sized versions
of the vajrar seen here are used in Tantric Buddhist ritual as a symbol ofthe power and
authority of Vajracharya priests. The dhannadhatu is a cult object dedicated to the
Bodhisatrva Manjushri.
O n the floor of the courtyard in the north-east corner is a stone-carved lotus. This
is where young boys are consecrated as monks so as to become members of the
monastery. They remain monks for four days, and then renounce this status and return
to lay life. They remain members of the monastery and must take up their duties when
called upon to d o so, but the rest of the time they live at home. Later o n , if
Vajracharyas, they take another initiation, which enables them to act as priests for 0thers. Both Shaky= and Vajracharyas may also take Tantric Initiation (diksha) which empowers them to practise esoteric Buddhism on their own behalf.
In the four corners of the monastery are four forms of Lokeshvar. These images are
particularly fine, and from a well-justified fear of theft the members of Kwa Baha have
installed thick metal bands around their midriff. Local people identify them as four different forms of Karunamaya (Lokeshvar). Art historians identib them as follows. Three
are Padmapani Lokeshvar: the one in the north-east corner is 12th-century, in the
north-west corner 10th-century, and in the south-west corner 14th-century; finally in
the south-east corner is Manjushri as a child (14th century).
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Votivr oil lamps attached to a pillar of the Swayambhu rhrinr in
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Off the verandah, and ~ n s ~ dthe
e floor of the courrydrd ~n each corner, are four
lampsrandc In the form of monkeys devoted to the Buddha, these were donared In
1917.

The Upper Floor
O n the east sidc of the monastery o n the upper floor is the rnain Tantric shrine of the
monastery. N o outsider, and certainly no foreigner, may enter herc. I'he actual shrine
of the Tanrric god, usually just called agam dye, and identified as Yogambara, may he
entered by one nian only, the most senior Vajracharya member of the monastery. I'he
struts supporting the roof, visible frorn the courtyard outside, probably show rhc eight
female divinities who make up the mandala of Yogambara.
O n the north sidc of the courtyard is the main Mahayanist shrine, renovated in the
'I'ihrtan sryle in the 1940s. 'l'he rnain deity herc is Amoghapaslia 1.okcslivar. Sometimes
foreigners are allowed in here, but at other times it is locked during the day, and outfor devotions, that is to say early in
siders are only allowed in during rhc main
the morning. Rituals of devorion a n d purity i n 170th rhc Newar a n d the .l'ihcran
I3uddhist traditions are held in herc from tirnc to rime, cspcc.ially 011 rhc eighth clay of
the lunar month. Somctilncs Ncwar monks in the 'l'iheran rr.ldition .arc in residence.
~ d is a vcr). I:lrge pr.lycr whccl.
in [hc 'l'ihcran style a ~ rhcrc
'l'he walls are

O n the south side of the upper floor there is a chapel to Amitabha, established in

1953. Amitabha is flanked by two forms of Avalokiteshvara, who is sometimes thought
of as his 'son': to the let? is Amoghapasha and to the right Padmapani. Also in the
chapcl are three large Dipankara images belonging to members of the monastery and
displayed outdoors mainly in August, and, at the end of the room, a fine Indra with
outstretched arms. It used to be displayed outside for the festival of Indra Jatra. There
is also a fine old image of a seated Lokeshvar, which has been exhibited in the USA, at
the front left of the shrine casc.

Outside the Monastery
I'assing o u t of the back entrance of Kwa Baha, in the south-west corner of the compound, one enters the residential courtyard called Ila Nani. Here there are two small
monasteries, branchcs of Kwa Baha, and on the opposite side of the courtyard, the second Tantric shrine of Kwa Raha, with a different Tantric deity, called Chakrasamvara.
This too is closed to all outsiders. 'I'he chaitya in front of onc of the two branch monacterics, immediately in front as one exits from Kwa Raha, is particularly fine, with numerous small Rodhisatwas carved into ir.

Prayers bring rrcrrrd bcfirr rhr
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Kumbheshvar Temple
T h e Kumbheshvar temple is one of the most spectacular Hindu temples in Nepal. It
and the Nyatapola in Bhaktapur are the only two a t a n t five-storeyed temples in the
Kathmandu Valley. Going north from Mangal B a u a r one passes the locality called
Swantha, where there is a large Krishna temple high o n several plinths to the left,
which was renovated with foreign assistance in 1991, and a small Narayan (Vishnu)
temple to the right; both have exquisite carved wooden struts. Continuing north another block and a half, one reaches a large square, o n the left-hand side, which contains
in the centre the compound of the Kumbheshvar temple.
The main road continues north, and eventually bears right and then left, on its way
down out of the city to the holy bathing place o n the Bagmati river called Shankhamul.
In order to reach the temple, however, turn left past several houses and then follow the
south wall of the temple compound until you can turn the corner.
In front of the main entrance are two sunken water fountains, both indications
that this is a very old site indeed. T o the left is the larger one; in the centre of the space
in front of the water spouts is an icon with four identical statues of Vishnu, each facing
in one of the cardinal directions, and each flanked by his consort Lakshmi and his
mount Garuda. O n the southern side of the water fountain is a circular chaitya with a
metal canopy over it, and to its right a Ganesh temple. O n the right-hand side of the
path is the smaller fountain, known as 'the women's fountain'. Here chaityas, predorninate. T h e one in the centre dates from the Licchavi period; it was renovated by a goldsmith in 1414 in the name of his dead wife. From here one enters the main gate to the
Kumbheshvar temple. Just outside the door are two statues of Mahakala.
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Mythology and History
Because of the presence of the water fountairis, and of numerous archaeological remains
(see for instance the Licchavi pillar used as a step for the wooden door on the northern
side of the compound), it is certain that this is a very old site.
According to local stories a farmer who had leprosy (or was very ugly in another
version) used to cross the Bagmati river in order to cut grass where the temple now is,
in a forest called Lalita (meaning 'beautihl'). O n e day he stuck his carrying pole into
the ground and went to look for water. This he soon found, and when he drank from it
he was miraculously cured of leprosy (or ugliness). Meanwhile his carrying pole had become magically bound to the spot. O n returning home he was seen by the king, who
inquired afrer his changed appearance and was told the whole story. The king renamed
the farmer 'lalita' and that night he had a dream in which he was told that there was a
famous linga called Sarveshvar (another name of Kumbheshvar) buried just to the
south-east of the water tank where the farmer had drunk. H e should find the linga and
found a city there called Lalitapattana or Lalitpur. The tank in quesrion is the large
tank in the north-west corner of the compound. It is filled from a spring which appears
(kumbha, hence the name Kumbheshvar, 'lord of thc pot'). The spring
in a stone
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is now covered by a temple-like structure with a white dome to be found benveen the
tank and the main temple. A two-storeyed wayside shelter, called Laltapur after the
farmer, still exists in a neighbourhood called Jhatapol half-way between Kumbheshvar
and Kwa Baha o n the road parallel to that from the royal palace. Outside the shelter is
a tall, leaning stone pillar which is believed to be the farmer's carrying pole. These
mythical connections link the site of Kumbheshvar to the founding of the cicy of
Lalitpur, and suggest that the city did indeed grow up from a nucleus around this area.
Even more important for most Nepalis than these local traditions are the religious
a n d mythological connections which are made between Kurnbheshvar a n d
Gosainkund, the holy lake high in the Himalayas above Kathrnandu. According to one
story, a devotee of Shiva dropped his water pot in Gosainkund and it emerged here in
Kumbheshvar. According to another, a local man lost his duck in Kurnbheshvar and
found it again when he went on pilgrimage to Gosainkund. Either way, the essential
identity of the two places is established. For this reason the inhabitants of Laitpur call
the spring shilu tirtha, i.e. Gosainkund.
O n the Full moon in August called Janai Purnima in Nepdi (Gu Punhi in Newari),
when the annual pilgrimage to Gosainkund takes place, there is also a big festival at
Kumbheshvar which acts as a substitute for those who cannot make the trip to
Gosainkund. For 11 months of the year the main linga of Kumbheshvar is covered by a
gilt copper sheath showing four faces of Shiva. In the month before the festival this is
replaced by a holy serpent coiled up in a spiral. The night before the festival the tank in
the north-west of the compound is flooded to about five feet deep, and the serpent
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On the doy of thefill moon in the
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sheath is enshrined on a platform in the middle. T h e following day devotees queue up
to make their offerings to Shiva encased in the serpent. Numerous 'Tamang shamans
(jhankri) come in their Full regalia of pleated skirts, bells and feather headdresses, and
playing their drums. Brahmans are also present, tying protective threads on people's
wrists, right for men, left for women. This is the day that Brahmans themselves change
the sacred thread they wear all year over their shoulder (Newar Brahmans do it down at
the river Bagmati, Parbaciya Brahmans at home). Young boys have a field day swimming in the flooded tank. Worship of the holy serpents, bringers of rain, but also
senders of skin and stomach ailments, is here closely entwined with worship of ShivaMahadev, the 'Great God' of Hinduism.
The main temple of Kumbheshvar was constructed in 1392 by a rich man called
Jaya Bhima who vowed to d o so in the hope chat his first wife who was suffering from a
fever which had caused her to lose consciousness would recover. In fact she died, but in
her name, he, his second wife, and his son built the temple and consecrated it with an
elaborate fire sacrifice. According to the inscription recording this event, there had previously been no temple but only a house-like structure on rhc site.
According to one local chronicle the rcmple was raised to five storeys only by k n g
Shri Nivas, who ruled L.alitpur from 1661 to 1684; according ro another i t was his son
Yog Narendra who raised it from two to five storeys; but historical sources suggest that
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in fact what Shri Nivas did was to gild the roofs in 1672. Probably the five roofs were
there from 1392.
I n 1701 King Yog Narendra gave land to revive a gurhi for rhe worship of
Sarveshvar, of Narayan, and of the goddess Harisiddhi. In 1735 King Jaya Vishnu gave
the gilt bull, Shiva's mount, in Front of the main shrine. This was stolen in 1783 and
replaced by a large number of devotees who included the Shah kink Ran Bahadur. In
1802 Queen Soma Prabhavati and her son Ran Dyauca recast a bell originally donated
in 1699 by King Yog Narendra, increasing its weight by 24 kg. It hangs at the southwest corner of the temple. The king, Girvan Yuddha, also gave land in 1802. The temple was destroyed by an earthquake in 1808. It was rebuilt by one Hanuman Singh
Arnatya and his three brothers in 1809. In 1811 they repaired the tank and donated a
golden Uma-Maheshvar image (stolen in 1954), and in 1815 they donated the gilt
door to the main shrine.
In this century, the Rana Prime Minister, Bhim Shamsher, gave the tiles, silver
door, and silver torana to the shrine of Bagalamukhi on the south side of the compound. In 1958 King Mahendra gave money for repairs to the tank and wall. The
enormous modern two-storeyed shelter or meeting house on the east side of the temple
was built in 1986 with a 700,000 rupee donation from the king's brother, Dhirendra.
The large window on the front cost 100,000 rupees and the smaller ones at either end
50,000 rupees each. In spite of these traditional-style windows, both the dimensions
and the technique of construction of the meeting house are completely modern, and
some would call it an architectural solecism. The tank was lined with marble at the
same time.

The Main Compound
The two-storeyed wooden resthouse over the entrance doorway was built by a rich man
from Kathmandu in 1780. At one time the Kapali-Jogi god-guardians of the
Bagalamukhi temple used to live in this resthouse. Nowadays wandering jogis or other
pilgrims stay in it temporarily and it is used, as always, for hymn singing. Note the circular window with 13 rearing horses over the entrance. O n either side the four roof
struts with Mother Goddesses on them have erotic scenes in the base panels.
Opposite the main door, past the bull given by King Jaya Vishnu, is the main entrance to Kumbheshvar's (Sarveshvar's) shrine. Each side of the temple has in fact three
doors, but only the central western one is kept open. According to D.R. Regmi, the design of the doors follows that of the Yaksheshvar temple in Bh&tapur. Inside the main
shrine, if it is open, the linga, usually covered by flowers and other offerings, can be
seen. The main struts of the temple show different Bhairavs with female consorts.
Four-headed and multi-armed forms of Bhairav also appear in the panels at the side
and bottom of the doors. Above them are seated Mother Goddesses, each on a different
mount (the easiest and sometimes the only way of identifying them).
Moving clockwise, i.e. northwards, around the temple, one comes first to the tank
into which the sprine. water flows. In the wall of the tank is an enshrined stone, representing the holy serpent of the place. Offerings, especially of cotton wool, are left here
against eye and skin ailments ascribed to the serpent. H e is known as 'leprosy Naga',
after the farmer Laita who was cured here of his leprosy. Between the tank and the
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main temple is the enshrined 'pot', i.e. spring, mentioned above. Then there are numerous Shiva lingus, a temple to Narayan with his mount Garuda facing it, and another
Narayan seated o n Garuda, Facing west. Another, this time standing, Vishnu is immediately south-east of this.
By the south-west corner o f the large new meeting house is a new marble-lined
temple to Hariti, the Buddhist goddess of smallpox, established in late 199 1. Her main
shrine is in Swayambhu. Past the door to the garden are two goddesses, one, Lalitadevi,
represented by 11 stones, the other, Mankamana, by a single enshrined rough rock.
Mankamana, whose main temple is near Gorkha, is one of Nepal's most popular goddesses. Her name means 'heart's desire'.
At the south-east corner of the main temple are two small temples. O n e houses a
very ancient icon of Ganesh with a sunken bull in front. T h e other has a statue of a
four-faced Shiva linga with a stone couple, the donors, at its right. The west-facing wall
next to this has numerous old sculptures o n it. (Behind it is an area of grass knowl~as
Kailash, Shiva's heaven.) From left to right are: an unremarkable modern statue of
Saraswati with Lakshmi and Narayan behind; a very worn Manjushri; then the steps up
to Kailash; a Lakshmi, and a Narayan in the act of creating all the gods, with a linga in
front; a standing 12th-century Parvati, with a later Shiva, labelled Gauri-Shankar; a
statue worshipped by locals as Shitala, the Hindu goddess of smallpox, which may have
been originally intended to be a form of Vishnu, or even a Buddhist Bohisattva; a modern and unremarkable Surya-Narayan; an important early Licchavi statue of the king of
the holy serpents, identified by locals as Vasuki: the coils below and numerous serpent
hoods above are well portrayed; his right hand is in the boon-granting (varu&z) gesture;
finally in the corner there are some old discarded icons.
O n the south side of the compound is the long, single-storey temple of the goddess
Bagalamukhi. She is o n e o f the set of 1 0 H i n d u T a n t r i c goddesses, the Dasha
Mahavidya, and in the canonical schemes of Tantric adepts is supposed to be worshipped for the power to strike one's enemies dumb. As so often, the temple of a high.
pure male god, where only pure vegetarian offerings may be made - i.e. Kun~bheshvaris associated with the shrine of a eoddess - i.e. Baealamukhi
- who must be offered
"
meat, alcohol, and animal sacrifice. The goddess herself is represented by a stone. Also
in her temple at the eastern end is an ithyphallic, 10-armed wooden image of Unrnatta
Bhairav, her consort, an image worshipped by infertile women. O n Saturdays, the special day of the goddess, there are usually long lines of devotees waiting to make their offerings and prayers. T h e popularicy of Bagalamukhi is indicated by the silver-covered
shrine and the photos and pictures covering the Front o f t h e building.
Whereas the god-guardians of the high, pure Kumbheshvar shrine are Brahmans,
with other high-caste people to assist them, the god-guardians of Bagalamukhi are lowstatus Kapali-Jogi, a caste of married Shaiva ascetics. T h e Kapali are also Newar death
specialists, receiving the offerings made on the seventh day aFrer death.
At the western end of the Baplamukhi temple are two Narayan temples; the larger
has fine struts of wood spirits supporting its roof. In the shrinc at the southern end of
the shelter o n the west s ~ d of
e the compound 1s a statue of Har~hara,an Interesting syncretlc god, made up half of Shwa and half of V~shnu.The r ~ g h thalf of the Image 1s
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and lotus. Parvati, Shiva's consort, is to the statue's right, Lhhmi, Vishnu's consort,
to its left. The right fbot stands on Shiva's mount, Nandi, the left on Vishnu's mount,
Garuda.
Outside the Compound
The two ancient sunken water fountains to the west of the compound have already
been mentioned. One should note the central sculptureof Narayan (mentioned above)
in the larger one. On the south wall of the sunken fountain is anorhet, fine Harihara
sculpture with four attendants, probably fiom the 12th or 13th century. On the west
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wall there is also an old Uma-Maheshvar. Especial care should be taken not to linger
too long over sculptures like these outside the temple compound, since it is likely to
upset local people who have a well-justified fear of con thieves.
Proceeding past the school, to the north, on the left (west) side, up some stone steps
is the ancient Buddhist monastery, Kontl Bahi. This is a very simple two-storey structure which preserves beautifully the archaic style of the bahi class of Newar monastery.
In front of the main Buddha is a single old chairya on a modern cement base.
Cemented to the front of it is a modern Buddha figure. The main Buddha shrine was
painted white with Buddha's eyes in the mid-1980s. O n the upper floor behind the
pots of geraniums is the Tantric shrine (members only). Inside the main door of the
monastery, on the right-hand side there is a heavily eroded wooden statue of Mahakala
fa common door guardian in Newar Buddhist monasteries). Underneath is an old,
Licchavi-period scone relief plaque, with a wheel of the Dharma in the middle, flanked
by a parasol and a uajra on end. Outside the monastery, at the bottom of the steps is a
large chaitya incorporating a Licchavi chaitya as the finial. O n its west side it has a 9thcenrury relief showing the Buddha's descent from the Tushita heaven where he had
prea~hedthe docrrine to his father and mother: Indra holds a parasol. and Brahma is
depicted as an ascetic.
Leaving Konti Bahi and proceeding along the north wall of the Kumbheshvar compound, one can rejoin the main southlnorth road and continue as it bends briefly
porth-eastwards. There is a communal meeting house on the left, and anorher Licchavi
chaitya on the right. The road bears left down towards the river. On the right-hand
side is the famous monastrry of I Bahi. T h ~ sis supposed to have been founded by a
Brahman called Sunaya Shri Mishra who was converted TO Buddhism in Tibet. An effigy of him is still displayed in Gunla, the Buddhist holy month approximately equivalent to August. Although local tradition places the monastcry'c foundar~on1,500 to
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2,000 years ago, the most probable date is in fact the late 12th century. One of Sunaya
Shri Mishra's disciples, Kashyapa Mishra, is believed to have founded Konti Bahi.
Recently the northern side of I Bahi collapsed and has been replaced by an unprepossessing modern building. The rest of the compound is also in a bad way. In the fidd
north of the monastery are several chaityas. Opposite the monastery is one of the four
large stupas, believed by locals to have been established by the Emperor h h o k a , which
are in the four directions around Lalitpur. This is the only one to be situated inside the
ancient city walls, and the old city gate can be seen a few yards further on, on the way
down to the river. It is also the only one of the four stupas to be covered over with cement. This was done earlier this century by a rich Shakya man who had no sons and
therefore spent much money renovating Buddhist sites. H e also donated land to support a guthi of local h m e r s , which still meets once a year on the full moon of Kartrik
(in October) to whitewash the stupa.
In the past no one lived outside the city walls. Today the path down to the river is
rapidly becoming built up. Outside the city walls on the left is a shrine to Gorakhnath.
O n the right is a small Shiva temple. Further on is the very important Chamunda temple, known to locals as Sikabahidyo. She is the Mother Goddess associated with the
cremation grounds on this northern side of the city. She herself is represented by a
stone, but once a month the god-guardian brings a statue to receive devotees' offerings.
Further on there is also the compound of Shankhamul on the riverside, a complex
founded and funded by Jagat Shamsher Rana, one of the younger brothers of the dictatorial Prime Minister Jang Bahadur, in 1860. There is still a Hindu abbot in residence.
T h e main temples are to Shiva and Narayan, and there are also large statues of
Hanuman, Ganesh, and Garuda. The circular stone platforms at the river's edge were
also built at the same time, probably in imitation of the funeral ghats in Benares. Silting
has meant that now the river often does not reach the stone steps.

Some Other Monuments of Note in Ialitpur
O n the wide road coming in towards the centre from the western outslurts of the city,
one passes several Buddhist monasteries. A very large courryard set back from the road
on the north side is called Bu Baha or, honorifically. Vidyadhara-Sharma-samskaritaYashodhara-mahavihara, i.e. 'the Great Yashodhara Monastery built by Vidyadhara
Sharma'. According to local legend, Vidyadhara was a Brahman who became a
Buddhist and founded this monastery. He had a brother who remained a Hindu. Still
today there is an association which meets once a year, where Buddhist and Hindu
priests, supposedly descendants of the nvo brothers, sit side by side and perform a ritual
together. The monastery itself consists of an enormous residential courtyard, and was
evidently never a closed monastic temple square as most Newar Buddhist monasteries
are. The main shrine, in the form of a pagoda temple, is to the left after one has entered
the courryard. In front of it are numerous votive chaityas.
A little further along the main road, on the other side, is the monastery of Ha Baha,
called honorifically Shri-lakshmi-Kalyana-Varma-samskarita-Ratnakara-mahavihara,
i.e. the Ratnakara Great Monastery founded by Lakshmi-Kalyana Varma. T h e
monastery is a particularly well-preserved courtyard, an excellent example of a traditional Newar Buddhist monastery. In the courryard are four dhannadhanr mndalar,
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cult objects dedicated to the Bodhisattva of wisdom, Manjushri, and several c h a i ~ .
T h e main, whitewashed chaitya dates back to the Licchavi period. This monastery used
to be sited at the southern end of the royal palace and was moved to allow its expansion
in the 17th century. T h e Lalitpur Royal Kumari, or Living Goddess, must be chosen
from among the daughters of the members of this monastery.
At the southern end of the old city of Lalitpur are two monasteries housing deities
of great local importance. O n the eastern side of the road is Tanga Baha. In the centre
o f the courtyard is the temple of Minnath, known in Newari as Chakubadyo or
Chakuwadyo. Formally he is identified as the Bodhisatrva Jatadhari Lokeshvar, or
Lokeshvar with matted hair. H e is also known as Dharmaraj, an epithet of Yama, the
Lord of the Underworld. And there is a sunken shrine to a stone god in the north-east
corner of the courtyard which is known as 'Yama's gate', i.e. the gate to the underworld.
Opposite Tanga Baha and set back from the road is T a Baha. This is a large grassy
courtyard, at the centre of which is the temple of Mats~endranathI Macchendranath,
as the god is known to Hindus and non-Newars. Colloquially, in Newari, he is known
as Bungadyo, meaning 'the god of Bunga', which is the village to the south of the city
where he spends half the year. H e is known to Buddhists as Karunamaya, which means
Embodiment of Compassion and is a n epithet of Avalokiteshvara, the Bodhisatrva of
mercy and salvation. Although the cult is essentially Buddhist, he is worshipped by all
in the city of Lalitpur, whether they regard themselves as Buddhists, Hindus, or respecters of both religions. For Buddhists he is a powerful Bodhisatrva; for local farmers
it is Bungadyo who brings the annual rains o n which their rice crop depends; for
Hindus he is a deified saint, an incarnation of Shiva, or, according to another version, a
form of Krishna.
From July or August to December MatsyendranathlKar~narna~a
resides in the village of Bunga. At the winter solstice he is brought back to Lalitpur. Some months later
he is ritually bathed and placed on his chariot. Minnath follows in a smaller chariot.
T h e two chariots circle the city over a period of weeks. They start in Pulchok, proceed
to the palace square, and then continue eastwards as far as SundharalLunhiti; there
they turn south, and west again, and head for Lagankhel in the south of the city. The
festival ends at Jawdakhel with the ceremony of 'showing the vest' (bhoto) which is attended by the King of Nepal. T h e cult of MatsyendranathIKarunamaya is entirely in
the hands of priests from Bunga; the members of T a Baha have nothing to do with it,
and their monastery really consists of the southern part of the courtyard.
Uku Baha is another fine Buddhist monastery dating back at least to the l l t h
century, and may indeed have been founded in the Licchavi period. Local legend ascribes its foundation to King Shivadeva who then himself became a monk in his own
monastery. After Kwa Baha, Uku Baha has the largest membership of all the monasteries of Lalitpur, with over 1,200 members. Its members are famous as god-makers and
curio-makers, and there are many shops selling their wares nearby. They have also
founded many branch monasteries, so that many of the courtyards in the neighbourhood Function simultaneously as residential areas and Buddhist sacred sites.
O n e of the branches of Uku Baha, which itself has sub-branches, is the temple of
Mahabauddha or 'thousand Buddha temple1 as it is advertised. It is, unusually for a
Buddhist shrine, in the ~hikharaform and has tiny Buddha figures in niches all over it.
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Its founder was Abhaya Raj, a Shakya member ofthe Uku Baha, who had been to India
and seen the similar temple at Bodh Gaya, the site of the Buddha's attainment of enlightenment. H e also learned how to make copper coins in India and was made coinmaker by the King. Although Abhaya Raj laid the foundations in 1565 he was unable
to finish the temple. His sons continued the work, but it was only in 1601, in the time
of Abhaya Raj's grandsons and great-grandsons, that the temple was finally completed.
It was consecrated in the presence of Shiva Singh, the King of both Kathmandu and
Laitpur at the time. Abhaya Raj's descendants are still well known as learned Buddhist
pundits.
Originally the temple projected well beyond the surrounding houses. Nowadays, as
houses have been built increasingly higher, this is no longer so. However it does mean
that one can take advantage of the local shopkeepers' offers of a close-up view of the
temple from inside one of them.

Various Bahi Monasteries
Two bahis have been described in the section on Kumbheshvar, Konti Bahi and I Bahi.
Next to Uku Baha there is Uba Bahi. This is a well-preserved example of the genre. By
the entrance doorway there is a fine statue of Hariti, Buddhist goddess of smallpox,
with two of her children on her lap. The membership of Uba Bahi died out long ago,
and it is now effectively a branch of Mahabauddha.
O n the path leading norrh-west From Uku Baha is another beautiful old bahi, Jyaba
Bahi. Outside its main door, and to one side, is a particularly fine stone chaitya with
standing Bodhisattvas: Manjushri on the north side, Maitreya on the east, Padmapani
o n the west, and Vajrapani on the south. The chaitya was built in 1680. A little further
on, where the road joins the main road south from the palace square, there is Iba Bahi,
also known as Chakra Bahi, which is currently (1991-3) being restored with Japanese
assistance. Finally, another well- reserved bahi is Naka Bahi in the north-west quadrant of the cicy. This, like several other bahis, is used as a primary school. Over the
main shrine are paintings of the Three Jewels of Buddhism: the Buddha; the Dharma
represented by the goddess T h e Perfection of Wisdom (PrajAa Paramita); and the
Sangha or Monastic Community, represented by Lokeshvar of the Six-S~llabled
Mantra (Shadakshari Lokeshvar).

The Major Stupas of the Kathmandu Valley
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T h e foreign visitor to Nepal usually visits the famous stupas of Swayambhu and
Bauddha, because these are the largest and best-preserved Buddhist monuments in the
Kathmandu Valley. This section of this book is dedicated mainly to a detailed description of the monuments of Swayarnbhu, but it is important that the other main stupas
should also be mentioned.
There are about 11 stupas of notable size in the Valley, alongside innumerable
minor stupas and chaityas. T h e 11 are as follows: Swayambhu; Bauddha; Dharmadeva
stupa at Chabahil; a stupa at Bandegaon village to the south of Lalitpur; the four
'Ashokan' stupas at the four corners of Lalitpur; the enclosed stupa of Mahamayuri at
the temple of Vajra Yogini near Sankhu; the 'substitute shrine' at Shrigah Baha in
Kathmandu, also called Kathesimbhu, the 'Kathmandu Swa~ambhu';and Chilandya
stupa at Kirtipur.
According to the Gopaluraja Vamrhavali, the first three of these were founded by
the Licchavi kings Vrishadeva, Shivadeva I and Dharmadeva, but the appearance of the
more celebrated shrines has altered more radically over the centuries than that of the
less important ones. Hence, the low flat dome of the ancient stupa is more easily discerned at Cha Bahil and Sankhu than at, for instance, Swayambhu.
T h e great stupa of Bauddha or Bodhnath is now very much a Tibetan preserve,
and the Tibetans have their own legend of its origin, which is said to have been composed by Padmasambhava (Guru Rimpoche) during the 8th century and rediscovered
in the 13th. T h e history of the stupa is poorly documented, but it is generally agreed
that the present massive structure must enclose a simple Ashokan-style dome that was
established during the early Licchavi period. Traditionally, the stupa is known as Khasti
or Khasa, or as Jarungkhasor in Tibetan. It stands on an enormous plinth composed of
three broad terraces with a complex pattern of interlocking squares and rectangles: a
form known in Sanskrit terminology as the vimrhatikona, the 'twenty-cornered'. It is
often suggested that the plinth was altered to resemble that of the great choten at
Gyantse in Tibet, but there is very little evidence to support this view. The Bauddha
stupa lacks the four directional Buddhas: instead, the base of the dome is ringed with
108 inset images ofAmitabha and encircled by a brick wall containing prayer-wheels in
groups of five. Behind each wheel is a painting of one of the confessional Buddhas. The
Tibetan association probably dates back no Further than about the 13th century, but
the site is now almost exclusively the preserve of Tibetans, or of highland Bhotiya
Nepalis who profess a Tibetan style of Buddhism. In recent years there has been a
mushrooming of Tibetan monasteries and temples around the stupa (as of 1993 there
were about 15), and many Westerners are attracted here in order to study Tibetan
Buddhism. T h e most imposing is the monastery o f Zhe-Chen, the seat of Dilgo
Khyentse Rirnpoche, which was constructed in 1982-3.

The nearby Dhannadeva stupa, although in a sorry state of disrepair, is of considerable interest from an artistic and historid point of view. It was founded probably during the mid-5th century and once stood in the courryard of Manju Vihara, a monastery
that is now almost entirely derelict. The site has been occupied sincc the early Licchavi
period: there are several important inscriptions of the period on and around the stupa,
and several exquisite Buddhist sculptures that date from the 6th-8th centuries. O f especial interest are two very old bas-reliefs, one of Nagaraja
and the other of a female wor.
s h i p p e r , set i n t o t h e base of t h e s t u p a beneath t h e north-facing s h r i n e o f
Arnoghasiddhi. Legend has it that this site, and the nearby Charurnati Vihara, (Chay
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DHARMADEVA STUPA, CHABAHII.
Bahi) were established by Charumati, the daughter of the emperor Ashoka. According
to Mary Slusser, however, the sanctuary got its name from the custom of Newar traders
who would spent the night here before taking leave of their families as they set out for
Tibet: chain Newari means 'night'.

From an original map
by Nick Guachow.
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Swayambhu
T h e srupa of Swayambhu is one of Nepal's most d~st~nctlve
and memorable landmarks.
It stands o n the summlt of a h111 called Slngum or Gosringa (cowhorn), or (;opuccha
(cowtail), which rises some 300 feet from the valley floor o n the western outskirts of
Kathmandu. The site has been sacred for at least 1,600 years and is the kingdom's most
venerated Buddh~stshrine.
It 1s not poss~bleto v~sirthe maln stupa without a m o d ~ c u mof physical <[fort. A
road cllmbs up the southern s ~ d eof the hill, and from the carpark therr i t 1s only a few
mlnutes' walk up Inter-strewn stalrs to the hilltop sanctuary. But ~t IS ~nfin~tely
more
satlsfy~ngto follow the tradir~onalroute of the devotees and pllgr~mswho have tolled
for centuries up the long steep eastern stairway, between stone Buddhas, votlve shr~ncs,
beggars and monkeys, and to attain the summlr wlrh a gasping s ~ g hofrcllef.

Foundation
T h e prevailing myrh, recounted in the Swayambhu Purana, datcs thc foundation of
Swayambhu stupa to a time unrelated to chronological history, and dcscribcs it in
terms of the establishment of Buddhism in Nepal long before the Buddha himself was
born. Swayambhu ('self-made' or 'sclf-manifest') is a name givcn to the primordial
Buddha who manifested himself upon a lotus flowcr floating on the lake which filled
the Kathmandu Valley long before even Pashupati, protector of Nepal, took up residence therc. This fulfilled a prophecy made by Vipashwi Buddha during thc Sarya Yug,
the Age of Truth. Known first as Swayambhu Jyotirupa ('sclf-rnnnifcsr in rhc Form of
light'), rhc Buddha assumed the form of a lotus-borne flame or, according to some vcrsions of the myth, of an image of crystal emanating from a jcwcl-encrusted lotus with
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SWAYAMBHU HILLTOP
10,000 golden petals. The fame of this manifestation spread far and wide and at length
the Bodhisattva Manjushri came down from the north and drained the valley of its
lake, so that men could approach and worship Swayambhu. Subsequently, the
Bodhisatrva Vajrasattva came to the Valley and concealed Swayambhu Jyotimpa under
a stone slab, to protect it from evil at the onset of the ffili Yug, the Age of Degeneracy.
Later, the m o n k Shantikara Acharya (a prince from Bengal who had embraced
Buddhism and renounced his throne) raised a stupa over the hidden flame, and built
five shrines around it which are now identified as the 'Five Mansions'. Shantikara is
said to have been the first man to be initiated as a Vajracharya in the Kathrnandu
Valley.
In more prosaic historical accounts the foundation of a primitive stupa on Singum
hill is usually dated to the reign of the Licchavi king Vrishadeva during the 4th century.
The monument which stands there now represents an accretion of many layers within
which the original structure is probably encased. The stupa has been restored and modified on innumerable occasions. The first reliable account of a restoration occurs in an
inscription which dates from 1129, but this can hardly have been the first time such
work was undertaken. The most extensive restoration was that undertaken by Sthiti
Malla in 1372 to repair the damage that had been inflicted by the forces of Sharns-uddin Ilyas in 1349. The five chapels around the base of the stupa and the finial were
probably added then. The central wooden beam that suppons the stupa's superstructure has been replaced many times, necessitating a complete dismantling of the upper
part of the monument. In 1751, for instance, a lama from Tibet supervised repairs that
were financed by Jayaprakash Malla of Kathmandu, and for which Prithvi Narayan
Shah of Gorkha supplied the central beam. In about 1673, the Shabdrung monk-ruler
of Bhutan was granted control of Swayambhu, but this was seized back by the Nepalese
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&r the Nepal-Tibet war of 18544, on the suspicion that the Bhutanesc had badced
the Tibetans. A 17th-century mural depicting Swayambhu may still be seen inside
Tongsa dzong (foruess-monastery) in central Bhutan. A process of constant maintenance, embellishment and elaboration has continued here for hundreds of years, and
Tibetilns have made important contributions to rhis process, especially since the decline
of Buddhism in the Valley and its suppression in Tibet. Some time during the early
part of the 20th century, the brick dome of the stupa was &ed with c ~ e n tand
, a
fenw containing prayorwheels wae erected around the base. The most recent repairs
wcre carried out in 1980, afnr a landslip caused by heavy monsoon rains the previous
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There are actually four latgc stupas on thia hill, of which Swapmbhu itself is by fir the
hrgast. h i d e the unadorned whitewashed stupa on the south side of the hill near the
carpark are entombed stone images which were r e m d from Swayambhu during the
17th eenrury, when Nripendra M& replaced them with gilded metal images. The
stone images may themselves have been replacements of those destroyed by
Shomguddin Ilyas in 1349. From here, steps dimb up to the wutem summit, around a
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Tibetan monastery of recent origin. Walk around this gompa clockwise: first you will
come to a small stupa dedicated to Mahamanjushri, and also associated with the goddess of the arts and learning, Saraswati, which maka it important for Hindus, espccially during festivals such as Saraswati Puja. A shrine conraining imagcs of Manjushri
and Saraswati has been added to the west side of the stupa. The four other Buddhas arc
in nicha below the hannika. Further round the hill, therc is another stupa in a separate
courtyard. Niches in the courtyard wall contain images of both Buddhist and Hindu
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SWAYAMBHU STUPA A N D SANCTUARY
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SWAYAMBHU STUPA, SHOWING T H E FIVE BUDDHAS
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deities. O n top of the wall are statues of Harshavir Chitrakar and his son, dated 1945
and 1987 respectively. A flagstone in the exit gateway records that the site was restored
by the Chitrakar family in 1948. In addition to these four stupas, the entire hill is covered with small votive chaityas, some of which may date from the Licchavi period.
The largest stupa, o n the east summit, is believed to enclose the perpetual flame of
Swayambhu Jyotirupa. It is a whitewashed brick dome some 20 metres in diameter,
supporting a square gilded harmika and a pinnacle of 13 gilt rings culminating in a
parasol. T h e 13 rings represent the 13 levels of perfection, and the parasol - a traditional emblem of kingship throughout non-Muslim South Asia - symbolizes the
Buddha as universal monarch. T h e enigmatic eyes painted onto each side of the
harmika are usually taken to be those of the all-seeing Buddha, but they may in fact
represent the Lokapalas, the Guardians of the Four Directions. These are a comparatively recent addition, and were probably not applied to the hannika before the 15th
century: they are absent from a painting o f t h e stupa dated 1367, but appear in another
from 1515.
T h e iconology o f t h e stupa is t h a t of t h e five Transcendent Buddhas, the
Tathagatas, each of whom occupies a chapel around the base of the dome. Each chapel
is a miniature gilded temple in itself, and the chapels are reminiscent of the ceremonial
gateways which gave access to the circumambulatory paths around stupas in ancient
India. Each is associated with a cardinal direction, though an unusual feature of
Swayambhu is that the eastern quarter, which looks down over the city, is taken up by
two chapels, one of Vairochana, the other of Akshobhya. According to the conventional iconology of the Five Buddhas, Vairochana should inhabit the centre of the
stupa. Between these five principal chapels there are shrines which contain images of
the four principal goddesses of Vajrayana Buddhism.
At Swayambhu, the greatest devotion is accorded to Amitabha, Buddha of
Boundless Light and of the present world, whose shrine is on the western side of the
stupa. Throngs of Newar Buddhists visit the stupa during the sacred summer month of
Gunla. During this month, offerings are made every morning, and lectures and sermons are delivered throughout the day and the evening. T h e final day of Gunla is
marked with feasts and picnics. T h e Five Buddhas are represented as relief images on
the four toranas which surmount each side of the harmika below the cone of gilded
rings. In these representations, Vairochana is depicted above the other four Buddhas.

Harid Temple
O n the north-western side of the stupa stands an extremely ornate two-tiered Newar
pagoda, notable for its gilded toranac, which is dedicated to a goddess called Hariti or,
very occasionally, Shitala. Hariti is said to have been a demoness who converted to
Buddhism. She protects against epidemic diseases, and particularly against smallpox,
which killed thousands in the Valley during several medieval epidemics. She 1s also
worshipped for a wide variety of worldly ends. This is one of only three or four such
temples in the Valley, but Hariri often possesses mediums, usually female, all over the
Valley. T h e goddess receives a constant stream of supplicants seeking protection for
their children against infectious diseases, success in an examination, help in a law case
etc. After the death of his favourite queen during a smallpox epidemic at thc cnd of the
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18th cenrury, King R a n Bahadur Shah had the goddess's image dragged from the
shrine at Swayambhu, desecrated w ~ t hhuman excrement, and destroyed. T h e present
image. carved from black shalagram scone, is therefore a 19th-century replacement.

T h e Five Mansions
These are special shrines called Vasupur. Vayupur. Agnipur, Nagapur and Shantipur.
T h e first three are dedicated t o the elements earth (uusu), wind (vayu) and fire (agni),
each of which is deified in the Vedas and represented here aniconically by large uncarved boulders. Shantipur was originally called Akasapur, 'mansion of the sky', but was
renamed in honour of the founder of the Five Mansions, Shantikara Acharya.
S h a n t i ~ u ris a lain building of no architectural interest which is reached by walking down two short flights of stairs at the north end of the hilltop platform. Its door is
flanked by protective deities of exceptional ferocity and entrance is forbidden to all.
Shantipur represents the cave of Shantikara Acharya who, according to legend. founded
the first stupa of Swayambhu. Having established the stupa, Shantikara retired to
Shantipur to meditate, and acquired a Tantric gift which enabled him to prolong his
life indefinitely. During the 10th century, Nepal was afflicted by drought and King
Gunakamadeva came to d o homage at S w a ~ a m b h u .Sensing the ~ e o p l e ' sdistress,
a ceremony to propitiate
Shantikara is said to have emerged from his cave to
the Nagas, who control the rains. All the Naga rulers came when summoned, except
their supreme king, Karkotaka, who had to be brought by force. Fearful of Shantikara.
who'had assumed the appearance of their mortal foe, Garuda, the Nagas agreed to give
the sagc some of their blood for the creation of a mandala. Shantikara used the mandala to summon the rains, and then the Nagas were lodged in a long stone which is
now accommodated at the bottom of thc railed pit called Nagapur, in front of the
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chapel of Amoghasiddhi. Shantipur remained locked, with Shantikara inside, until
c.1668, when drought recurred and Pratap Malla ventured inside to retrieve the ritual
text and mandakz A description of his frightful mission is inscribed on a stele just outside the outer door. It is believed that none has dared to enter the inner sanctum of
Shantipur since this time. Shantipur is the principal shrine of the Acharya Guthi, the
association to which all the Vajracharyas (Buddhist priests) of Kathmandu belong.

Flanking Shikharas

Tbe 9th / l o t h - c n t t u ~stone
~ image

Two white shikhara temple. stand one to each side o f the stupa a t the head of the main
eastern staircase. These are Pratapapur (to the south) and Anantapur (to the nonh),
each dedicated t o a n esoteric Vajrayana deity and named after Pratap Malla, who
founded them, and his hvourite queen, Ananta Priya. T h e great gilt metal vajra, the
thunderbolt symbol of sacred power that rests o n a dharmrdhatu man&& berween the
two shikharac, was also donated by Pratap Malla.

of Shakyamuni besrdr the
B&irt

LibraT.
Tibetan Gompas
T h e Buddhist gompa situated just to the north of the stupa was founded in 1954 to accommodate a community of monks belonging to the Tibetan Kagyu school. T h e large
gilded image of Shakyamuni immediately inside the entrance was made in Lalitpur
during the 1950s. T o its left is an image of the sixteenth Karmapa Rimpoche, the head
of the Kagyu school who died in 1982; to its right there is an image of Padmasambhava
which is also of recent origin. T h e main image in the prayer hall to the rear of the
building is of Shakyamuni, and is surrounded by images of important Kagyu lamas past
and present.
A large number of small gomplu have been founded in the vicinity of Swayambhu
during the past few decades, and particularly since the flight of the Dalai Lama from
Tibet in 1959. They offer the aK historian very little, except for the evidence they present for the maintenance of time-honoured decorative motifs and iconographic conventions; they were not founded for art historians, after all. Most Tibetan religious establishments in the Kathmandu Valley were founded quite recently, but they present an
opportunity to sample the unique environment and atmosphere of Tibetan Buddhism
at first hand without venturing to more remote areas.

Sculptures and Metalwork
Most of the stone and metal images at Swayambhu date from the Malla period; the
majority of the metal images were probably installed by Nripendra Malla to replace earlier stone substitutes for those smashed by Shams-ud-din Ilyas and his men in 1349.
T h e fierce protective deities in stone outside Shantipur, Anantapur and Pratapapur appear to date from the 17th century at the earliest, and are artistically unremarkable. O n
the lower reaches o f the castern hillside there are two rows of three colossal multi-sectioned images of the seated Akshobhya. O f these, one was installed by Pratap Malla,
and three by Prithvi Bir Bikram Shah. They are impressivc only for their size, and the
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same can be said of the seated image of Akshobhya close to the entrance of Shantipur.
O n the eastern side of the hill, the final steep flight of steps is guarded by stone pairs of
Garudas, peacocks, horses, elephants and lions: the vehicles of &c Five Buddhac.
The most noteworthy example of stone sculpture at Swayarnbhu is a lifesized image
of Shakyamuni which stands in a corner beside the Buddhist Library. The image is
brightly painted, and this tends to obscure its antiquity, but it is generally considered to
date from the 9th or 10th century. There are suggestions of Pala influence, but the
image generally conforms with the Gupta style of Mathura. The body bends slightly at
the waist and suggests motion toward the devotee. This is an exceptionally beautiful
sculpture: its wonderful proportions, and the excellent condition of the smooth, finetextured stone, distinguish it from most of Swayambhu's newer, rather mediocre stone
sculpture.
The museum on the south side of the stupa houses stone sculptures of Buddhist
deities, and a few Buddhist adaptations of Hindu themes such as Uma and Maheshvar.
Most of these date from the later Malla period, and indicate a significant decline in the
sculptural arts. Fortunately, the art of metal casting was becoming elaborate and refined
in the Kathmandu Valley just as stone sculpture declined into decadence. As a whole,
the site contains a mixture of an ancient structure, though this structure has been constantly restored and modified, with images and ornamentation which date from the
comparatively recent past, since that of the more distant past has largely been replaced
and renewed. In addition to its heroic appearance and magnificent location, it is in
Swayambhu's gilded metalwork - its finial, its t o r a m , its chapels, and images - h a t its
main glory lies.

The large s t d m O
J Buddha
Akshobhya on the s q s kading
down to Shantipur.

Deopatan and the
Temple o f Pashupati
by Axe1 Michaels & Govinda Tandan

The tnnplc of Pashupari during
the fcrrival of Sbivarat~i(AM).
This sccrion is partly a summary o f
Axcl Michacls and Covinda Tandan,
Pmuparikrena - Mapr of Deopatan with
drawings by H a r d Frinmkotrn, supplemen[ volume to: A. Michacls, D i e Rrircn
dn Corm. D n nrpalurhc ParupannathaT m p r l und win rimh [JmjiU VC H
Wirunschhvcrlag. Bonn 1994.

T h e temple of Pashupati, or ~ a s h u ~ a t i n a t h is
, . located in Deopatan, a little town 3 km
north-west of Kathmandu. The temple attracts thousands of pilgrims each year and has
become well known far beyond the Kathmandu Valley. In its vicinity, however, there
are a number of other holy shrines which are no less important for the inhabitants of
Deopatan itself. T h e town is surrounded by open spaces, fields and forests. T o the east
there is Tribhuvan Airport, which was once called Gauchar (cow pasture) Airport, and
the forested hill of Mrigasthali or Shleshmantak; to the west there is a large meadow; to
the south there are rice fields; and to the north there is Kailash plateau, ofien said to
have been the site of the Licchavi capital, Managriha.
Deopatan is an elongated one-street settlement, in which old residential complexes
and quarters (rvah in Newari, or to1 in Nepali) are laid out along one of the roads coming from Kathmandu. This road leads down a gentle slope to Pashupati temple.
Pashupati won a place for itself in the transregional topography of sacred places many
centuries ago and, because Deopatan lay near the old trading route from India to Tibet,
many travellers have left reminders of themselves at the site. Gardens and parks ease the
density of Deopatan's building scheme. They were generally built by donors to enable
worshippers to provide the gods with flowers o n a regular basis. O n e example is the
park called Bhandarkhal in the west, which was laid out under Pratap Malla (1641-74)
and enclosed by a wall under Ran Bahadur Shah (1777-99). T h e area of Vanakali and a
new garden for the gods called Deva-uddyana north of the police station provide for relaxation and shade.
Deopatan was probably once surrounded by a town wall, but the only city gate to
survive is the western one, of which the current version dates from the late 19th
century. Inside the cicy, however, a number of gates are still noticeable - especially the
Satidvara, the 'Widow's Gate' beside the Vishnu temple o n the east bank of the
Bagmati, through which widows once passed o n their way to the ghats beside the river.
There they were burned to death, voluntarily or otherwise. Chandra Shamsher had the
stairs that lead to this gate blocked up with a heavy slab in c.1920.
The majority of Deoparan's population are Newars, of whom most live in the old
city centre. T h e m a i n castes represented are those o f priests (Rajopadhyaya,
Karmacharya), traders (Shreshtha) and farmers Uyapu, Maharjan, Dangol). Dispersed
among these as well as on the periphery are Newar castes that previously, and to a certain extent even today, work as tailor-musicians (Gaine, Sangat), barbers (Nau) or
butchers (Kasai), along with an increasing number of Indo-Nepalese castes (BahunChhetri). The sweepers (I'ode), who are regarded as unclean, live in a separate quarter
of their own, south-east of the k n g Road.
At the centre of Deopatan stands Pashu~aritemple. It is barrcd to non-Hindus, but
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from Shleshmantak hill o n the opposite, eastern, bank of the Bagmati river one can see
into part of the inner courtyard of the temple compound. It is not certain when the
shrine first came into being. It is constantly asserted that a pre-Hindu shrine stood at
this site, and this must be regarded as probable, although it cannot be proved. T h e precise role played by the radically ascetic Pashupata sect in the foundation of the shrine is
unclear. But it is an historical fact that from a very early stage Pashupati was a tutelary
deity of almost all the rulers of the Kathmandu Valley. In 605, Arnshuvarrnan, according to later formulaic inscriptions, considered himself favoured by his worship of
Pashupati and by his touching of the god's feet.
Pashupati was quick to establish its pre-eminent position, which was enhanced by
the creation of imitations or substitutes of the temple, such as those in Bhaktapur
(1480). Lalitpur (1566) and Benares (early 19th century). According to local chronicles, the original temple was constructed by Pashupreksha of the Somadeva dynasty in
the 3rd century BCE. However, matters d o not enter the documented past until a reference appears in the Gopahraja Vamshavali, which informs us that Ananta Malla
(1274-1307) had the temple renovated and its roof gilded. Afcer the temple had been
destroyed several times, sometimes wantonly and sometimes by acts of Nature, the
temple acquired its present form under King Bhupalendra Malla in 1697.
Pashupati has received rich donations repeatedly over the centuries. T h e donations
have ranged from small gifts up to the gilding and renovation of statues, the granting of
extensive lands, and the donation of valuable attributes and paraphernalia. Girvan
Yuddha Shah gave more than 2,000 ropani of land to Pashupati, and from the crops
and revenues these lands yielded, the cost of the lavish monthly Mahasnana (bathing)
rituals, along with other expenses, could be met. Another favourite custom was to give
one's own weight in gold or silver as a donation to the temple. In the 18th and 19th
centuries land donations usually kept pace with the endowment of religious buildings,
resthouses, fountains and road paving.
Politically, P a s h u ~ a t ifell under the control of the Kantipur palace, that is, of the
kingdom of Kathmandu, but it was not drawn into the rivalries of the various Malla
royal houses for venal gain. This is astonishing, given that the shrine was becoming a
pilgrimage site with a growing reputation in India, and was therefore important from
an economic point of view. O n e may seek in vain for a mention of Pashupati in the
standard lists of India's sacred places, but there is no lack of local panegyric, which goes
so far as to contest Kashi's (Benares's) claim to be the supreme tirrha.
According to local texts. particularly the Ncpalamahatmyu and the Himavatkhanda,
Shiva is said to have fled from the other gods to Mrigasthali, the forest on the opposite
bank of the Bagmati from the temple. There, in the form of a gazelle, he took his pleasure with Parvati, his consort. When the gods discovered him there and tried to take
him back to Benares, he leapt to the other side of the Bagrnati, where one of his horns
broke into four pieces. After this Shiva became manifest as Pashupati (lord of animals)
in a four-faced (rharurmukha) linga. A second version of the story takes the widespread
Indian myth of the 'light-ray' linga Ciyotirlinga)to be referring to that of Pashupati, and
in a third a cowherd discovers the Pashupati linga in a hole in the earth.
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Pashupati Temple
Pashupati Temple stands in the middle of an open courtyard. It is a square wo-tiered
pagoda temple built on a single-tier plinth, and it stands 23.6 metres above the ground.
There are gilt and silver-plated doors on all sides, richly ornamented. Imide the temple
there is a narrow circumambulatory passageway around the sanctum, and the sanctum
itself contains a one metre high linga with four faces, as well as images of Vishnu,
Surya, Devi and Ganesh.
O n both sides of each door of Pashupati Temple there are niches of various sizes
containing gold-painted images of guardian deities. The struts under the roofs, dating
from rhe late 17th century, depict wood-carved images of members of Shim's family
such as Parvati, Ganesh, Kumar or the Yoginis, as well as Hanuman, Rama, Sita,
Lakshman and other gods and goddesses from the Ramayam.
Pashupati Temple is surrounded by many other old and important temples, shrines
and statues. South of the Pashupati Temple, for example, is Chandeshvar, an inscribed
Licchavi linga from the 7th century, and in the north there is a temple of Brahrna
which probably dates from the 9th century. The temple of Vasuki, the King of the
Nagas, is a small pagoda temple built by Pratap Malla in the nonh-east corner of the
courtyard of the Pashupati temple. Its silver gate and the jalahari that contains the
image of Vasuki were contributed by King Birendra in 1985. Vasuki has the form of a
Naga from the waist upward, while the lower parts are an intricate tangle of Nagas' or
snakes' bodies. There is a widespread belief that Vasuki took up residence here for the
protection of Pashu~ati.In the Nepalamahahnya and similar texts it is even mentioned
that devotees should circumambulate and worship Vasuki first. Hence, one can often
see devotees worshipping this deity before entering the main sanctum. Mukcimandapa,
a kind of ritual assembly hall, and the temples of Parthiveshvar and Radha-Krishna date
from the reign of Nripendra Malla (1674-80).
O n the south side of Pashupati temple is the Dharmashila, a stone where sacred
oaths are taken, and pillars with statues of various Shah kings. Further to the south is a
round temple, K~tilin~eshvar,
which was also erected by Pratap Malla in 1654. The
temple is established in the centre of many lingas, such as Causaththi which is a temple
of 64 lingas and several votive lingas donated in 1849 and 1864 by a number of Ranas
and rheir wives.

The Bagmati River
Pashupati Temple is a tirtba, a holy crossroads, and this also in the sense of an aris
mundi. Since no tirtba (literally, 'ford') is without water, the Bagmati has always possessed great mythological importance and enjoyed high ritual status. At Pashupati there
is said ro be a hiveni, a confluence of three holy rivers, as there is at Prayaga, the confluence of the Ganga, Yamuna and subterranean Saraswati near Allahabad. Thus the
banks of the Bagmati are laid out with many bathing spots (ghat) built for the convenience o f pilgrims. Renovating such stepped sites, furnishing them with resthouses or
roofing them over has always been regarded as meritorious. Arya Ghat, which in its
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present form was laid out under Chandra Shamsher (1901-29), is of especial ritual importance, because it is the only place where lustral water for Pashupati can be obtained,
and where members of the royal family can be cremated. Bhasmeshvar Ghat is the
main cremation site, and Gauri Ghat, to the north, is the preferred bathing spot for
women.
As well as the Bagrnati, artifically constructed bathing sites ( A u k ) , particularly
fountains in stepped recesses, play an imponant role in temple ritual at Pashupati. One
of the oldest is the Sundhara, or Lunhiti (golden spring), mentioned in early documents, which was renovated as early as 1388 by Sthiti Malla. This bathing spot, wntalning many inscriptions and mainly Vaishnav Statues, is located bencarh a Krishna
temple. An eloquent example of a former well is the one located at Rajamjuhvari
Temple; on it stands the largest linga in Nepal, Virateshvar. The Licchavi king
Shnkaradeva is said to have filled it in because a person's future existence could be
seen in it, and when he himself looked down into it he saw a rat swimming about fir
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Linga Shrines
The linga of the main shrine is only one of many in Deopatan. According to the
HimavatRhanda there are 100,000. Usually these lingas are votive g i b erected in memory of deceased persons. It is often possible to date the lingas or determine who endowed them, for some of them, e.g. approximately 20 Licchavi lingas, are Furnished
with inscriptions, and for the majority of more recent votive lingas paper documents
are available. Sometimes the lingas are imitations of the four-faced linga of the main
shrine representing Shiva's various aspects. Particularly distinctive is che chatumukha
linga in Tamreshvar temple in the upper town, dated to the 9th or 10th century.
The votive lingas have scarcely any ritual function. Some, to be sure, are the objects
of
visits, and curative properties are ascribed to others, but as a rule they
are comparatively quiet shrines, of interest chiefly for the identities of their donon and
the reasons for their endowment. From about the middle of the 18th century onward
the aristocracy began to place the votive lingas within permanent structures, the endower's name and purpose being recorded in documents and inscriptions. The parcicular reasons for their construction were for the glory (O-praRmhcshvar), final deliverance
(smuRtcrhvar) or devotional remembrance ("-bhaRtirhvar or O-bhaktcshwr)of the deceased person whose name was prefuted to the epithet. Several of Deopatan's largest
buildings fall into this category - the prime examples are the Pancha Deval group, constructed by members of the Shah dynasty, a number of lingas at Guhyeshvari Temple,
and fifteen lingas (the Pandra Shidaya) erected between 1859 and 1869 on the east
bank of the Bagmati in the aftermath of the Kot massacre.
The majority of these enclosed votive lingas were built between 1848 and 1870 by
the Ranas and Shahs, and are located on the hill of Mrigasthali. This was the period in
which Jang Bahadur Rana, the first of the prime ministers who were to hold sway in
Nepal for over a century, was extending his power, filling the most important posts
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with his own people and almost completely nullifying the power of the king. It was he
who had the Vishvarupa temple complex constructed in 1864 within the highly sacred
Mrigasthali grounds. Other prime ministers and their relatives followed his example,
leaving unmistakable traces of their activities east of the Bagmati, at the Rama temple
and especially in the Gorakhnath quarter.

A City of Gods
More than a thousand sacred sites surround the main temple of Pashupati. Splendid
pagoda-shaped temples stand next to easily missed small shrines or unroofed seats
(pitha) of goddesses such as Piganmai or Vajreshvari. Most of the sacred sites are simple
votive lingas (shivahya), but gods and spirits also dwell in or around springs, fountains
and trees, and at crossroads and thresholds, and they are often surrounded by bells, inscriptions and divine attributes. Pre-Hindu deities intermingle with the great gods of
the Indian subcontinent. Shaiva deities (naturally in the majority) with Vaishnav and
Buddhist gods.
Although votive lingas take up the major onion of the land set aside for religious
buildings in Deopatan, many other shrines are more important in the eyes of the
town's inhabitants. Among these are gods belonging to Shiva's family, and there are
numerous shrines to Bhairav and Ganesh, some of whom are worshipped Tantricall~.

From an original map by Arrl
MicharL, Govin& Tandan and
H a r d Frirernkiimr.
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T h e tiny Akash or Vatuka Bhairav next to Vatsala Temple is accorded a procession of
his own, and the Kirtimukha Bhairav at Pashupati Temple receives animal sacrifices. At
Unmatta Bhairav temple, built in 1471, the Bhatta priests of the Pashupati temple
must take an oath before being installed in office. And every 12 years a large picture of
Nila Bhairav is restored to its original condition at Jayavagishvari Temple in the upper
town. Bhairav is thus by no means only an aspect of Shiva but a god in his own right,
one clearly preserving pre-Hindu traits.
T h e same holds true for Ganesh, whose statue is found everywhere because he is invoked as a protector and in other capacities in every quarter of town. Several Ganesh
images deviate from the expected. The pot-bellied Bahira Ganesh and Kohena Ganesh
in Mrigasthali are said to have a healing effect o n deaf persons; Chandra Vinayak in
Navalirvah has a temple of his own; and a group of several small, aniconic images of
Ganesh is assembled in the Pancha Ganesh shrine at Vatsala Temple. T h e rypological
diversity of Ganesh scarcely makes it possible to speak in terms of one god. It is once
again necessary to distinguish who is worshipping the god, for what purpose and in
what manner.
Among Shiva's retinue are numerous Nandi bulls, the most magnificent examples
of which are located at the western gate of Pashupati temple. A separate, exclusive h n c tion cannot be defined for Nandi, apart from serving as a guard and as Shiva's mount.
More generally, many statues and shrines d o not particularly stand out in ritual terms,
even though their historical value as art objects remains unaffected by the fact. This applies, for instance, to a number of Uma-Maheshvar statues or a frequently occurring
anthropomorphic statue of Shiva (Chattra-) Candeshvar, also called Kamadev, who
stands beneath a sunshade. Such statues are ofien found at votive lingas.
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In a class of its own In Deoparan, and rarely seen elsewhere In the Karhmandu
Valley, IS the representation of Shiva as Lord of the Dance (Nriryanath, Nataraja), of
which at least two statues exist: a 12-armed sculpture from the 9thllOth century near
Pashupati temple and a small one In Nasarvah. The Newar Nasa Dyo, likewise a god of
music and dance, is generally worshipped, by contrast, In the form of one or more wall
slits; it is said thar he is able to walk only in a straight path and thus needs holes In
walls he can climb into. Shiva is seen in anthropomorphic form in Dakshinamurti
Temple, where he is worshipped as gum on Guru P u r n ~ m aDay In the month of
Shravan Uuly/August), Var~ousrepresentations of Shiva as Shankara may also be found
in Deopatan. The recently built Shankara Temple in Laganlachitvah has an image of
Adishankara with his four disciples on display.
O f note from a mythological and ritual point of view is a small temple at Arya
Ghat, where a statue with tribal Facial features d~scinctly re-Hindu in narure is worshipped: this is Virupaksa, around whom many myths swirl. the essence of them being
that a devotee of Shiva or Buddha who has wandered from the ~ a t of
h rectitude is res~ of their religious merit. The statue, in
cued by
who help him by d o n a t ~ nhalf
fact, IS srandtng up to its walsr In water, whose level rises and falls a little with that of
the Bagmati. As the pilgrims go on giving pan. of their relig~ousmerit (punya), people
say, V l r u p k a will slowly be released from his fate.
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The Goddesses
The goddesses are in part companions of the great gods and in part independent and
potentially dangerous. Apart from Gauri, a manifestation of Parvati worshipped in an
aniconic stone at Gauri Ghat, and Gangamai Temple on Arya Ghat, built in 1848 and
associated with a festival and procession of its own, the goddesses who arc worshipped
Tanuically, with blood sacrifices and alcohol, arc the primary focus of attention in
Dcopatan. Nine goddesses, namely Vada, Vajreshvari or Piganmai, Jayamgkhvd
Bhwancshvari, Rajamjeshvari, Balakumari, Jhankcshvari, Koteshvari and Guhyeshvari,
arc included in the V a d Jatra, Doopatan's most significant town fistid, which is
celebrated in M d A p r i l . The characters of t h e goddesses are particddy appuent
in the Ecstivals that are dedicated to b.

Especially often worshipped is the two-storey pagoda temple of Vatsda south of the
~ a s h u ~ atemple.
ti
In the month of Chaitra (MarchlApril) it is at the centre of a festival
dedicated to the wild goddess Vatsala. At the end of one night during this festival her
seat is washed with many litres of rice beer which flow into the Bagmati river where
people take a shower in the beer. Vatsala is said ro have demanded human sacrifices.
Mural ~aintingson the east wall depict a jackal with human limbs protruding from its
mouth.
Also of importance is the temple of Jayavagishvari located in the west of Deopatan.
The pagoda temple, erected by Nripendra Malla (1674-80), is built over an old pitba
shrine with several almost unhewn stone sculptures which are considered to be the
Eight Mothers (arhtha mam'ka). The main deity is worshipped both as a Tantric goddess and as Saraswati, the pure goddess of learning.
T h e Guhyeshvari temple, built by Pratap Malla in 1654, stands at the north-east of
the Mrigasthali forest. The temple, closed to non-Hindus, is surrounded by high walls
and resthouses. At its centre the deity is worshipped in a kalasha or water jar, most of
which is covered with a layer of silver and gold. Guhyeshvari is worshipped equally by
both Hindus and Buddhists. From a Tantric point of view she is considered to be Sati's
vulva or anus, as explained in the chapter on religion.
T h e Bhuvaneshvari temple is located between Gaushala and Pashupari temple. The
image enshrined in the sanctum is in the form of a diagram fianna) and no one except
the Karmacharya priest serving the goddess is allowed to enter the temple. The artractive wood carvings of this temple are fine examples of 17th-century art. It was recently
renovated and newly painted. In front of the temple is a row of several stone images
facing the four-faced Bhuvaneshvar linga.

Vaishnav Shrines
Even though Deopatan is regarded as an abode of Shiva, the oldest statue (dating to
AD467), not only of the town but of the whole of the Kathmandu Valley, is Vaishnav.
This is the famous Trivikrama Vishnu, or Vishnu Vikranra, in a field beside the
Tilganga rivulet, near the bridge where the road to the airport crosses the Bagmati.
Actually, there are a large number of Vaishnav shrines, bur only a few of them have a
temple of their own. Among the latter is the Vishnu Temple, commonly known as
Rama or Ramachandra Temple, with a larger-than-life statue of Vishnu, or as some believe, the Licchavi period CO-rulerVishnugupta (c.633-41). The whole complex surrounding the temple is strewn with Vaishnav cult objects, particularly statues of
Garuda and Hanuman, one rarity being the Patala Hanuman sunk about one metre
into the ground. A little Further to the sourh is Ramaparivar (Rama's Family) temple.
endowed in 1931 by Bhim Shamsher and containing statues of Narayan, Sita,
Lakshman, Bharat and Hanuman, as well as a shalagram stone. Adjacent to it is
Lakshmi-Narayan Temple, which was endowed by Bir Shamsher in 1935. At the
Lunhiti fountain and in the Vishvarupa complex there are numerous Vaishnav shrines.
Also greatly revered is a large Anantanarayan statue at Vatsala Square, concerning
which i t is said that, during the time of Amara Malla (1529-60), a potter from
Bhaktapur or Thimi wanted to place it in Pashu~atitemple area together with previously fabricated earthen slabs; it was only because this was denied him due to his IOW
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caste status that he erected it outside the temple. In spite of this wealth of Vaishnav
shrines and influences, Deopatan remains a place for Shiva and the goddesses. The
Vaishnav elements have not secured much of a footing, and certainly d o not dominate.

Shakyamuni Buddha,
hjarajeshvari Ghat (AM).

Buddhist Shrines
T h e same may be said of Buddhist shrines. T h e best known Buddhist scultpure in
D e o p a t a n is t h e slim S h a k y a m u n i s t a t u e s u n k i n t h e g r o u n d t o its waist at
Rajarajeshvari Ghat; it has been dated by art historians both to the 5th and to the
l l t h I l 2 t h centuries. Although the legs of the statue are not completely visible, the
statue is very similar to another one found in the autumn of 1987 at Shankhamul
Ghat, which was identified as Maitreya because of the soft, billowing garment held in
the Gandhara style, and dated to the 10th century. A statue of Padmapani Lokeshvar
from the 8th century and a 17th-century relief depicting Avalokiteshvara are found in
the Gorakhnath quarter, and the remains of chaityas from the Licchavi period are
f o u n d at several places - two fairly large ones, for instance, in Kotubahil and
Navalirvah, and others at Vanakalikunda and the large pipal tree in Itatvah.
With that, however, the list of Buddhist shrines and relics in Deopatan is virtually
complete. That Buddhism must once have been in a stronger position at Deopatan
than the small number of Buddhist shrines suggests emerges from other sources, ones
in fact from the earliest period. It is said of Narendradeva, for example, that in 679 he
gave land to monks for a Shivadeva vihara, which was responsible for, among other
things, a watering place at Pashupati temple. T h e late chronicles are also able to report
o n Buddhist influence in Deopatan. For instance, there is one claim to the effect that
Charumati, the legendary daughter of Ashoka, founded Deopatan including Chabahil
and Dharmadeva Stupa, and that once the followers of Shiva were in such a weak position that the Buddhists were able to gain the upper hand in Pashupati Temple.
-

-

-

Resthouses, Sects and Priests
T h e space occupied by buildings in Deopatan has expanded considerably over the past
cwo centuries. T h e Shah lungs and the Rana family contributed to the fact that the centre of the city has shifted somewhat eastwards. Among the endowments of these potentates are not only temples but also rest houses (Nep. pati, saml), such as the monumental Pancha Deval Sattal, endowed by Ran Bahadur Shah, and Chaughera Sattal at
Gauri Ghat. Some of these resthouses serve important functions during particular festivals and processions. At Trishul Sattal (the trident resthouse), for example, children are
bound during the Trishul Jatra (trident festival) to a processional litter in such a manner as to make it appear as though they have been run through with a spit. O r again,
the Navadurga dancers from Bhaktapur reside in Navadurga Pati in the Navalirvah
quarter whenever they perform their rirual dances at various places in Deopatan.
Although numerous orders of ascetics are more or less constantly represented in
Deopatan, only two have influence: Gorakhnath Marh, housing the Kanphara yogis in
Mrigasthali, and S h a n k a r a ~ h a r ~
Math
a
west of the Jhankeshvari shrine.
T h e Gorakhnath temple, a medium-sized shikhara remple,is supposed to have bcen
built by Sthiti Malla, but [here is evidence that I'rithvi Narayan Shah was its founder.
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In its sanctum there are a statue of Matsyendranath, footprints (pduka) and paraphernalia of Gorakhnath. This is one of only a few shrines in Deopatan built in the shikhara
style. It is dedicated to Gorakhnath who is worshipped as a form of Shiva and was the
founder of the Gorakhnathi or Kanphata sect whose yogis live in the rest houses
nearby. It stands at the end of a row of votive lingaron the way to G ~ h ~ e s h v a rOi .n the
outside it is adorned by a long flagstaff (dhvaja), replaced every Shivaratri festival, and
an equally long trident (trishul). In the sanctuary are found, on a raised pedestal, the
footprints (paduka) of Gorakhnath, sculptures of coiled serpents, a statue of Marsyendranath and objects sacred to the cult, such as a conch and a shahPam stone.
Shankar Acharya Math in Deopatan was erected in 1905 by an ascetic called Rama
Giri and later renovated by the Pashupati Development Trust. Rama Giri was probably
the first mahanr of the order; he is designated so, at least, in a bell inscription at the
Shankara Temple. The temple houses marble statues of Adishankara and his four disciples, as well as images of Ganesh, Narayan and Saraswati and a four-faced linga.
O f the remaining groups of ascetics in Deopatan, a number of Aghoris, all of
Indian origin, have gained particular local notoriety. They usually stay at Bhasmeshvar
Ghat, though not under a roof but in a bower opposite the cremation sites. T h e
Aghoris stand out because of their radical ways, whose aim is to realise and at the same
time overcome contradictions. Thus they are rumoured to practise necrophagy, and
they nourish their bodies with leftovers, drink urine and purponedly even consume excrement, intoxicate themselves with various narcotics, reclaim leftover firewood from
Funeral pyres, meditate and perform the tantric rhakrapuja on cremation ~latformsor
practise a ritual fihavaradbana) in which they sit on a corpse in order to gain power
over the spirit of a deceased person.
Even though the Vaishnav ascetics (Bairagis. Nagas, Tyagis, Ramanandis etc.) constitute the numerically largest group of north Indian ascetics, and have a Rama, or
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Bairagi, Akhara at Rama Temple in Deopatan, only a few of them are in permanent
residence i n t h e town. I t is only during Shivaratri that they, and abovc all the
Ramanandis, come from Ayodhya in great numbers to Nepal, where a large courtyard
south of Rama Akhata is placed at their disposal.
There are three main groups of ritual specialists who exercise great influence with
respect to temple service: the Bhatta temple priests, the Bhandaris (chamberlains and
temple assistants) and the Karmacharyas (Tantric H i n d u priests). O n l y the four
Pashupati Bhanas are allowed to worship the god directly and touch the main linga,
though the Bhandaris may hand p r d t o devotees.
T h e Pashupati Bhattas are Dravidian priests. According to a document issued by
Jagajjaya Malla and dated 1734, the priests must come from the south of the Vindhya
mountain chain. In contrast, the Bhandaris, who help the Bhatta priests in their rituals,
must be Newar Shresthas of Deopatan born within the Pashupatikshetra, the sacred
sphere of Pashupat~.It is also emphasized in this document that the priests of Pashupati
must be married householders. Quite when Brahmans from south India were first invited to preside over worship a t the Pashupati Temple is difficult to determine.
However, an inscription in the National Museum dated 1142 makes it seem likely that,
before the Bhattas, Samnyasi priests served the god. Several scholars have assumed that
the Bhattas have been the priests of Pashupati since the 15th century. The few historical documents available d o not confirm this view. Given the present state of knowledge, all that can be stated is that the tradition started n o later than 1734.
T h e native Karmacharya priests, also called achaju in Newari, are next in importance to the Bhatta temple priests from south India, as they are the priests of many of
the Tantrically-venerated goddesses so vital to the town, paying them worship daily.
They are also responsible for most festivals o f Vatsaleshvari, Piganmai, Jayavagishvari
and Bhuvaneshvari, as well as Guhyeshvari and Rajarajeshvari. Karmacharyas from
eight or nine lineages live in D e o ~ a t a n and
,
are invited, mainly by Newars, to officiate
at initiations, marriages and ancestral rituals, but they d o not go to impure castes. They
also perform rituals during the construction o f a new house. By caste the Karmacharyas
are Chatariya Shresthas and thus belong to the highest category of this caste group.
According to tradition they were originally Brahmans and lost their status only because
they married Shrestha women, thereby deviating from Brahmanical injunctions.
What have been the main points of this rapid tour through Deopatan's holy places?
T h e deities' ~ t a b i f r wlon prov~desan insight into their sacred Function and meaning for
the town. T h e gods come and go in the realm of Pashupati, the Parhupat~kshena,in a
constant flux of upwardly or downwardly tending esteem, ritual support or neglect, and
even a view of the whole is unable to encompass the pantheon. The reasons for this lie
not only in the change in times and transformed r e l ~ ~ i o u s
An outstanding
(or bad) harvest, a m~raculoushealing or some political backing makes one god attractlve; loss of the land and money necessary for rltual mlnistrat~ons,or the departure of
priestly families, causes others to be forgotten.
Statues or shrines themselves d o not by any means signify that the gods arc present
and even less t h a t they are worshipped. A great artlrr created the old V ~ s h n u
Trivikrama statue In 467; hardly anyone w o r s h l ~ sit now, and hardly anyone still
knows in w h ~ c hrice field it l ~ e shidden. Inconsp~cuousstones are today only cobble-

stones that pilgrims and tourists tread on thoughtlessly, but tomorrow they become
deities to whom the greatest consideration is due. And a goddess is at tLna in a stone,
her hereditary seat, and at others is summoned into a water jug or carried about in a
litter.
W h o worships which deity? That, too, changes and overlaps. Different castes lay
claim to the same god, each seeing in him something else. For Indo-Nepalese, Vatsala
is the worthy companion of Shiva-Pashupati; for Newars, she is one of the wild
desses. Only a few gods are exclusive, that is, reserved for those who have undergone
initiation in order to be able to approach them. Such gods are usually housed in private
houses and away from public scrutiny.
It is in reality impossible to define borders when confronted with such a state of affairs. What exists is merely the accentuation of individual, complementary aspects; a selection of prominent figures is necessary. Main features can be adumbrated, but it is
scarcely possible to determine the character of a deity. There are, nevertheless, even in
the local traditions, associations of certain gods with others. Shiva's retinue, in particular his ganac, offered truly endless possibilities of adopting what were originally independent gods into his family.
T h e Tantrically-worshipped goddesses and their festivals are of central importance
as far as Deopatanls identity as a town is concerned. It is primarily with the help of
these goddesses that the town ensures its prosperity, from them that it derives its origins, for the worship of them that the heterogeneous population groups come together,
and it is to them that many local names of the city and city sections refer. Additional
factors are the clear antagonism that exists berween town and forest (or surrounding
land); the town boundaries, which are fixed in the consciousness of the Newar people
by the presence of the seats (pitha) of the goddesses; an internal social organization centred o n the town quatters; arid a rejection of outside influence. All of these go to make
up the Newar population's group identity.
At first glance, to be sure, Deopatan is characterized by another sacred topography,
one that issues forth from, or is concerned with, Pashupati temple. Pashupati temple
opens the town to the outside world, connects it with the political centre, Kathmandu,
brings pilgrims to Deopatan, and places Pashupari temple and its town within the
larger, superordinated mesh of the great tradition. In the town itself this is seen mainly
in the endowment-related activities and edifices centred on the old town's hub. But
even though these buildings and shrines make up the larger share, they are, in comparison to the local goddesses, less firmly rooted in the local population.
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The Temple of Chdngu Nurayan
T h e temple o f Narayan (Vishnu) at Changu is the most ancient and venerated
Vaishnav shrine in Nepal. It is located on top of a hill (called Changu in Newari and
Dolagiri in Sanskrit) near the north-eastern corner o f the Kathmandu Valley beween
S a n k h u a n d Bhaktapur. I t may be reached in o n e o r t w o hours by taxi from
Kathmandu: alternatively, one may walk or hire transport from Bhaktapur, a few kilometres to the south, or walk southward from the Sankhu road. T h e latter route may
sometimes involve a fording of the Manohara river. T h e temple stands in a large counyard among a hamlet of Newar houses. It can be seen from the Valley floor for miles
around and its position affords the visitor marvellous views over the Valley. NonHindus are allowed to enter the temple courtyard, but may not view the central image
inside the shrine.
T h e original temple was founded probably during the 4th century: it was certainly
important by the time King Manadeva ascended the Licchavi throne in 464, because he
chose it as the site for the famous pillar which bears the oldest dated inscription known
in the Valley. Changu Narayan may have been established some 140 years earlier.
It is well nigh impossible to establish a Lrm date for the present version of the tem~ l itself:
e
it has been destroyed and damaged by earthquakes and fires many times, and
restored and embellished o n innumerable occasions by Licchavi and Malla kings. A
structure similar to the one standing today was probably erected during the lGth
century. T h e present building appears to be of late 17th century origin, though older
materials have been incorporated and used in the numerous restorations.

Mythology
T h e Nepalamahahnya includes a myth in which Vishnu, in one of his countless acts of
benevolence toward the human race, beheads a demon who, unknown to Vishnu, is
also a Brahman. Vishnu therefore unwittingly commits the heinous sin of Brahmanmurder and, having discovered the terrible truth, wanders the earth on his mount,
Garuda, eventually alighting o n the summit of Changu hill. There he dwells in
anonymity for a while, subsisting on milk which he steals by surreptitiously milking a
cow that belongs to a hermit-sage called Sudarshana. (Sudarshana's name is also the
Sanskrit term for one of Vishnu's weapons, the disc.) When Sudarshana happens upon
a stranger milking his cow, he attacks and beheads him, whereupon Vishnu, his crime
expiated at last, emerges in glory mounted on Garuda from the human body and declares that he must henceforth be worshipped in this form on top of the hill. Another
myth relates that the gods became jealous of Vishnu's great popularity, and beheaded
him. Then, realizing their foolishness, they persuaded heavenly physicians to restore
him to life.
These myrhs of beheading are re-enacted, in a way that is not thoroughly understood, in the nitya puja, the daily ritual, a t the temple. T h e central image o f
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C H A N G U NARAYAN TEMPLE C O M P O U N D
Garudasana Vishnu (Vishnu mounted on Garuda), also called Dolashikhara Swamin
(Lord of the Dola Peak), is covered by a gilt metal sheath which has two sections. The
part of the sheath that covers the body was donated by Amshuvarman in 605, because
the existing cover had worn out - a suggestion of the shrine's antiquity. The upper section which covers the head was donated by Bhupalendra Malla of Kathmandu in the
late 17th century. The daily worship of the image involves the removal and replacement of the upper section of the sheath, which may perhaps symbolize the decapitation
and resuscitation of Vishnu.
Buddhists identify Changu Narayan with the Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, known
here as Harihara Bahan Lokeshvar, who brought about a reconciliation between
Garuda and the serpent Takshaka just as Garuda was about to triumph after a long and
titanic struggle. Lokeshvar draped the serpent around Garuda's neck, and then
mounted the shoulders ofvishnu, who was thus humbled.
The spirit of Changu Narayan is carried inside a silver water vessel by priests who
walk with it to Kathmandu twice each year. There, it visits the old royal palace at
Hanuman Dhoka before returning to its hilltop abode. The palanquins which bear the
god can be seen in the side-buildings around the temple courtyard.

T h e Temple
The two-tiered pagoda temple stands in a square courtyard surrounded by two-storeyed
dharmashalac, and is one of the most glorious examples of Newar temple architecture.
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The upper roof is covered with gilt copper, the lower with red tiles, and both are supported by wooden struts. These are carved into brightly painted figures of gods assoclated with Valshnav mythology, Including several Tantric forms unknown In India,
with portraits of sages and saints at their bases. T h e ground-plan IS square, and much of
each wall 1s taken up by elaborate wooden doors, doorframes and panels, all totally covered in sheets of gilt metal which are moulded to fit the carvings beneath them. Over
the central door in each wall is a torana, and each door is guarded by stone lions and
grlfFins o f impressive proportions. T h e temple is surmounted by a pinnacle of five
spires under a parasol, from which a gilded pataka descends to the roof-edge above the
door to the main shrlne. T h e numerous embellishments, and the quantity of gilt metal
in evidence, attest to the great fame and sanctity of Changu Narayan. The coating of
garish paint that was applied during the 1950s to many carved wooden surfaces has
failed to vulgarize the artistry of their making. A detailed description of the ornate exterior of the temple would fill many pages, but the temple environs contain many Items
of even greater interest.
Theprllar at the north-west
cornrr of the tnnplc that bean
Manadrva i rnsrrrphon of

464

Manadeva's Pillar
It seems that the famous pillar of Manadeva, the first great Licchavi king, originally
stood directly in Front of the main entrance to the shrine. An inscribed fragment still
rests there, and this may be the stub of the original column, but after the pillar fell it
was removed to the north-west corner of the temple, a few feet from what was probably
its original location, and was damaged sometime during the mid-19th century. The
lower two-thirds of the pillar are square, the upper third is circular, and it now bears a
capital of a gilded lotus and chakra, added in about 1860. T h e inscription on the pillar,
dated Shaka 3 8 3 (AD 464) has been read and translated several times since the French
scholar Sylvain Levi first took rubbings in 1899. I t records how the young king

A torana over a rubsrdiary
shrine door.
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M a n a k a persuaded his mother, Rajyavati, not to immolate herself on the funeral pyre
of her husband, the king Dharmadeva:
'To live as if married without my husband is a false dream.
I shall go.' When she had finished, her son,
his soul saddened and overcome with devotion,
touched his head to her feet and said firmly:
'Of what use to me are the pleasures and happiness
of this world without you ?
I shall leave this life first. Only then will you go from here to heaven.' '
The inscription then goes on to describe how Manadeva subdued the 'vassals' to the
east, and conquered the as yet unidentified kingdom of 'Mallapuri' beyond the
Gandaki river to the west, before returning victorious to his mother. The inscription is
in Sanskrit, written in Gupta characters: it is carved on three sides of the ~ i l l a rand on
two of these sides it is in almost perfect condition.

Detail of &or jamb. Repoussk
metal ouer carved wood

Garuda Image
In front of the main door to the central shrine, and slightly to the left, there is a celebrated stone image of Garuda, kneeling on its right knee in the attitude of adoration
(narnaskara rnudra). T h e sculpture is quite rudimentary and the stone from which it is
carved is coarse-grained, but it conveys an impression of grizzled, massive strength.
This representation of Garuda is highly unusual: as Pratapadirya Pal has remarked,
its expressive face, flowing locks, firm lips, moustache and open eyes strongly suggest
that it is in fact a portrait of someone. In this it closely resembles the Garuda in
Makhan Tol, Kathmandu, which is the earliest Nepali example known. Its face is sirnilar to that of the sculpture of Virupaksa at h y a Ghat near Pashupati temple, and it is
generally accepted that it is a representation of a devout Vaishnav monarch such as
Manadeva himself. The Naga draped around its neck is reminiscent of the Buddhist
myth mentioned earlier. Some scholars believe that the Garuda image once formed the
capital on top of Manadeva's pillar, that it too dates from 464, and that it fell from the
The roof'ofthe t m p & rs supported
column. Others disagree, arguing that such an image could not have survived such a at each corner by a reanng
fall intact and that it dates probably from the 6th or 7th century. But the present posiIeogryph.
tion of the image - strangely off-centre in relation to the main shrine - does suggest that
this is where it fell, and that it has not been moved very fir since.
Beside the Garuda, inside a kind of latticed cage, are images of King Bhu~alendra
Malla of Kathmandu and his mother, Queen Riddhi Lakshmi. These were installed in
1694 after the queen had financed a major restoration of the temple. They occupy a
position normally reserved for the Garuda in Vishnu temples: it is unlikely that the
Garuda image was moved aside to accommodate mere mortals.

Stone Sculptures
Even if the temple of Changu Narayan were not a splendid monument in itself, it
would still be essential to visit the hilltop shrine to see several examples of stone sculp-
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ture which are among the masterpieces of Nepali am. These wonderful steles once stood
o n the g o u n d among grass and weeds, but during the 1980s several were installed in
rather ugly niches under small arches of red brick. Though this detracts a little from
their splendour, it does mean that they are less likely to migrate to the auction rooms of
the West. Most of Changu Narayan's stone sculptures are remarkable, but six are here
given special attention. These are depictions of Narasingh (the man-lion incarnation of
Vishnu), Shridhar Vishnu, Garudasana Vishnu Wishnu seated upon Garuda), Vishnu
Vikranta o r Vishnu Trivikrama Wishnu in his dwarf incarnation taking three steps to
encompass heaven, earth and hell), Vaikuntha, and Vishnu Vishvarupa (the universal
manifestation of Vishnu).

Vishnu Shrrdhdr (Yth/lOth cmtur/).

Narasingh (Man-Lion Incarnation)
This 12th- or 13th-century frieze shows the Narasingh incarnation in the act of tearing
apart the demon Hiranyakashipu. T h e violent scene possesses great power and vibrancy, a n d the demon's helplessness is clear from the limp posture of its body.
Beneath Narasingh's left foot lie the demon's fallen crown and pieces of his broken
club. T h e base is made of some unusually stylised rocks. In contrast to the violent activiry of the central scene, the attendant figures are somewhat static, rigid figures. T o
Narasingh's right are Garuda and Lakshmi, to his left is Hiranyakashipu's son, Prahlad.
Brahma, Indra and Shiva gaze down from above.

Shridhar Vishnu
This 9th- or 10th-century image is a rather more static representation of a standing
Vishnu flanked by Lakshmi to his right and Garuda to his left. Nevertheless, it is important in the history of Nepali art, because it is the earliest example of a representation
that became a popular stereotype after the Licchavi period.

Garudasana Vishnu (or Vaikunthanath): Vishnu mounted o n Garuda
T h e date for this superb sculpture is disputed: the works by Pal, Slusser, Harle, Singh
and Aran all include a photograph of the same image, but date it either to the 8th19th
century or to the 12thI 13th. Since nothing else of this quality was carved in stone during the latter period, the earlier date seems likely.
This is said to be a copy of the enshrined image of Changu Narayan, dated c.500,
which non-Hindus may not see. Representations of Vishnu seated in the regal pralambap&
posture on the back of Garuda proliferated in Nepal after the late L.icchavi period, but there is no better example than this. T h e head, torso and arms of Garuda are
human, and its sphinx-like face is that of a young male: the bird-beaked Garuda does
not appear in Nepali art until the 16th century. The sweep of its arms and the flaming
halo of its tailfeathers give an impression of aerial lightness, and the erccr, imposing figure of Vishnu wearing a tall crown is strong, grand and royal. This is the most emblematic sculpture Nepal has ever produced.
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Vishnu Vikranta (or Vishnu l'rivikrama): Vishnu Bestrides the Universe
I'his i r a dcl)iction of \'ishnu

a.\ rhc dwarf V a n u n a , raking his rhree strides ro claim

hc.lvcn, hcll and earrh. It 1s prol)ahly a n 8th-cenrury copy of the two 5th-century srelcs
frorn I ~ z t m p . l r.lnd Mrigasrhali, o n e of which is now in the National hluseum. These
thrcc Vishnu Vikrarira images arc among rhc rnosr famous ofall Nepali sculptures. l'he
(:hanKu N.lrayan example is distinguished from thc orhcrs by irs greater symmetry:
whcthcr rhrs rnakcs ir arristic;lIly superior is perhaps a martrr of tasrr, but derail survives
o n [his sculprurc rhat has been eroded f r o n ~its predccc~sors.
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The central figure is a magnificent Vishnu in mid-stride, his right leg reaching
down to the ground and his left in a dramatic goose-step. Four of Vishnu's six arms
hold the conventional attributes: discus, shield, sword and mace. A third right arm is
outstretched and open-handed. Below the left leg in the bottom corner, Bali performs
the horse-sacrifice, and at centre bottom he gives the boon requested by Vishnu as
Vamana. In the bottom left corner, a royal Naga couple worships Vishnu's right foot:
the Naga king, beneath a canopy of hooded serpents, holds the foot, while the queen
empties a basket of fruit and flowers. Their presence signifies the location of Vishnu's
foot in the netheworld. The ferocious head in the clouds, shown adoring Vishnu's
right foot, is probably Rahu: his presence signifies the foot's location in heaven. To
Vishnu's right are Garuda in flight and Lakshmi standing upon a lotus.

Gamdasana Vubnu (8tb/Pth
cmtury). HeigAt approx. 80m.

Vaikuntha
This 17th-century sculpture shows a 5-headed, 10-armed Vishnu seated in the lotus
posture (pndmasana) o n the back of Garuda, with Lahhmi on his lap. Four of Vishnu's
faces are arranged in a horizontal row, the fifth is above them: the four probably represent the emanatory vyuha aspects, and include a boar and a lion. The face on top is
human and benign. The five right hands hold a sword, arrows, a discus, a staff and a
conch; the left hands hold a shield, a bow, a manuscript, a lotus and a vase. Lakshmi's
lefi hand is held in the abhaya mudra of reassurance, her right in the boon-giving
varada rnudra.

The image is unusual in several respects. Standard Vaikuntha images invariably
have four faces; the addition of a fifth here suggests the influence of Vajrayana icons.
Also, the vase and the manuscript are unusual attributes, although the combination of a
manuscript and a sword usually symbolizes wisdom.

Vishnu Vishvarupa (the universal manifestation of Vishnu)
This sculpture is referred to in an inscription from the time of Jishnugupta, and represents an event recounted in the Bhagavad Gita when Arjuna requests Krishna, his charioteer, to reveal to him the mystery of his manifestations. 'Gaze then, oh son of Pntha,'
replies Krishna, 'l manifest for thee those hundred thousand thousand shapes that
clothe my mystery' and appears to Arjuna as Vishnu in all his Incarnations simultaneously. Vishvarupa is a manifestation (vibhuti) of V~shnu,rather than an incarnation
(avatar;).

The narrative technique adopted here is borrowed from the caves at Ajanta and
Ellora, and is faithful in every detail to the cosmlc manifestation described in the Gtra.
Though it is comparatively small, Pratapadirya Pal describes this frleze as 'one of the
boldest attempts made In sculpture'.
The central figure is a 10-headed, 10-armed Vishnu who stands wlth hls feet in the
nethenvorld (patafa) and his heads in heaven bvarga), like 'the ~ i l l a rchat supports the
sky' or 'the axle linking heaven to earth'. All of the faces bear a benlgn expression, except the face at bottom right, which is wrathful. At the base of the stele, a four-armed
figure rests on the colls of a masslve Nags, and closely resembles Vishnu as he appears
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in the monumental sculptures at Budhanilakantha and Balaju. Howwer, the attributes
held by this figure - a flower and pestle in the right hands, and a conch and a plough in
the left - are not those normally held by Vishnu, and Pal has suggested that this may in
fact be Ananta, an emanation of Vishnu who represents the netherworld and the celestial ocean.
Vishnu's feet are supported by the goddess Prithvi (also called Bhudwi), representing the eanh, who shares her burden with two burly Nagas, one to each side. O n either
side of the Nagas are pairs of elephants, symbolizing the Four Directions, and above
them to Vishnu's right flies his consort, Lakshmi, bearing flowers. Behind Lakshmi
stands the awestruck Arjuna in the namarkara mudra. O n the other side of Vishnu, at
the same level as Lakshmi, are an aprarasand Garuda.
Above Arjuna's head there are eight rows of very similar figures, divided by borders
into five groups. T h e pair in the lowest row may represent the Ashvinakumaras, twins
who also witnessed the manifestation. The four figures in the two rows above them are
the Dikpalas, the Guardians of the Four Directions: Varuna holding a noose, Kubera
with tasselled hair holding a pot, Indra holding a uajra in his left hand, and Yama holding a st&. The two rows above the Dikpalas contain eight identical figures, the three
rows above these eleven. Their identification is disputed: they may represent the eight
Vasus and the eleven Rudras.
The upper portion of the stele to Vishnu's left is missing, but five small bearded figures in the uismaya mudra can be seen above Garuda. According to the Gita, the rnanifestation was witessed by the Nakshatras, the Asuras and the Siddhas: it is probable that
these are the Siddhas, and that the N h h a t r a s and the Asuras were portrayed in the
portion of the stele that is missing. At the very top of the stele, Shiva is seated in p&marana posture with the sun to his right: he was ~ r o b a b matched
l~
by Brahma with the
moon to his left in the missing portion.
In this peerless sculpture, conceived and executed in the high classical style of the
Gupta period, we have a vision of the cosmic magnificence of Vishnu which still communicates a sense of awe, some 1,300 years after its completion.

Virhuampa, height approx. GGm
(7th century).

A Tanrric manrfstation of
Vishnu, calhd Vaikuntha.
(17th centuy).

Two Temples at Kirtipur
*ff$k
U

Bagh Bhairav Temple qm '$m
Bagh Bhairav temple is the first major shrine most visitors to Kirtipur encounter, since
it is located just off the square to which the main access road leads. It also happens to
be the town's oldest and most venerated temple. T h e large courtyard in which it stands
once extended Further southward to include the Dev Pukhu pond and the nobles'
houses to the west of Dev Pukhu, but the truncated sanctuary which exists today, divided from the profane world outside by a high boundary wall, contains much of historical and artistic interest.
I t is not known when exactly the original temple was built: it may have been
erected during the reign of King Shivadeva 111 (1099-1 126), reputedly the founder of
Kirtipur. T h e present structure is obviously of a later date, but it certainly existed in
something like its present form in 1515, because records exist of a restoration at that
time. This suggests that Bagh Bhairav temple is one of the oldest tiered temples in the
Valley to survive in what is probably its basic orginal form.

Mythology
There are n o other temples dedicated to, or images of, this particular emanation of
Bhairav - the 'Tiger' Bhairav. T h e best-known explanation of its origin relates that
some girls from Kirtipur were once grazing their sheep in the forests to the north of the
town. While their sheep grazed, the girls amused themselves by moulding the figure of
a tiger from some clay. When they had completed the figure, they went off to search
for a leaf to place in its mouth as a tongue, but when they returned the sheep had disappeared. After a long and fruitless search, the girls turned to the clay tiger and asked it
whether it had eaten their sheep. In response to their question, the tiger opened its
mouth, which the girls saw was Full of blood.
T o this day, the main image in the temple is a clay figure of a tiger with its mouth
wide open. Its face is covered with a silver mask offered by a local citizen during the
early 20th century. Every 20 or 30 years, due partly to the attentions of rats, the image
is deemed to have deteriorated to thc point where it requires replacement. So a new
image is created by a Buddhist Vajracharya priest, using clay collected from seven specified points around a Tantric shrine near Balaju on the north side of Kathmandu.

T h e Temple
Like all Bhairav temples in the Valley, the ground plan here is rectangular. There are
three tiers: the WO lower roofs bear clay jhingati tiles, while the uppermost roof is COV-

ered with sheets of copper. The lowest roof is supported by 16 wooden pillars, [he
upper roofs by screened wooden balconies that were added to the building in 1654.
Between the balcony windows on the middle tier are shorn wooden struts which bar
the images of various deities. Those identified by S. S. Shreshta are: (south Fagade, LR): 1. Brahmayani; 2. Ganesh; 3. Five-Faced Brahma; 4. Rudrapni; 5. Indrayani; 6.
Vamana; 10. Brahma; (east fagade, L-R): 1. Tribhuvan; 2. Shri Deva; 3. Agni; (north
fapde, L-R): 2. Narayan; 5. Bhairav; 6. Vishnu; 8. Mahalakshmi; 9. Chamunda (west
Fagade L-R): 2. Brahmayani; 3. Kumar; 4. Kumari; 5. Bhairav; 6. Shiva.'
Crowning the highest roof stands a canopy of copper, surmounted by a pinnacle
(gajura). Along the apex of this roof stands a row of 10 gilded pinnacles, and the lower
roofs each bear six (middle tier) and one (lowest roof) pinnacles too. The size of the
three roofs, working downwards, is in a proportion of 4: 5: 6, and the core walls are in
a proportion of 3: 4: 5. A variety of antique weaponly hangs from the upermost tier of
the temple. These weapons are said to have been surrendered by the Newar defenders
of Kirtipur after their defeat at the hands of the Gorkhali invaders in 1768. A number
of clay and brass pots are also affixed to the walls of the temple, high up below the
eaves - pots are often offered to Shiva, or to emanations of Shiva such as Bhairav. It is
said that these pots were offered by local ~ e o p l ewho died without offspring. The temple of Adinath in the village of Chobhar, a short walk from Kirtipur, is almost obliterated by a vast number of such vessels.
The main entrance to the central shrine is through a door in the southern fa~ade,
and a second door exists on the northern side to provide an exit for worshippers on
busy festival days. So that the first rays of the sun might fall directly upon the face of
the image inside, a small window is provided in the eastern wall. Unless you are extremely lucky, it is unlikely that you will p i n access to the inner shrine or be able to see
the main imaae, since the door remains locked except on festival days.
T h e temple has been added to and restored regularly over the years, this being
Kirtipur's holiest shrine and thus attracting numerous donations. There are records of
temple restorations in 1515, 1803, 1854, 1937 and 1967. The torana over the main
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entrance was offered in 1662, and bears the figures of the eight manifestations of
Bhairav, the eight mother goddesses and Narayan (Vishnu) mounted o n Garuda. In
front of the main shrine stands an altar-like stone identified as a god (Hi Fa Dyo in
Newari), o n either side of which there are large stone images of Hanuman, installed in
1717.
O n the walls beneath the lowest roof on the northern and eastern sides of the temple there are faded fresco paintings which have been sadly neglected, and may not last
for many more years, especially if local activists continue to paste political posters over
them. N o date has been satisfactorily established for these paintings, which appear to
depict scenes from a Hindu epic, possibly the Mahabharata, but it is generally assumed
that they are from the 16th or 17th century. T h e paintings are in urgent need of analysis and conservation.

Subsidiary Shrines
T h e Ganesh temple, the small, two-tiered structure which stands to your right as you
enter the complex down the steps from the southern entrance, is the most important of
the many small shrines in the sanctuary. T h e building itself, built around 1700, is unremarkable, but it houses stone images of considerable antiquity. The visitor may entcr
to exarnine these sculptures at close quarters, having first coughr the approval of local
bystanders.
Set into the rear wall of the shrine are the small images of five mother
Local tradition identifies these with five sheep which escaped the clay tiger in the legend recounted above, and they are virtually ignored by worshippers. From left to right,
are Vaishnavi, Brahmayani, Kurnari,
according to Lainsingh ~ a n g d e l , ' the

'Lain S . Rangdel: The Ear4 .(orlpmro of

~~~d[lclhi, ,982.

The two upper nrrs of Bagh
Bhairao temphfium the routbeast Note the wrapons rwprnLLd
brnearh the l a m ~ e du~indowr

Omamrnrul window and rmtx on the
ruutt~mrji~adr
oJ'thr mrddk tier of
BaRh Rharrau r m p k T h r g u ~ e ~ s r ~
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L+: T&i Drga, Bagh Bhairav
temp&; snrlptures of Bhavani Shankar (@) and G a d
Narayan (right) arc visibh.
Right: Gancsh shrine. Bagh
Bhairav trmp&, with the
Hanuman column to the right.

Maheshvari and Varahi. Bangdel assigns these images to the 3rd century: this IS somewhat conjectural, but they are clearly very ancient ~ndeed.Each is seared in the typical
mother-goddess pose, with one leg tucked under the body and the other hanging down
to the ground, and the gathering of the folds of their garments into decorative pleats is
unique in early Nepalese images.
Vaishnavi holds a conch in her lefi hand, conveying her association with Vishnu,
and an unusually scyled lotus bud in her right. Vaishnavi is usually a four-armed figure,
but here WO of her arms were probably lost. Despite erosion, the sublime expression
on her face is st~lldiscernible. Beside VaLhnavi, Brahmayani sits upon a double lotus,
which Bangdcl compares with chose on railings ac the famous 1st- or 2nd-century
Ind~ansites of Bharhut and Bodhgaya, Her left hand holds a flask, and her earrings and
necklace are d~scernible.In the centre, Kumari is distinctive for her very large earrings.
Her lefi hand holds a spear, symbolizing the feminine power, sh&, her right hand rhe
remains of what was probably a lotus. The fourth goddess, Maheshvari, is identified as
Shiva's (Maheshvar's) consort by the trident in her left hand, while the fifth, boarheaded deity in its dynamic posture is undoubtedly Varahi. Her head i s turned ro her
r~ght,and in her hands she holds Varahi's main attributes: a cup and a fish.
The Ganesh shrine contains three other sculptures of considerable antiquity and interest. These are of Ganesh againsr the sidewall to the right, Shiva and Parvat1 against
the sidewall opposite Ganesh, and a standing figure oFShiva behind wooden ratl~ngsto
the left of the entrance. Thc first two of these have suffered from erosion, though still
easily ~dcnrifiable,while the stand~ngShwa remains in fa~rcondir~on.
In later Nepali sculpture, Shwa is usually depicted sitting wlrh his consort in the
classic Uma-Maheshvar scenes, or more simply as a /mv.
Rut both figures of Shiva
herc are stand~ngrn the wmabhanga (erect) pose, with feet \Ilghtly aparr. The image In
7hr ,landrnR~
l thp
, G;lne,il
~
~ the~ rear OF the shrine wears a dhoti and a diagonal sash to h ~ sIefi stands his consort.
Parvati, and the bull Nand1 stands behind him. Botlr Shiva Image? wear a heavy neck,hr,ne or Baxh Hl>rrrravtemp&.

lace and earrings, and have an elaborate piled-up topknot and an erect penis, symbolizing the god's potent creativity. Bangdel dates them to the late 4th century: the
grotesquely eroded Ganesh is probably of a similar age.
None of the other subsidiary shrines in the sanctuary possesses real architectural
merit: the Narayan shrine was rebuilt in 1938; the Shiva temple, first built in 1803.
was renovated at about the same time (a photograph taken by Percevd Landon shows
that it was still a tiered structure in about 1920); the Vishvakarma temple was built in
cement in 1968. Slightly more attractive are the Shridhar Vishnu temple (1658) and
the Bhavani-Shankar temple (1718), though the Narayan and Shiva shrines do retain
some fine old wooden doorways from the original structures.
Kinipur has not escaped the recent plague of temple thefts: the original linfa was
taken from the Shiva shrine in 1984, and there is a modern replacement; all of the images from the Indrayani shrine disappeared during the 1970s, and an image of
Saraswati was taken from the Narayan shrine in 1984. Despite these tragic losses, there
is still much to see. The finely-sculpted image of Vishnu flanked by Lakshmi and
Garuda in the Shridhar Vishnu shrine dates from the 10th century, the image of
Ganesh in the Mana Vinayak shrine from 1503, according to an inscription above it
which is the oldest inscription yet found in Krtipur. Embedded in the paving stones
on the northeast corner of the Bhavani-Shankar shrine is a mutilated image which perceptive Nepali art historians identi+ as the remains of a 5rh-century Shiva, and to the
west of this, across the main avenue, is a heavily seamed but more recognisable Nandi
image of similar age. The small carvings on the upper, rhikhara- sryle portion of the
Tulsi Dega (built in 1676), of Vishnu as Narayan on Garuda (west side), Krishna as
Vamsha Gopal the flute-playing herdsman (south side), Shiva and Parvati as BhavaniShankar (north side) and Madhaveshvar (east side) possess considerable charm. The
new image of Dharati Mata (Mother Earth), represented as a naked young girl lying on
the ocean to give birth, was donated by a local Tantric healer.
The temple of Bagh Bhairav, along with the subsidiary shrines in its sanctuary, is
one of the most interesting, but least-known of the Kathmandu Valley's many monuments. Here is a fine example of an older-style Newar pagoda and a wealth of sculprural and artistic interest - not to mention a profound sense of history and the atmosphere of a vital, living shrine.
-

KIRTIPUR

-

Uma-Maheshvar Temple
A few minutes' walk up the main street of Kinipur to the west there stands the threetiered Newar pagoda temple of Uma-Maheshvar, which looks down over the town
from the summit of the ridge. The temple was built sometime before 1655, the year in
which its central image was installed. The uppermost tier has been lost and restored on
at least two occasions: in 1833 it collapsed during an earthquake, but was not restored
until a century later, after the great earthquake of 1934 had caused further damage. In
1947 a storm again brought down the pinnacle and a pan of the uppermost roof, and
this damage was repaired by the local people with the help of the authorities.
is t o be supposed that the temple was once more ornately decorated than it is at
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Uma-Mabcshvar tcmpk:
doo+arnb to tbc k - of the
shrine on the cartcm faradc..

present. From a d~stanceit now looks rather unprepossessing, with purely functional
uncarved roofstruts and a bare wooden screen encaslng the upper half of h e ground
level. However, the temple does boast a number of attractive features and imporrant
sculptures that can be appreciated only at close quarters. It also offers a magnificent
view down over Kirtipur and rhe ICathmandu Valley.
The temple stands on a steep four-stage plinth; the staircase to the shrine is guarded
firsr by WO stone elephants installed in 1662, and, above them, by splendid stone images of Kubera and Bhimsen. The main shrine faces east and the central image 1s of a
moustachioed Shiva and his consort not, as one might expect, in a classic UmaMaheshvar scene, but standing on a lotus pedestal flanked by Nandi the bull and a
lion. The inscription beh~ndthe image that records its installation in 1655 addresses
the couple as Bhavani-Shankar. So the current name for the temple would appear to be
something of a misnomer.
Doors on each of the orher sides of the remple at ground level give on to small subsidiary shrines that house other notable stone sculptures. The north facing shrine contains a unique image of Saraswati, who is standing w ~ r hher lower pair of hands held in
the abhaya mudra. This part~cularimage was the subject of a research essay published
by Hari Ram Joshi in Anc~enrNepalin 1372. The west-facing shrlne houses a magnifiThe south-faung shrine once contained an
cent image of Durga Mahishasuramard~n~.

Uma-Mahcshvar temp&:
doo7amb to the right of the
shrine on thc cattern f a r d .

image of Ganesh that 1s now housed elsewhere; ~t now contains an Image of Devi dated
NS 803 (1688).
The wooden door-frames and jambs on each fapde at ground level are exceptionally beautiful. The lintels extend over 200 cm on either side of the doors and are carved
with ausp~cioussymbols and the major H ~ n d ude~ties:above and to the right of che
eastern door, for Instance, Vishnu is mounted on Garuda. The door jambs, wh~chLike
the l~ntelsare mounted Into the br~ckwork,conslst of an inner component with an
image of one of the e ~ g h mother-goddesses,
t
and an outer component dep~cringa deity
emerging from the mouth of a makara. The mother-goddesses are (E) Rudrayani (I)
and Brahmayanl (r); (S) Vaishnavi (I) and Kumari (r); (W) lndrayani (1) and Varahi (r);
and (N) Mahalakshm~(I) and Chamunda (r). It is said that the temple's original bell
was stolen by the king of Bhaktapur. Its replacement once hung in the clockrower in
Karhmandu, until it fell during the 1934 earthquake. As its lnscrlprlon procla~ms,it
was cast In Croydon, England, in 1895.

Three Sculptures o f
the Gupta Period
Anantanarayan at Balaju and Budhanilakantha

mRm
Although they are sited at different locations, there are strong iconologid and historical ties between these two images o f the reclining Vishnu (though the link is not as is
popularly believed). This particular manifestation of Vishnu (Narayan) has several
names. The serpent is Ananta (endless) or Shesha (remainder): the lattcr name refers to
the cosmic waters which were not manifested in the creation of the universe, and thus
remain embodied in the serpent. Shayan and Shayin are Sanskrit terms meaning 'reclining' o r 'recumbent', a n d jala means water. Therefore, the names Anantanarayan,
JaLuhayan Narayan, Shc~hashayanNarayan and Vishnu Anantabayin all mean much
the same thing: 'Vishnu lying o n the Water' or 'Vishnu lying on the Cosmic Serpent'.
T h e Budhanilakantha image lies in a large sunken man-made pool set in an open
courtyard, in the village which is named after it. This is near the northern vim of the
Valley, under the wooded peak of Shivapuri, about 8km from central Kathmandu. The
Balaju image is installed in a similar setting in a pleasant public park at Balaju, a nortwestern suburb of Kathmandu named aker the image itself, at the foot of the foresred
hill called Nagarjun.
A popular tradition exists, accepted by many local people and passed on in most
tourist guidebooks, to the effect that the large image at Budhanilakantha dates from the
Licchavi period and that the Balaju image is a copy, installed during the late 17th
century by the king of Kathmandu, Pratap Malla. This is buttressed by a second tradition concerning the kings of Nepal - themselves considered partial incarnations of
Vishnu - who may not gaze u p o n the divinity at Budhanilakantha, but may pay
homage at Balaju. T h e suggestion is that the small Balaju image constitutes a kind of
substitute shrine, established by Pratap Malla for the benefit of Nepal's kings. Art historians have been uncomfortable with this version of events for some time. In 1970 Pal
noted the 'amazing closeness in styles' between the two images, but it was left to Mary
Slusser and Gautamavajra Vajracarya to ferret out the truth, which they published in a
long article in 1973. Slusser and Vajracarya roved conclusively that both these images
d a t e from a period d u r i n g the 7 t h cenrury when the senior court functionary
Vishnugupta controlled the affairs of the kingdom, both during the nominal reign of
the Licchavi king Bhimarjunadeva, and as sole ruler. They also argued strongly that the
smaller image at Balaju was created before the massive Budhanilakantha sculpture,
rather than after. It musr date from c.640, or slightly earlicr.

Balaju
Ba$u akubrn' ~11th
Sba~vu
In the mountains to the north of the Kathrnandu Valley, a t an alt~tudeof approxl- r r t f i p a ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~ h c ~ d r ~ r h a d r d
Nagu boodc In
LwerLfi
marely 5,000 rnetrcs, there arc several sacred lakes known collectively as Gosainkund,
hand be boldr rbe conch
after the largest lake, or as Shilu Tinha In Newan. These lakes have arcracred pilgrims fJhankbrt)
for many cenrurles; in one of them W O large boulders protrude above the surface, and
are seen by the devout as an Image of Shwa. The gods and the demons once engaged In
a churnlng of the cosmlc ocean, wirh the Intenclon of producing from ir the amrita, the
clrxir of ccernal I~fe.W ~ t hthe eluc~r,however, there was also produced a deadly polson
w h ~ c hShiva heroically drank to save the other gods. The poison scarred hls neck,
which edrned him the e p ~ t h e rN~lakancha,'Blue-Throat', and he fled t o the
(;osa~nkund lakes to slake h ~ sb u r n q throat. I n the Kathmandu Vallry, there are
many examples of substrturc shr~nes- shrines rsrabl~shedas more convenient alternatrvc\ CO d~srantslrcs of prlgr~mage.Thus, it 1s bcl~evedthat the waters of Gosa~nkund
wcll up ar varlous pl~ccr:notably ar Kumbheshvar temple in L a l ~ t ~ uand
r , at Ralalu. I t
I\ vcry
thdt Vishnugupta mrtalled this image ar Balaju to create a subst~tute
(;orainkund. Nor I \ t h ~ simage p r e l y a representation of Vishnu: two of the attributes
held in thr god's h u r hands belong to Shlva, and local people worship the imagr as a
comhlnatlon of hoth gods.
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It is clear that the Balaju image could not have been established by Pratap Malla.
Moreover, Pratap Malla, who 'did not count modesty among his virtues' and had his
every deed, real or imagined, recorded in copious detail, would not have failed to claim
credit for the installation of such an image. But nowhere does he mention it.
The image at Balaju was probably simply called Nilakantha at first: the prefut Ba&,
meaning 'child' or 'junior' must have been added later to distinguish it from the Budha
(old) Nilakantha under Shivapuri. T h e prefixes probably refer to the relative sizes of the
two images, rather than to their relative ages. Balaju, or Balaji, is a shortened version of
the name, in which the suffix ju or ji indicates fondness and respect. Nevertheless, the
proportions of this image are impressive: it is 4.2 metres long, over 1.4 metres wide,
and about 600 cm deep. Its condition has deteriorated rather more than that of the
Budhanilakantha image, because it is worshipped more casually and may have been
carved from stone of inferior quality: even so, its features are still clearly discernible, at
least above the level of the water in which it lies immersed.
T h e faces of both these images conform closely to the classical norms of Gupta
sculpture, and are very similar to the celebrated Garudasana and Shridhar Vishnu images at Changu Narayan. Indeed, there are suggestions that each is a copy on a massive
scale of the reclining Vishnu at the base of the Vishvarupa frieze there. Each wears the
distinctive crown with its three separate lobes, each centred o n a kirtimukha and surrounded by a border of beads and petals. T h e most significant difference between the
two images lies in the attributes held in their hands. T h e identification of the attributes
held by the Balaju image is not wholly ~ t r a i ~ h t f o w a r Those
d.
held in the upper right
and lower left hands are clearly a rosary (nrdraksha - a Shaiva artribute) and a conch
(shankha - a Vaishnav attribute) respectively. T h e object in the lower right hand resernbles nothing more than a large rounded pebble: Slusser and Vajracarya call this a lotus
(a Vaishnav attribute), while the attendant claims that it is sacramental ash (viguta- a

Budhanihkantha: a young
amndant keeps fishnu cool. The
rhakra in the right hand is cLarly
s e a , ar are the shahgram stones
piLd up besidr Vishnu i head.

Shaiva attribute). Slusser and Vajracarya and the attendant identiFy the object in the
upper left hand as Shiva's waterpot, but it appears to this observer that it possesses a
handle and is therefore more reminiscent of Vishnu's mace. If the latter is true, the
image divides neatly into Vishnu on the left (conch and mace) and Shiva on the right
(ashes and rosary). Whatever the exact truth may be, this image is almost certainly a
representation of Shankar-Narayan, a deity which is half Shiva, half Vishnu. O r else it
represents Vishnu in his yogic, Shaiva aspect, a conception of the image which is reflected by the daubing of three horizontal stripes - a mark of Shiva - on to its forehead
by the priescs. The image is a clear example of the Guptas' dual attitude: although devoted to Shiva, they did not hesitate to install some of the Valley's most imposing images of Vishnu. Here, according to Slusser and Vajracarya, 'an image superficially
Vaishnav was installed in a Shaiva preserve, and actually symbolised both deities'.
At a lower level than the tank that contains the Balaju Nilakantha image, 22 stone
makara- head waterspouts project from the old lower portion of a retaining wall that
runs half the length of the park. Water is supplied to the spouts from a large pond filled
with fish on the upper level. The park itself is often called baau dhara, '22 springs'. The
central spout is very large; to its right there are nine small spouts and one larger one, to
its lek 10 smaller spouts and one larger one. All of them are brightly ~ a i n t e dand
, this
may disguise the antiquity of some: the oldest are said to have been installed by
Vishnugupta. O n the retaining wall above the spouts are ~ a i n t e dstone images of
Ganesh, Garuda-Narayan, Uma-Maheshvar, Durga, and an unidentified ~acificdeity
o n a horse.

Budhanilakantha
T w o inscriptions, dated 640 and 641, have been found, one to the south of
Kachmandu, and one in the southern part of the city, in which the joint rulers
Bhimarjunadeva and Vishnugupta express their gratitude to local councils, and exempt
them from the obligation to provide corvee labour. In both, it is clear rhac it is only
Vishnugupta who speaks, and his gratitude is due to the fact char labourers had been
supplied to drag an immense stone northwards across their rerritory. The stone came
from a place called Khotka in the south-western corner of the Valley: Khotka stone
later became highly prized by the Malla kings for the m&ng of images. Its destination
was a site called Narasingh, described as being 'under the northern mountain' which
corresponds with the modern hamlet at the foot of Shivapuri. The image was given
form sometime after 641, perhaps by the same sculptor who created rhe image at
Balaju. Vishnugupta was a man of considerable arrogance, as is clear from rhe image he
later commissioned of himself as Vishnu, now the main image in the modern temple of
Ramachandra across the Bagmati river from Pashupati. H e roba ably had the
Budhanilakantha image created because he wanted 'a more clamorous symbol' of his
own stature, made from the best available material, which was not combined with
Shiva and not in any way a substitute shrine. It may be that the Licchavi kings refused
to pay homage to it out of jealousy, and that this tradition has been maintained by subsequent monarchs.
T h e larger Nilakantha Vishnu image is very similar to the smaller, but is an object
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of much greater veneration and a straightforward representation of Vishnu without
Shaiva attributes. (None the less, there are rumours that the image of Vishnu is mirrored on the underside of the sculpture by a representation of Shiva). Shielded from the
sun by a canopy, the 7-metre-long Vishnu lies upon a huge Naga whose convoluted
coils closely resemble those of the Kaliyadamana sculpture in the Hanuman Dhoka,
T h e 11 hoods of the Naga form an oval pillow around Vishnu's face, which wears a
sublime and placid expression. His legs cross at the ankles and he wears a dhoti and a
scarf that falls in a loop across the thighs.
Non-Hindus may not descend the steps to view the image from close quarters, and
must peer down upon it from behind an ugly new concrete fence. All Hindu devotees
other than certain Brahman priests must worship at the feet. T h e priests pile shahgram
stones around the head and exert themselves in dousing the image to keep it cool: daily
worship concludes with the placing of a cloth upon the brow to check the god's perspiration under the sun. This enormous image is the object o f special worship on the
eleventh day of each lunar fortnight (the ekadarhi), and particularly o n the special days
of Harishayani in early summer, when Vishnu withdraws to sleep on the Naga, and
Haribodhini in the autumn when he wakes. Worshippers include Vaishnavs, Shaivas
and even Buddhists, each of whom have their own conceptions of the meaning of this
image.
Several writers o n Nepali art have commented unfavourably o n the qualities of
these monumental sculptures, particularly in comparison to the exquisite refinement of
much other Licchavi sculpture. I see no justification for this: the immense image of
Vishnu reclining o n his vast serpentine couch under the sky at Budhanilakantha, receiving the intense and constant attentions of his devotees, is one of the greatest artistic
spectacles the kingdom has to offer.

The Varaha Sculpture at Dhum Varahi
ml-@
U

Though this site contains but a single sculpture, and is less accessible than many more
central sites, the unique quality of this ancient representation of Vishnu in his boar incarnation rescuing tine earth makes it a mandatory excursion for the art connoisseur. A
knowledgeable taxi-driver will take you there: otherwise, turn south off the new Ring
Road between Chabahil and M a h a r a j p n j , just west of the bridge over the Dhobi
Khola. Dhum Varahi is now a d u x y (or, in the summer, muddy) suburb of northeastern Kathmandu: in Licchavi times, it must have been an important centre. The
image stands in a small brick-built shrine under a large pipal tree: local people will direct one to it, since there is no other shrine of note nearby.
According to the Gopala~ajaVarnshavali, Bhaumagupta (influential 557-90 and
sole ruler 567-90) had an image created and consecrated which represented Dharani
Varaha Vishnu - Vishnu in his boar incarnation. T h e image at Dhum Varahi is the
only known representation of Varaha from the Licchavi period, and if it is in fact the
donation of Bhaumagupta it must date from the second half of the 6th century, and is
one of a series of monumental images commissioned by Gupta rulers. The srylc of the
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Dhum Varahi: Virhnu in h" incarnation ar Varaha the Boar resNCI Prithui, the earth, jjom the
depths. Height approx. 1 1 5 ~ .

image gives credence to this theory.
T h e image of Varaha was very popular wirh Indian sculptors during the Gupca period, b u t less so in Nepal where Vishnu was more commonly represented in the
Trivikrama, Narasingh, Shridhar and other manifesrations. This remarkable sculpture
may be compared with a slightly earlier Varaha at Deogarh in India, and wirh a 5thcentury example from Cave 5 at Udayagiri, but seems not to be a copy of either.
Though only 1 15 cm tall, the figure possesses enormous force of motion. In rhe Indian
sculptures, Varaha has a human body with a boar's head: but here he is very definitely a
boar with a few human touches such as the hair tied in a bun from which strands Fall
down onto the massive shoulders, and human hands. T h e earrh, personified here as a
female in nama~karamudra, appears to have been lifted from the primordial waters by
the boar's snout, and is supported by his left elbow. T h e boar is still surging from the
depths, its right hand o n its hip in an attitude of strength and assurance. The figure is
carved fully in the round, released from its stone encumbrance, and its back, though
not visible, is meticulously carved.
Due perhaps to its location, the image is now neglected and is mis-identified as one
of the four Varahis, Tantric emanatory goddesses. T h e epithet dhum may derive from
dhumra, meaning 'smoky' o r 'grey', thus identifying the 'Varahi' wirh the northern
quartcr. or may be a corruption o f Dharani, a name for the earrh rescued by the boar
incarnation.

Chronology

PRE-LICCHAVI PERIOD
624,566 or 484 BCE
Final centuries BCE
c.322-183 BCE

Early 1st century AD
1st I 2 n d centuries

Birth of the Buddha.
Probable Kirati dominance in Kathmandu valley.
Mauryan empire in India (reign of Ashoka 268-239).
Ashoka established pillars at Buddhist sites in Nepal's Tarai.
Probable foundation of four 'Ashokan' stupas at Lalitpur.
Kushana invasion of lndia.
Earliest known Nepali stone sculptures.

LICCHAVI PERIOD c. AD300 - 879
320-540
Gupta period in India.
Introduction of Buddhism to Nepal.
Re400
Reign of Vrishadeva (3rd Licchavi king of Nepal).
Traditional date for foundation of Swayambhu stupa.
Post400
Reign of Shankaradeva (4th Licchavi king).
? - 464
Reign of Dharmadeva.
Probable date for foundation of Dharmadeva stupa at Chabahil.
Changu Narayan temple and Pashupati temple.
464-506
Reign of Manadeva.
Manadeva's inscription at Changu Narayan.
464
Vishnu Vikranta sculptures of Lazirnpat and Mrigathali.
467
Reign of Ganadeva (10th Licchavi king).
560-565
Period of influence of Bhaumagupta.
557-590
Varaha image at Dhum Varahi.
Reign of Shivadeva I(13th Licchavi king).
590-604
Traditional date for foundation of Bauddha stupa.
Reign of Amshuvarman.
605-62 1
Reign of Dhruvadeva (15th Licchavi king).
624-625
Period of influence of Jishnugupta .
624-633
Reign of Bhimarjunadeva (16th Licchavi king).
631-641
Creation
of Budhanilakantha and Balaju sculptures.
ca. 640
Period
of
influence of Vishnugupta.
633-643
Reign
of
Narendradeva
(17th Licchavi king).
643-679
Visit of Chinese envoy Wang Hsiian-T'si to Nepal.
Reign of Shivadeva 11 (18th Licchavi king).
690-705
Pala
period in Bengal and Bihar.
760- 1 142
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POST-LICCHAVI OR 'TRANSITIONAL' PERIOD 879- 1200
AND KHASA KINGDOM C.l 100-1358
Early 10th century
Reign of Shankaradeva.
10th century
Introduction of Vajrayana Buddhism.
980-998
Reign of Gunakamadeva.
Traditional date for the foundation of Kathmandu .
l lth century
Earliest dated bronzes.
1024-1039
Reign of Lakshmikamadeva.
1028
Earliest known example of painted manuscript from Nepal.
1045-1048
Reign of Bhaskaradeva.
Kwa Baha (Lalitpur) probably founded during this period.
c.1100
Establishment of Khasa kingdom in Karnali region.
1099-1126
Reign of Singhadeva or Shivadeva LtI.
prior to 1143
Foundation of Kasthamandapa.
1147- 1166
Reign of Anandadeva.
mid- 12th century
Probable date for foundation of Tripura palace in Bhaktapur.
1192
Establishment of Muslim rule in India.
12th-13th centuries
Arrival of Buddhist refugee artists from India.
1287-1289
Reign of Khasa king Jitarimalla.
1328-1337
Reign of Khasa king Punyamalla.
1338-1358
Reign of Khasa king Prithvimalla.
MALLA KINGS OF KATHMANDU VALLEY
1200-1216
Reign of Ari Malla.
1211-1399
North India ruled by the Delhi sultanate.
1265
Newar artisans, led by 'Aniko', sent to court of Kubilai Khan.
1274-1307
Reign of Ananta Malla.
1274
Major restoration of Pashupati temple.
Raids by Khasas of Karnali and Doyas of Tirhut on Valley towns.
1287-1334
14th century
First examples of paintings on cloth.
1308-1320
Reign of Anandadeva 11.
Arrival in Kathmandu Valley of Maithil refugees from
1326
Simraon Garh.
Possible date of establishment of Mul Chok, Bhaktapur palace.
1342
Shamsuddin Ilyas raids Kathmandu Valley.
1349
1361-1381
Reign of Arjunadeva
Major restoration of Swayambhu stupa.
1372
Reign of (Jaya) Sthiti Malla .
1382-1395
Probable
date for foundation of Kumbheshvar temple, Lalitpur.
1392
Dharma
Malla.
Reign
of
1396-1408
Malla
(joint and sole ruler).
Reign
of
Jyotir
1408-1428
Malla.
Reign
of
Yaksha
1428-1482
Probable date for foundation of Dattatreya temple and Pujari
Math, Bhaktapur.
Foundation of Unmatta Bhairav temple, Deopatan.
1471
Foundation of Yaksheshvar temple, Bhaktapur
1480

THE THREE KINGDOMS AND GORKHA
1482-1520
1482- 1504
1504-1519136
prior to 15 15
1520- 1529
1526-1757
1529- 1560
1546-1556
1548- 1560
1559-1570
1560-1597
1566
1560-1574

ca. 1655
1641-1674
1648

1643-1672
prior to 1667
1661-1684

Ratna Malla (Kathmandu).
Raya Malla (Lalitpur and Bhaktapur).
Raya Malla (Lalitpur only).
Probable date for foundation of Bagh Bhairav temple. Kirtipur
Surya Malla (Kathmandu).
Mughal empire in India.
Amara Narendra M d a (Kathmandu).
Vishnu Singh (Lalitpur).
Vishva Malla (Bhaktapur).
Drabya Shah (Gorkha).
Purandar Singh (Lalitpur).
Char Nwayan temple ( 1 566); Nwasingh temple (1589).
Mahendra Malla (Kathmandu).
Kotilingeshvar temple (1562); Mahendreshvar temple (1562);
Jagannath temple (1563); Taleju temple (1564);
Mu1 Chok of Hanuman Dhoka palace (1564).
Sada Shiva Malla (Kathrnandu).
Shiva Singh Malla (Kathrnandu).
Shiva Singh Malla (Kathmandu and Lalitpur).
Completion of Mahabauddha temple. Lalitpur.
Jagajjyotir Malla (Bhaktapur).
Foundation of Bhairav temple. Taumadhi Square.
Ram Shah (Gorkha).
Construction of palace at Gorkha.
Lakshmi Narasingh Malla (Kathrnandu).
Siddhi Narasingh Malla (Lalitpur).
Vishveshvar ternple (1627); Krishna temple (1637); Sundari
Chok of Lalitpur palace (1647); Narayan temple (1652).
Foundation of Uma-Maheshvar ternple. Kirtipur.
Pratap Malla (Kathmandu).
Foundation of Chusya Baha.
Varnsha Gopal temple (1649); Sundari Chok and Mohan
Chok of Hanurnan Dhoka ( 1649-50); Panchamukhi
Hanurnan temple (ca. 1650); Guhyeshvari ternple.
Mrigasthali (1654); Column of Pratap Malla (1670).
Jagatprakash Malla (Bhaktapur).
Foundation of Bansi Narayan temple, Bhaktapur.
Shri Nivas Malla (Lalitpur).
Taleju temple (1671); Bhai Deval (1678);
Bhimsen temple (1681).
Jitamitra Malla (Bhaktapur).
Nripendra Malla (Kathmandu).
Trailokya Mohan ternple (1679).
p d i v e n d r a Malla (Kathmandu).
Yog Narendra Malla (Lalitpur).
column of Yog Narendra (1693); Mani Mandapa (1694).
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Bhupalendra Malla (Kathrnandu).
Maju Dega (1690).
Bhupatindra Malla (Bhaktapur).
Vatsala Devi temple (1696); Palace of 55 windows (1697);
Nyatapola temple (1702); Enlargement of Bhairav temple,
Taumadhi (1717); Column of Bhupatindra Malla (c. 1722).
Bhaskara Malla (Kathmandu) .
Kageshvar temple (171 1).
Lok Prakash Malla (Lalitpur).
Harishankar or Shankar-Narayan temple (1706).
Yog Rakash Malla (Lalitpur).
Chyasing Deval (1723).
Jagajjaya Malla (Kathmandu) .
Ranjit Malla (Bhaktapur).
Golden Gate (175314).
Jaya Vishnu Malla (Lalitpur).
Jayaprakash Malla (Kathmandu).
Kumari Baha (1756).
Gorkhalis start military campaign against Valley
kingdoms.
Reign of Rithvi Narayan Shah of Gorkha (Kathmandu and
Lalitpur from 1768, Bhaktapur from 1769).
Basantpur tower. Hanuman Dhoka (1770).
Lalitpur ruled at various times by Kathmandu, Bhaktapur
or Gorkha.
Tej Narasingh Malla (Lalitpur).

UNIFIED NEPAL
1768-9
1769- 1775
1775-1777
1777- 1799

Gorkhali invaders seize Kathmandu valley kingdoms.
Pnthvi Narayan Shah.
Pratap Singh Shah.
Ran Bahadur Shah.
Navadurga or Shiva-Parvati temple, Kathmandu;
Shweta Bhairav mask, Kathmandu (1795).
Nepal-China war.
Girvan Yuddha Shah.
Anglo-Nepalese wars.
Rajendra Bikram Shah.
Overthrow of Bhimsen Thapa.
Kot massacre: establishment of Rana regime.
Prime-ministership of Jang Bahadur Rana.
Pandra Shivalaya, Deopatan (1848-60).
Jang Bahadur visits Britain and France.
First Rana palaces built.
Vishvarupa temple. Mrigashali (1864).

Kalamochan temple. Kathrnandu (1874).
Surendra Bikram Shah.
Prithvi Bir Bikram Shah.
Prime-ministership of Ranoddip Singh.
Prime-ministership of Bir Shamsher.
Shah kings abandon Hanuman Dhoka.
Tribhuvan Bir Bikram Shah.
Prime-ministership of Chandra Shamsher.
Singha Darbar. Kathmandu (1901); Gaddi Baithak,
Hanuman Dhoka (1908); Keshar Mahal (ca.1926).
Prime-ministership of Bhim Shamsher.
Prime-ministership of Juddha Shamsher.
Major earthquake destroys many buildings in
Kathmandu Valley.
Prime-ministership of Padma Shamsher.
Prime-ministership of Mohan Shamsher.
Anti-Rana revolution.
Mahendra Bir Bikram Shah.
General elections: Congress majority.
Overthrow of Congress government.
Establishment of Panchayat system.
Birendra Bir Bikram Shah.
Overthrow of Panchayat system; reintroduction of multiparty democracy.

-
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* The chronology gives the regnal dates all of the kings and rulers mentioned in the text of
this book, lists the foundation of every monument described for which dates are available.
and provides an outline of major historical and art-historical developments. However, not
every king is mentioned in the text, so the reader will notice many 'gaps' in the rolls of succession. For full lists of the lineages of the kings and rulers of Nepal. see Slusser's Nepal
Maruiala, vol. l , pp. 396-403, or Shaha's Ancient und Medieval Nepal, pp. 135-43.
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Compiled
abhaya rnudra
agam

by Michael Hutt a n d David Gellner

gesture of protection or reassurance. The hand is raised to
shoulder-level, the palm facing outwards, the fingers extended.

or agam chen: shrineroom or temple dedicated to the tutelary
deity of a particular lineage, which may not be entered by lay
persons who are not members of that lineage, or by anyone
who has not taken Tantric initiation.
amrita
the sacred elixir that was one of the products of the gods'
churning of the cosmic ocean. Also a euphemism for alcohol in
Tantric rituals.
a 'blind' wooden window with an unadorned grille or latticed
screen.
apsaras
nymph.
asun
demon.
avatar
derived from the Sanskrit verb that means 'to descend': an incarnation of Vishnu, of which there are ten, namely: Matsya.
Kurma, Varaha, Narasingh, Vamana, Parashuram, Rama,
Krishna, the Buddha and Kdki.
baha, bahi
(Nep.: bahal, bahil): two types of Newar Buddhist monastery,
of which the baha form is more common by far. Both are types
of vihara, the Sanskrit term for a monastery, and this term is
still often used in formal contexts.
baithak
throneroom or hall of audience belonging to a ruler or a religious leader.
often known simply as 'the Gita.' A section of the Mahabharata
Bhagavad Gita
epic in which the charioteer Krishna delivers a sermon on
dharma to the warrior Arjuna.
devotion. The bhakti movement of medieval Hinduism emphabhakti
sized the relationship between the individual worshipper and
the gods, reducing the dominance of Brahman priests, and
greatly strengthened the cults of Rama and Krishna.
bhurnisparsha mudra earth-touching gesture. This calls the earth to witness the
Buddha's victory in overcoming the temptations of the demon,
Mara, and his attainment of enlightenment. T h e seated
Buddha's right hand, supported by his knee, touches the lotus
seat below with its palm inward and fingers extended. The left
hand lies on the lap, palm upward.
bindu r n u d n
see dharrnachakra r n u d n
according to Mahayana Buddhist doctrine, a being that has
Bodhisattva
achieved nirvana but has vowed to remain in the mundane
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Brahman

Buddha

chaitya
chakra

chatra

chaturmukha

chibha
chok
choten
cire perdue

dega, deval

world to assist others in gaining enlightenment. Mahayana
Buddhism has many Bodhisatwas: the two most important are
Avalokiteshvara and Manjushri.
T h e highest of the four varnar in the hierarchy commonly referred to as the caste system. Traditionally, Brahmans are expected to be priests and scholars of sacred literature. They have
also provided much of modern Nepal's educated class, and
therefore dominate the government bureaucracy. I n Nepal,
Brahmans are commonly referred to as bahun.
'the enlightened'. T h e name refers either to the historical
Buddha, or to the many Buddhas believed to have come before
him.
a Buddhist cult object modelled o n the stupa, but generally
much smaller.
wheel. O n e of the eight auspicious symbols. For Hindus, the
chakra is one of the attributes of Vishnu. For Buddhists, it also
represents the 'wheel of the law' or dharma.
a heavy broad-framed wooden Newar-style window with between one and five very small apertures. Particularly common
in Buddhist viharar.
umbrella or parasol. O n e of the eight auspicious symbols which
is an emblem of Hindu monarchy or of Buddhahood. Statues
of kings and deities are often sheltered by a symbolic umbrella,
and these also often form an element in the finials of temples
and stupar.
'four faced' - this refers to the carving of faces o n to a linga or
column. T h e faces, which may be those of Shiva or of other
gods, face outward in the four cardinal directions.
Newari term for a chairya.
a courtyard or quadrangle.
the Tibetan term for a stupa or chaitya.
the 'lost wax' process o f bronze-casting employed in the
Kathrnandu Valley for the manufacture of images.
a low brick platform used for dance or theatrical performances
(Nepali, adapted from the Newari word dabu).
a double-headed handheld drum that is commonly associated
with Shiva.
a Persian word borrowed from the vocabulary of the Mughd
kingdom to mean 'court' or 'palace'.
the great annual festival dedicated to the goddess Durga that is
celebrated throughout Nepal during the bright-moon half of
the month of Ashwin (late September I early October). Called
mohani by Newars.
temple. These words are derived from the Sanskrit hva-griha,
'god-house' or rkva-sthala, 'god-place'.

GLOSSARY
the script employed for the writing of Sanskrit and most modern north Indian languages, including Nepali and Newari
(though Newari has both ordinary (prachalit) and ornamental
versions).
dhara
spring or watersource (Nepali).
dharma
usually translated as 'religion', but literally meaning 'that which
holds', i.e. that which one must do. A word of manifold meanings, including destiny, ritual dury and righteousness.
dharmachakra mudra the Buddhist gesture of teaching, of turning the wheel of
dharma. Both hands are held against the chest, the left facing
inward, the right ourward. The index finger and thumb of each
hand touch to form a circle.
dharmadhatu
a mandala, usually dedicated to Manjushri, embossed on a
metal sheet and mounted on a short double lotus-shaped column. Sometimes a large brass vajra is attached to the top.
dharmashala
a rest-house for pilgrims and jogis.
dhoka
door, gateway (dhvaka in Newari).
dhvaja
flag or standard: one of the eight auspicious symbols. Usually a
narrow horizontal triangle, sometimes duplicated as in the national flag. Often made of gilt metal and installed on either side
of shrine entrances.
the gesture of meditation. Both hands are placed in the lap,
dhyana m u d n
palms facing upward, with the right hand on top of the left.
The hands may hold a begging-bowl, a symbol of monkhood.
the Tibetan word for a symbolic thunderbolt or vajra.
dorje
ekamukha
'one-faced', usually used to describe a linga embossed with the
face of Shiva.
a multi-framed wooden Newar-style window which leans outwards from a building like a bay window or balcony. Always on
the axis of a facade.
Vishnu's mace.
wooden Newar-style window containing a grille on to which a
medallion depicting a deity is superimposed.
temple finial or pinnacle. These range from a simple plaster
halacha to a group of several gilded bell-shaped spires under a
metal parasol.
the 'womb room' or central shrine of a temple.
a stepped platform beside a river, used for bathing and washing,

Gita
w"Pa

gopi or gopini

or for cremations.
the Bhagavad Gita, a section of the great Mahabharata epic.
a monastery or temple belonging to one of the several schools
of Tibetan Mahayana Buddhism (Gelug, Nyingma, Kagyu
etc.), built in a distinct architectural style.
a cow-herdress. Krishna frolicked with the gopinis on the banks
o f the river Yamuna (Jumna) in Braj, according to the
Bhagavata Purana, and chose one of their number, Radha, as
his special consort.
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gosain

grams
gumbaj

Gupta

hiti
hypaethral

jatra
jhingati

kalasha

Kali Yug
kinkinimda
KiratalKintilKiranti

a title given to a Hindu holy man or priest.
Sanskrit term meaning 'village'.
arch.
the dynastic name of a succession of rulers who presided over
an enormous efflorescence of art and sculpture in the Gangetic
plain to the south of Nepal between the 4th and 6th centuries.
a teacher, usually of religion or tradition.
a guild or religious association. All Newar households belong to
at least one guthi, which is an association of same-caste people
in a particular locality, which ensures a proper cremation for all
its members. Other guthis ensure the regular performance of
specified rituals, and some were endowed by the founder of a
temple or dharmahala, and made responsible for its upkeep.
the square lower element of the tower which is erected above
the hemisphere o f a rtupa.
a section of the Skanda Purana that describes the myths and
holy sites of the Himalaya.
the Newari word for a fountain or spring (Nep. dhara), which
appears in many Valley placenames.
term used to describe a shrine which is open to the sky, particularly those dedicated to the mother goddesses.
the lower portion of a finga or small chaitya that drains away
liquid oblations.
festival.
a notched rooftile o f baked clay peculiar to the Kathmandu
Valley.
window.
ascetic or mendicant.
the sacred mountain o n the Tibetan plateau which is believed
to be the home of Shiva and the source of the Ganga (Ganges).
May also have inspired the shape of the shikhara temple.
elongated pot or pitcher, often described as a 'flask'; one of the
eight auspicious symbols. An ancient Indian symbol of fertility
and plenitude. (See also purna kalasha). Kalashas may form
temple pinnacles, be suspended from temple eaves or roof-corners (especially those of Taleju temples), and be embossed on
metal decorative elements. They are also a central element in
Hindu and Buddhist rituals.
the present era of degeneracy, the last of four ages that began
with the Satya Yug, the Age of Truth.
a metal border that hangs from the outer edge of a temple roof,
ofcen embossed with auspicious symbols, protective deities etc.
a Sanskrit term applied to all peripheral tribal peoples, but particularly to those of the Himalaya. Used in modern Nepal t~
denote the Rai and Limbu peoples of eastern Nepal. The dynasty that preceded the Licchavis in the Kathmandu Valley is
said to have been that of the Kiratas.

kirtimukha

layku
linga

madu
Mahabharata

rnahal
mahant
Mahayana

makara
mandala

mandapa
mandir
mantra
Mantrayana
math
matrika

GLOSSARY
'face of glory': a motif most commonly seen at the apex of a
torana, where a ferocious face grips snakes in i u mouth, but
also used as a kind of gargoyle in temple eaves. As a motif, the
kirtimukha tends to coalesce with the face of the Garuda,
Vishnu's mount and the N a p ' mortal enemy.
the second of the four varnar in the hierarchy commonly referred to as the caste system. Traditionally, Kshatriya are expected to be kings and warriors.
pond or tank, either man-made or natural.
a dynasty which ruled northern India from the 1st century AD
until the beginning of the Gupta period.
the Newari term for a royal palace.
a representation of the generative powers of Shiva, and the
most common Shaiva icon. It is occasionally quite overtly phallic, but is more usually a smooth egg-shaped stone mounted on
a base which represents the feminine principle, the yoni.
the guardians of the cardinal directions. At Hindu sites, these
are usually Indra. Yama, Varuna and Kubera. At Buddhist sites
such as rtupar, their role is played by four of the Five Buddhas.
Newari word for gold, in words such as lunhiti, 'golden spring',
lunjhya, 'golden window', lundhvaka, 'golden gate'.
or maru: the Newari term for a mandapa
the epic that relates the story of the war between the Pandavas
and the Kauravas. In the most celebrated section, the Bhagavad
Gita, the charioteer Krishna delivers a famous sermon to the
warrior Arjuna on the nature of d h a m a
a palace, particularly a palace builr during the Rana period.
the leader of a band of jogu, or the head priest of a math.
the 'Great Vehicle' or 'Great Way'. A form of Buddhism based
on the ideal and worship of the Bodhisacwa, practised mainly
in Nepal, Tibet. China, Japan and Viernam.
a stylised crocodile, oken represented in metal or stone, and
used as a waterspour.
a ritual diagram with a principal deity at its centre and the
other divinities of this deity's retinue arranged geometrically
around it. The rnandala is the model for the design of Nepal's
square pagoda temples and also, though less obviously, for the
layout of the royal cities of the Valley during the Malla period.
pavilion; a large 16-pillared building that provides shelter and a
gathering-place, usually in a town.
temple.
invocation or prayer.
an alternative name for Vajrayana.
Hindu priesthouse, occupied by a communiry of ascetics under
the leadership of a mahant.
a mother goddess.
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matsya
mudra
Mugha'

namaskara mudra
Nepdamahaunya
nirvana

nitya puja
padma

Pahari
Pala

Pats
p a h

patala
pati
paubha
phale or phdacha
pitha

prabha
pradakshina
prasad

fish, one of the eight auspicious symbols, and also one of the
more obscure avatan of Vishnu.
hand-gesture. T h e anitude of a deity's hands, an important element of Hindu and Buddhist iconology.
the line of Muslim emperors of mixed Turkish and Mongol ancestry who ruled most of India from the 16th to mid-18th centuries.
serpentine water-deity closely associated with springs and with
the annual rains, and therefore with fertiliry. Nagas are also believed to be responsble for certain skin complaints.
the gesture of prayer or adoration. Both hands are held close to
the chest, palm against palm.
a Sanskrit text that describes pilgrimage sites in the Kathmandu
Valley.
the 'ceasing o f activity I desire': enlightenment according to
Buddhist doctrine, which means salvation from endless transmigration.
the services and worship that must be given to a deity on a
daily basis, or an individual's obligatory daily devotions.
lotus. O n e of the eight auspicious symbols, ubiquitous in
Hindu and Buddhist art as a symbol of perfection springing
from material dross.
a school of pictorial art with its origins in the Kangra district of
the western Himalaya.
a dynasty of kings who ruled Bengal and Bihar 760 - 1142 and
brought about important changes in art and iconology.
Sanskrit term for the iconographic paintings o n cloth called
thanka in Tibetan.
a long metal banner that descends from the pinnacle of a temple down to below the edge of the lowest roof, by means of
which a deity may descend to earth. T h e end may bear the
image of a deity.
hell, the nethenvorld.
a simple colonnaded open-fronted building that provides shelter for passing travellers and pilgrims.
Newari term for the iconographic paintings o n cloth called
thanka in Tibetan.
Newari terms for a pati.
the unroofed shrine or seat of a 'blood-drinking' deity, ie. a
deity that expects blood sacrifices, such as a Mother Goddess or
Bhairav.
the aureole behind the image of a deity - particularly ferocious
images such as Mahakala and benign standing Buddhas.
the circumambulation of a temple or srupa.
food that has been consecrated by being offered to a deity.
ritual worship.

GLOSSARY
pujari

P&U
Purana

purna Marha
Rajput

ratna deval
repoussk
rimpoche
samabhanga
samadhi m u d n
sangha

s a d
Shaiva
Shakta

shalabanjika

a Hindu temple priest.
or pokhari (Nepali): a tank or pond.
literally, 'old'. T h e name given to Sanskrit scriptures that
record the sacred origins and associations of specific temple
sites, or which in a few examples tell of the exploits of particular deities, eg. the Bhagavata Purana. Nearly all puranu are
Hindu, but the Swayambhu Purana is a fundamental t a t for
Newar Buddhists.
~ of
an auspicious motif, the ~ v e r t l o w i n'vase
a race of warrior-kings from Rajasthan who upheld Hindu traditions in the face of Muslim domination during the M u g b l
period. The Shah kings and the Ranas claim Rajput descent.
the epic o f Rama, the princely incarnation of Vishnu.
Originally composed in Sanskrit verse by the sage Valmiki, but
there are translations and adaptations in almost every language
of the Indian subcontinent. T h e best-known in Nepal was
composed by Bhanubhakta Acharya (1814-68).
a variant form of the shikhara temple.
the art of beating out embossed images from the reverse side of
sheet metal.
'precious gem': a Tibetan title accorded to reincarnate lamas.
the erect posture of a statue or image.
see dhyana mudra.
the monastic community, as in the Buddhist formula of 'taking
refuge in' the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha.
a multi-framed bay-window leaning out from with the walls of
a building, and always o n the axis of a facade. Literally,
'Tibetan window'.
an elaborated, multi-storeyed form of a mandapa.
of or pertaining to Shiva; Shiva-ite; a follower or devotee of
Shiva.
a cult dedicated to the worship of the feminine ~rinciple,represented by a category of goddesses called Shakti.
literally. 'power' ; refers to the female consort of a male deiry. Ir
is important for male practitioners of Tantric Hinduism or
Buddhism to have their own shakti. Tantric Shaivism laid great
stress on the female principle, and came to be known as Shakta
or Shaktism.
the lower of the two sections of the Newar ~riestlycaste. They
and the Vajracharyas are the 'married monks' of Newar
Buddhism: only they may be initiated in Newar Buddhist
monasteries.
a posture in which deities, nymphs etc. are ofcen depicted on
roofstruts. The figure bends at the waist and one leg is bent at
the knee and crosses the other. Also the posture in which
Krishna is typically depicted.
a black stone - often, but not necessarily, a fossilized ammonite
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- that comes from the valley of the Kali Gandaki and is believed
to represent Vishnu. Shalagram stone is often the medium of
sculpture.
conch, one of the eight auspicious symbols. With the chakra, a
principal attribute of Vishnu. Used as a musical instrument by
itinerant asceticc.
any canonical text that sets out the rules for a particular art or
discipline.
a style of temple architecture prevalent in north India. Usually
built in stone, and symbolically linked with the shape of the
holy Mount Kailash.
a shrine containing a representation of Shiva, most commonly
shivalap
the lingo.
Shivaratri
the great winter festival dedicated to Shiva, celebrated on the
14th day of the dark-moon half of Phalgun (late February /
early March).
shr ivatsa
endless knot. O n e of the eight auspicious symbols.
'accomplished' - the siddhas are a groups of 84 mythical sages.
siddha
the primary cult-object of Buddhism in Nepal and elsewhere.
stupa
Originally a simple m o u n d e n t o m b i n g sacred relics, now
greatly elaborated.
a Mahayana Buddhist scripture.
heaven or paradise; the realm of the gods.
a movement within both Hinduism and Buddhism, based on
sacred texts called Tantras composed from the 7th century onward, which emphasized the mystical and psycho-sexual aspects
of religious practice and iconology.
t h e lowland belt o f southern Nepal that is a part of the
Gangetic plain of north India.
gesture of threatening or warning. T h e hand is closed in a fist
with the index finger pointing upward.
Tibetan term for an iconographical painting on cloth.
the oldest surviving school of Buddhism, practised primarily in
Sri Lanka and South-East Asia, but experiencing a revival in
Nepal.
tikajhya(l), tikijhya(1) a general term for wooden Newar-style windows that contain
latticed screens.
lit. 'crossing-place' or 'ford', but used to denote any bathingtirtha
place o n a sacred river. A tirtha may sometimes also be a place
of especial sanctity that is not beside a river.
quarter or district of an urban area, (in Newari rvah).
to1
a heavily stylized tympanum of wood or metal, derived from
toiana
the traditional wooden arch, which is placed above the entrance
to a shrine. Typically, there is a kirtimukha or Garuda at the
apex, grasping a pair of serpents or Nagas which form the border. A form of the principal deity of the shrine is usually at the
centre.

GLOSSARY
trident; a three-pronged spear associated with Shiva.
the confluence of three sacred rivers: the third river of the three
is often said to exist 'underground'.
tulsi
the basil tree, sacred to Hindus.
~ikuntha
heaven or paradise; the realm of the gods.
Vaishnav
of or pertaining to Vishnu; a devotee of Vishnu.
vajra
the symbolic thunderbolt, associated in Hinduism with Indra,
and in Buddhism with the Vajrayana. T h e priests of the
Vajrayana form of Buddhism use the vajra as a ritual implement that symbolizes their authority.
Vajracharya
Tantric priest of the Newar Vajrayana school of Buddhism:
Vajracharyas are the higher of the two sections of Newar
Buddhism's priestly a t e . Only Vajracharyas may act as domestic ~riestsfor Newar Buddhists.
vajrahumkara r n u d n a gesture in which the wrists are crossed at the chest with palms
inward, and the hands hold a vajra and a bell.
the Diamond Vehicle or Way of Buddhism. The term vajra is
Vajrayana
understood to mean 'diamond' with its connotations of permanance and indestructibility - attributes of nirvana, according
to this school. Vajrayana is best seen as a specialized, elite path
within Mahayana Buddhism, and is the dominant stream
within Nepalese and Tibetan Buddhism.
a genealogical and historical text derailing the succession and
pious a a s of kings. The vamhavalis are the primary sources for
the reconstruction of Nepal's early history.
gesture of munificence or boon-giving. The arm is extended
varada rnudra
with the palm facing outwards and fingers extended downward.
one o f a set of texts that set out the rules for the construction of
Vastushastn
buildings, according to Hindu concepts.
the four Vedas are the earliest scriptures of Hinduism, comVeda
posed in an early form of Sanskrit. Vedic verses are often used
in the liturgy of Brahmans' rituals.
of or pertaining to the Vedas.
Vedic
a representation of Vishnu performing one of his actions in the
vibhuti
form of an avatar.
Buddhist monastery.
vihara
gesture of amazement or wonder.
vismaya rnudra
gesture of argument or disputation. The tips of thumb and
vitarka rnudra
index finger touch to form a circle, the palm faces outward, a l l
other fingers are extended upward.
wood spirit (male)
+ha
wood spirit (female)
yakshi I yakshini
a diagram similar to a rnanuhk. Also used to mean charm or
y a n t n (or jantn)
amulet.
a symbolic representation of the feminine principle, which
yoni
forms the base for most lingac and some small cbaicyac.
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